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Objective: To review the evidence for the
effectiveness of different isolation policies and screening
practices in reducing the incidence of methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) colonisation and
infection in hospital in-patients. To develop transmission
models to study the effectiveness and cost-
effectiveness of isolation policies in controlling MRSA. 
Data sources: MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL, The
Cochrane Library and SIGLE (1966–2000). Hand-
searching key journals. No language restrictions.
Review methods: Key data were extracted from 
articles reporting MRSA-related outcomes and 
describing an isolation policy in a hospital with epidemic
or endemic MRSA. No quality restrictions were
imposed on studies using isolation wards (IW) or nurse
cohorting (NC). Other studies were included if they
were prospective or employed planned comparisons of
retrospective data. Stochastic and deterministic models
investigated long-term transmission dynamics, studying
the effect of a fixed capacity IW, producing economic
evaluations using local cost data. 
Results: A total of 46 studies were accepted: 18 IWs,
9 NC, 19 other isolation policies. Most were

interrupted time series, with few planned formal
prospective studies. All but one reported multiple
interventions. Consideration of potential confounders,
measures to prevent bias, and appropriate statistical
analysis were mostly lacking. No conclusions could be
drawn in a third of studies. Most others provided
evidence consistent with reduction of MRSA
acquisition. Six long interrupted time series provided
the strongest evidence. Four of these provided
evidence that intensive control measures which
included patient isolation were effective in 
controlling MRSA. In two others IW use failed to
prevent endemic MRSA. There was no robust
economic evaluation. Models showed that improving
the detection rate or ensuring adequate isolation
capacity reduced endemic levels, with substantial
savings achievable. 
Conclusions: Major methodological weaknesses and
inadequate reporting in published research mean that
many plausible alternative explanations for reductions
in MRSA acquisition associated with interventions
cannot be excluded. No well-designed studies allow
the role of isolation measures alone to be assessed.
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Abstract

iv

Nonetheless, there is evidence that concerted efforts
that include isolation can reduce MRSA even when
endemic. Little evidence was found to suggest that
current isolation measures recommended in the UK
are ineffective, and these should continue to be applied

until further research establishes otherwise. The
studies with the strongest evidence, together with the
results of the modelling, provide testable hypotheses
for future research. Guidelines to facilitate design of
future research are produced.
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Glossary
Antibiotic policy The provision of guidelines
for use of antimicrobials.

Barrier nursing See Isolation.

Basic reproduction number (R0) A measure
of the transmissibility of infection, due to
characteristics of both the infectious agent and
the environment, e.g. increased hand-hygiene
decreases R0. More formally defined for our
purposes as the number of secondary cases of
MRSA arising from one case in a hospital
completely free of MRSA.

Bias Any process associated with data
collection, analysis or reporting resulting in
systematic deviation of results or inferences
from the truth.

Carriage The harbouring of MRSA at
recognised carriage sites (e.g. nose, throat,
perineum) with no overt expression of clinical
disease. See also Colonisation.

Clearance The successful eradication of
MRSA from previously colonised (and infected)
sites. 

Closed bay A room capable of
accommodating more than one patient and
separated from the rest of the ward by full-
length walls and a door.

Cohorting Physical segregation of a group of
patients with MRSA from patients not known
to harbour MRSA in a geographically distinct
area of the same ward, but nursed by the same
group of staff. There may or may not be
physical separation, such as use of a closed bay
(see above). Sometimes referred to as patient
cohorting (see also Nurse cohorting).

Colonisation The presence of MRSA at a
body site without clinical or subclinical disease.
See also Carriage, Infection.

Confounders Factors distorting the ability to
attribute the cause of something to the
intervention because another factor could be
influencing the result. This other confounding
factor is associated with the intervention, but is
not on the causal pathway between
intervention and outcome. For example, if the
intervention is the opening of an isolation
ward, but this happens to occur at the same
time as an increase in staff handwashing
unrelated to the intervention, then staff
handwashing would be a confounding factor.

Endemic MRSA The continuous presence of
MRSA over a prolonged period of time in a
ward or hospital (i.e. not necessarily the same
individual patients), whether or not
transmission is shown to have occurred. For
individual studies, we also considered MRSA to
be endemic if the authors stated this. See also
Outbreak. 

Eradication The use of topical or systemic
antibiotics to clear colonised sites of MRSA.
Agents used for topical eradication include
mupirocin, triclosan, chlorhexidine, naseptin
(chlorhexidine and neomycin) and bacitracin.
Agents used for systemic eradication include
rifampicin, fusidic acid, trimethoprim and
sulphamethoxazole.

External validity The extent to which
findings from studies can be validly generalised
to other settings. 

Fadeout The termination of a chain of MRSA
transmission with removal of the last colonised
or infected individual in the specified
population. Usually used in the context of a
chance elimination of MRSA, rather than
intentional following interventions.

continued
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Glossary and list of abbreviations

Technical terms and abbreviations are used throughout this report. The meaning is usually clear from
the context, but a glossary is provided for the non-specialist reader. In some cases, usage differs in the

literature, but the terms have a constant meaning throughout this review.



Glossary and list of abbreviations

Glossary continued

Feedback The reporting back to healthcare
workers of outcomes relevant to MRSA control.
This may include primary outcomes (MRSA
infection or colonisation rates) or secondary
outcomes (hand-hygiene compliance or
antibiotic policy compliance).

Handwashing education Any explicit
measure intended to increase staff
handwashing compliance or technique through
raising staff awareness. 

Incidence Any measure of the number of
events (infections, colonisations, bacteraemias,
etc.) occurring per unit time. If expressed per
patient, then denominators may include
number of exposed patients, number of
exposed patient-days, etc. Often it is not
possible to distinguish new cases of
colonisation/carriage from new detections of
existing cases; we allow incidence to refer to
both.

Infection The presence or replication of
microorganisms in the tissues of a host. When
discussing results in individual papers we
followed the infection definitions used by
authors. An exception to this rule was made for
papers that described all patients harbouring
MRSA as infected. In such cases we considered
individuals described as infected to be either
infected or colonised. 

Internal validity The extent to which
inferences made about causal relationships
between interventions and outcomes are 
true. 

Interrupted time series Outcome data in the
form of multiple outcome measures before and
after one or more interventions.

Isolation The physical segregation of an
MRSA patient (or of patients awaiting
screening results) from others for the express
purpose of limiting direct or indirect
transmission of MRSA. For the purpose of this
review isolation was categorised in descending
order of intensity: 

1. isolation unit or ward
2. cohorting with designated nursing staff

(nurse cohorting)
3. single-room isolation
4. cohorting (without designated staff)

5. use of aprons or gowns, gloves and, in some
cases masks, by healthcare workers as the
only physical barrier to transmission
(barrier nursing)

6. none. 

Isolation unit/isolation ward Either a
purpose-built or improvised ward used for the
isolation of MRSA patients. In some cases also
used for isolating patients suspected to carry
MRSA, or having other infectious diseases.
Isolation rooms that were part of other wards
were not considered to be isolation units, even
if they had controlled ventilation and their own
nursing staff. Isolation in such rooms was
classified as cohorting in closed bays (see
above).

Length of stay The time spent by a patient in
a ward or hospital. Usually used in terms of an
average (mean) length of stay.

MRSA Any strains of Staphylococcus aureus
described by the authors as being
homogeneously or heterogeneously resistant to
methicillin, oxacillin or other isoxazolyl
penicillins. We did not require specific
minimum inhibitory concentrations to be
quoted or reference to agreed breakpoints. 

MRSA case/MRSA patient Any patient who
has been culture positive for MRSA during
their current hospital stay or who has been
identified as carrying MRSA from
preadmission screening or by the institution
they were transferred from (other hospital,
nursing home, etc.). 

MSSA Methicillin-sensitive Staphylococcus
aureus. Any strain of Staphylococcus aureus that is
not MRSA.

Nurse cohorting Physical segregation of a
group of patients with MRSA from patients not
known to harbour MRSA in a geographically
distinct area of the same ward, and nursed by
designated staff who do not nurse non-MRSA
patients during the same shifts. There may or
may not be physical separation, such as the use
of closed bays (see above). Sometimes referred
to as staff cohorting, although other members
of staff (e.g. doctors, physiotherapists) rarely
participate.

continued



Glossary continued

Open bay An area capable of accommodating
more than one patient and in direct
communication with the rest of the ward,
without barriers to air flow.

Opportunity costs The benefits forgone by
using resources in one way rather than in the
next best alternative use. They represent the
lost opportunities to use resources elsewhere. If
there is a competitive market for the resource,
price provides a good estimate of the
opportunity costs; if the market is not
functioning well, some way of estimating the
value of the use of resources has to be adopted.

Outbreak Any episode of transmission of
MRSA between patients was considered to
constitute an outbreak regardless of the
number of patients affected. In contrast to the
endemic state, an outbreak was considered to
be temporally limited. There is no clear
division between an outbreak and endemicity:
an outbreak may lead to endemicity, and
endemic MRSA may be reduced to discrete
outbreaks.

Overflow isolation policy The method of
isolation used for MRSA patients who cannot
be accommodated by the main isolation policy.
For example, where the main policy is an
isolation ward, the overflow policy when the
ward is full might be single-room isolation.
Where the main policy is single-room isolation,
the overflow policy when single rooms are full
might be cohorting, etc.

Phage type Designated strain type defined
by its susceptibility to specific viruses or
‘phages’ in the laboratory.

Point prevalence The number of cases
present in a specified population at one point
in time. If expressed as a proportion or
percentage, then the denominator must be
stated.

Prevalence The number or proportion of
cases in a specified population. The population
may be defined in a number of ways, for
example patients currently in a hospital or
ward, or all patients having passed through a
hospital in 1 year. A denominator is required.

Prospective study A study where data are
systematically collected for the purpose of the
study during the period being studied. 

Regression to the mean A statistical
phenomenon distorting results in comparative
studies due to the non-random selection of
initial observations. Such effects occur when
chance factors have an important impact on
the observations. The distortion occurs since,
on average, an extreme observation of an event
will be followed by a less extreme observation. 

Reporting bias Bias resulting from selective
reporting or publication of experimental or
quasi-experimental results. Usually reporting
bias can be expected to result in the over-
representation of positive results (successful
interventions) in the literature.

Retrospective study A study using historical
data recorded for purposes other than for use
in the current study.

Screening The sampling and culture of sites,
such as skin lesions, nose, perineum and
throat, that are associated with the carriage of
MRSA. 

Screening policy The policy adopted by a
hospital to screen targeted individuals thought
to be at risk of MRSA carriage, so that measures
can be taken to prevent its further spread.

Seasonality A component of the variation in
time series data that is dependent on the time
of year. 

Single-room isolation Isolation of patients in
a single-bedded room. This definition includes
the use of two or more bedded rooms for the
isolation of one patient at a time. 

Stochastic effects Chance effects. In the
present context, stochastic effects result from
the probabilistic nature of the underlying
epidemic process. 

Trend A long-term tendency (increasing or
decreasing) in time series data.

Typing Characterisation of the MRSA strain
type by phenotypic (e.g. antibiogram – the
pattern of susceptibility to antibiotics), phage
typing or genotypic methods (e.g. pulsed field
gel electrophoresis, plasmid analysis). 
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List of abbreviations
ARIMA autoregressive integrated

moving average 

CDC Center for Disease Control
and Prevention 

CDR Communicable Disease
Report

CI confidence interval

CSU catheter specimen of urine 

CVC central venous catheter

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid 

EMRSA epidemic methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus

EPOC Effective Practice and
Organisation of Care
(Cochrane group)

GISA glycopeptide intermediate-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus

GRE glycopeptide-resistant
enterococci 

HAI hospital-acquired infection

HCW healthcare worker

IC infection control 

ICN infection control nurse

ICT infection control team

ICU intensive care unit

IMS intensive microbiological
surveillance 

ITS interrupted time series

ITU intensive therapy unit

IW isolation ward or unit

LOS length of stay

LRT lower respiratory tract

MeSH headings Medical Subject Headings 

MRSA methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus

MSSA methicillin-sensitive
Staphylococcus aureus

NC nurse cohorting 

NH nursing home

NICU neonatal intensive care unit

PFGE pulsed field gel
electrophoresis

PICU paediatric intensive care unit

RCT randomised controlled trial

REAP restriction endonuclease
analysis of plasmid DNA 

RFLP restriction fragment length
polymorphism

SCBU special care baby unit

SICU surgical intensive care unit

SIMU surgical intermediate care
unit

SD standard deviation

TMP/SMX trimethoprim/
sulphamethoxazole

WIP Werkgroep Infectiepreventie

All abbreviations that have been used in this report are listed here unless the abbreviation is well known (e.g. NHS), or 
it has been used only once, or it is a non-standard abbreviation used only in figures/tables/appendices in which case 
the abbreviation is defined in the figure legend or at the end of the table.
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Background
The incidence of patient infection and colonisation
with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) continues to rise in UK hospitals and
poses a considerable socio-economic burden.
Management of this problem includes screening to
detect asymptomatic carriers and the use of various
isolation measures to control its spread. There has
been much debate about the rationale and cost-
effectiveness of these measures. MRSA guidelines
have been published but there was an urgent need
for a systematic review to examine the evidence
base for these recommendations.

Objectives
1. To review the evidence for the effectiveness of

different isolation policies and screening
practices in reducing the incidence of MRSA
colonisation and infection in hospital inpatients.

2. To develop transmission models to study the
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of isolation
policies in controlling MRSA. 

Methods
� The search strategy covered the main subject

areas addressed in the review: MRSA; screening;
patient isolation; and outbreak control. 

� Studies with economic data or analysis were
included. 

Data sources
� Searches of electronic databases MEDLINE

(1966–2000), EMBASE (1980–2000), CINAHL
(1982–2000), The Cochrane Library (2000) and
SIGLE (1980–2000). 

� Manual searches of the principal hospital
infection journals to validate electronic database
searches.

� No language restrictions were imposed.

Study selection
� Abstracts were appraised by two or three

reviewers working together and selected if they

mentioned endemic or epidemic MRSA and an
attempt at control in a hospital setting. 

� Two investigators reviewed the full papers
independently and extracted data where studies
were prospective, employed planned
comparisons using retrospective data or used
isolation wards or nurse cohorting (designated
nurses for the care of MRSA-affected patients). 

Data extraction
The study period was divided into phases, where
appropriate, and the following data were extracted:

� details of all populations under investigation 
� details of patient isolation, screening and other

infection control measures (e.g. eradication of
carriage, antibiotic restriction, hand-hygiene,
feedback, ward closures)

� information on outcomes (e.g. infection,
colonisation, bacteraemia, death) 

� details of potential confounders or effect
modifiers including length of stay, antibiotic
use, strain change, pre-existing trends, numbers
colonised on admission, seasonal effects,
staffing levels and aspects of study design that
might introduce biases. 

Authors were written to when isolation or
screening policies, or their timing, were unclear. 

Studies were excluded if isolation policies or
timing of interventions remained unclear, or if the
only outcomes reported were colonisations and
screening policy was unclear or changed
substantially.

Data synthesis
� Data were summarised in table form. Formal

meta-analysis was considered inappropriate
owing to heterogeneity in study design and
patient populations. 

� The strength of evidence in each study was
evaluated by examining the study design,
quality of data, size of effect and presence of
plausible alternative explanations due to
confounders and biases.

Executive summary
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Modelling methods
� Stochastic and deterministic compartmental

models were used to investigate the long-term
transmission dynamics of MRSA. 

� Hospital and community populations were
considered, but all transmission was assumed to
occur in hospitals. 

� Models studied the impact of a fixed-capacity
isolation ward.

� Local cost data were coupled to models to
produce economic evaluations.

� Models were also used to address issues of
statistical validity in publication and analysis bias.

Results: systematic review 
� There were 4382 abstracts from which 254 full-

article appraisals were made. Forty-six were
included in the final review.

Study designs
� one prospective cohort cross-over study
� two prospective cohort studies with historical

controls
� nine prospective interrupted time series (ITS)

(three had prospective data collection but
unplanned interventions)

� six prospective observational one-phase studies
� five hybrid retrospective/prospective ITS
� one retrospective cohort study with systematic

data collection and the comparison decided on
in advance of examining the data

� two retrospective studies with the comparison
decided on before examination of the data

� eighteen retrospective ITS
� two retrospective observational studies.

Study interventions
� Eighteen studies described the use of isolation

wards. Study durations ranged from 3 months
to 15 years, and involved between 11 and 5345
MRSA cases. 

� Nine studies described the use of nurse
cohorting (NC). Study durations ranged from 
3.5 months to 4 years, and involved between 5
and 1074 MRSA cases. 

� Nineteen studies described other isolation
policies. Study durations ranged from 1 month
to 9 years, and involved between 9 and 1771
cases. 

� In nearly all the studies isolation was combined
with at least one other simultaneous intervention. 

Study settings
� Twenty-five studies were set in one or more

entire hospitals, 20 were set in individual
hospital units and one used survey data from
multiple hospitals.

Quality of studies
� There were few formally planned prospective

studies with predefined pre- and
postintervention periods. 

� Systematic assessment and adjustment for
potential confounders was lacking.

� Regression to the mean effects and confounders
were plausible threats to the validity of many
studies. The predominance of unplanned
retrospective reports suggests that reporting
bias may be important. 

� Statistical analysis was absent or inappropriate
in all but two studies. 

� There was no robust economic evaluation.

Results 
� No conclusions could be drawn about the effect

of isolation in one-third of studies. In studies
with multiple simultaneous interventions it was
not possible to assess the relative contribution
of individual measures.

� Most others provided evidence consistent with
reduction of MRSA. In half of these, the
evidence was considered weak because of poor
design, major confounders and/or risk of
systematic biases.

� Two studies presented evidence consistent with
immediate isolation reducing transmission. 

� Stronger evidence was presented in the larger
and longer time series, with large changes in
MRSA numbers, detailed information on
interventions and relative absence of plausible
alternative explanations. 

� There were six such studies:
(a) Three presented conflicting evidence of the

effectiveness of isolation wards (with other
measures) in reducing MRSA infection
hospital wide: one reduced infection, one
did not and one resulted in control for
many years until a change in strain and/or
an increase in the number of patients
colonised on admission overwhelmed the
institution. 

(b) One presented evidence that single-room
isolation with screening, eradication and an
extensive hand-hygiene programme
reduced MRSA infection and colonisation
hospital wide.

(c) One provided evidence that NC in single
rooms with screening and eradication
reduced infection hospital wide. One
paediatric intensive care unit study
provided evidence that single-room
isolation and patient cohorting in bays
(with screening, feedback of infection rates
and hand-hygiene education) reduced
infection.

Executive summary



� It was not possible to draw any conclusions
about the cost-effectiveness of the interventions
because of the poor quality of the economic
evaluative work presented. The costs included
were not comprehensive – many items were
omitted – and they were not consistent as 
the items included in the studies varied 
widely.

Results: modelling 
� Equilibrium endemic prevalences of MRSA in

hospitals with fixed-capacity isolation facilities
were shown to be dependent on the detection
rate of MRSA patients, the number of isolation
beds available and the transmissibility of the
organism. 

� Improving either the detection rate or isolation
capacity was shown to decrease endemic levels
provided that the other was not the limiting
factor.

� The final endemic level often depended on
when the isolation ward opened, with 
ultimate eradication often possible only 
when the isolation ward was opened 
early. 

� In many scenarios, long-term control failure
occurred owing to saturation of isolation
facilities as the numbers colonised on admission
rose. However, even when such control failure
occurred, the isolation ward delayed the rate at
which prevalence increased and reduced the
ultimate endemic level. Saturation of isolation
facilities can be prevented by ensuring sufficient
capacity.

� A paucity of reliable information on key
parameter values hampered economic
evaluations. However, under a wide range of
plausible parameter values estimated
independently, substantial savings could 
be achieved over 10 years compared with 
a policy of no isolation, provided that the
burden of unused isolation ward capacity 
and staff time was not too great. Assumptions
were made about the unused capacity 
on the isolation wards that had implications 
for the estimates of opportunity costs. Our
assumptions possibly overestimated the
opportunity costs. The opportunity costs 
in practice may have been less and would
depend crucially upon what the alternative 
uses would have been and what would 
have been the cost of maintaining unused
capacity. We lacked data to estimate 
these costs. 

Conclusions
Implications for healthcare
� There was evidence that intensive concerted

interventions that include isolation can
substantially reduce MRSA, even in settings with a
high level of endemic MRSA. Little evidence was
found to suggest that current isolation measures
recommended in the UK are ineffective, and
these should continue to be applied until further
research establishes otherwise.

Research recommendations
� Future research should concentrate on prospective

planned comparisons, with predefined pre- and
postintervention periods and systematic
assessment and adjustment for potential
confounders as necessary. Randomised controlled
trials with cluster randomisation by hospital or
specialist unit are one possibility. Consideration
should also be given to other valid designs,
including those based on prospective interrupted
time series as, although they represent weaker
designs, they may often be more feasible.

� Priority research questions include an
examination of the effect of adequately sized
isolation wards in hospitals with endemic
MRSA; the effects of single-room isolation with
an extensive hand-hygiene programme,
screening and eradication; and NC, with
screening and eradication. Study designs that
permit the identification of the effects of both
individual interventions and the effects of
combined interventions should be considered. 

� Attention should be paid in intervention studies
to estimating the resources used in the
intervention in a comprehensive way. Cost
vectors can then be applied that are designed as
far as possible to reflect the opportunity costs
associated with the use of these resources.

� We recommend that future outbreak reports
and intervention studies be written up in a
standardised manner with full recording of
interventions, outcomes and confounders to
ensure that specific threats to validity are
addressed. We have produced guidelines to
facilitate this. 

� An audit system that enables infection control
teams to collect and use data on potential effect
modifiers, alongside current MRSA surveillance
systems, needs to be designed, piloted and
evaluated. Evaluation should focus on the role
of the system in planning interventions and
interpreting their outcomes.
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Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) is now widespread in UK hospitals.

The quarterly Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia
reports in the Communicable Disease Report
(CDR) have charted an inexorable rise in the
proportion of Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemias
caused by MRSA – from 2% in 1991 to 42% in
2000.1,2 More recently, the publication of the
MRSA bacteraemia rates from the first 6 months
of the Department of Health’s mandatory
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia surveillance
programme showed that the majority of English
acute NHS Trusts are affected by MRSA, the
London region having the highest rates.3

Management of MRSA aims to control the spread
of infection, protect the most vulnerable patients
and discourage the selection of even more resistant
strains. However, the most effective approach to
achieve these aims remains controversial. There is
much debate about the effectiveness of specific
interventions (which consist primarily of isolation
of carriers, and sometimes contacts, in side rooms
or isolation units). These measures impact on the
patient and the hospital, so their benefit must be
proven. Traditional narrative reviews attempted to
assess the evidence available. The most recent is
the report of a combined Working Party of the
Hospital Infection Society, the British Society for
Antimicrobial Chemotherapy and the Infection
Control Nurses’ Association revising earlier
national guidelines on the control of MRSA in
hospitals.4 The report categorised interventions
according to the strength of the evidence, which
showed that accepted practice was largely 
based on medical and scientific rationale 
and suggestive evidence, rather than on well-
designed experimental studies. There was little
research or mathematical modelling predicting
outcome and resource use. It was against this
background that the need for a formal descriptive
and quantitative systematic review with
epidemiological modelling was recognised and
commissioned by the Health Technology
Assessment Board. 

This introductory chapter provides an outline of
the epidemiology, growing antimicrobial resistance
and pathogenicity of Staphylococcus aureus and

MRSA, the management strategies available, the
findings of recent narrative reviews and the need
for and aims of a systematic review.

Staphylococcus aureus and 
MRSA 
Staphylococcus aureus is normally carried
asymptomatically in the nares or on the skin of
~30% of the population.5,6 This percentage rises
to ~50% in healthcare workers or hospital
inpatients. Carriage is more common on skin that
is broken, for instance if there is a cut, a sore or a
rash such as eczema. 

Staphylococcus aureus can cause problems when it
gets the opportunity to enter the body. It may then
cause local infection (abscesses, boils or infected
wounds) or spread further to cause a more serious
systemic infection such as septicaemia.7 The main
route of transmission is through direct contact, via
the transiently colonised hands of healthcare
workers,8 although airborne and environmental
transmission also occurs.9

MRSA are a heterogeneous group of Staphylococcus
aureus strains that are methicillin-resistant and
often multiply antibiotic resistant. They behave in
the same way as methicillin-susceptible
Staphylococcus aureus (MSSA), often causing
harmless colonisation and sometimes causing
infection. As for MSSA, transmission is mainly via
direct contact.8 Studies have shown that 80% of
staff who dress MRSA-infected wounds may carry
the organism on their hands for up to 3 hours.
However, this can be virtually completely
eradicated by immediate washing with liquid soap
and water after patient contact.10,11

Whether MRSA are as virulent as MSSA was widely
debated in the 1980s, but it is now generally
acknowledged that some strains may be as virulent
as MSSA.10,12–15 Some reports have indicated
increased mortality and morbidity with MRSA, but
it is not always possible to extricate the effect of
other factors in this, such as delays in instituting
appropriate therapy. Some case–control studies
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have concluded that it is the severity of underlying
disease in the patient with MRSA that predicts
outcome.12,14–17

Increasing antimicrobial
resistance
Penicillin resistance in Staphylococcus aureus was
reported soon after the introduction of penicillin
for therapeutic use in 1941.18 By 1948, ~60% of
hospital strains were penicillin-resistant19 and 
�-lactamase resistance had been described.20 The
introduction of other new antimicrobial agents in
the 1940s and 1950s was usually followed by
reports of resistance, so that by the end of the
1950s multiple antibiotic resistance was common
in hospitals. For instance, at least 85% of all
Staphylococcus aureus strains in a hospital in Seattle,
WA, USA, in 1959 were resistant to penicillin and
streptomycin, 60% resistant to tetracycline, 43%
resistant to erythromycin and 28% resistant to
chloramphenicol.21

The introduction of a penicillinase-stable
penicillin, methicillin, in 1960 had a dramatic
clinical impact on this deteriorating situation.22

However, naturally occurring methicillin resistance
was reported shortly afterwards.23 By the late
1960s, problems with increasing methicillin
resistance in hospitals were being reported from
various European countries,24–26 but the incidence
of multiple antibiotic resistance was declining. The
1970s, described as the ‘decade of complacency’,
was a period of decreasing multiple and
methicillin resistance.27 However, this calm was
shattered in the late 1970s and early 1980s, first
by an outbreak of methicillin- and gentamicin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus in a London hospital
in 197628 and then by the advent of new epidemic
strains of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
in the 1980s. 

These strains, subsequently termed ‘epidemic
MRSA’ (EMRSA), were different from those which
had caused problems in the 1960s. For instance,
most of their resistances were now borne on the
chromosome, unlike the 1960s strains where most
antibiotic resistance was plasmid-borne. The first
of these EMRSA, EMRSA-1, was indistinguishable
from a strain that had been responsible for earlier
outbreaks in hospitals in Victoria, Australia.29,30

This strain caused major outbreaks in London
hospitals before spreading beyond. Subsequently,
other EMRSA came to the fore, pre-eminent ones
being EMRSA-3, -15 and -16. EMRSA-16 is the
current predominant strain in the UK. An early

report of an EMRSA-16 outbreak of 400 cases at a
District General Hospital in Kettering reported
that 79% of those affected had asymptomatic
colonisation, usually of wounds, throat, nose and
perineum.31 The remaining 21% were infected,
but serious infections appeared relatively rare,
although they included endocarditis, bacteraemia,
osteomyelitis and orthopaedic prosthetic infection.
Directly attributable mortality was reported to be
<2%.31 Different strains may have different
properties, including pathogenicity and potential
to spread (epidemicity).32

Since then, the next steps in growing antimicrobial
resistance have been taken: glycopeptide
intermediate-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (GISA)
was reported from Japan in 1997, where over 80%
of Staphylococcus aureus are MRSA.33 GISA has since
been reported in the UK, although still unusual.34

These developments strike at the main therapeutic
options for serious MRSA infections: vancomycin
and teicoplanin. Although there are newer
antibiotics with a role in the treatment of MRSA
infections, such as linezolid,35 resistance to these
has also been reported and such antimicrobials
may not be effective in serious life-threatening
infections.36 Consequently, there is concern that
our main therapeutic agents against Staphylococcus
aureus are in jeopardy and so there is an urgent
need to curtail the spread of MRSA in hospitals.
This concern extends to fear of the threat posed 
by MRSA strains with complete glycopeptide
resistance caused by transfer of this resistance from
glycopeptide-resistant enterococci (GRE)
(increasingly common in specialist hospitals).37

MRSA outbreaks are caused by transmission of
pre-existing MRSA clones rather than the
spontaneous emergence of resistance during
antibiotic treatment. Broad-spectrum antibiotics
such as cephalosporins or �-lactamase inhibitors
may play a role in increasing such transmission
and in amplifying MRSA populations when the
organism is carried at a low level,38,39 but many
confounding factors in the complex hospital
environment make it difficult to evaluate the
relationship between antibiotic use and the burden
of MRSA.

Control of MRSA
The thrust of policies to contain the spread of
MRSA has been determined by the need to protect
vulnerable patients and safeguard our therapeutic
options. As direct contact is the main route of
transmission, the cornerstone of most MRSA
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management has been rigorous infection control,
in particular handwashing, and isolation of
patients with MRSA in side rooms or units (with
ward closures if spread is not curtailed). 

MRSA control in England has gone through
various phases, reflected in the national
guidelines. These were first formulated in 198640

and revised in 199041 and 1998.4 The initial
approach was that described as ‘search and
destroy’ with patients being screened for MRSA
and affected patients being isolated in side rooms
or, preferably, an isolation ward (IW).40 In most
settings, screening of all patients and healthcare
workers (HCWs) was advised following one or
more cases in a ward. 

A growing endemic problem and overstretched
infection control teams (ICTs) with little senior
management support meant that the approach in
later revisions of the national guidelines changed
to a focus on protecting high-risk units in
hospitals.4 This more flexible ‘targeted’ approach
depended on the type of ward (i.e. the type of
patient), the available isolation facilities and local
experience of MRSA. Patients were stratified
according to the level of perceived risk to them
from MRSA: intensive therapy unit (ITU) patients,
burns, vascular, orthopaedic and cardiothoracic
surgery patients, for example, were regarded as
‘high risk’, general surgery, urology, dermatology
and obstetric and gynaecology patients as
‘moderate’, general medical, acute care of the
elderly and general paediatric patients as ‘low’
and long-stay elderly or psychogeriatric as
‘minimal risk’. A range of management options
were described for each level of risk, with
increased requirement for isolation and increased
intensity of screening the higher the vulnerability
of the patients. It was recommended that in
hospitals where MRSA is not endemic, the initial
approach for all patients should be as for the
high-risk group in endemic settings. 

In the earliest phase affected hospitals aspired to
establishing IWs, but rarely obtained resourcing
for these. Consequently, isolation facilities have
varied widely from side-room isolation, to
cohorting affected patients in rooms or bays (with
or without simultaneous cohorting of staff), to use
of an IW. The latter ranged from dedicated MRSA
wards to wards catering for infectious diseases
generally, where MRSA patients might be
cohorted and non-MRSA patients would be nursed
in single rooms. The type of patient isolated
varied from all those affected, whether colonised
or infected, to contacts or new admissions awaiting

screening results, to those deemed ‘dispersers’
with uncontainable secretions or widespread
exfoliative skin conditions. As the ‘search and
destroy’ approach waned, some hospitals ceased
isolating affected patients, relying on universal
precautions (gowns and gloves) to prevent spread.
In addition, different institutions or units operate
a variety of screening policies from targeted (e.g.
only those admitted from nursing homes or with a
past history of MRSA or transfers from abroad) or
non-targeted (all admissions). Attempts may or
may not be made to eradicate MRSA carriage
from nose or skin using topical agents, such as
mupirocin, chlorhexidine, povidone iodine or
triclosan. Likewise, systemic eradication with
rifampicin/fucidin may be attempted in certain
circumstances. Normally, MRSA control policies
are part of a wider framework of infection control
policies in a hospital, which may encompass
handwashing education programmes as well as
antibiotic policies and feedback of MRSA rates to
clinical staff. Clearly, multiple combinations of
policies to control MRSA may ensue: isolation with
or without decontamination, with or without a
handwashing decontamination programme, with
or without an antibiotic policy. Beyond this, the
extent to which application of these policies is
policed is likely to vary. 

Outcome of control measures 
There is much debate about the effectiveness of
individual control measures and, in view of the
disruption caused by screening and isolating
patients, whether such measures are worthwhile.
In addition, isolation can have deleterious effects
in some groups of patients, such as confused
elderly patients.42 Some have therefore argued
that the effects of MRSA do not warrant infection
control overriding many other aspects of health
care, especially in settings without sufficient
isolation facilities. Much of the debate has been
summarised in several reviews.4,40,41,43–47

The most recent revision of the guidelines for
control of MRSA infection in hospitals4

concluded that control measures, especially
isolation units, have an impact and that the costs
of not controlling MRSA [e.g. extended length of
stay (LOS), theatre closure, disruption of routine
activities, antibiotic budgets] are higher than those
of control (isolation unit, eradication therapy,
cleaning, etc.). Costs are frequently unreported,
but where they are, they are often the costs of
control (ICT, IW, laboratory, eradication therapy,
environmental cleaning) plus some of the directly
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attributable cost of MRSA infection such as
glycopeptide treatment.48 Other directly
attributable costs (e.g. hotel costs due to extended
LOS) are often not given, nor are other costs
which may be difficult to assess or quantify, such as
those associated with theatre closure or disruption
of routine activities. Although the most up-to-date
review available, the report was not intended to be
a systematic review, quantitative or descriptive. It
noted the difficulty of estimating the cost-
effectiveness of interventions where the successful
outcome is an event not occurring and that
epidemiological modelling would help to fill this
gap. Recent costings for one UK Trust in the event
of uncontrolled MRSA indicate doubling of the
entire antibiotic budget alone.48

An American review reported that the ‘intensity’ of
isolation measures was unrelated to the degree of
control achieved.43 A more recent narrative
review44 also reported this, and that more relaxed
policies may succeed, paradoxically, where stricter
policies may fail and vice versa. Apparent success
may coincide with other measures being
introduced such as mupirocin, antibiotic policies
or intensive ward-based education, feedback of
MRSA rates and handwashing. This makes it hard
to know which element of any strategy is most
influential, although the recent UK ICT MRSA
questionnaire study49 found that the performance
of inter-hospital transfer screening from abroad,
fewer inter-hospital transfers and delays in
identifying patients and absence of mupirocin
resistance were significantly related to success of
control, that is, reduction in incidence. It has been
suggested that the behaviour of the individual
MRSA strain may be the key factor50 and, if so,
this would make it hard to generalise from one
strain or setting to another. The review44 also
noted that there are virtually no randomised
control trials (RCTs). Unlike studies of non-
infectious disease, where patient outcomes are
independent, RCTs for infectious disease control
are more difficult to carry out, requiring cluster
randomisation between units in a large enough
number of hospitals to give a trial adequate power.
Indeed, there is a general lack of formal studies,
in part because one cannot set out to control an
outbreak until there is one. The onset of an

outbreak also demands that the problem be solved
rather than conduct research to determine the
best method of control. Furthermore, outcome
measures, in addition to interventions (details of
which may be sparse), vary widely, infection and
mortality rates may be unstated, costs may not be
reported and what happens once successful
control measures are discontinued may not be
mentioned.44 Indeed, a recent mathematical
modelling of the transmissibility of MRSA
indicates that what may look like an extremely
successful result from a package of control
measures may be entirely due to chance. It also
shows, however, that even small (10%) increments
in handwashing frequency may have major effects
on MRSA prevalence.51

Aims of the systematic review
A formal descriptive and quantitative systematic
review with epidemiological modelling would
build on the work of the Working Party by
providing an estimate of the cost-effectiveness of
different management strategies, in different
settings, including those recommended by the
Working Party report. At the level of the ward,
stochastic (chance) events may dominate observed
patterns, so that long-term monitoring may be
required to demonstrate the effectiveness of any
intervention empirically.51 Stochastic transmission
models would greatly aid interpretation of such
data. The initial objectives of the review are to: 

1. provide a full descriptive review of different
isolation policies used in the management and
control of MRSA in hospital

2. examine the evidence for the effectiveness of
different isolation policies in reducing the
incidence of MRSA colonisation and infection

3. provide stochastic transmission models for a
range of MRSA control options (including
those recommended by the Working Party) for
various patient groups, MRSA types, virulence
and background levels, estimating clinical
effectiveness (cases of MRSA infections and
deaths avoided) and costs (costs of control
versus costs of cases avoided)

4. identify future research priorities.
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Introduction
In this section we summarise the major threats to
the validity of inferences drawn from studies in
this review. These threats have been identified
from the full study appraisals and theoretical
considerations. We present qualitative and, where
possible, quantitative assessments of the
magnitude of the threats. 

The intention is to summarise what we consider to
be the most important threats, rather than provide
an exhaustive list. We present a detailed list of
potential confounders, sources of bias and
measures taken to prevent or adjust for these for
the individual studies in the review. The section
‘Major cofounders and bias’ in the long summary
tables in Appendix 3 then summarises what we
consider to be the most important threats to
making valid inferences from these studies.

In this section we also briefly present
recommendations for obviating these threats. These
recommendations inform Appendix 5, which
provides recommendations for conducting and
reporting formal studies and reporting outbreaks.

It should be noted that many of the pitfalls
associated with making inferences about
interventions in MRSA studies are common to many
quasi-experimental studies, and more specifically
to other areas of epidemiological research.52

However, there are important differences with
MRSA studies, such as changing patient
populations, evolving strains and transmissible
pathogens. For this reason, it is valuable to
consider the specific threats relevant to the studies
in this review. As almost all of the studies of
relevance to this project come from interrupted
time series (ITS) designs (where outcome
measures from usually one or two populations are
recorded at a series of time points, but interrupted
by an intervention), problems specific to such
designs are the main focus of this chapter. 

Terminology
We have adopted the terminology of Cook and
Campbell,52 who categorise threats to valid
inference under four broad headings:

1. Internal validity
The degree to which observed changes in
outcomes can be inferred correctly to be caused
by the intervention. 

2. Construct validity
The extent to which changes in outcomes can
correctly be inferred to be caused by specific
presumed mechanisms related to the
intervention (i.e. particular constructs), and not
by some unintended by-product of the
intervention. For example, in an intervention
to control MRSA by isolating patients, the
measured effect may be due to an inadvertent
increase in staff hand hygiene, for example, if
staff wash their hands more when they know
they are part of a study. While the intervention
could still be said to have caused any resulting
reduction in cross-infection, it would not be
correct to presume that the mechanism by
which this was achieved was related to the
patient isolation.

3. Statistical conclusion validity
The extent to which valid conclusions can be
made about the likelihood of the observed
changes occurring by chance alone, rather than
being due to the interventions.

4. External validity
The extent to which inferences about causal
relationships can be validly generalised to
different populations, settings and 
times. 

In the following sections we consider each of these
classes of threats in turn, discussing the major
threats and how they can be avoided.

Internal validity
Major threats
Confounding factors/history
Causal inferences from MRSA studies based on
ITS designs are at risk of reaching false
conclusions if other changes, not related to the
interventions of interest, but affecting the
transmission and persistence of MRSA, occur at
about the same time.
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Many factors have been suggested to influence the
spread of MRSA. These include staffing levels;53

carer behaviour (e.g. handwashing);54 staff–patient
contact patterns;55 antibiotic consumption;56 ward
cleaning; handwashing agents used;57 LOS;51

patient crowding/bed occupancy;58 MRSA
clearance therapy; and properties of the organism
itself.59 In ITS studies, such threats can best be
dealt with by recording data regarding these
potential confounding factors and by adjusting for
them, if necessary, in the statistical analysis of the
data. Concurrent data from a control group not
subject to the intervention but likely to be subject
to many of same changes can also eliminate many
of these threats. 

Trends/maturation effects
Where there are pre-existing trends in outcome
measures prior to interventions, there is a risk that
observed changes in MRSA are falsely attributed
to interventions. Conversely, a trend could mask a
true effect of an intervention (e.g. if MRSA numbers
were increasing prior to the intervention). Such
threats are greatest when outcome data are
presented as only two data points: one pre- and
one postintervention. They can be avoided by
presenting multiple pre- and postintervention
measurements so that any trends are made
apparent. When such trends exist, appropriate
analysis of the time series data can be used to
determine what effect the intervention had.
However, lack of trend is no indication of the
failure of an intervention: the intervention might
have prevented an increase postintervention.

Seasonal effects
For short ITS studies, seasonal effects may provide
alternative explanations for apparent treatment
effects. A number of plausible mechanisms could
explain seasonal influences on MRSA outcome
data. For example, there may be more imported
MRSA cases in winter months as more elderly
patients are admitted, resulting in more secondary
cases. Similarly, seasonal changes could be
mediated by changing staffing levels (perhaps due
to illness) or changes in bed occupancy.

Such threats can also be reduced by appropriate
recording of possible confounders, appropriate
analysis of time series data and by obtaining
longer time series or more time series with the
intervention occurring at different times.

Detection
Changes in measurement of outcomes also present
threats to valid inference. Such changes may either
be due to changes in procedures for screening,

culturing and identifying MRSA colonisation and
infection, or to changes in the way standard
procedures are carried out. Examples would
include improvements in the skill of staff or
unconscious expectations of staff collecting and
analysing isolates.

Such threats may be reduced by adopting
procedures that are standardised as far as possible,
and ideally by blinding outcome assessors to the
details of the study. Colonisation data are likely to
be particularly vulnerable to changes in screening
practices. When screening is not carried out
systematically, infection data should provide
reliable outcome data if consistent criteria for
defining infections are applied and there is a
constant intensity of microbiological sampling.
Bacteraemias are likely to provide one of the most
reliable outcome measures because most clinicians
will take blood cultures from patients presenting
with features of sepsis. For other types of
infections there may be expected to be more
variability in sampling practice.

Attrition
Since the patients in different phases of an ITS
study in a hospital population are continually
changing with time, attrition (loss of patients 
from the study) may seem to be unimportant, as
loss to follow-up is occurring all the time, for all
patients. However, changing patient LOSs can be
thought of as an attrition effect since patients 
may drop out of the study at different rates in
different phases. For example, if infections are 
less likely to be detected during hospitalisation 
for patients with shorter lengths of stays, then a
trend for a decreasing LOS could well give a
spurious appearance of a reduction in the
infection rate.

Measures that could be taken to prevent such bias
include follow-up of discharged patients in the
community and appropriate analysis of outcome
data that takes account of such an effect. Such an
analysis may include methods that explicitly
account for changes in LOS, such as survival
analysis, where the time until a patient acquires
MRSA is modelled.

Selection
If patients in different phases of an ITS study have
different characteristics, the ability to draw valid
conclusions about an intervention will be
compromised. Such differences in patient mix may
be related, for example, to seasonal effects or to
changes in admission and/or discharge policies
(when these are not part of the intervention) or, in
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the case of longer time series, to long-term
changes in provision of healthcare. 

Again, such threats can be identified and avoided
by recording appropriate patient characteristics.
Appropriate analysis of patient-level data may be
required to adjust for such effects.

MRSA strains
MRSA comprises a heterogeneous group of
organisms, which are constantly evolving. The
impact of changing properties of the MRSA
strains themselves represents perhaps one of the
hardest factors to assess, as very little is known
about what causes one strain to spread or persist
more than another. 

The threat of changing strain properties is usually
less plausible as an explanation for reductions in
MRSA than it is for increases. This is because, if
all other selective forces operating in a hospital
are equal, evolutionary forces could be expected to
select for more transmissible or more persistent
strains rather than the opposite (the opposite
process could theoretically occur in sufficiently
small populations, but in settings with a large
number of cases this is a not a very plausible
explanation for observed reductions in MRSA).
However, if a substantial proportion of MRSA cases
are colonised on admission, and there are changes
in the strains brought into a hospital, then this
could provide a plausible explanation for observed
reductions in the transmission rate per source. For
example, in some countries, such as the USA,
Australia and New Zealand, there are MRSA strains
that appear to spread well in the community.60 If
such strains spread less well in hospitals than
existing hospital strains, the rise of these strains in
the community could result in an overall decrease
in the transmission rate from MRSA colonised
individuals in the hospital. This would occur
without other interventions and would be due only
to the different properties of the community-
acquired strain being brought into the hospital. 

The threat of changing properties of strains is
rendered less plausible when genotypic or
phenotypic typing data suggest that MRSA isolates
belong to a single or to closely related clones.
However, all such typing methods are imperfect
and may not necessarily detect important
phenotypic changes, so such threats cannot be
entirely ruled out. Furthermore, we do not have a
reliable transmissibility or virulence marker for
MRSA, so current typing systems may do little to
help in the interpretation of observed changes in
transmission rates and the incidence of disease. 

Other ecological interactions
In certain settings, more complex ecological
interactions may also be important. For example,
in neonatal units interactions with other
Staphylococcus aureus strains could influence
outcomes as infants are routinely colonised with
Staphylococcus aureus within a few days of birth. 

Some studies have suggested that competition
between different Staphylococcus aureus strains and
between different bacterial species may be
important.61,62 However, generally such effects
seem to us to require a high level of coincidental
circumstances in order to provide explanations for
reductions in transmission over short timescales
outside specialist units. 

Regression to the mean and reporting bias
When interventions under investigation are made
because of unusually high MRSA levels, there is a
risk that subsequent reductions in MRSA levels will
be falsely attributed to the interventions. This
effect can be expected to occur when MRSA levels
are fluctuating about a mean (as they may be
expected to do in a setting with stable endemic
MRSA). In such situations, periods with unusually
high (or low) MRSA levels would be expected to be
followed by periods with lower (or higher) MRSA
levels even in the absence of any intervention. In
other words, abnormal MRSA levels are expected
to regress back to an equilibrium or mean level.

Reporting bias is usually assumed to result from
authors’ and journals’ preferences for publishing
positive results. That is, successful interventions
are more likely to be reported than those which
are unsuccessful. The amount of bias that results
depends both on the amount of variation there is
to select from, and the strength of the selection
(i.e. how large a change must be observed before
authors consider a result worth reporting or how
much more likely a positive result is to be reported
than a negative result). All types of studies may be
expected to be vulnerable to reporting bias to
some extent. However, unplanned reports of the
effects of interventions are particularly vulnerable
due to (i) the large amount of variation that can be
expected to occur owing to the stochastic nature of
epidemic processes and (ii) the very large pool of
data from which to draw outcomes to report (i.e.
all outbreaks or situations with endemic MRSA).

If regression to the mean effects in ITS studies
results from the non-random selection of the first
period in two-phase studies, reporting bias can be
considered to be the extension of the non-random
selection to both phases. 
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To avoid regression to the mean effects, decisions
to intervene should not be based on recent levels
of the outcome data. To prevent reporting bias,
authors (and editors) should not be influenced by
the outcome data in their decision to report (or
publish) the results. For both retrospective and
prospective studies this means that the
comparisons to be made should be decided on
without knowledge of outcome data for both pre-
and post-intervention periods for ITS studies. 

Reports of longer time series with larger numbers
of MRSA cases may also be expected to be less at
risk from reporting bias as the amount of variation
to select from will be much lower, with the systems
being better approximated by deterministic
processes (although stochastic fluctuations will still
be important, as is shown in Chapter 5). For larger
studies, journals may also be less influenced by the
reported statistical significance of results in their
decision to publish.

Assessing reporting bias and
regression to the mean
Reporting bias and regression to the mean effects
are types of bias that are difficult to assess owing to
the unknown strength of the selection processes.
However, we can use simulation studies to examine
the size of the errors that may be expected to result
from different degrees of bias. Figures 1–4 present
results of such simulations, using a stochastic model
of transmission in a 20-bed hospital ward over a
period of 2 years. This 2-year period is divided into
two periods of 1 year each, referred to as phase 1
and phase 2, and we consider an intervention that
has no effect to occur at the start of phase 2.

The crucial point is that this division into phases is
entirely arbitrary. All differences between the
phases are due to stochastic variation and bias in
the process of reporting the outcome data.
Effectively, we are considering the situation where
the null hypothesis is true (intervention has no
effect) and looking at how biases can result in this
hypothesis being erroneously rejected (falsely
attributing an effect to the intervention). 

Simulation details
We performed 1000 simulation runs in each of
three scenarios: high, medium and low
transmissibility (corresponding to a basic
reproduction number, R0, of 0.5, 1 and 2,
respectively, which defines the average number of
secondary cases caused by a primary case in a
susceptible population). 

The transmission model used for these simulations
was based on a previously described host–vector
model where the transiently colonised hands of
carers constituted the vectors responsible for
spreading the organism.51 In the present case,
however, no explicit assumptions about
transmission routes were made, and carers were
not included in the model. New cases were
assumed to arise according to the mass-action
assumption, where the rate of acquisition is
proportional to the ward prevalence. This model is
still, nonetheless, consistent with the assumption
of hand-borne transmission.

The organism was assumed to be introduced at a
constant rate, with each patient having a
probability of 0.01 of being colonised on
admission. For each simulation run, after an initial
‘burn-in’ period lasting for a simulated period of 
1 year (which ensured that the results did not
depend on arbitrarily chosen starting values), 
2 years of simulated data were generated. Over
this time nothing in the model changed, but the
outcome data were divided into consecutive 1-year
intervals (phases 1 and 2). All variation in the
course of epidemics within each of the three
scenarios at this stage was due to stochastic effects.

Outcome data were then obtained by selecting
from these (unbiased) random simulations by
imposing two types of bias. We first considered
bias arising from the non-random selection of data
from both study phases. To do this we ranked all
simulation runs in order of the size of reduction in
prevalence between phases 1 and 2, and selected
the 20, 10, 5 and 1% of runs with largest reduction
between phases. Second, we considered bias
arising due to the non-random selection of phase
1 data alone. 

This was achieved by ranking all 1000 simulation
runs in order of the mean prevalence in phase 1,
and selecting the 20, 10, 5 and 1% of runs with
the highest phase 1 prevalences. This simulates
regression to the mean effects, which can be
expected when interventions are made in response
to high MRSA levels.

Simulation results
Figure 1 shows a single simulation run from the
intermediate transmissibility scenario (R0 = 1).
This run was selected at random from the 1% of
runs with largest reduction in prevalence between
phases 1 and 2, and therefore illustrates how
reporting bias can result in misleading conclusions.
If such a pattern of spread were observed in
practice, the reduction in prevalence in phase 2

Threats to valid inference
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FIGURE 1 A single simulation run from a stochastic hospital epidemic model, indicating the ward-level prevalence over 2 years. An
intermediate level of transmissibility was assumed (R0 = 1). There was no change in parameters over the period, and the division into
two 1-year phases is arbitrary. Patients colonised on admission are indicated by dots above the x axis. 
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FIGURE 2 Reporting bias: five simulations from the stochastic epidemic model under the assumption of intermediate transmissibility
(R0 = 1). All runs used the same model parameters, and these did not change between phases. Selection bias increases with the higher
graphs. The top graph, for example, shows randomly selected simulations from the 1% of runs with the largest reduction in prevalence
between phases 1 and 2. The bottom graph shows a run randomly selected from the entire set of 1000 simulation runs. 



might be attributed to the intervention. In fact,
the intervention here makes no difference and the
reduction in transmission is due entirely to
stochastic effects. 

Figure 2 shows this simulation run together with
other simulations selected at random from the
5,10 and 20% of runs with the largest prevalence
reduction. The bottom graph (labelled 100%)
shows a simulation run selected at random from
the complete set of 1000 simulation runs (i.e.
without bias). All five graphs are outputs from
exactly the same model (intermediate
transmissibility, R0 = 1) with the same parameter
values, and the variability can be attributed to
chance effects alone. These graphs show that very
large biases can result if there is a tendency to
report only successful interventions. For all four
runs where selection bias is operating (the top four
graphs) naïve interpretations of the outbreak
reports would be likely to mistakenly attribute an
effect to the intervention. In contrast, the

randomly selected run from the whole set of
simulations appears to show an effect of the
intervention in the opposite direction, although
again this is just due to chance.

Figure 3 shows the means of all such simulations in
Figure 2, together with those from the low and
high transmissibility scenarios (R0 = 0.5 and 2,
respectively). The heaviest (100%) lines represent
the means from all 1000 simulation run under
each of the three scenarios. The mean of all 1000
simulations does not change with time, showing
that there are no systematic differences between
phases 1 and 2. Hence, although there are
reductions or increases between phases in
individual runs, on average there are no
differences. Therefore, if sampled at random, such
outbreak reports would allow a fair assessment of
the intervention. 

Once reporting bias is introduced, the picture
changes dramatically. If only some fraction of
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those outbreaks with the highest reductions in
MRSA are reported, very large changes in the
means are seen under all three scenarios and all
four levels of reporting bias considered (1–20%).
In other words, if such reporting bias is operating,
there is a very large risk that effects will be falsely
attributed to the intervention. Furthermore, these
results suggest that even very large effect sizes
could be due to reporting bias in this type of
study. The potential for bias is particularly large
because of the serial correlation of the data and
the importance of stochastic fadeouts: if the ward
prevalence falls to zero, then there are no sources
for future transmissions (until a colonised patient
is admitted). The importance of the bias also
increases with increased transmissibility, so that
reports of interventions when such interventions
will be most important are vulnerable to the most
bias.

Figure 4 shows the mean prevalences taken from
the same set of 1000 simulations for each of the

same three transmissibilities. The only change is
in the way in which the simulation runs reported
are selected. In this case, bias is assumed to
operate only on phase 1 data, and is intended to
mimic regression to the mean effects (percentiles
were calculated by ranking all 1000 simulation
runs in decreasing order of the mean prevalence
in phase 1 only). Thus the faint 1% line represents
the mean in the 1% of runs with the highest phase
1 prevalence. This figure therefore simulates bias
that arises when interventions are made only
because of high MRSA levels. This figure shows
that if interventions are made only because of
unusually high MRSA levels, then even if these
interventions have no effect, substantial reductions
in MRSA can be expected, and naïve
interpretations of the data might again incorrectly
attribute these changes to the intervention. The
simulations show that the resulting bias can be
large in all scenarios considered and therefore
represents a major threat to making valid
inferences about the efficacy of interventions aimed
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FIGURE 4 Regression to the mean: means of simulations for three levels of transmissibility (R0 = 0.5, 1 and 2). Simulation details
are described in the text. Means are based on 1000 simulation runs for the heaviest (100% line), and all runs below the 20th, 10th,
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at reducing MRSA spread. Again, the magnitude of
the bias is greatest when transmissibility is highest,
that is, when outcomes may be expected to be
most likely to be reported.

Given that control programmes are frequently
changed when MRSA levels increase, and that
there is a natural tendency to report successful
interventions, we believe that these two biases are
likely to have a profound influence on published
literature. Clearly, when such large biases are
operating, outcome data cannot be considered to
provide a basis for making reliable inferences
about the effects of interventions.

Construct validity
Attributing changes to specific aspects of an
intervention requires that unintended
consequences of the intervention (that may affect
MRSA outcomes) are ruled out. For the studies in
this review, the most plausible of these threats
arise due to Hawthorne effects.

Hawthorne effects occur when subjects in a study
alter their behaviour as a result of being
observed.63 For example, carers may pay
additional attention to hand hygiene if they know
they are part of a study even when this is not
targeted by the intervention. Similarly, carers’
changing expectations in different phases of a
study may cause (unconscious) changes in
behaviour with time.

Measures that can be taken to protect against such
effects in ITS studies include blinding of carers to
different phases of the study (or even to the fact
that there is a study); using retrospective data; and
recording and adjusting (when necessary) for
observed changes in carer behaviour (such as
handwashing frequency and technique and patient
contact rates).

Statistical conclusion validity
In ITS and before-and-after studies, testing the
statistical significance of results requires making
an assessment of how likely the observed changes,
or changes more extreme than those observed,
would have been under the assumption that the
intervention had no effect. The probability of
obtaining results at least as extreme as those
observed under this null hypothesis is known as
the p-value. The smaller the p-value, the less
plausible it is that the results would have been

obtained if the intervention had no effect. Formal
approaches to hypothesis testing require
specifying a significance level (usually denoted by
the symbol �). If p-values smaller than the value
chosen for � are obtained they are taken as
evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis.
Conventionally (and arbitrarily) in many areas of
research the value of � is taken as 0.05, and
authors describe p-values smaller than 0.05 as
being ‘significant’. (Sterne and Davey Smith
provide a recent discussion of the limitations and
pitfalls associated with this approach to inference,
even when the method is correctly applied.64) 

Two types of error are possible in such tests:
rejecting the hypothesis that the intervention had
no effect when this hypothesis is true (a Type I
error) and failing to reject this hypothesis when it
is false (a Type II error). The chance of making a
Type I error when the null hypothesis is true is
specified by the chosen �-value if an appropriate
test is used. The chance of making a Type II error
is known as the power of the study and will
depend on the size of any effect resulting from the
intervention. In conducting such hypothesis tests,
it is accepted that erroneous conclusions will
inevitably result with some probability, but that it
is at least possible to assess the chance of making
them under the different hypotheses.

Choice of statistical model
As with all statistical tests, calculating the chance of
results at least as extreme as those observed on the
assumption that the intervention had no effect
requires choosing an appropriate statistical model
for the data. Inappropriate choice of model has the
potential to result in systematic errors when making
inferences about the effects of the interventions,
and therefore represents an important threat to the
validity of any statistical conclusions. 

The fact that MRSA is infectious immediately rules
out a large number of statistical methods widely
used in conventional, non-infectious disease
epidemiology. The reason is that such methods,
which include the commonly used Pearson’s chi-
squared and Fisher’s exact test, assume that
individual outcomes are independent. If this
independence assumption were true, the chance of
one patient acquiring MRSA would have to be
unaffected by whether or not other patients in the
study population harboured the organism. When
the study patients inhabit the same hospitals or
wards, this assumption is clearly untenable. Results
obtained using such methods are therefore
expected to be unreliable on purely theoretical
grounds.

Threats to valid inference
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Assessment of inappropriate statistics
To estimate the size of the error resulting from
such use of inappropriate methods, we again used
a simulation model of a ward-based epidemic to
synthesise data. Since the process from which the
data are created can be known with certainty, this
approach allows us to assess how well the statistical
methods perform.

Simulation details
Data were created using the same 20-bed single-
ward model described above, with the same three
scenarios: high, medium and low transmissibility
(corresponding to a basic reproduction number,
R0, of 0.5, 1 and 2, respectively). We again
simulated a setting with endemic MRSA, where
each patient had a probability of 0.01 of carrying
MRSA on admission. MRSA transmission was
simulated for 2 years (after an initial ‘burn-in’
period of 1 year), and the outcome data again
arbitrarily divided into two 1-year phases. The
outcome data included the incidence of cross-
infections in each of the two phases, the numbers
colonised on admission in each phase and the
total number of patients discharged in each phase.
We created 1000 such synthetic data sets under
each of the three scenarios. For each data set we
calculated Pearson’s chi-squared test statistic (with
Yates’s continuity correction) for the 2 × 2 table
where cell counts corresponded to the number of

patients acquiring, and the number not acquiring,
MRSA in each phase of the study. When any of the
cell counts were <5, the chi-squared test performs
badly, and instead we estimated the p-value using
a Monte Carlo approach as described elsewhere.65

We then repeated this analysis with cell counts
corresponding to the number of admitted patients
importing and not importing MRSA to the ward
in each phase. Since, by assumption, each patient
had an independent chance of importing MRSA
to the ward, we expected the test to perform
adequately in this case. All statistical analyses were
carried out using R version 1.4.1.66

Results are presented in Figure 5. For the test to
perform well, the inset graphs showing the
cumulative probability of incorrectly rejecting the
null hypothesis (i.e. making a Type I error) as a
function of the �-value should be close to a
straight line through the origin with a gradient of
one. The figure shows that, as expected, the test
performs well for the colonised on admission data
(imported cases). In fact, the test is slightly
conservative, erroneously rejecting the null
hypothesis of no difference between phases
slightly less often than the �-value specified on the
x axis (for example, for a conventional �-value of
0.05, the null hypothesis is rejected about 4% of
the time instead of 5%). For the transmission data
(hospital-acquired cases), however, the test
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performs extremely badly. For example, the null
hypothesis would be rejected at the 5%
significance level (p-values <0.05) over 60% of the
time. Even if � is taken as 0.01, Type I errors are
made over half the time. Similar results were
obtained in the other two scenarios, with p-values
<0.05 being obtained in about 30 and 50% of
simulations under the low and high
transmissibility assumptions, respectively.

Because the test performs so badly it cannot be
considered to provide any meaningful assessment
of the statistical significance of the results and we
do not report results of such tests in the studies in
this review. Similar approaches, such as Fisher’s
exact test, can be shown to have the same
problems.

More appropriate models
More appropriate choices of models fall into two
broad classes: (i) mechanistic models, which seek
to capture the structure of the data based on an
understanding of the transmission process and 
(ii) models which try to describe the statistical
correlations in the data, without attempting to
provide mechanistic explanations for such
correlations.

Most analyses of infectious disease data have
adopted the former approach.67 However, analysis
of nosocomial MRSA data presents special
problems owing to constantly changing patient
population and the fact that acquisition of MRSA
is not usually marked by any clinical symptoms,
and can only be imperfectly observed by
microbiological screening. These two
considerations mean that most standard methods
cannot easily be applied. However, if certain
assumptions (for example, about the timing of
acquisitions) are made, then standard statistical
procedures, such as survival analysis, may be
applicable. 

Recently, simulation-based Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods have provided another approach to
analysing such data that avoids the need for such
arbitrary assumptions.68,69 However, such methods
are not at present possible without a large amount
of computer programming. The crucial point,
however, is that whatever method is used, it 
should account for dependencies in the data. 
The most natural way to do this is to relate
incidence to prevalence. Recent studies that
consider ‘colonisation pressure’ as an explanatory
variable in effect do just this.70,71 Most 
mechanistic models of infection assume that
incidence is directly proportional to prevalence

(the mass action assumption), although other
relationships are possible and should usually be
considered.67

The alternative approach is to model the
correlations in the data without attaching any
mechanistic meanings to the resulting models.
Models of this class include time series methods
such as autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) models, which have recently been
applied to nosocomial infections.72 These are
recommended for the analysis of routine ITS data
owing to the great flexibility they provide.52

Generally such methods require at least 20 phase
1 data points to enable the structure of the data to
be assessed with any reliability. 

External validity
External validity refers to the extent to which
inferences about causal relationships can be validly
generalised to different populations, settings and
times. 

Factors which may limit the degree to which
results can be validly generalised include
differences in patient mixes, hospital procedures,
LOS and staffing levels. The greater the
differences, the less confidence we can have that
the interventions will have the same effect in
different settings. In particular, generalising
results between different types of wards may be
particularly hazardous as very different processes
may operate. For example, in neonatal units 
most infants acquire Staphylococcus aureus within a
few days of birth and readmission is rare, whereas
in geriatric wards a consideration of patients
colonised on admission and frequent readmissions
may be essential for an understanding of the
transmission process.

Another major obstacle to generalisability is the
fact that different strains may have different
properties. What works for the control of one
strain may not work (or work as well) for the
control of another more transmissible strain. 

Further problems arise owing to non-linearity and
the existence of threshold effects. Thus, although
patient isolation may be an effective way of
reducing spread, the effect may vary in a non-
linear way with the provision of isolation facilities
(see Chapter 5). Generalising the results of a
limited number of studies to different levels of
provision of isolation facilities may therefore be
problematic.
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To a large extent, the degree to which results can
be generalised depends on how well the outcomes
are recorded. The more detailed the level of
outcome recording, and the more the impact of an
intervention can be understood mechanistically,
the more confident we may be in generalising
results to different settings. For example, if we can
say that single-room isolation reduces transmission
from a source by 20%, this result could be
generalised to a more transmissible strain or used
to consider increased provision of single rooms;
the expected effects on MRSA outcomes could be
investigated using a modelling approach.
Conversely, the higher level conclusion that single
room isolation leads to the control of MRSA could
not be readily generalised to a more transmissible
strain or different levels of room provision. If we
knew even more about how the isolation worked
(for example, what transmission routes were
affected and by how much) our ability to generalise
would increase still further. Therefore, outcomes
that are open to interpretation at a lower, more
mechanistic level should usually be preferred. 

A special consideration when reviewing MRSA
transmission studies is that generalisations need to
be made at the population rather than the
individual level. Studies that consider only
selected subsets of patient populations may
therefore be of limited value, unless such subsets
are selected randomly from the entire population
and are carefully defined.

Conclusions
This chapter has discussed what we consider to be
the main threats to making valid inferences about
the effect of interventions aimed at reducing the
spread of MRSA.

Our treatment is by no means exhaustive, and
important threats may have been neglected. For
observational studies, assessments of the

plausibility of the many threats to validity are
dependent on background knowledge of the area.
At present there are large gaps in our
understanding of the epidemiology of MRSA.
Advances in this understanding may alter
assessments of the relative magnitudes of the
different threats, and as underlying mechanisms
are understood better new threats to validity may
emerge.

Many of the most plausible threats to valid causal
inference, however, are unlikely to change. In
particular, because of anticipated reporting biases,
short outbreak reports must be considered to
represent very weak forms of evidence, unless
systematically reported. At best they may suggest
interventions, document experience and
difficulties encountered and show that what
happened is at least possible. More formal studies
were also shown to be highly vulnerable to large
biases when interventions are made in response to
unusually high MRSA levels. Such studies are at
high risk of falsely attributing an effect to an
ineffective intervention (or exaggerating the
impact of an effective intervention). These
problems were shown to be compounded by 
the fact that the most frequently used method 
for assessing the statistical significance of 
results of ITS data in MRSA studies was shown 
to be very likely to result in erroneous 
conclusions. 

Without further research, the magnitude of other
threats (such as those associated with confounding
factors and seasonal effects) cannot be readily
assessed. However, in the light of existing research
we believe many of the threats may be very
important. Taken together, the threats to valid
causal inference described above were used as a
checklist with which to assess the vulnerability of
the studies included in this review, and also to
establish how well authors managed to eliminate
such threats by appropriate study design,
reporting and analysis. 
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There were six stages of article appraisal: 

1. search of databases and handsearching
2. abstract appraisal
3. initial article appraisal 
4. full article appraisal of high-priority papers:

accept or reject for data extraction
5. data extraction: accept, reject or write to

authors
6. write to authors: accept or reject. 

Search strategy
We searched five major databases for studies
relevant to the questions addressed by the review:

� MEDLINE (OVID Version 3.0 Release 7.8
Millennium), 1966–December 2000

� EMBASE (WinSpirs 4.01), 1980–December 2000
� CINAHL (WinSpirs 4.01), 1982–May 2000

(covers nursing and allied health publications)
� System for Information on Grey Literature in

Europe (SIGLE) (WinSpirs 4.01), 1980–May 2000
� Cochrane, December 2000. 

A search strategy was developed to find studies
that covered the main subject areas addressed in
the systematic review: MRSA screening, patient
isolation and control. The search strategy was also
designed to select studies which provided
economic data or analysis related to MRSA. The
broad aim of the strategy was therefore to select
studies that included:

MRSA 

AND

EITHER patient isolation OR epidemiological
outcomes OR economic outcomes.

The search strategy was developed by the librarian
(RL) working together with members of the review
team (CCK, SPS). An initial strategy was developed
for the MEDLINE database by translating terms
representing broad subject areas into thesaurus
terms or Medical Subject Headings (MeSH
headings). Many of the thesaurus terms have
associated narrower terms and initially these were

all included. Broader conceptual terms were also
examined (by reading the scope notes provided by
MEDLINE) for further possible relevant terms.
For each thesaurus term, a list of equivalent text
words was generated and these were linked to
their respective thesaurus terms using the ‘OR’
logical operator. An initial search of the Cochrane
Library Database did not reveal any relevant RCTs
in this area, and for this reason a methodological
filter for capturing RCTs has not been added to
the original search strategy. Language limits were
not imposed.

The initial search strategy was found to be overly
inclusive, and captured >62,000 references. A
large proportion of these represented in vitro
studies and were not considered relevant to the
review.

Subsequently modifications to the search strategy
aimed at improving specificity included: 

� Replacing the truncated text word ‘isolat$’ with
more precise phrases aimed at capturing the
concept of patient isolation (‘isolat$’ was found
to result in too many references containing
terms such as ‘isolate’ referring to laboratory
studies of no relevance to the review).

� Dropping some of the less relevant narrower
headings associated with the thesaurus term
‘Communicable Disease Control’.

� Removing ‘bacteraemia’ as a text word, as this
was considered to contribute to the large
number of in vitro studies and to act as a
redundant concept.

The final version of the MEDLINE search strategy
was then translated for use in the EMBASE and
the CINAHL databases. These strategies are
presented in Appendix 1.

SIGLE was the fourth major database to be
searched. This multidisciplinary scientific database
does not support thesaurus searching, so a basic
strategy using text words from the MEDLINE
search strategy was compiled (see Appendix 1).

Finally, the Cochrane database was also searched
using the text word ‘MRSA’ and the MeSH headings
‘Methicillin-resistance’ and ‘Staphylococcus aureus’.
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We also wrote to a number of authors requesting
information on unpublished or recently published
studies. However, owing to the very large volume
of studies already included we later decided that
we did not have the resources to include
unpublished studies, or any studies appearing
after 31 December 2000.

Handsearching
The trials list registers from the Cochrane
Collaboration’s Infectious Diseases Collaborative
Reviews Group and the Wounds Collaborative
Reviews Group were examined and none of the
journal titles currently being handsearched by
these two groups were considered to be relevant. 

References in retrieved papers were searched for
additional papers that appeared to be relevant to
the review. Abstracts of such papers were
appraised when available, and full texts of these
papers retrieved and appraised otherwise.
References in major reviews of the subject area
were processed similarly.

Additional handsearching of two key journals was
conducted to check the sensitivity of the automated
search strategy. For this purpose, all abstracts from
1989 and 1999 from The Journal of Hospital Infection
and Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology were
handsearched independently by two members of
the review team (CCK and BDC). Where there was
thought to be any ambiguity over whether papers
would meet the inclusion criteria, the full texts of
articles were retrieved and examined. 

Abstract appraisal
Abstracts of all papers selected by the above search
strategy were appraised together by two or three
members of the review team (BSC, SPS, CCK). At
no stage of the appraisal process were members of
the review team permitted to appraise or review
any paper on which they had been an author.

Papers were rejected on the basis of the abstract
appraisal if they failed to meet one or more of the
following three criteria:

� they described an MRSA outbreak or endemic
MRSA

� the setting was a hospital
� an attempt to control MRSA was mentioned.

The last criterion was interpreted positively if
isolation, screening, eradication therapy, feedback,
hand-hygiene measures, antibiotic restriction or

ward closures were mentioned or if the terms
‘containment’ or ‘control’ (of outbreaks) were
mentioned. This assessment was made using the
title, abstract and keywords/MeSH headings. 

Full copies of articles were obtained for all English
language papers meeting these three criteria.
When it was unclear whether one or more of these
criteria were satisfied, full articles were also
obtained provided that the other criteria were met.

Non-English language papers
The large volume of articles in languages other
than English exceeded available translation
resources and a slightly more stringent selection
protocol had to be adopted. Non-English language
papers were therefore accepted and full copies of
the articles obtained if, in addition to the above
criteria,

1. They were prospective studies or comparative
studies where the comparison had not been
suggested by any part of the data.

OR
2. They mentioned a specific screening policy.
OR
3. They mentioned a specific isolation policy. 

This assessment was made by two reviewers (BSC,
SPS or CCK) working with a translator when
required.

We did not obtain articles in languages other than
English when it was clear that the same study had
also been reported in an accepted English
language paper. 

Editorials, letters and reviews
All editorials were excluded at the abstract
appraisal stage. 

Relevant reviews were identified during the initial
abstract appraisal process. However, there was
insufficient time to assess the full texts. Therefore,
unless we had specific reasons to believe that they
contained original data, these reviews were also
excluded.

Letters to scientific journals were not automatically
excluded, as it was known that some of these
would contain original data. 

Modelling and economic papers
Articles that did not necessarily meet the appraisal
criteria but that contained economic data or data
thought potentially valuable for estimating key
epidemiological parameters for mathematical
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models were also identified and obtained at the
abstract appraisal stage.

After abstract appraisal, full papers were obtained
for assessment by two members of the review team
(BSC, SPS) in consultation with translators where
necessary. When single articles contained more
than one study, the component studies were
processed individually as for full articles. In a
number of cases a single study was described, or
partly described, by more than one paper. In
many of these cases no single paper provided all
the relevant information. When this occurred, all
relevant papers were dealt with together, and the
article appraisal, data extraction and final
accept/reject decision were based on information
contained in all the relevant papers.

Initial article appraisal
The very large volume of papers accepted at this
stage meant that we had to restrict our attention
to a subgroup of the papers, as full data extraction
for all papers would not have been feasible within
the time constraints of the review. We chose to
concentrate on studies employing higher quality
designs and articles describing the highest levels
of patient isolation as these interventions were
considered to have the strongest face validity 
and would have the greatest implications for
resource allocation and organisation of services. 
To select these ‘higher priority’ studies we had to
introduce an initial article appraisal stage that had
not initially been planned. To this end, the full
articles were appraised by two reviewers and
accepted into the next stage of the study only if
they met at least one of the following three
criteria:

� They described either a prospective study or a
comparative study where the comparison being
made had not been suggested by any part of
the outcome data.

� An isolation or ward unit was used.
� Nurse cohorting (NC) was used. 

Our definitions of prospective, isolation unit and
nurse cohorting are those given in the Glossary.
Those articles rejected at this stage are referred to
in the Results section as ‘low-priority’ studies (see
also Appendix 2).

Since formally implemented studies are the
exception in this literature and almost non-existent
for the higher levels of isolation, and we wanted to
appraise as much of the evidence base as possible,

we did not restrict our attention to particular study
designs. Even non-comparative studies with
sufficient reporting detail and appropriate analysis
could, in principle, enable some evaluation of the
efficacy of interventions to be made. 

Full article appraisal
Articles accepted by the initial article appraisal
were then sent to two independent reviewers (BSC
and one other from the team) with full written
translations of non-English language papers when
required. Reviewers were chosen in accordance
with their areas of expertise provided that they
had not contributed to the papers.

For each article, the reviewers were first required
to answer the following questions:

1. Is this a report of an MRSA outbreak or
endemic MRSA? 

2. Is it a hospital setting?
3. Is an isolation strategy or policy mentioned?
4. Is there a relevant outcome in the form of

MRSA transmission data for patients (including
colonisation or infection with MRSA)?

If the answer to any of these questions was ‘no’,
the paper was rejected. Otherwise, a full data
extraction was performed. 

Data extraction
Data extractions were performed independently by
two data extractors (BSC and one of SPS, CCK,
BSC, GFM, GJD and JAR), recording data on data
collection forms designed for the purpose. An
exception was made for the technical details of
culturing and typing of the MRSA strains. These
data were entered by one of the extractors (BSC)
and then checked for accuracy by the second data
extractor. 

If no IW was mentioned, we assumed that no IW
was used for MRSA patients. Otherwise, failure to
mention a particular measure was not assumed to
imply its absence. Definitions adopted for the
purposes of data extraction are listed in the
Glossary. Differences between extractors were
resolved by discussion. Where consensus could not
be achieved, a third member of the review team
decided the matter.

Important aspects of the data extraction are
outlined below.
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Study designs
Studies did not always conform to standard
experimental designs. As far as possible we
followed the Cochrane Effective Practice and
Organisation of Care (EPOC) group’s guidelines
for classifying study designs,73 but in some cases
we were forced to take a more descriptive
approach. 

Study populations
Details of all populations under investigation were
recorded. Populations were considered to
correspond to the level at which interventions
were made and the outcomes presented. In most
cases populations were wards or whole hospitals,
although sometimes a unit consisting of several
wards was investigated. 

Study phases and interventions
Many studies were divided into two or more
distinct phases characterised by changes in the
MRSA control policy. For retrospective studies and
informal outbreak reports we also divided the
study period into distinct phases when possible,
although such divisions were necessarily more
subjective. We considered a change of phase to
occur when there was a major change in the
isolation policy or in another aspect of infection
control practice or policy. Disagreements over the
division of such studies into phases were resolved
by discussion between extractors or recourse to a
third party where necessary. Details of relatively
minor within-phase interventions were recorded,
but not used to define a phase. The start and stop
dates of each phase were recorded. 

Details of patient isolation, screening and other
infection control measures including eradication
of MRSA carriage, staff education, feedback of
outcome measures and antibiotic polices and ward
closures were recorded for each phase. 

Outcome data
Primary outcome data representing total MRSA
colonisation and infection, bacteraemias and
pneumonias and deaths attributable to MRSA
were recorded by extractors as described in the
original papers, with precise details of the
outcome, denominators and reported measures of
uncertainty being recorded. Recorded outcomes
included incidence, prevalence and numbers
colonised on admission. Where such outcomes
could be derived from data supplied in the
papers, extractors were asked to make a note of
this fact but not to carry out the calculations
themselves, recording only the unprocessed data.
Outcome data reported only graphically were

extracted either in parallel, using a ruler as
necessary, or by a single reviewer using the data-
extraction program DataThief II.74

Secondary outcomes recorded included MRSA to
MSSA ratios, staff carriage of MRSA and outcomes
related to changes in infection control measures
such as handwashing frequencies.

Economics 
All quantitative economic data about the resources
used in the interventions and their associated costs
or the cost savings that resulted from the
intervention were recorded. In addition, any
comments on the wider economic implications of
the interventions including any awareness of the
opportunity costs involved were noted. 

Bias and confounders
Reviewers attempted to identify potential
confounders and sources of bias and any attempts
to record, adjust for and prevent these. Bias was
considered under four main headings: selection
bias at entry (bias in the selection of the study
populations and allocation to treatment group);
performance bias (interventions apart from those
under investigation); detection bias (unequal
outcome assessment); and attrition bias (selection
bias after admission of patients into the study). 

Overall assessment
For each article we also recorded the authors’
main conclusions regarding the role of isolation,
screening, or other approaches for controlling the
spread of MRSA. We also recorded our own
preliminary assessment of these conclusions.

Author correspondence
Authors were contacted for additional information
if: 

1. Either the initial patient isolation policy or
changes to this policy were not clearly 
defined as categorised in the full data
extraction sheet.

OR
2. The screening policy or changes to this policy

were not clearly defined in that it did not
specify who, when and what body sites were
screened.

These assessments were made by the two data
extractors and any disagreements were resolved by
discussion or recourse to a third party. Authors
were given at least 1 month to respond.
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Final inclusion/exclusion decisions
When requested additional information from
authors had been obtained, or no response was
received, final accept/reject decisions were made
for all high-priority papers which had not already
been rejected. These decisions were made by two
reviewers (BSC and SPS or CCK) working in
parallel.

Studies were rejected, on a consensus decision by
two reviewers (or by a third party in the case of
disagreement), when one or more of the following
applied:

1. The timing of interventions was not clear. The
precise meaning of ‘not clear’ depended on
both the length of time series data and the
intervals covered by data points. In particular,
studies were rejected when it was not possible
to tell whether outcomes occurred before or
after interventions when this timing would have
made an important difference to the
interpretation of results.

2. The nature of the main isolation policy was
unclear in that it could not be unambiguously

classified as none, barrier nursing, single
rooms, cohorting, or isolation unit or was not
otherwise specified.

3. When results were given only in terms of
patient colonisation and not infection, and
there was either insufficient information on the
screening policy, or screening had changed
sufficiently to make interpretation of
colonisation data difficult. The definition of
‘sufficiency’ of information was again decided
by consensus on a case-by-case basis.

All other studies were accepted when meaningful
data could be obtained (i.e. the relevant MRSA-
related outcomes were required to be available in a
form that gave sufficient detail of outcomes and
when they occurred).

Lack of information on the number of side rooms,
number of beds in the isolation units, policy for
isolating overflow patients who could not be
accommodated by the main isolation policy and
screening sites were not taken as reasons for
rejecting studies.
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Search results (Figure 6)
Electronic database search
Abstracts selected by search strategy:

� MEDLINE 2585
� EMBASE 3165
� Cochrane 0
� SIGLE 11
� CINAHL 586. 

After removing duplicates, 4382 abstracts were
selected by the electronic search.

Handsearching of selected years of The Journal of
Hospital Infection and Infection Control and Hospital
Epidemiology produced no additional papers. A
small number of papers were also selected for full-
article appraisal by searching reference lists in
papers.

The abstract appraisal selected 254 papers, all of
which were obtained.

Languages of selected papers
Of the accepted papers, 20 were in languages
other than English. Twenty-nine other studies had
been rejected at the abstract appraisal stage as not
meeting the more stringent foreign language
requirements. These 29 papers would have met
the requirements for English language 
papers.

Of the 254 selected papers:

� 11 had been selected only for economic data or
data relevant to modelling work

� 9 papers were considered not to describe
individual studies, but rather to describe aspects
of other included studies. These papers were
subsequently grouped together and treated as
single studies

� 132 papers were considered to be of low
priority and 12 were rejected as they were 
found not to meet the initial abstract appraisal
criteria

� 90 papers were considered to describe
individual high-priority studies.

Full-article appraisals were made for the 90 high-
priority studies together with an additional 14
papers that were initially classified as high-priority
studies, but later reclassified either after the data
extraction stage or following correspondence with
the authors. 

Twenty-seven of these 90 studies were rejected at
this stage as they did not meet at least one of the
four full-article appraisal criteria.

We wrote to the authors of 63 papers requesting
further information. In five cases this was done
following full-article appraisals because the studies
were considered to be potentially valuable but
from the reported data outcomes could not be
related to interventions. Otherwise we wrote to
authors following data extractions requesting
additional information relating to the 
interventions.

We received replies from 37 of these requests and
we made use of additional information supplied
by authors for 23 of the studies finally accepted
into the review. Another 23 papers were accepted
without receiving any additional information from
the authors.

The reasons for excluding studies are given in
Appendix 2.

Data extracted from accepted
studies (see Appendix 3)
The results of the data extractions for accepted
papers are presented in tabular form (Appendix 3)
as a detailed summary of extracted information,
the authors’ conclusions and their relevance to this
review. The extracted information included details
of the design, population characteristics, isolation,
screening and eradication policies and other
infection control interventions, in addition to the
primary reported outcomes relevant to the review.
The latter included the incidence of MRSA
colonisation, MRSA infection, bacteraemias,
pneumonias, colonisation upon admission and
MRSA-attributable deaths. These are presented in
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summaries as recorded for each of the phases in
the papers. We also present, where these were
provided, descriptive summaries of time series
data, denominators, authors’ definitions of primary
data terms and measures of MRSA prevalence in
the hospital, ward or unit. Secondary outcomes of
possible relevance to the assessment of the control
programmes are reported, including MRSA:MSSA
ratios, healthcare worker (HCW) MRSA carriage
and, when these were aspects targeted by the
control programme, hand hygiene compliance and
antibiotic usage. The tables also summarise MRSA
strain details, economic evaluations, authors’
statistical analysis and assessment of major threats
to validity of inferences that could be made on the
basis of that study.

General characteristics of
accepted studies
Main isolation policies studied
The main isolation policy in 18 of the 46 accepted
studies was an IW. Nine featured NC and featured
other isolation policies (single-room isolation in
seven, cohorting on bays in one, single rooms and
cohorting in six, gowns and gloves only in three
and no isolation at all in two). 

Other interventions
In most studies, there was at least one other
infection control measure operating along with the
isolation policy. In all but five studies there was a
screening programme. Handwashing education
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Database search:
CINAHL, SIGLE,  

MEDLINE, EMBASE,
Cochrane

Abstract appraisal 11 studies selected only for
economic or modelling data

Contact authors for 
additional information

144  rejected studies:
132 not meeting initial article
appraisal criteria; 12 not
meeting abstract appraisal
criteria

27 rejected studies not 
meeting full-article appraisal 
criteria (see Appendix 2) 

Initial article appraisal

234 unique studies
(243 papers)

Full-article appraisal

90 high priority
studies

4382 papers

Data extraction

Final accept/reject
decisions

46 accepted studies

Additional searches:
selected handsearching; 
review of reference lists; 
author contact

17 rejected studies with 
insufficient information for 
assessment (see Appendix 2)

FIGURE 6 Flowchart showing inclusion/exclusion process of literature search



featured in 14 and eradication in 18. Antibiotic
restriction featured in four studies and feedback of
infection rates or hand-hygiene in five. A
combination of isolation, screening and
handwashing education featured in 13 reports and
these were combined with eradication therapy in
eight studies.

Setting and population
In 23 studies the setting was an entire hospital, in
one study it was three related hospitals and in
another it was two related hospitals. One study
used survey data from all Dutch hospitals. The
remaining studies featured individual hospital
units, including one burns unit, six medical,
surgical or paediatric ITUs, four neonatal units or
ITUs and a variety of other specialist medical or
surgical units.

Study design 
Study designs are summarised in Tables 1–3. 
There were no RCTs. There was one prospective
cohort cross-over study, two prospective cohort
studies with historical controls, nine prospective
ITS studies (of which two had prospective data
collection but unplanned interventions), six
prospective observational one-phase studies, five
hybrid retrospective/prospective ITS studies, one
retrospective cohort study with systematic data
collection and the comparison decided on in
advance of examining the data, two other
retrospective studies with the comparison 
decided on before examination of the data, 
18 retrospective ITS and two retrospective
observational studies.

Threats to internal validity
Below are presented the recording of potential
confounders and sources of bias in the accepted
studies.

Confounders
Antibiotic usage
There was no documentation of antibiotic use in
35 studies. Changes in antibiotic use were part of
the intervention in five studies and so cannot be
considered a confounder,56,75–78 although a
detailed record of consumption was presented
only in two.56,75 Details of antibiotic use were
reported in four other studies55,79–81 and
unquantified changes were alluded to in two
studies.82,83 In one study82 we considered 
changes in antibiotic use to provide a plausible
alternative explanation for the outcome of the
study.

Staffing levels
Only five studies reported staffing levels or
workloads.57,79,84,85,86,91 In those studies where
ward closures formed part of the infection control
measures, the resultant changes in staff–patient
ratios could be considered part of the intervention.

Lengths of stay
In two studies,78,87 early discharge of MRSA
patients was considered to be part of the
intervention rather than a confounder, and this
was considered to be true for those studies quoting
implementation of the UK Guidelines.75,88–90 Four
studies reported changes in LOS.56,91–93 More
commonly reported was the number of admissions
or discharges,57,76,77,81,92,93 changes in which can
be assumed to be combinations of changes in bed
occupancy, LOS and, in one study, bed numbers.92

It is not possible to differentiate between these,
and changes in both occupancy and LOS could be
operating even without a change in numbers of
admissions or discharges. Only one study79

reported variation in patient bed days. In five
studies the data presented indicated that changes
in LOS could provide plausible alternative
explanations of outcomes of
interventions.57,78,79,81,94

Although only one study presented any analysis
that fully adjusted for changes to LOS,95 a number
of studies presented outcome data in terms of
events (infections/colonisations detected) per
patient day or per 100 admissions,75,92,96 and this
can be expected to provide a partial adjustment
for changes in patient turnover. However,
increasing patient turnover may be expected to
reduce the opportunities for transmission from
each infected patient admitted, but increase the
number of patients admitted carrying MRSA.
Analyses should adjust for both processes. Only
one study followed up patients after discharge to
look for infections.88

Other potential confounders such as ward
cleaning and patient–carer contact patterns were
not recorded. Although these may provide less
plausible explanations for changes in outcome
data than other confounders, thorough studies of
confounders might include them.

MRSA strains
Fourteen studies provided no typing details.
Twelve provided DNA-based typing (of which four
used only plasmid typing). The rest used only
phenotypic methods (antibiograms or phage
typing). In 20 studies there appeared to be one
predominant strain. There was either no
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predominant strain or this could not be assessed
in the remainder. 

In one study,91 a change in strain was considered
to provide a plausible alternative explanation for
the outcome. Gradual changes in resistance
patterns were observed in another study,76 but the
major change in outcome took place before this,
so it was not considered a plausible alternative
explanation of the outcome.

Trends/maturation
Of 30 studies with two or more phases that
presented preintervention time series, clear trends
were apparent in 13. In all cases except two,57,89

the trend was for increasing MRSA levels in the
preintervention phase. In the remaining 17
studies either the time series was too short to
assess trends, or stable incidence was observed.
Eight studies with two or more phases presented
collapsed data, with time series from each phase
summarised in a single point. 

This loss of information renders these studies
highly vulnerable to trends, although the apparent
predominance of increasing trends suggests that
this is more likely to mask true effects of the
interventions than to result in the spurious
attribution of non-existent effects. However, in one
study,57 the trend towards reduction of MRSA in
the pre-intervention phase provided a plausible
alternative explanation of the outcome.

An important cause of trends may be changing
numbers of patients colonised on admission. Of
the 35 studies with time series data (two or more
data points per phase) only 18 made an
assessment as to whether or not cases were
colonised on admission. In most of these either
the time series was too short to assess trends, or
no time series for numbers colonised on admission
was given, or reports were of short outbreaks
where all cases except the index case could
reasonably be assumed to be hospital-acquired. 

Five studies presented sufficient data to assess
trends in numbers colonised on
admission.83,91,94,97,98 Farrington and colleagues91

showed that numbers colonised on admission,
although stable over several years, subsequently
increased rapidly, accounting for a large
proportion of MRSA cases and appeared to be an
important cause for the increase in hospital-
acquired cases (the ratio of new nosocomial cases
to those colonised on admission changed little
during the study). Girou and colleagues94 and Kac
and colleagues97 found that numbers colonised on

admission remained stable and low during 4 and 
3 years, respectively. Murray-Leisure and
colleagues83 showed that numbers colonised on
admission, which were recorded only in the
intervention phase, fell over the period measured.
Pearman and colleagues98 reported that numbers
colonised on admission increased with time. In
two studies,89,91 changes in numbers colonised on
admission were considered to provide plausible
alternative explanations of outcomes.

Seasonal effects
Of 14 studies with time series data (weekly,
monthly, quarterly) of ≥ 18 months, inspection
suggests that seasonal effects may have been
operating in two75,77 confirming that these
constitute a potential confounder. In studies with
shorter time series it was not possible to
disentangle seasonal from treatment effects. In
four studies,28,75,99–101 seasonal effects were
considered to provide plausible alternative
explanations of outcome. In two97,102 they were
considered to be potential, but less plausible,
alternative explanations for the outcomes.

Detection bias
Change in screening practice
This constitutes a potential source of detection bias
in studies where the outcome is colonisation, not
infection, or where the two are summated as the
only outcome measure. This might result in an
initial ‘rise’ in MRSA as screening intensifies, and a
‘reduction’ when it relaxes. Fifteen studies presented
outcomes in this way, or reported insufficient
infection data to allow assessment of the
interventions, but in three of these there was no
change in screening policy.103–105 Two98,106 had
systematic screening programmes so changes in
detection effort do not provide plausible threats to
the conclusions. In one nurse cohorting (NC)
study,94 the intervention was an increase in
admission screening, which does not plausibly
explain the slight reduction in MRSA acquisitions.
Barakate and colleagues107 and Hartstein and
colleagues108 both had no screening, so screening
effort changes are again not threats. Arnow and
colleagues,79 Murray-Leisure and colleagues83 and
Pearman and colleagues98 reported increased
screening effort, which cannot explain the reduction
in MRSA numbers observed. The remaining four
studies28,75,100,109 reported constant although
unsystematic screening policies (without information
on number of patient screens), so again screening
seems not to represent a major plausible threat.

Overall, changes to screening practice do not
appear to provide plausible alternative explanations
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of outcomes for studies which did not separately
record infection data. They might, however, result
in the effect of interventions being underestimated,
rather than the opposite, owing to the tendency
for screening effort to increase during studies.

Change in laboratory methods
Two studies reported changes in the laboratory
methods, such as antibiotics used in agar for
culture.82,94 The effect of this is not clear. Sixteen
studies gave no details of the culturing media used.

Outcome assessment
Unconscious selection that may result if staff
involved in collecting outcome data are aware that
a study is under way represents a potential bias
that is difficult to quantify. Only three
studies57,78,93 reported any blinding of those
involved in outcome assessments. In all cases it
was partial, providing limited protection against
such bias. For retrospective studies such
unconscious bias should not be important,
although there may still be temporal changes in,
for example, laboratory technique, which could
systematically distort the results. 

Where the outcome is infection, the absence of
formal criteria represents a potential source of bias
that is hard to quantify. Twelve of the 35 studies
reporting infection outcomes used no such criteria. 

Attrition bias
Reducing LOS was considered a form of attrition
bias (see above).

Regression to the mean and 
reporting bias
Only 12 of 38 comparative studies indicated that
comparisons being made were decided on
independently of the data. In 11, regression to 
the mean effects was considered to be a
possible84,94,95,110 or likely alternative explanation
of outcomes75,77,79,81,85,89,100 because interventions
were made in response to higher than usual MRSA
levels in settings with endemic MRSA. Reporting
bias was hard to assess, as one does not know
which studies were not reported. Certain types of
report can be expected to be highly vulnerable to
reporting bias. In particular, short retrospective
studies where the comparisons are suggested by
observed outcomes are highly vulnerable to bias
(see Chapter 2). Selective reporting of outcomes
can be expected when the data themselves
influenced the decision to report them. We
considered 11 studies to have designs that are
particularly vulnerable to reporting
bias.28,85,87,98–100,103,105,111–113

Selection bias
Only five studies attempted to record possible
differences in patient populations between phases.
Cosseron-Zerbib and colleagues84 reported a large
increase in the percentage of liver transplant
patients, although this might be expected to lead
to more MRSA cases, rather than to the observed
reduction. Girou and colleagues93 reported
comparable numbers of patients considered to be
at risk of acquiring MRSA in each phase, Kac and
colleagues97 reported similar risk factor profiles in
wound care centre patients, and Souweine and
colleagues78 reported similar severity of illness
scores and ventilation rates for ITU patients. Yano
and colleagues114 reported different preoperative
complication rates in surgical patients between
phases, but this was not considered to explain
outcome. In two studies, changes in patient mix
were considered to provide plausible explanations
for changes in outcomes. In one, burns patients
were removed from general wards to a self-
contained unit, but not as part of the intervention,96

and in the other a decline in admission of chronic
care patients, who might be more likely to carry
MRSA, was reported.83 Selection bias was
considered to provide a plausible alternative
explanation for outcome in one study not based
on time series data, where those hospitals that
isolated patients immediately might be better at
other aspects of infection control.109 This might
distort the degree to which prevention of spread
can be attributed to isolation per se. No study
attempted to adjust for such differences in patient
populations in the statistical analysis of cross-
infection data.

Threats to construct validity
In only one study with prospective data collection
was any blinding of carers to the study explicitly
described.57

Threats to statistical conclusion
validity
Of 24 time series studies in which statistical
analysis was carried out, it was clearly
inappropriate in all but one case.95 Analysis was
appropriate in one non-time series study by Esveld
and colleagues.109

In conclusion, recording of potential confounding
factors in the studies in the review was very poor
and many studies were vulnerable to bias. In
almost all cases it was not possible to rule out a
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number of potential alternative explanations for
changes in outcome attributed to particular
interventions. There were no reports that made
any attempt to adjust for potential confounders in
the analysis of time series data, although one
study109 carried out some adjustment for strain
differences as a confounder. In many studies
confounding factors or likely biases provided
plausible alternative explanations of outcome.

Assessment of evidence for
control of MRSA by interventions
in accepted studies (Tables 1–3)
A condensed tabulated summary of the extracted
data, including the most important confounders
and biases, is presented in Tables 1–3. These
describe the setting, population, design, main
interventions, changes and outcomes with the
reviewers’ qualitative assessment of the evidence.
These provide assessments of the efficacy of those
interventions relevant to this review, taking into
account the most important potential confounders
and biases, including the most plausible
alternative explanations. Studies were categorised
into three classes in these tables according to the
intensity of isolation used for various MRSA-
positive patients as follows: (1) IW (or isolation
unit) (Table 1); (2) designated nursing staff on
wards other than IWs (i.e. NC) (Table 2); (3) other
(e.g. single-room isolation, patient cohorting,
gowns and gloves, none) (Table 3). Formal meta-
analysis was inappropriate owing to the very large
diversity of settings, interventions and outcome
measures. The strength of evidence in each study
was therefore evaluated independently by two
reviewers by examining the study design, quality
of data and presence of plausible alternative
explanations of outcomes and characterised on a
case by case basis as ‘none’, ‘weak’, ‘evidence’ or
‘stronger’ evidence. 

Isolation ward studies (Table 1)
Design
All but one of the 18 IW reports were retrospective
studies, 16 were ITS and two99,111 observational
one-phase reports. Most ITS were two phases
(seven studies) with one comprising six phases,89

another comprising four phases96 and six
comprising three phases.75,77,88,98,103,115 There was
one three-phase ITS with formal systematic
prospective data collection but with unplanned
interventions which did not represent a formal
study.85

Setting and population
For all but three studies,77,85,88 the population
under investigation was in a single hospital. Brady
and colleagues’ report77 examined the effect of a
change in screening on MRSA levels in a
cardiothoracic surgical unit with an IW elsewhere
in the hospital. Campbell and colleagues’ report85

was set in a neonatal intensive care unit (ICU) and
that of Cox and colleagues88 concerned three
related hospitals.

Endemicity and epidemicity
Fifteen studies described situations where MRSA
was not considered to be endemic initially. In
seven76,82,88,89,91,96,115 MRSA became endemic,
whereas it was considered to remain epidemic in
eight.28,83,87,95,98–100,103,111 In three others75,77,85

MRSA was considered to be endemic throughout.

Size of studies
Eight studies were small, with <50 MRSA cases of
infection or colonisation;28,85,87,98–100,103,111 two
had between 50 and 96 such cases77,115 and
seven75,82,83,88,89,91,96 had between 150 and 1000
such cases (actual ranges: 152–965). In addition,
there was a study with 5343 cases.76

Length of studies
Six studies were short in duration (3–8
months;28,85,87,99,100,111 five were intermediate
(18–30 months;75,88,98,103,115 and seven long-term,
four of 3.5–5.5 years77,83,89,96 and three of 
11–15 years.76,82,91

Comparators
Twelve reports compared phases with and without
IW (with or without other interventions); four had
an IW throughout but the comparator was a
change in other policies such as screening76,77,85,91

and two had no comparator, being one phase
reports with the IW operating throughout.99,111

For the studies where comparisons between phases
were made, all comparisons were unplanned.

Results of comparator studies where
the comparator was an IW
These studies fell into two groups: small,
successfully controlled outbreak reports, and large
reports of IWs in the management of MRSA that
had become endemic.

Small outbreak reports28,87,98–100,103,111

These studies were reports of small, short 
(3–8 months) and successfully controlled outbreaks
where the evidence was consistent with control of
MRSA by the isolation ward and other measures.
However, all were subject to major difficulties in
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TABLE 1 IW studies

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Patient outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Alvarez et al.,
198599

Teaching hospital 
(570 beds)

Retrospective
(uninterrupted)
time series. 
1 phase: 8 months

IW, screening, handwashing education.
No major changes during study

11 patients with MRSA; all but one in
same 3-month cluster. 2-month follow-
up with no further cases

Weak evidence consistent with control
by interventions. Large reporting bias
likely with this type of study

Brady et al.,
199077

Cardiothoracic
surgical unit
(37 beds)

Retrospective ITS.
3 phases: 37, 5 and
24 months

IW in all phases. Screening and
triclosan body washes introduced
(phase 2) then antibiotic restriction
(phase 3)

Total of 64 MRSA infections. 
Infections increased gradually (phase1)
then fell (phases 2 and 3)

No evidence available for assessing
effect of isolation ward. Weak evidence
consistent with reduction of infections
on unit by other measures, but
regression to mean likely

Campbell et al.,
199885

Neonatal ICU 
(48 beds)

Prospective ITS. 
3 phases: ~2, ~1
and ~4 months.
Phases and 
end-point not
predefined

IW in all phases. Screening changed
from weekly (phase 1) to twice
weekly. Phase 2: handwashing
education, feedback, and extra sinks.
Phase 3: additional HCW education on
i.v. insertion and maintenance

5 infections (all bacteraemias).
10 colonisations. 1–2 bacteraemias in
each 4-week period in phases 1 and 2.
None (and no other MRSA infections) in
phase 3. Fadeout occurred 2.5 months
into phase 3

Weak evidence consistent with
eventual control by combined
measures in phase 3. Stochastic effects
are likely to be dominant and large
reporting bias likely with this type of
study

Cox et al.,
199588

One general
hospital (hospital
A) and two long-
stay/rehabilitation
hospitals (B, C).
(750 beds in
total)

Retrospective ITS.
3 phases (at
hospital A): 5, 4
and 11 months

Phase 1: single rooms and cohorting.
Phases 2 and 3: IW. 
Eradication and extensive screening
throughout, including preadmission
from phase 2

83 MRSA-infected patients, 334
colonisations. Hospital A: 1–4
infections/month in all phases. Last
month of data collection showed very
low colonisation incidence. Hospital B:
continuous detection of MRSA cases
with no clear trend. Hospital C:
apparent elimination of MRSA 14
months after isolation ward opened

Evidence that combined measures in all
phases failed to prevent sustained
spread at general hospital A. No
evidence of control at long-stay
rehabilitation hospital B. Weak
evidence of control at long-stay
rehabilitation hospital C. Interpretation
of hospital B and C data difficult
without colonisation on admission data
due to inter-hospital transfers

Duckworth 
et al., 198889

Teaching hospital
(645 beds)

Retrospective ITS. 
6 phases: 4, 3,
13.5, 4, 1.5 and 
26 months

Initial isolation mainly single rooms +
some cohorting (phases 1–3), changing
to mainly IW (phases 4–6).
Simultaneous changes to screening,
eradication and other measures

~408 MRSA infections.
Incidence of MRSA infection increased 
in phase 3, was sustained at a higher
level, then fell in phase 4 from 3–4 per
week and remained at a reduced level
(1–2 per week)

Stronger evidence supporting efficacy
of combined measures in reducing
incidence, but many potential
confounders not recorded
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TABLE 1 IW studies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Patient outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

El Hagrasy 
et al., 199787

General hospital
(550 beds)

Retrospective ITS.
2 phases: 1.5 and
4.5 months

Phase 1: cohorting on closed bays 
Phase 2: IW and additional IW measures
including early discharge of MRSA
patients. Eradication, hand-hygiene
education and screening throughout

45 MRSA cases, 19 infections. 
Monthly incidence of new MRSA cases
increased each month in phase 1 and
decreased each month in phase 2 (max.
13, min. 2)

Weak evidence consistent with control
by combined measures in phase 2.
Stochastic effects may be dominant.
Large reporting bias likely with this
type of study

Farrington 
et al., 199891

Teaching hospital
(1000 beds)

Retrospective ITS.
2 phases: 9.5 and
2.5 years

Continuous operation of IW. Screening,
ward closure and eradication policies
relaxed slightly in phase 2

221 MRSA acquisitions, 206 colonised on
admission, 61 uncertain. Number
colonised on admission and acquisitions
stable and low for 9.5 years. Major
increase in both 1 year prior to control
policy changes. Increases continued after
the changes

Stronger evidence supporting control
of MRSA for 9.5 years by combined
measures followed by eventual control
failure related to rise in numbers
colonised on admission or to change in
strain rather than changed control
measures

Faoagali et al.,
199276

Teaching hospital
(1200 beds)
initially free of
MRSA

Retrospective ITS.
2 phases: 7 and 
8 years

IW throughout. Additional measures in
phase 2 include: segregated areas for
highly susceptible MRSA-free patients
with prescreening of admissions and
transfers in; handwashing education;
antibiotic restriction

Total MRSA increased rapidly in phase 1
and during the first 2 years of phase 2.
Numbers were slightly lower during the
next 3 years, but subsequently increased
and appeared to stabilise at a high
endemic level

Stronger evidence that combined
control measures in both phases failed
to prevent MRSA spreading and
becoming endemic

Jones and
Martin, 1987103

Tertiary hospital
(~750 beds)

Retrospective ITS.
3 phases: ~10, 5
and 6 months

Phases 1 and 3: single-room isolation
and cohorting. Phase 2: IW,
handwashing education. Eradication
and contact screening all phases

29 MRSA cases. Incidence increased
near end of phase 1 and fell in phase 2.
Fadeout occurred near start phase 3

Weak evidence consistent with control
by combined measures. Large
reporting bias likely with this type of
study

Law et al.,
1988115

General hospital
(~400 beds)

Retrospective ITS. 
3 phases: 12, 3 and
15 months

Phase 1: no intervention.
Phase 2: IW, ward closures, 3 cohorts
(clean, exposed and MRSA),
eradication therapy. Move to new
hospital with better IC facilities.
Phase 3: isolation measures only in
minor outbreaks

77 MRSA cases (40 infections). Infections
increased in phase 1, fell sharply in phase
2 and stayed low

Weak evidence consistent with control
by IW, ward closures and cohorts.
Move to new hospital is a major
confounder
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TABLE 1 IW studies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Patient outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Linnemann 
et al., 198296

University
hospital 
(600 beds)

Retrospective ITS. 
4 phases: 15, 6, 6
and 23 months

Phase 1: single rooms and cohorting. 
Phase 2: IW. 
Phase 3: single rooms and cohorting
Phase 4: as phase 1. Trauma service
disbanded and burn service relocated
to new unit.

Screening and eradication for only
HCWs throughout

317 MRSA-infected patients. Infection
incidence rose before IW opened then
fell slightly. MRSA persisted for the rest
of the study, with no evidence of an
increasing trend. Incidence eventually fell
to very low levels in phase 4. MRSA
bacteraemias rose first 3 years and
halved in the 4th year

Weak evidence that isolation ward
reduced MRSA transmission.
Relocation of major MRSA reservoir
(burns unit) and reduction in number
of beds/room provide plausible
alternative explanations

Murray-Leisure
et al., 199083

General hospital 
(855 beds)

Retrospective ITS. 
2 phases: 32 and
12 months

Phase 1: single-room isolation
Phase 2: IW with changes to screening

177 new MRSA cases. MRSA cases
increased throughout phase 1 then fell
to low levels in phase 2

Evidence consistent with control by
isolation ward and screening, but
change in numbers colonised on
admission provides a plausible
alternative explanation

Pearman et al.,
198598

Teaching hospital
(955 beds)

Retrospective ITS.
3 phases: 5, 1 and
24 months

Phase 1: single-room isolation and
screening
Phase 2: single-room isolation and
screening extended to patients from
outside Western Australia
Phase 3: IW and increased screening

35 MRSA colonisations, 24 infections.
One large cluster of cases from last
month of phase 1 to first month of phase
3 (19 cases); then sporadic cases
(≤ 2/month). Outbreak ended within 4
weeks of IW opening, and long-term
control was achieved

Weak evidence consistent with control
by IW and extended screening.
Reporting biases likely with this type of
study

Selkon et al.,
198082

Teaching hospital
(1000 beds)

Retrospective ITS. 
2 phases of 
5.5 years each

Isolation changed from single rooms
(phase 1) to IW (phase 2)

965 MRSA infections.
MRSA infections increased prior to the
opening of IW, and subsequently
decreased

Evidence consistent with control by
IW, but changing antibiotic use
provides a plausible alternative
explanation

Shanson et al.,
197628

Teaching hospital
(~350 beds)

Outbreak report.
Retrospective ITS. 
2 phases: ~3 and
~1.5 months

Phase 1: single-room isolation and
patient transfer to another hospital.
Phase 2: IW then NC for remaining
patients when IW closed

Total cases: 16; 14 in phase 1, 2 in 
phase 2

Weak evidence consistent with control
by IW, but large reporting bias likely
with this type of study

Shanson et al.,
1985111

University
hospital
(450 beds)

Retrospective
(uninterrupted)
time series. 
1 phase of 
4 months

Control measures included IW,
screening, handwashing education and
ward closures. Many minor changes
during study

15 MRSA cases.
Outbreak terminated after 15 MRSA
colonised or infected patients, and 
~2.5 months after detection of first case

Weak evidence consistent with control
by combined measures. Large
reporting bias likely with this type of
study
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TABLE 1 IW studies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Patient outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Stone et al.,
199875

Acute elderly
care unit 
(66 beds) and
general medical
unit (101 beds) 
in a teaching
hospital

Retrospective ITS
with non-
equivalent control
group. 
3 phases: 5, 4 and
9 months

Patient isolation with single rooms and
cohorting in phases 1 and 3, both units.
IW used in phase 2 for all patients over
65 years old (both units).
Additional control measures in acute
elderly, phase 3: antibiotic policy;
handwashing education and feedback

Total cases: 52 (acute elderly); 102
(general medical). MRSA incidence
increased in second half of phase 1 in
both units, and fell back to initial levels in
phase 3. In acute elderly, incidence in
last 3 months of phase 3 was ~6 times
lower than equivalent phase 1 period

Not possible to assess effect of IW
from data presented. Weak evidence
for efficacy of antibiotic policy,
feedback and hand-hygiene on elderly
unit in phase 3, but numbers are small.
Regression to mean likely and seasonal
effects possible

Ward et al.,
1981100

General hospital 
(463 beds)

Retrospective ITS,
outbreak report. 
2 phases: ~1.5
months each

Phase 1: single-room isolation, contact
screening.
Phase 2: IW, followed by eradication
policy

19 MRSA cases. 1–4 cases in each week
of outbreak. Ended only after
eradication therapy

Weak evidence consistent with control
by combined measures. Stochastic
effects likely to be dominant, and large
reporting bias likely with this type of
study



interpretation. First, when numbers are small,
even where there is the potential for a major
outbreak owing to inadequacy of control measures,
stochastic effects could dominate and termination
(fade-out) of the outbreak can be expected to
occur with non-negligible probability. Second, as
all comparisons were unplanned, major reporting
biases can be expected as reports of successful
control may be more likely to be written up and
published than unsuccessful interventions. There
was little chance of knowing how many similar
unpublished attempts had failed. Both processes
would give an exaggerated estimate of the effect of
interventions.

Seasonal factors also constitute a potential
confounder and provide plausible alternative
explanations in the shorter studies, especially as
MRSA is likely to be more frequent in the winter
months.28,99

Consequently, although the results from these
studies were all consistent with control of (non-
endemic) MRSA, they could also be consistent with
other interpretations. In particular, it was
impossible to rule out the possibility that
interventions would not be able to control MRSA
if introduced repeatedly. 

Other difficulties also existed. In Pearman and
colleagues’ report,98 the rise in total MRSA might
have been explained by increases in screening. No
separate infection outcome was reported, which
was unlikely to be affected by changes in screening
intensity. There was also a difficulty generalising
these results to other settings. It was undoubtedly
apparent that control coincided with the use of an
IW in these studies, and one might conclude that
the best hope of controlling or eradicating MRSA
would be the opening of an IW as soon as MRSA
first appeared in a hospital. Models presented in
Chapter 5 provide theoretical reasons for why this
might be problematic in settings with endemic
MRSA. 

Large reports of IWs in the management of
MRSA that had become endemic
Duckworth and colleagues’ 4.5-year report89

presented evidence supporting control of MRSA
by an IW, combined with screening and
eradication therapy. The main outcome was
weekly infections, which avoided the problem that
would have been posed by a colonisation outcome
in view of the substantial changes to screening.
The reduction in infection incidence was large,
there was no strain change and factors such as
seasonality and prior trends appeared to be

unimportant. However, information on other
potential confounders such as antibiotic use and
LOS are not recorded, so other interpretations of
the observed decline in MRSA infection cannot be
ruled out. As in many studies, full interpretation
of the data requires prevalence and colonisation
on admission data, which, as in most studies, were
missing from this report. It was not possible to
assess the relative contribution of the different
elements of the control policy to the fall in MRSA,
and this was true of nearly all studies.

The 21-month report by Cox and colleagues88 of
an outbreak at three inter-related hospitals (one
district general and two rehabilitation and long-
stay hospitals) claimed to demonstrate
containment by an IW with eradication and
screening. Outcomes were given as numbers of
monthly cases of MRSA colonisation and infection,
although interpretation of the former was difficult
because of a very large increase in screening. The
evidence, particularly that based on incidence of
infection, was consistent with control at the two
rehabilitation and long-stay hospitals. However, in
the main hospital site, where most cases were
detected, there was no downward trend in
infection following the intervention, and the
reduction in colonisations was restricted to a
sudden drop in one month several months after
the isolation ward opened. This occurred at the
end of the study, after which the isolation ward
was shut and no further data were presented. The
evidence, at least at the main general hospital site
with most of the 400 cases, did not support control
of MRSA by these interventions. There was no
strain change, and seasonality and prior trend
appeared to be unimportant. There was no
information, however, on other potentially
important confounders such as antibiotic use and
LOS and no data on prevalence or colonisation on
admission. Interpretation of the data at the other
two hospitals was compromised by lack of
prevalence and, in particular, colonised-on-
admission data, as many of the patients were
transferred from the main general hospital. It may
indeed be that the interventions at these sites were
successful at preventing the spread of MRSA if
cases were all positive on admission after transfer
from the general hospital. 

Selkon and colleagues’ 11-year study82 reported
the eventual control of MRSA following the
opening of an IW half-way through the period and
provided evidence supporting control by this
measure. An alternative plausible explanation
acknowledged by the authors was the unquantified
reduction in tetracycline usage. However, this
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began some time before the IW opened. Other
hospitals at the time reported similar declines in
MRSA without the use of an IW, suggesting that
factors other than an IW, such as antibiotic use,
may have been responsible.116

Murray-Leisure and colleagues’ report83 of nearly
4 years presented monthly evidence supporting
control of MRSA by an IW combined with more
intensive screening. This was reflected most
strongly in the disappearance from the hospital of
MRSA bacteraemia. In fact, there were no cases
after the IW opened, the previous incidence
having been approximately one case per month. A
plausible alternative explanation, coincident with
the opening of the IW and again acknowledged by
the authors, was the fall in numbers of patients
colonised upon admission. Transfers into the
institution from other healthcare facilities fell at
the same time. 

The authors hypothesise that the decline in those
colonised on admission may have been due either
to greater vigilance on the part of those referring
institutions or to a generalised decline in MRSA
reported at other institutions.117 This implied that
their own hospital’s MRSA levels might simply
have reflected local trends. Another confounder
might have been the reduction in cephalosporin
usage, which, although unquantified, was
described by the authors as ‘heavy’ until 3 months
after the IW opened. MRSA was already declining
by then, but it was possible that, if use had fallen
significantly, it might have contributed to the
lower MRSA levels.

In the two studies by Law and colleagues115 and
Linnemann and colleagues96 factors peculiar to
the particular setting may have had the greatest
influence on control or containment of MRSA,
and therefore made it hard to generalise results
from these studies to other settings. In Law and
colleagues’ study,115 the major confounder was a
move from an old ‘workhouse’ hospital with an
MRSA epidemic to a new, cleaner hospital with
better infection control (IC) facilities. In
Linnemann and colleagues’ report,96 the removal
of the main MRSA reservoir, the burns unit, from
the general wards to its own self-contained unit,
was a plausible explanation of the fall in MRSA.
Renovation of the hospital, replacing five-bedded
with two-bedded rooms took place throughout 
the study and, like the closure of the burns 
unit, was not planned as an IC measure. This 
may also have contributed to the fall, and to the
maintenance, of lower levels once the burns unit
had relocated. 

Comparator studies where the change
was not introduction of an IW
In Faoagali and colleagues’ 15-year study76 of an
epidemic MRSA outbreak that became endemic
despite early use of a large IW, the comparator was
other infection control changes such as hand-
hygiene (unrecorded), antibiotic restriction
(unquantified) and increased preadmission or
transfer screening of patients admitted to selected
units. 

There was very strong evidence, especially from the
bacteraemia data, that control was not achieved
and that the control measures failed to prevent
large increases in MRSA. The resistance pattern of
the MRSA changed slightly, although only 2 years
of data are presented 8 years apart, but this does
not seem adequate explanation of the failure of
control, which preceded changes in MRSA
resistance patterns. No other typing data are
available. There was a big increase in admissions
in the last year of the report, suggesting either
reduced LOS or increased bed occupancy, both of
which might have affected MRSA levels. However,
this did not provide a plausible alternative
explanation, in that high levels had long since
been established. It was possible that the increase
in screening contributed to the rise in total MRSA,
but it would not have contributed to the parallel
rise in MRSA bacteraemia. However, it was not
possible to interpret the data fully without
information on prevalence and the numbers
colonised on admission, or to determine if control
measures were effective at reducing the rate of
rise, or how high endemic levels might have
reached without them.

An IW was in operation throughout Farrington
and colleagues’ 12-year study.91 The changes in
policy were less stringent screening, eradication
and ward closure. Repeated introductions of
MRSA were controlled for almost 10 years, during
which time MRSA levels were stable and low. The
subsequent rapid rise in MRSA levels, which the
authors attribute to the change in control policy,
seem to be more plausibly explained by a rise in
the number of colonised patients upon admission,
which predated the change in policy by 1 year. At
the same time as the MRSA incidence started to
rise, there was a change in strain type, providing
another plausible explanation for control failure.
This paper not only has a long time series and
gives clear details of IC policies, and their changes,
it formally records more potential confounders
than any other paper and was therefore of
particular value. LOS fell as MRSA case numbers
rose, but this might be expected to improve MRSA
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outcomes, rather than the reverse (owing to the
reduced chance of detecting infections during
patient stays). Nurse workloads rose slightly, but
this did not seem to provide a plausible explanation
for the very large rise in MRSA cases. Reduction in
the proportion of trained nurses on the wards also
rose, but seem unlikely to have contributed to
MRSA levels as much as the change in strain or
rise in numbers colonised on admission. Although
this paper did not provide definitive proof of the
effect of an IW, it allowed us to consider a number
of alternative explanations by recording many
potential confounders and presenting a long
enough time series with sufficient data points, to
allow trends to be spotted early. 

Brady and colleagues’ study77 was set in a cardio-
thoracic surgery unit in a hospital with a separate
IW. The main change on the unit was in the
screening and antibiotic policies, and the
introduction of triclosan body washes. The
evidence was consistent with the effectiveness of
the changes in reducing MRSA in the unit but
regression to the mean was a plausible alternative
explanation. One cannot, however, extract any
data regarding the effect of the IW on MRSA
levels in the hospital or unit. 

In Campbell and colleagues’ short outbreak
report,85 an IW operated throughout and the
changes were in screening and HCW education. The
evidence was consistent with control of the outbreak
but, as in most small successful outbreak reports,
regression to mean and the inherent reporting bias
were threats to the validity of this conclusion. 

Although Stone and colleagues’ report75 covers the
period when an IW became operational, little
evidence regarding its effectiveness was presented.
The emphasis was on the post-IW period in which
the effect of an enhanced IC policy (antibiotic
restriction, feedback of MRSA rates and hand-
hygiene education) was assessed by comparing
MRSA levels in acute care of the elderly wards
where the policy was introduced with those in
general medical wards where the policy was not in
operation. The evidence was consistent with
control, but regression to the mean was a plausible
alternative explanation.

Two non-comparator IW studies99,111 were both
short outbreak reports and are discussed above.

Conclusions: IW studies
Although it was possible that early implementation
of IWs, as in the successful small outbreak
reports,28,87,98–100,103,111 may control MRSA,

inherent reporting bias, regression to the mean
and stochastic or seasonal factors made it
impossible to rule out other explanations. These
studies were therefore considered to present only
weak evidence of control of MRSA by an IW. It was
hard to generalise from studies96,115 where other
factors specific to those settings were in operation
or to conclude from those IW studies where the
comparator was not an IW, what the effect of an
IW might be.75,77

Two studies, by Selkon and colleagues82 and
Murray-Leisure and colleagues,83 were considered
to present evidence supporting a large reduction in
MRSA by introduction of an intervention including
an isolation ward, but had plausible alternative
explanations, including generalised decline in
MRSA observed in other hospitals at the same
time. This led the reviewers to characterise these
studies as presenting ‘evidence’ supporting control
but not ‘strong’ evidence. The papers by Farrington
and colleagues,91 Faoagali and colleagues,76 Cox
and colleagues88 and Duckworth and colleagues89

consisted of long time series, with detailed
information on the interventions, and with the
outcome measured at a large number of time
points. In all but Cox and colleagues’ study,88 the
changes observed were large. One, by Farrington
and colleagues,91 systematically records potential
confounders, which enables one to conclude that
there was strong evidence that MRSA was
controlled for many years, until the strain changed
and or the numbers colonised on admission
presented the institution with too great a challenge.
Faoagali and colleagues’ paper76 presents 15 years
evidence of over 5000 cases of MRSA and the
bacteraemia data, in particular, were considered to
provide stronger evidence of the failure of an IW
to control MRSA. The data on infection in
Duckworth and colleagues’ paper89 were
considered to present stronger evidence of control
of MRSA and that in Cox and colleagues’ paper,88

where the observed change was smaller was
considered to present evidence of no control,
although in both papers there was less treatment
of potential confounders than Farrington and
colleagues’91 and Faoagali and colleagues’
papers.76

Designated nursing staff (NC) 
studies (Table 2)
Design
Of the nine studies, three were retrospective
ITS101,105,113 of two, two and four phases,
respectively. Two were prospective one-phase
observational studies.94,104 One79 was a
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TABLE 2 NC studies

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Arnow et al.,
198279

Burns unit 
(8 beds)

Hybrid
retrospective
(phase 1, 
8.5 months),
prospective 
(phase 2, 
8.5 months) ITS

Phase 1: used barrier precautions only
(assumed to be gloves and gowns)
(phase 1). In phase 2: NC was
introduced, together with handwashing
education and increased screening

MRSA cases: 39 (phase 1); 6 (phase 2).
No new cases occurred during periods
when NC was complete

Study provides evidence supporting
control by NC, and other
interventions. Variation in patient bed
days is a plausible alternative
explanation and regression to the
mean effects is possible

Back et al.,
1996113

Neonatal ICU 
(50 beds)

Retrospective ITS 
4 phases: 2 months,
24 months, 
22 months and 
6 weeks

NC throughout. Changes to screening,
topical eradication and ward closures

46 MRSA cases, 10 with clinical disease.
Two outbreaks. The first ended
following implementation of intensive
screening and mupirocin therapy; the
second ended shortly after screening
intensified

NC failed to control the initial
outbreak. Data are consistent with
screening and mupirocin contributing
to control. However, design is
vulnerable to large reporting bias

Blumberg and
Klugman, 199481

ICU (20 beds),
paediatric
oncology (15
beds) and 
non-targeted
areas of a tertiary
care hospital
(~3000 beds)

1-year cohort
study with 
non-equivalent
concurrent
controls, 1-year
historical controls
and 1-year 
follow-up

No control measures before study
(historical controls). During
intervention year eradication, screening
and patient isolation (single rooms and
staff cohorting) used in ICU and
paediatric oncology. Measures largely
abandoned in follow-up year

299 MRSA bacteraemias (43 in areas
with interventions). Bacteraemias fell in
the intervention year in targeted areas,
then rose to intermediate levels in the
post-intervention year. They increased
each year in non-targeted areas

Evidence supporting control by
interventions. Regression to the mean
effects likely, and study vulnerable to
changes in LOS

Coello et al.,
1994118

Teaching hospital 
(1500 beds)

Prospective ITS. 
3 phases: 8, 8 and
26 months. Phases
and end-point not
predefined

Phases 1 and 2: minimal isolation and
screening. Phase 3: single-room
isolation and NC; contact screening;
prompt discharge of MRSA cases.
Topical eradication with neomcyin nasal
cream in phase 1 and with mupirocin
in phases 2 and 3

476 infected patients. Number of
infections increased throughout phases 1
and 2, peaked at start of phase 3, then
declined slowly to a very low level

Stronger evidence supporting control
of a major outbreak by interventions.
No information on many confounders

Girou et al.,
199894

Medical ICU in a
university hospital
(26 beds)

Prospective time
series. One phase
(4 years)

Single-room isolation and NC on
closed bays; screening of patients at
high risk of carriage; only minor
changes during study

Newly identified MRSA cases: 293. 
Percentage of patients acquiring MRSA
fell each year, while number colonised
on admission changed little

Weak evidence consistent with control
by interventions. Increasing patient
turnover is an important confounder.
Impossible to assess effect of isolation
policy owing to lack of preintervention
data
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TABLE 2 NC studies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Lugeon et al.,
1995104

University
hospital
(1000 beds)

Prospective
observational study
(uninterrupted 
4-year time series)

Policy was for increasing intensity of
isolation (single rooms, cohorting, NC)
until outbreaks were controlled.
Screening and isolation of previous
MRSA patients on readmission. No
major changes to policy during study

100 MRSA colonisations; 25 infections.
Pattern of spread characterised by
occasional limited clusters and frequent
sporadic cases not resulting in secondary
spread

Evidence of regular introduction of
MRSA and prevention of sustained
transmission. Impossible to assess
effect of isolation policy owing to lack
of preintervention data

Mayall et al.,
1996119

Thoracic ward
(35 beds)

Prospective ITS. 
4 phases: 49, 45,
92 and 365 days.
Phases and end-
point not
predefined

NC in phase 1, no isolation in phases
2–4. Progressively less screening in
phases 2–4. Screening, handwashing
education and topical mupirocin for all
patients (regardless of MRSA status)
throughout. No control measures prior
to intervention

6 MRSA acquisitions; 47 colonised on
admission. No major changes in any
outcome measures throughout study

No evidence of different infection rates
between phases, but change in
prevalence and screening effort are
important confounders

Oto et al.,
1992101

Neonatal unit
(42 beds)

Retrospective ITS.
2 phases: 4 months
each

Phase1: no control measures. 
Phase 2: NC in closed bays, screening,
eradication therapy, education

MRSA infections: phase 1: 30 
phase 2: 17

Weak evidence consistent with
reduction in transmission by combined
measures. Large reporting bias likely
with this type of study

Schlünzen et al.,
1997105

General hospital
(330 beds)

Retrospective ITS.
2 phases: 1.5 and 
2 months

Phase 1: single room or cohort
isolation. Phase 2: NC on closed bay

5 nosocomial cases in phase 1. None in
phase 2 despite continued presence of
MRSA cases

Weak evidence consistent with control
by NC. Stochastic effects likely to be
dominant, and large reporting bias
likely to be associated with this type of
study



retrospective/prospective two-phase ITS, one a
prospective three-phase ITS,118 one a prospective
four-phase ITS (formal systematic prospective data
collection but unplanned interventions)119 and
one a prospective cohort study with historical
controls.81

Setting and population
Three studies were whole hospital studies,104,105,118

two were set in neonatal units,101,113 one in a
medical ITU,94 one in a thoracic unit119 and one
in a burns unit.79 One was set in an ITU and a
paediatric oncology unit.81

Endemicity and epidemicity
In all but two studies,105,113 MRSA was endemic,
although in one118 it was initially epidemic.

Size
One study consisted of five cases,105 four of 45–53
cases,79,101,113,119 two of 100–300 cases,94,104 one of
299 bacteraemias81 and one of 1074 cases.118

Length of study
Three studies101,105,113 lasted <1 year, three
between 1 and 3 years79,81,119 and three from 3.5
to 4 years long.94,104,118

Comparators
Six studies79,81,101,105,118,119 compared a phase
without NC with a phase with NC. Three studies
had NC in all phases.94,104,113

Results of NC comparator studies
Coello and colleagues’ hospital study118 described
1075 cases of MRSA over 3.5 years, with a monthly
time series that included infections, thus avoiding
confounding attributable to any increased
screening. This was the only single-room isolation
and cohorting study in this review that designated
nursing staff for all MRSA patients, and a major
reduction in infections was seen after introducing
this. The evidence that the combined interventions
of NC for all MRSA patients in single rooms or
cohorts, screening and eradication were responsible
for the fall in MRSA levels was highly plausible.
There were no obvious plausible alternative
explanations, but some important confounders were
not assessed. However, the strain type appeared to
be constant and both seasonality and regression to
mean appear unlikely from the time series data. As
with other studies of this nature, it was not possible
to assess the relative contribution of the elements of
the control policy to the fall in MRSA.

Arnow and colleagues’ report79 provides evidence
consistent with reduction of endemic MRSA by NC

in a burns unit, presenting weekly time series data
over the 17 months of the study. Regression to the
mean and variation in patient bed days (which
correlated with the percentage of susceptible
patients becoming colonised) provided plausible
alternative explanations.

Blumberg and Klugman’s study81 provided
evidence consistent with reduction of bacteraemia,
especially when units with the intervention were
compared with the rest of the hospital, where
bacteraemia rates progressively rose. Regression to
the mean provided a plausible alternative
explanation for the reduction between
preintervention (phase 1) and intervention phases,
as the units where interventions were made were
chosen because they had unusually high MRSA
levels. The lack of time series data makes the
conclusions vulnerable to trends. The large
increase in number of blood cultures performed in
one intervention unit suggested an increased
number of admissions, which might make the
study vulnerable to changes in LOS.

Mayall and colleagues’ study119 showed no
increase in MRSA after stopping NC, but reduced
screening and prevalence provided plausible
alternative explanations. The lack of pre-NC data
made it hard to draw any conclusion about the
effectiveness of NC.

Schlünzen and colleagues’ study105 was a short,
successful outbreak report of only five cases.
Although it presents evidence consistent with
control by NC, it was subject to the same
limitations as those affecting similar studies
involving IWs as discussed above. Oto and
colleagues101 present weak evidence consistent
with reduction in MRSA infection by NC in a
neonatal unit, but the outcome data were recorded
for each phase as a whole, so it does not allow any
detection of trends. Seasonal effects provide a
plausible alternative explanation and large
reporting bias may also be anticipated with this
type of study. 

Results of non-comparator NC studies
In the 4-year study by Lugeon and colleagues,104

isolation intensity increased according to the
number of cases on a unit. NC was introduced
when there were at least four related cases, as
suggested by typing. There was no apparent trend
in MRSA levels and the evidence was consistent
with regular introduction of MRSA from outside
sources and prevention of sustained transmission
of single clones. It was not possible to assess the
role of NC in particular in preventing spread from

Results of systematic literature review
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the given data and there was no information on
preintervention levels of MRSA. There was no
apparent change in strain, nor was there clear
evidence of seasonal effects, but information on
other confounders was not recorded. 

Girou and colleagues’ study94 on a medical ICU
presented evidence consistent with control by NC
and screening. A plausible alternative explanation
was provided by the reduction in LOS, which
raised the possibility that patients with MRSA
acquired on the unit may not have detected it
until after they had left the unit. The lack of
preintervention data meant that it was 
impossible to assess whether there was a
decreasing trend before the intervention or
whether a decrease was seen only after
introduction of NC. 

Back and colleagues’ report113 of successful control
of two outbreaks on a neonatal unit, where NC was
practised throughout, and control achieved
following changes to the screening and eradication
policies, is subject to the usual limitations of
outbreak reports as discussed above.
Interpretation of the time series of colonisation
data is affected by the large increase in screening
activity.

Conclusion: NC reports
Coello and colleagues’ study118 of NC of patients
isolated in single rooms or in cohorts was
characterised as providing stronger evidence of
control by NC. The time series was long, with
sufficient time points, and there were a large
number of MRSA cases. A large fall in MRSA
incidence and infections was seen, for which there
appeared to be no obvious plausible alternative
explanation. However, some potential 
confounders were not assessed. As with all 
studies where multiple interventions were
presented simultaneously, data were not reported
or analysed in sufficient detail to allow an
assessment of the relative contribution of different
interventions.

Arnow and colleagues’79 and Blumberg and
colleagues’81 studies were characterised as
providing evidence of control by NC, but plausible
alternative explanations existed, such as 
regression to mean (both studies) and variation in
patient bed days79 and possible change in LOS.81

Arnow and colleagues’ study79 had good time
series data, which strengthened the evidence.
Blumberg and colleagues’ study81 only presented
data by phase, leaving it vulnerable to alternative
explanations. 

It was possible that early implementation of NC, as
in successful small outbreak reports, might control
MRSA. However, for the reasons stated above in
the IW studies, it was difficult to be certain, and
these studies were considered to present only weak
evidence of control of MRSA by NC. 

It was hard to derive information on the effect of
NC from studies with no data comparing pre- and
postintervention levels of MRSA.94,104 Of the two
single-phase studies only Lugeon and
colleagues104 reported in sufficient detail to
provide moderate evidence that a control
programme that included NC as cases increased
prevented the sustained spread of MRSA, despite
regular introduction of MRSA from outside the
hospital. It was not possible to draw any
conclusion about the specific role of NC in this
study. Girou and colleagues’ study,94 in contrast,
was vulnerable to plausible alternative
explanations for the apparent decrease in MRSA. 

Other isolation policies reports 
(Table 3)
Design
Two studies were retrospective ITS with two
phases, where the comparison was decided before
examination of the data.56,78 Four were hybrid
retrospective/prospective ITS with the first phase
retrospective and the subsequent phases
prospective.57,84,92,95 Five were prospective two-
phase ITS.55,97,102,107,120 One was a prospective
cohort study with historical controls,114 one a
prospective cohort crossover study110 and one a
prospective ITS.93 There were four prospective
single-phase observational studies.90,106,108,112

There was one retrospective cohort study based on
systematically collected survey data with the
comparison decided in advance of examination of
the data.109

Setting and population
Five studies were whole hospital studies56,92,106,112,120

and one dealt with two hospitals.108 Twelve were
studies in hospital units: ICU and general medical
ward;57,78 medical and surgical ITUs;110

dermatology ward;93 gastrointestinal surgery
unit;114 colorectal surgical ward;107 wound care
unit;97 surgical ICU;102 neonatal ICU;95 paediatric
ICU;84 and one was of seven wards in a general
hospital.90 One studied patients with
gastrointestinal diseases on two surgical wards.55

One study was based on a systematically collected
questionnaire survey of all reported index cases of
MRSA in Dutch hospitals.109
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TABLE 3 Other isolation policies

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Barakate et al.,
2000120

Teaching hospital
(1000 beds)

Prospective ITS. 
2 phases: 12 and
18 months

Single-room and cohort isolation
throughout. High-risk groups screened
and MRSA patients excluded from
some wards. Isolation of readmitted
previous MRSA patients introduced in
phase 2

995 new colonisations. No change in
MRSA incidence or bacteraemia rates
and MRSA remained endemic. Some
wards could be kept MRSA-free

Evidence that isolation measures failed
to prevent MRSA is consistent with data
but insufficient colonisation on admission
data for full assessment. Evidence of
success in maintaining designated MRSA-
free zones is weak owing to lack of
screening in these areas

Barakate et al.,
1999107

Colorectal
surgical ward 
(28 beds)

Prospective ITS. 
2 phases: 6 and 
22 months

Side rooms and cohorting of MRSA
patients throughout. Phase 2
interventions included ward closure,
cleaning and automatic alerts for
prompt isolation of readmitted MRSA
patients

MRSA cases: 20 (phase 1); 
64 (phase 2). No noticeable change in
MRSA incidence. MRSA remained
endemic

Effect of isolation policy unclear as no
preisolation phase. Evidence is
consistent with the failure of ward
closure, cleaning and automatic alerts to
reduce MRSA , but interpretation
difficult without prevalence data and
information on other confounders

Cosseron-
Zerbib et al.,
199884

Paediatric ICU
(20 beds)

Hybrid
retrospective
(phase 1, 21
months) and
prospective (phase
2, 24 months) ITS

Phase 1: screening for last 11 months. 
Phase 2: single-room isolation,
cohorting, screening, feedback,
handwashing education, barrier
nursing, chlorhexidine soap and other
measures

MRSA infections: 50 (phase 1); 
6 (phase 2). MRSA infection incidence
showed a sharp reduction after
intervention and remained at a low
level

Stronger evidence supporting conclusion
that interventions reduced MRSA
infections. Regression to mean and
Hawthorne effects supply less plausible
alternative explanations

Esveld et al.,
1999109

Dutch hospitals
with index MRSA
cases responding
to a questionnaire
(231 returned
questionnaires)

2-year
retrospective
cohort study based
on systematically
collected survey
data

Two cohorts defined by isolation policy.

Isolation cohort: index cases isolated
on admission according to Dutch
guidelines.

Non-isolation cohort: other isolation
policy or delayed isolation

Isolation cohort: 4 out of 73 cases led
to secondary spread.

Non-isolation cohort: 19 out of 95
cases led to secondary spread. Odds
ratio (95% CI): 4.3 (1.3 to 18.2)

Study provides evidence that immediate
patient isolation contributed to control.
Several other plausible explanations
exist. These include differences in strains
(isolation was strongly associated with
strains originating abroad), differences in
characteristics of cohorts and settings
and potential bias introduced by
differential response rates to
questionnaires
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TABLE 3 Other isolation policies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Girou et al.,
200093

Dermatology
ward
(16 beds)

Prospective before
and after study. 
2 phases: 8.5 and
7.5 months

Single-room isolation and cohorting
throughout.
Phase 1: admission screening targeted
at patients at high risk of carrying
MRSA. 
Phase 2: admission screening for all
patients

10 MRSA acquisitions in phase 1; 8 in
phase 2. Similar numbers of MRSA
carriers detected by both screening
policies

Insufficient data to assess impact of
isolation policy. Evidence that yield of
admission screening is greatly increased
by screening only high-risk patients

Harbarth et al.,
2000,92

Pittet et al.,
200080

Teaching hospital
(1300–1600
beds)

Hybrid
retrospective and
prospective ITS. 
3 phases: 4, 2 and
3 years

Phase 1: no control measures.
Phase 2: single-room isolation,
screening, mupirocin.
Phase 3: as phase 2 + hand-hygiene
education and feedback programme

1771 MRSA colonisations and
infections. 158 bacteraemias. Incidence
of total MRSA and bacteraemias
increased each year in phase 1.
Stabilised in phase 2, then fell sharply,
especially in phase 3

Stronger evidence supporting control by
interventions. Some potential
confounders, but these provide less
plausible explanations for the changes

Hartstein et al.,
1997108

Two teaching
hospitals (A and
B) with mean
daily patient
censuses of
~250–280 and
~230–250,
respectively

Non-comparative
prospective 
18-month
observational study

Single-room isolation, handwashing
education and glove use for MRSA
patients at both hospitals. No changes
during study

MRSA acquisitions: 48 (hospital A); 22
(hospital B). MRSA was continuously
introduced to both hospitals
throughout study. Only sporadic
transmission resulted

Effect of isolation policy unclear as no
preisolation phase. Weak evidence that
interventions maintained low levels of
MRSA, but no recording of potential
confounders

Jernigan et al.,
199695

Neonatal ICU 
(33 beds)

Hybrid prospective
and retrospective
ITS (2 phases).
Phase 1 (12 days)
retrospective,
phase 2 
(~9 months)
prospective

Phase 1: contact isolation (gloves,
gowns, masks and use of 2-bedded
side room if possible).
Additional measures in phase 2:
eradication from selected patients;
weekly screening; handwashing
education

Total cases: 16 (5 in phase 1, 11 in
phase 2). Large fall in incidence after
additional control measures. Relative
risk of transmission from an unisolated
compared with an isolated source (95%
CI): 15.6 (5.3 to 45.6), p < 0.0001

Evidence supporting reduction in MRSA
transmission by isolation measures. 
Potential bias as no blinding to the
isolation status of patients when
assessing transmission sources.
Regression to the mean effects possible
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TABLE 3 Other isolation policies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Kac et al.,
200097

Wound care
centre
(51 beds)

Prospective ITS.
2 phases: 3 months
and 2 years

Phase 1: no measures
Phase 2: gowns and gloves for wound
contact, handwashing education,
feedback of infection rates, MRSA
wounds dressed last.

15 wound infections. Reduction in
proportion of patients acquiring MRSA
wound infections from 6/70 (9%) to
9/583 (1.5%)

Evidence that control measure reduced
infection rates, but limited by short
baseline with possibility of seasonal
effects and vulnerable to pre-existing
trends (due to lack of time series data).
Impossible to distinguish cross-infection
and autoinfection

Landman et al.,
199956

Teaching hospital
(~500–600
discharges per
month)

Retrospective ITS.
2 phases: 29 and
23 months.
Comparison not
suggested by data

Change to antibiotic formulary in 
phase 2. No isolation or screening
throughout

Mean monthly incidence of MRSA
infections per 1000 discharges (SD):
21.9 (8.9) phase 1; 17.2 (7.2) phase 2

No assessment of effect of isolation
possible. Evidence of slight reduction in
infection incidence after antibiotic policy
change. Approximately 20% reduction
in patient bed days and shorter LOS
provide plausible alternative explanations

Onesko and
Wienke, 198757

ICU (10 beds)
and general
medical ward 
(40 beds)

Retrospective
(phase 1) and
prospective (phase
2) ITS (1 year each
phase)

Phase 1: non-medicated soap . 
Phase 2: low-iodine soap.

Strict or contact isolation throughout
(gloves, gowns, masks and single-room
isolation if possible)

Total number of hospital-acquired
MRSA infections fell from 25 (phase 1)
to 5 (phase 2)

No assessment of effect of isolation
possible. No evidence that change in
soap controlled MRSA as decline in
incidence predated change by 3 months.
Regression to mean effects likely

Papia et al.,
1999106

470 Acute care
beds in a teaching
hospital (1100
beds)

Prospective non-
comparative study

Single-room isolation, screening of
patients at high risk of carriage on
admission. No changes to these during
study

1.3% of high-risk patients positive on
admission. Transmission rate per
colonised patient: 0.048/day

No assessment of effect of isolation
possible. High risk of sampling bias
affecting estimate of those positive on
admission. Likely misclassification of
those colonised on admission as new
acquisitions, so transmission rate may be
an overestimate

Pfaller et al.,
1991112

General hospital
(327 beds)

Phase 1 (1 month):
prospective non-
comparative study.
Phase 2 (6 weeks):
unplanned
outbreak report

Phase 1: single-room isolation.
Systematic admission and discharge
screening to assess MRSA transmission.
Phase 2: single rooms and cohorting.
Contact screening to control outbreak

13 cases in phase 1; 11 in phase 2.
Comparable numbers of transmission
events in each phase (4 in 1 month in
phase 1; 7 in 1.5 months in phase 2),
although unlike phase 1, those in phase
2 were mostly from the same plasmid
type

No evidence that transmission rates
differed between phases, or that
changes in screening and isolation
contributed to control. Reporting bias
for phase 2 data
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TABLE 3 Other isolation policies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Ribner et al.,
1986110

32-bed SICU and
20-bed SIMU

Prospective cross-
over cohort study
with predefined
protocol. Two 2-
month phases, two
settings

Isolation either strict (single-room
isolation when possible, with masks,
gloves, gowns), or modified
precautions (masks and gloves only
unless high-risk MRSA patients when
single rooms and gowns used as well)

Total acquired cases: 20.
Similar numbers of MRSA acquisitions
during strict isolation and modified
precautions (11 and 9, respectively)

Weak evidence that interventions are of
comparable efficacy. Power of study
likely to be low, and study vulnerable to
trends and ‘contamination’ between
phases

Souweine et al.,
200078

ICU (10 beds) Retrospective ITS.
Comparison not
suggested by data.
2 phases: 1 year
each

Phase 1: no control measures.
Phase 2: gloves and gowns, admission
and weekly screening, eradication,
handwashing education, prompt
patient discharge, antibiotic restriction

MRSA infections fell from 12 (phase 1)
to 6 (phase 2)

Weak evidence supporting reduction in
infection by interventions. Vulnerable to
trends. Stochastic effects likely to be
dominant. Reduced LOS is a possible
confounder

Talon et al.,
1995102

Surgical ICU
(15 beds)

Prospective ITS.
Phase 1: 4 months.
Phase 2: 2 months

No isolation but screening on
admission and weekly throughout.
Introduction of topical mupirocin for 
all patients in phase 2

Phase 1: 35 nasal isolates. Phase 2: 
6 nasal isolates. For predominant
strain: SICU acquisitions 12 (phase 1)
and 1 (phase 2)

No assessment of effect of isolation
possible. Weak evidence that
intervention reduced nasal acquisition of
MRSA. Limited time series and risk of
selective reporting as time series for
only 1 of the 7 strains is given

Tambic et al.,
199990

7 wards in a
teaching hospital.
633 patients
admitted during
study

Prospective 
1-month 
non-interventional
study

No intervention. MRSA patients
cohorted on closed bays throughout.
Systematic screening to measure MRSA
prevalence

42 MRSA cases. 22 MRSA-positive
patients (52%) had no infections

No assessment of effect of isolation
possible. Evidence that substantial
proportion of MRSA carriers would not
be detected without active screening

Yano et al.,
2000114

Surgical
department
(~80 beds).
Gastrointestinal
surgery patients
(n = 128, 
phase 1; n = 141,
phase 2)

Prospective cohort
study with
historical controls.
Phase 1 (control).
Phase 2
(intervention), each
12 months

Mupirocin used postoperatively for all
study patients in phase 2, regardless of
MRSA status. Single-room isolation and
cohorting for MRSA cases.
Preadmission screening throughout

Phase 1: 9 and 6 postoperative MRSA
and MSSA infections.
Phase 2: 0 and 1 postoperative MRSA
and MSSA infections

No assessment of effect of patient
isolation is possible. Evidence supporting
control of MRSA infections by
intervention. Vulnerable to trends,
Hawthorne effects and stochastic
fluctuations
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TABLE 3 Other isolation policies (cont’d)

Study Setting and Design Main interventions Outcomes Assessment of evidence
study population

Yoshida et al.,
199555

Patients with
gastrointestinal
diseases 
(n = 994) on 
two general
surgical wards

Prospective ITS.
Two 1-year phases

Single-room isolation. Ward round
order changed in phase 2 so that
MRSA patients were visited last

150 MRSA infections in phase 1; 50 in
phase 2. Continuous stable MRSA
incidence for first 10 months of phase
1; no new cases for last 2 months of
phase 1. Slightly lower incidence for
most of phase 2

No assessment of effect of single-room
isolation possible. Evidence consistent
with reduced incidence of infection due
to intervention. Apparent reduced
prevalence in last two preintervention
months could provide a plausible
alternative explanation

LOS, length of stay; SD, standard deviation; SICU, surgical intensive care unit; SIMU, surgical intermediate care unit.



Endemicity and epidemicity
In one study,92 MRSA was epidemic and became
endemic. One study considered multiple
temporally limited outbreaks (epidemic MRSA).109

One study considered epidemic MRSA.95 In the
remainder, MRSA was endemic.

Size of studies
Ten studies had <50 MRSA cases or
infections,57,78,90,93,95,97,102,110,112,114 four had 
between 50 and 100,84,106,108,120 one involved 
200 infections,55 one included 483 isolates109

and three comprised 500–1800 cases.56,92,120

Length of studies
Five studies90,95,102,110,112 lasted <1 year (range:
1–9 months); 12 lasted between 1 and 
4 years55,57,78,84,93,97,106–109,114,120 one lasted 4 years 
4 months56 and one study described 9 years’
experience of MRSA.92

Comparators
In five studies the comparisons were made
between periods with and without isolation
policies (usually accompanied by other control
measures). The isolation policies were single-room
isolation,92 single-room isolation and cohorting
without designated staff84 and gowns and gloves
(with other general IC measures) for MRSA
patients.78 One other study also introduced gowns
and gloves (with other general IC measures) but
this applied to all patients, not just those with
MRSA,97 and in one report the policy changed
from single-room isolation to single-room isolation
and cohorting.112

In eight studies there was a constant isolation
policy of single-room isolation and, in three of
these, cohorting.93,107,120 The interventions here
were changes to other aspects of MRSA control
such as the criteria for isolation,110,120 change in
screening policy,93 ward closure, cleaning and alert
systems,107 eradication, screening and hand-
hygiene education,95 a change of soap,57 use of
mupirocin for all patients irrespective of MRSA
status114 or leaving MRSA patients until last on
ward rounds.55 In the study by Jernigan and
colleagues,95 although the intervention was not a
change to patient isolation, the data were reported
and analysed in sufficient detail to allow an
assessment of the contribution of the isolation to
control. 

In two studies with no isolation policy throughout,
the intervention was a change in antibiotic usage56

and mupirocin use for all patients irrespective of
MRSA status.102

Three studies were one-phase observational non-
comparative studies with cohorting90 or single-
room isolation throughout.106,108 One study
compared secondary spread from isolated and
non-isolated index cases.109

Results where comparator was
isolation policy 
The most relevant of these studies to a review of
isolation policies were those where the isolation
policy changed from none to single room,92 from
none to side room and cohorting84 and from none
to use of gowns and gloves,78,97 and the two studies
where there was no change in isolation policy but
data were recorded in sufficient detail to allow an
assessment of the impact of patient isolation.95,106

In Harbarth and colleagues’ study,92 1771 new
cases of MRSA were reported in 9 years, including
158 MRSA bacteraemias. A long time series was
presented, with sufficient time points to identify
trends. For the first 4 years, no control measures
were in place and the total incidence of new
MRSA cases and MRSA bacteraemias numbers
rose rapidly. The first 2 years of single-room
isolation, together with screening and eradication,
saw total MRSA rates stabilise and MRSA
bacteraemia rates start to fall. The addition over
the next 3 years of a hand-hygiene programme
with documented improved compliance coincided
with a yearly fall in MRSA bacteraemias rates, to
less than one-third of the preintervention peak,
and in total MRSA rates to less than half of a
preintervention peak. The relatively high levels of
total MRSA in the first 3 years of the intervention
were partly explained by the large increase in
screening. There was no such difficulty in
interpreting MRSA bacteraemia rates. The paper
assessed many potential confounders. There was a
reduction in LOS, increased admissions and
higher occupancy, all of which are adjusted for in
the analysis to some extent by using rates per 100
admissions and per 1000 patient days, and by
giving the relative risk of MRSA acquisition. 

There was a change in antibiotic use (increase in
extended spectrum �-lactams, reduction in
aminoglycoside and augmentin). Such a change
does not appear to provide a very plausible
alternative explanation for the reduction in MRSA
as increased use of extended spectrum �-lactams
might be expected to increase MRSA levels.38 The
evidence that the combined interventions were
responsible for this reduction was therefore highly
plausible, as was the evidence that the hand-
hygiene programme produced a sustained increase
in compliance.80 It was plausible that this
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improved compliance played an important role in
controlling MRSA. However, it was not possible to
assess the relative contributions of the different
elements of the control policy. 

Cosseron-Zerbib and colleagues’84 3.75-year study
of 56 MRSA infections in a paediatric ICU
presented data as a 6-monthly time series and
assessed potential confounders such as the number
of admissions, staffing levels, bed occupancy and
liver transplants (which doubled from 10 to 20%,
and might be expected to increase MRSA
infections). Changes in bed occupancy and number
of admissions were partially adjusted for by use of
appropriate denominators. Infection rates fell
sharply after the change from no isolation to
single-room isolation and cohorting, with weekly
screening, feedback and other measures. It was not
possible to know which element contributed most
to the fall. Regression to the mean and Hawthorne
effects might provide alternative explanations.
However, the consistency of the higher incidence
over a sustained period before, and lower
incidence after, the intervention make the
possibility of this fall being a coincidence a less
plausible explanation. 

In the study by Jernigan and colleagues,95 although
there was no major change in the patient isolation
policy, the authors recorded data in sufficient
detail to permit an assessment of the amount of
transmission from isolated and unisolated infants.
These assessments were made independently by
two observers based on temporal and spatial data,
and 100% concordance between observers was
achieved. Here isolation was in accordance with
1983 Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) guidelines for contact isolation, which
included gloves, gowns, masks and side rooms
when available. The authors concluded that the
rate of transmission from unisolated sources was
more than 15 times greater than that from isolated
sources [relative risk 15.6 and 95% confidence
interval (CI), 5.3 to 45.6]. This provided evidence
to support the efficacy of such isolation measures.
However, the evidence was weakened by the lack
of any reported blinding of those assessing sources
of transmission events to the isolation status of
infants. Also, the fact that the interventions in
phase 2 (changes to handwashing, eradication and
screening) were made in response to a large
number of cases in phase 1 also suggested that
regression to the mean effects could be inflating
the apparent effect of patient isolation.

Esveld and colleagues’ study109 was based on
routine systematically collected questionnaire

surveillance data, retrospectively examined to
determine whether secondary spread from index
cases was less likely when the index case was
isolated immediately and managed according to
the Dutch National Guidelines. Guidelines include
single-room negative-pressure isolation of cases
and of patients awaiting screening results,
eradication, hand-hygiene, gloves and gowns. The
authors found that the odds ratio for secondary
spread from patients isolated late or not managed
according to national guidelines was 4.3 (with
exact 95% CI recalculated by reviewer (BC) as 1.3
to 18.2; p = 0.007, from a two-sided Fisher’s exact
test). This provides evidence to support the
efficacy of such measures. However, strain
differences might offer a plausible alternative
explanation: patients with local Dutch strains were
less likely to be isolated on admission than those
with foreign strains, and there was more spread
from local Dutch strains than from foreign strains.
This may be because of the isolation policy, as
suggested, but it could also be due to differences
in properties of the strains themselves Thus, if
local strains are more transmissible than foreign
strains, this could provide an alternative
explanation for observed differences in
transmission from isolated and unisolated
patients. Another alternative explanation is that
those hospitals that isolate immediately 
according to national guidelines may differ in
other respects, such as better hand-washing and
staff–patient ratios. The study design allowed a 
5-month window in which to identify clusters so
may be more likely to detect falsely transmission 
of local strains. As patients with these tended to 
be those who were not isolated immediately, this
could also bias the results. A further limitation is
that only 78% of hospitals with secondary cases
returned the questionnaire and that in only 76%
of index cases could isolation status be
determined. Nonetheless, the study design 
avoids many potentially large biases associated
with reporting and regression to the mean effects,
and bases its conclusions on a comprehensive
sample. 

In the two studies that changed from a policy of
no isolation to using gowns and gloves,78,97 the
evidence was consistent with combined infection
control measures reducing MRSA infections.
However, in the study by Souweine and
colleagues78 the large reduction in LOS between
phases provided an alternative plausible
explanation. Although this was part of the
intervention, this could also bias the results owing
to a reduced chance of detecting infections during
the patient admission. 
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Stochastic effects were also likely to be important,
and lack of time series data left the study
vulnerable to trends. For the study by Kac and
colleagues,97 the major limitation was the very
limited preintervention data. The single data
point prevented assessment of trends and left the
study vulnerable to seasonal effects.

Results with non-isolation policy
comparators
Studies with a background isolation policy
In Barakate and colleagues’ paper,107 the main
intervention was ward closure, cleaning and
electronic flagging of readmitted patients
previously known to have had MRSA. This was
conducted against a background of single-room
isolation and cohorting. There was no evidence of
changes in MRSA incidence over the 28-month
study, but interpretation was difficult without
prevalence data. There were insufficient data to
allow an assessment of the effect of the isolation
policy on MRSA levels. 

Barakate and colleagues’ later study120 used single-
room isolation and cohorting with screening of
high-risk groups throughout, with certain wards
not permitted to admit MRSA patients. The
intervention was the isolation of patients with a
past history of MRSA on readmission. There was
no evidence of a change in MRSA incidence or
bacteraemia rates throughout the 30-month study.
The evidence was consistent with failure of single-
room isolation, cohorting and screening to control
MRSA. However, the absence of prevalence or
numbers colonised on admission prevented a fuller
assessment of this. Also, no assessment of the role
these measures may have played in reducing
MRSA transmission was possible. The authors
concluded that it was possible to keep some wards
clear of MRSA, but the absence of screening on
these wards prevented our assessment. 

Onesko and Wienke’s study57 of change to a
medicated soap (chosen because its lower potential
to induce skin irritability was thought likely to
improve hand-hygiene compliance) did not
provide evidence consistent with control of MRSA.
The monthly time series showed that there were
steady reductions in MRSA in the 3 months before
the intervention. Regression to the mean provided
a plausible alternative explanation. No assessment
of the effect of isolation could be made from this
study.

Pfaller and colleagues reported112 a short 
(1-month) prospective non-comparative study of
single-room isolation. This showed only four

acquisitions from 473 patients screened on
admission and discharge. This was followed by a
1.5-month outbreak report of a small cluster of
related cases, managed by single-room isolation,
cohorting and contact screening. This occurred
after the study period and was reported not
because it was part of the study, but because it was
a cluster that was apparently controlled by these
measures. The usual caveats regarding reporting
bias and, on the basis of data from the planned
part of the study, stochastic effects apply.

Ribner and colleagues’ prospective cohort cross-
over study110 compared two isolation policies: one
included masks, gowns, gloves, and single-room
isolation (when possible) for all MRSA patients
(strict isolation); the other used masks and gloves
only, with the addition of gowns and single-room
isolation only for selected high-risk patients
(modified isolation). This study provided no
evidence of a difference in outcomes between the
two isolation regimes. However, the study lasted
only 4 months, had only 20 new MRSA cases and
was likely to have very low power to detect a
difference. 

The design also left it vulnerable to trends and
washout effects. Furthermore, even though this
was a planned study, the study populations were
chosen in part because of their above-average
MRSA levels. If such higher levels were due, in
part, to stochastic fluctuations, a decrease would
be expected during the study (regression to the
mean), confusing the interpretation of the results.
As this was such a short study (4 months), this
effect was potentially important .

Yano and colleagues’ study114 of the effect of
giving mupirocin to all patients, against a
background of single-room isolation and
cohorting for MRSA patients, and pre-admission
screening, provided evidence consistent with
reduction of infection by this means. However, the
numbers are small, with nine postoperative
infections in the historical controls and none in
the treatment cohort. Lack of time series data left
the study vulnerable to other plausible
explanations such as trends and stochastic
fluctuations (fadeout) and Hawthorne effects.
There are case mix differences, with more
preoperative complications in the treatment
cohort, but this was not likely to provide a
plausible alternative explanation. No assessment
of the effect of patient isolation was possible.

Yoshida and colleagues’ 2-year two-phase study55

of the effect of changing the order of ward rounds
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so that the MRSA patients were seen last, against a
background of single-room isolation, provided
evidence consistent with reduction of MRSA
infections from 150 cases in the first year to 50 in
the second. However 2 months before the
intervention there was a prolonged period with 
no new cases. This might have been associated
with reduced prevalence and therefore a smaller
MRSA reservoir, providing a plausible alternative
explanation for the reduction. A fuller assessment
of this intervention would therefore require the
prevalence data. No assessment of the effect of
side-room isolation could be made from this 
study. 

Studies with no background isolation policy
Although Landman and colleagues’ study56

provided evidence consistent with a slight
reduction in MRSA infections after implementing
an antibiotic policy, the reduction in both the 
LOS and the numbers of admissions resulted 
in an estimated 20% reduction in patient bed
days, which was an important confounder. 
The relevance of this study to the review was
limited as there was no isolation or screening
policy. 

Talon and colleagues’ study102 of the effect of
mupirocin given to all patients in a surgical ICU
with no isolation, but a screening policy, was also
of limited relevance to a review of the isolation
policy. Although evidence was consistent with
control of nasal acquisition of MRSA, seasonal
effects provided a plausible alternative
explanation. The study was limited because the
acquisition data presented only one of the seven
MRSA strains that appeared to be transmitted on
the ward.

Non-comparator studies
Hartstein and colleagues’ 18-month study108 of
single-room isolation, with eradication and hand-
hygiene education in two hospitals, provided
evidence consistent with maintenance of endemic
MRSA at low levels. However, there was no
screening, and no recording of any potential
confounders, so the data were difficult to interpret
and no assessment of the effect of isolation was
possible. It was similarly impossible to assess the
effects of single-room isolation in Tambic and
colleagues’ 1-month observational study.90 The
only conclusion that can be drawn was that a
substantial proportion of MRSA carriers would not
be detected without active screening. 

The aim of Papia and colleagues’ 12-month
observational study of single-room isolation and

screening106 was to determine the cost-effectiveness
of screening all patients at high risk of MRSA
carriage on admission. It was assumed that all
other cases of MRSA were hospital acquired. The
transmission rate per colonised patient per day
was calculated and the costs of the screening
programme compared with the costs of managing
MRSA. Important costs were overlooked (for
example, nursing costs, and those incurred by
differential LOS) and estimates of the cost of IC
measures appeared to be based on arbitrary
assumptions. As low-risk patients were not
screened on admission, some of those later found
to have MRSA might have been colonised on
admission, resulting in an overestimate of the
transmission rate. A significant number of high-
risk patients were not screened on admission, thus
introducing potential sampling bias, affecting the
estimate of those colonised on admission.
Although the paper reported numbers of cases in
the year prior and the year after the study, it gave
no details of isolation and screening policies for
these periods. No time series data were given for
the year of the study, and few potential
confounders were recorded. Interpretation of the
effect of the interventions on control of MRSA is
therefore not possible.

Conclusions: other isolation policies 
Harbarth and colleagues’ work92 was characterised
as providing ‘stronger’ evidence that an effective
hand-hygiene programme, allied to single-room
isolation, screening and eradication, could reduce
MRSA levels and serious invasive infection even
when initially at a high level. Although alternative
explanations cannot be ruled out, they do not
appear to be particularly plausible. 

Cosseron-Zerbib and colleagues’ study84 was
characterised as providing stronger evidence that
the interventions (single-room isolation, cohorting,
weekly screening, feedback and other measures)
explained the fall in MRSA. There was a long time
series, detailed information on interventions and
recording of many potential confounders.
Although alternative explanations were possible,
they did not seem very plausible. 

Jernigan and colleagues’ study95 was characterised
as providing evidence supporting control by
contact isolation with gowns, gloves and masks,
and use of two-bedded side rooms when possible,
comparing the likelihood of transmission from
isolated and non-isolated infants. Although the
detail provided and the size of the effect made
other explanations less likely, the study design had
some weaknesses.
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Other studies either provided no evidence that
could be used to assess the effect of an isolation
policy, or were weakened by study limitations,
potential biases or confounding factors.

Economic evaluation
There was a paucity of data on the economic
impact of MRSA infections or the interventions.
The identification of the resources used was
imprecise and of limited range and the estimation
of the costs of these resources was poor. In general
there was little comprehensive and consistent
economic information. Only 15 studies presented
quantitative cost data. In most cases only selected
resources used for the infection control measures
were costed, although four studies provided more
detailed costings of control programmes.31,92,119,105

One study attempted to quantify cost savings
associated with an intervention57 and one study106

attempted to assess the cost-effectiveness of a
screening programme. Both concluded their
interventions were likely to be cost-effective.
However, we found the evidence supporting these
conclusions to be weak or lacking. 

No comprehensive comparable costing data were
available on key variables. Some studies, for
example, would provide the costs of screening in
great detail, whereas others identified cost of
antibiotics56 or costings for labour and materials
used in molecular typing.108 Some researchers
were more ambitious, attempting to cost the whole
outbreak or intervention. Harbarth and
colleagues,80,92 for example, estimated costs for
microbiology, surveillance and contact isolation,
concluding that the cost of the total infection
control programme was almost Swiss Francs (SF)
3–4 million to the institution. Many others made
comments about the lost resources that had resulted
from the outbreak, such as bed days lost.75 Other
studies referred to the impact on waiting lists and
emergency admissions. Given that the estimates
provided ranged widely over time, location and the
range of costs included, direct comparisons of the
costs of control measures could not be made.
Thus, despite the awareness of the economic
implications of MRSA and the control measures,
there was no robust economic evaluation. 

Overall conclusions of literature
review
In about one-third of the studies in this review, it
was impossible to draw any conclusions about the

effect of isolation. Most of the remaining studies
reported evidence consistent with control (i.e.
reduction) of MRSA. The evidence in about half of
these was characterised as weak, because of poor
experimental design, clear alternative
explanations (LOS, seasonal or stochastic effects,
regression to the mean, regional changes or
antibiotic use) or likely reporting bias.

In most studies with weak or even no evidence of
reduction of MRSA, it was not possible to say
whether the levels of MRSA might have been even
higher without the intervention, because of lack of
control populations. 

The majority of studies used combinations of
interventions such as screening, eradication and
an isolation policy, and it was not possible to assess
the relative contribution of different elements of
the control policy. Full interpretation of studies
requires occurrence (incidence or prevalence) data
and information on numbers of colonised patients
on admission, together with reporting of potential
confounders. This was illustrated well by the
studies reported by Farrington and colleagues91

and Murray-Leisure and colleagues.83 The lack of
comprehensive, consistent and robust economic
evaluation in the literature meant it was not
possible to comment on the cost-effectiveness of
any study or type of intervention.

The strongest evidence was considered to come
from the larger and longer time series, with large
changes in MRSA, an adequate number of time
points to assess trends, detailed information on
interventions and absence of plausible alternative
explanations (Figure 7). Thus Harbarth and
colleagues’ papers80,92 were considered to present
relatively strong evidence that side-room isolation,
screening and eradication therapy, with a hand-
hygiene programme including audit, feedback and
education, reduced MRSA colonisation and
infection. Stronger evidence was also presented by
Farrington and colleagues91 that an IW, together
with screening, eradication and ward closures,
could control MRSA for many years until a change
in epidemic strain or a rise in those colonised on
admission provided an overwhelming challenge to
the hospital. Faoagali and colleagues76 presented
stronger evidence of failure of an IW, screening,
antibiotic restriction and hand-hygiene education
to prevent a huge rise in MRSA colonisation and
infection. Duckworth and colleagues’ paper89

provided stronger evidence that MRSA infection
could be reduced by an IW with screening and
eradication, although some potential confounders
were not documented. The same applies to Coello
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and colleagues’ report118 of the efficacy of NC in
side rooms. Cosseron-Zerbib and colleagues84

presented stronger evidence of a reduction in
infection attributable to single-room isolation and
cohorting, with other measures.

Five studies with characteristics similar to those
listed above were considered to present evidence

of reduction of MRSA by an IW (Selkon and
colleagues,82 Murray-Leisure and colleagues83),
reduction by NC (Arnow and colleagues,79

Blumberg and Klugman81) or of failure of an IW
(Cox and colleagues88) but with plausible
alternative explanations (Selkon and colleagues,82

Murray-Leisure and colleagues,83 Arnow and
colleagues,79 Blumberg and Klugman81 or with
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smaller changes in MRSA and failure to record
some important potential confounders (Cox and
colleagues88). Jernigan and colleagues’ study95 of
transmission from isolated and unisolated infants
provided evidence that immediate side-room
isolation reduced transmission but was potentially
biased. Esveld and colleagues’ study109 provided
similar evidence for the general population but
plausible alternative explanations and potential
biases existed.

Although the short outbreak reports which use IW
or NC to reduce MRSA have many plausible
alternative explanations of outcomes and may be

subject to reporting bias in that negative outcomes
are less likely to be written up or published, it is still
possible that immediate deployment of NC or an
IW may have been successful in eradicating MRSA
and preventing epidemics from becoming endemic.

Those studies with the strongest evidence provide
testable hypotheses for future prospective studies.
Taken as a whole, the studies covered by this
review emphasise the need to collect adequate
data, including data on the resources used and
their cost, sufficiently frequently to enable the
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of interventions
to be fully interpreted. 
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This chapter presents:

� a mathematical model of the long-term
dynamics of MRSA in a hospital population 
that takes into account patient readmission
patterns

� a modified version of this model that considers
the effects of using patient isolation as a control
strategy

� an economic evaluation of the cost-effectiveness
of control strategies using different patient
isolation and screening strategies, based on the
above model and available economic data.

Rationale
The object of the work presented in this chapter
was to develop simple mechanistic models able to
account for the observed MRSA dynamics from
the longer time series studies found in the review.
Such models are intended to provide insight into
the dynamics and the conditions under which
isolation policies can be effective at controlling
MRSA in both the short term and the long term.
They are not intended to be used as predictive
tools. We first present a model that ignores 
control measures, and then modify this by 
adding an isolation ward which is assumed to be
effective at reducing transmission from isolated
patients. 

No single study provided sufficient data to
estimate all the parameters; instead, parameter
values were estimated from diverse sources as
detailed below. We explored the sensitivity of
results to variations in parameters relating to
control measures and transmission rates.

We then combined these models with economic
data to provide an economic assessment of the use
of isolation wards compared with a policy of no
intervention. In the absence of reliable data
regarding the attributable costs of MRSA, any such
assessment is necessarily very crude. Although
accurate cost assessments cannot be made with the
available data, such an analysis does permit order
of magnitude estimates, allows us to identify the

key unknowns affecting costs, and provides a
framework for further economic analysis when
better data become available.

Background
Published mathematical models of nosocomial
pathogens, such as MRSA, have to date largely
addressed dynamics within single wards.51,72,121–125

This work has addressed conditions for persistence,
interactions between antibiotic-sensitive and
resistant organisms and antibiotics and stochastic
effects. However, these models fail to explain
observed patterns of hospital spread of MRSA in
two important respects. First, although existing
models explain rapid short-term increases in
prevalence and incidence of MRSA, as it
approaches a stable endemic level, they cannot
account for the more frequently observed pattern
of a relatively slow increase over several years as
seen in many of the longer time series studies in
the literature review. Second, they fail to explain
why MRSA is able to persist in hospital populations
in many situations. All deterministic dynamic
models predict that persistence is possible
provided that a critical threshold is reached: each
infected or colonised patient must transmit the
organism to, on average, at least one other patient
in the absence of other infected/colonised patients.
However, in many real settings these threshold
conditions appear not to be met, and there is
insufficient transmission for persistence to occur
as predicted by these single ward models. Even
when threshold conditions are met, stochastic
effects should dominate in the small populations
represented by hospital wards and chance fadeouts
should bring such local epidemics to an end.
Nevertheless, MRSA certainly does persist in
hospitals; even though the organism may not be
endemic on any single ward, a common pattern
identified in the review is for transmission to be
characterised by frequent but limited clusters on
different wards.104

Other observations not explained by such models
include changing numbers of patients colonised
on admission and changes in the ratio of
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incidence of hospital-acquired cases to cases
colonised on admission.91,126

The models presented in this chapter are
therefore motivated by key qualitative aspects of
the longer time series studies that existing models
cannot account for. In particular, they aim to be
able to capture the observed trends of MRSA
numbers and reported changes in the number of
imported MRSA cases.91 A further motivation is
the observation that control failure was associated
with isolation resources becoming overwhelmed in
two of the isolation ward studies, characterised in
the literature review as providing stronger
evidence.76, 91

Model without patient isolation
Modelling assumptions and model
formulation
Models presented in this chapter are based on
modified versions of those described previously.51

The major change is that patterns of patient
readmissions are considered explicitly and no
specific assumptions about transmission routes are
made. 

The basic model presented here assumes a
constant homogeneous hospital population of n
patients, y of whom are considered to be colonised
or infected with MRSA at any time, and who are
able to transmit infection. The remaining x (equal
to n – y) are free of MRSA. We also assume a
constant community population size, where all
deaths are replaced by births.

In this model, all MRSA transmission takes place
in the hospital. No explicit assumptions about the
transmission route are made, but new cases are
assumed to occur at a rate proportional to the
product of the number of colonised/infected and
uncolonised patients in the hospital (the mass-
action assumption). The duration of carriage of
MRSA is assumed to be exponentially distributed,
with a mean length of carriage of 1/d days. Rather
than explicitly considering loss of MRSA positive
individuals through mortality or emigration, we
consider these sources of loss to be absorbed into
the rate of carriage loss, d. No distinction is made
between colonised and infected patients in this
basic model (and, in the interests of brevity, we will
refer to colonised or infected individuals as
colonised). 

Throughout the results we refer to a single
parameter, the basic reproduction number, R0.

This is a composite measure of the transmissibility,
and can be defined as the average number of
secondary cases produced by one case introduced
into a hospital completely free of infection. This
measure takes into account the possibility of
multiple hospital episodes while the patient is still
colonised. If the infection is to cause a major
epidemic or to persist in the absence of control
measures, then R0 must be >1. 

When discharged from the hospital, patients are
assumed to go into a class of recently hospitalised
patients of whom xc are free of MRSA and yc are
colonised. These individuals then have some
chance of readmission in any given time interval,
specified by another parameter, �H. While in this
class, the time to readmission is assumed to be
exponentially distributed with a mean of 1/�H days.
However, after a time, if not readmitted, patients
move to another compartment, with a longer
mean time to readmission of 1/�L days. There are
assumed to be y�c colonised and x�c MRSA-free
individuals with these lower admission rates. The
time patients spend with an elevated admission
rate after discharge is itself assumed to be
exponentially distributed, with a mean duration of
1/� days before the admission rate is reduced.
These assumptions produce a pattern of
readmission such that individuals either return
relatively rapidly to hospital or else have a longer
period in the community without entering
hospital.

This model is illustrated schematically in 
Figure 8. 

Implementation details
Two formulations of the model were used: a
deterministic formulation, which can be
considered to approximate the mean behaviour of
the model, and a stochastic formulation, where
transitions between model compartments (for
example, from uncolonised to colonised and from
hospitalised to community-based) are random
events, with the chance of an event occurring
specified by model parameters. Implementation
details of these formulations are given in
Appendix 4. 

Parameter values
Parameter values were estimated from the best
available sources, as identified during the search
strategy of the systematic review and additional
literature searches. Where there was large
uncertainty in parameters, we used a wide range
of plausible values. No published estimates of
readmission rates could be found, and these were
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estimated from one year’s data from the Royal
Free Hampstead NHS Trust. Admission and
discharge dates were obtained from all patients
who were either admitted or discharged between 
1 January and 31 December 2000 (excluding day
cases, dialysis, obstetrics and psychiatry patients).
These data consisted of 29,315 unique patient
episodes. Of these episodes, 6502 were of patients
who had previously been admitted in the same
period. Maximum likelihood estimates for
parameters were obtained using the annual data.
These data were also used to compare (using the
likelihood ratio test for nested models) the 
model with two rates of readmission (as described
above) with a simpler model based on a single
readmission rate. Details are given in 
Appendix 4.

Results
Parameter values
Estimated parameter values for the readmission
rates in the model with high and low readmission
rates are shown in Table 4, while in the simpler
model the readmission rate �� (95% CI) was
estimated to be 0.00152 (0.00148 to 0.00156). The
likelihood ratio test showed that the model with
two rates of readmission provided a much better
description of the data (p < 10–5), and this model
was therefore used in all subsequent work.
Estimated parameters give a period with an
elevated rate of readmission lasting on average

just over 1 month. The low rate of readmission,
�L, corresponds to an average of one admission
every 4.5 years. The estimate for the initial
readmission rate, �H, is just over 10 times 
greater, with an average of one readmission every
25 weeks.

We were able to find comparatively little
information about the persistence of the carriage
of MRSA in discharged patients in the community.
Most of those studies that did describe rescreening
of previously positive MRSA patients reported
data in insufficient detail to allow estimates to be
made.104,127,128

Two studies were found that did allow
estimates.129,130 The data reported by Sanford and
colleagues130 consisted of 36 readmitted patients
who were known to have carried MRSA when
discharged at the end of their previous episodes.
The data showed good agreement with the
assumption that durations of carriage were
exponentially distributed, and the maximum
likelihood estimate (95% CI) for the rate of loss of
carriage, d, with these data was d = 0.00085 days–1

(0.00047 to 0.00138). This corresponds to a mean
duration of carriage of 1190 days and a half-life
for carriage of 825 days. The major limitation of
these data, however, is that in only a minority of
cases was there evidence that paired isolates from
patients during different hospital episodes
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represented the same strain. Typing, however, was
based on restriction analysis of plasmid DNA. This
method is vulnerable to loss of plasmids, and it is
not possible to tell how often changes in strain
type represented loss (or acquisition) of plasmids,
and how often patients had lost one strain and
acquired another. 

Scanvic and colleagues129 presented a larger data
set, with 78 readmitted patients who had been
MRSA positive on discharge. The median duration
of carriage (or half-life) was estimated to be 
8.5 months. Assuming an exponential distribution
for carriage durations, the mean length of
carriage can be estimated as the half-life divided
by ln2, or 12.3 months. This corresponds to a rate
of loss of carriage d = 0.00268 days–1.

Although both estimates for carriage duration are
potentially biased in that they estimate carriage
duration in individuals who are readmitted, they
are the best data available. Also, since our primary
concern is with hospital rather than community
MRSA levels, this potential bias is not a major
concern.

Direct estimates of MRSA transmission rates were
not attempted. Such rates may be expected to vary
widely according to local conditions and strains,
and estimates from a single setting may not
generalise to the average rate for a whole hospital
required in the model. Instead, we considered a
wide range of values for this parameter able to
account for the diverse patterns of behaviour
observed. 

Model output
Figure 9 presents results from the deterministic
model without isolation for three levels of
transmissibility. It shows the changes with time in
the hospital prevalence, community prevalence and
the ratio of the incidence of new hospital-acquired
cases to number of cases colonised on admission. 

Although not apparent from the figure, of the three
transmissibilities only the highest (R0 = 1.43) allows
persistence without reintroductions, with each
patient causing an average of 1.02 secondary cases
per episode in a completely susceptible population
(taking into account multiple episodes, each patient
causes 1.43 secondary cases on average, from the
definition of R0). For the lower R0 values, there
would be insufficient transmission to allow
persistence without reintroduction, with an average
of only 0.90 and 0.78 secondary cases per episode.

The figures show that when persistence is possible,
MRSA numbers in both the hospital and the
community may be expected to grow sigmoidally
to a stable endemic level. Both the level of
endemicity reached and the time taken to reach it
are dependent on the transmission rate, but slow
rates of growth are seen for smaller R0 values, with
numbers steadily increasing over many years.
Similar patterns are seen in both the hospital and
community populations, although there is a lag
between the hospital and community growth
curves (so, for example, the time taken to reach a
prevalence equal to 50% of the final level is
greater in the community than in the hospital
population). 
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TABLE 4 Parameters used in the models

Parameter Symbol Value Reference

Transmission ratea � Range: 0.00007–0.00013 –

Isolation rate � Range: 0.02–0.04 –

Clearance rate (day–1) d 0.0027 129

Discharge rate (day–1) � 0.125 Royal Free 2000 data

Readmission rate – high �H 0.0057; 95% CI: 0.0054 to 0.0060 Royal Free 2000 data

Readmission rate – low �L 0.00063; 95% CI: 0.00058 to 0.00068 Royal Free 2000 data

Rate of change from high to low readmission rate � 0.030; 95% CI: 0.027 to 0.033 Royal Free 2000 data

Mean length of stay in isolation ward (days) 1/�i 20 131

Number of beds in hospital N 1000 –

Number of beds in isolation ward ni Range: 5–40 –

Number of individuals in community nc ~180,000 Defined by other
parameters

Proportion of isolated patients cleared � 25% 131

a Transmissions per source per susceptible patient day.



The bottom graph in Figure 9 shows the ratio of
incidence of new nosocomial cases to imported
cases. This is clearly initially dependent on R0,
and could be used to estimate the R0 value from
data. However, as both hospital and community
prevalence increase, the ratio declines to a
constant level independent of the transmission
rate.

Figure 10 shows output from a stochastic version of
the same model for the two lower R0 values. The
behaviour is comparable to that seen in the
deterministic version, with similar trends and
endemic levels, but is a more accurate reflection of
what is likely to be seen in real populations.
Although the long-term trend is increasing, the
prevalence does not increase smoothly, but
undergoes a series of increases and decreases.
Decreases can be substantial and sustained over
periods from several months to a year. The other
fundamental difference is that fadeout can now
occur, i.e. the prevalence can fall to zero. Thus, for

the lower level of transmissibility, in at least 10%
of the simulations the prevalence is zero at almost
every time point. Even for the higher level of
transmissibility, the hospital prevalence is close to
zero during the first 4 years in at least 10% of
simulation runs. Although the hospital prevalence
is approximately zero, there may still be cases in
the community, and when these are reintroduced
subsequent outbreaks can occur. This accounts for
the long-term persistence of the organism at a low
level and explains why the 10th percentile line for
R0 = 1.27 increases only after an extended period
at a very low level. These results show that a
percentage of small outbreaks can be expected to
end of their own accord (by chance), but even
when this occurs there may be an eventual large
outbreak triggered by readmitted colonised
patients. The long times to readmission and long
persistence of MRSA colonisation mean that the
time between a hospital being ‘seeded’ with
MRSA, and the time at which numbers begin to
increase may be large (several years). It is not
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necessary to postulate differences in hospital
practices to account for such variation in times of
onset, or indeed to explain why some outbreaks
fade out shortly after they have begun whereas
others lead to the establishment of a stable
endemic state.

Model with patient isolation
To consider the effect of isolation policies on
control, we modified the basic model to include
the effect of a policy based on the use of an IW.
This measure has clear a priori validity, that is,
based on what is known about MRSA transmission
routes we can be reasonably confident that 
a well-designed IW with designated staff will
prevent almost all transmission from isolated
patients to those elsewhere in the hospital. For
other isolation measures, such as single-room
isolation, the evidence is, at best, ambiguous, 
and there is no clear face validity. However, 
the modelling framework presented here 
could be readily adapted to consider such
measures.

Modelling assumptions and model
formulation
In the new model there are a variable number, z,
of isolated patients at any one time, and these

patients are not the cause of any secondary
spread. All isolated patients are discharged to the
community, with some fraction of them cleared of
MRSA carriage on discharge. Unisolated,
colonised patients in the hospital are detected at a
rate, �, and the mean time before a colonised
patient is detected is 1/�. The mean duration in
the IW is 1/�i, and times are exponentially
distributed. Colonised patients are isolated as soon
as they are detected. However, since the IW has a
fixed capacity, ni, when it is full the maximum rate
at which patients can be isolated is equal to the
rate at which other patients leave the isolation
ward. 

This revised model is illustrated schematically in
Figure 11.

The equilibrium endemic prevalence of MRSA
infection in the hospital is dependent on three
parameters: the detection rate (�), the size of the
isolation ward (ni) and the transmissibility of
infection within the hospital (R0). Figure 12 shows
the effect of these three parameters and
demonstrates that an IW always has a positive
effect in that it reduces transmission and
consequently prevalence. This holds whether the
IW is in operation throughout (a), or whether it is
introduced only when there is already a stable
endemic level (b). There are two types of
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behaviour indicated by the slopes of the lines in
Figure 12. First, when detection is not fast enough
or the IW is not large enough, the organism is
able to persist endemically. Improving either the
detection rate or isolation capacity results in a
decrease in endemicity (i.e. the lines are sloping
downwards). Second, if either the detection rate or
the isolation capacity is sufficient, then
transmission is effectively determined by the other
factor. Thus, when the detection rate is the
limiting factor, the lines are horizontal, showing
that increasing the number of isolation beds
makes no difference, whereas increasing the
detection rate lowers the prevalence. When only
the number of isolation beds is the limiting factor,
increasing the detection rate has no effect (and the
lines are no longer horizontal, as increases in the
number of isolation beds reduce the prevalence).
In some cases both the size of the isolation ward
and the isolation rate are limiting factors and
prevalence is reduced by increasing either. This is
seen for R0 = 1.3 and � = 0.02, when the IW is
used throughout. Both the rate at which the IW is
filled and its capacity determine the final endemic
level.

Another important result demonstrated in Figure 12
is that the final endemic level attained can depend
on whether the isolation ward is operated from the
start (a) or whether it is introduced to control
endemic MRSA (b). In many cases, operating the
isolation ward from the start is effective at
preventing an endemic level from becoming
established, whereas introducing it into an
endemic situation is able to reduce but not
eliminate the endemic level. For some parameter
values different endemic levels may be reached
depending on when the ward is introduced. Thus,
although the early introduction of the IW still fails
to prevent endemicity, it does reduce the final
endemic level attained.

Figure 13 illustrates the colonisation dynamics
when the detection and isolation rate are not high
enough to prevent an endemic level from being
established. Figure 13(a) shows that the number of
patients in the isolation ward remains below
capacity for a long period (~10 years). During this
time the prevalence is much reduced (Figure 13(b)).
However, when the IW reaches capacity, its utility
is greatly diminished and the prevalence increases,
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although at a slower rate and to a lower level than
would have occurred without any isolation.
Consequently, even though isolation ultimately
fails to prevent endemic MRSA, it still prevents a
large number of colonisations and infections. 

The effect of IW capacity is illustrated in Figure 14,
which is drawn with the same detection and
isolation rate as Figure 13. Clearly, the larger the
capacity, the longer is the delay until it is
overwhelmed, the slower is the increase when it is
overwhelmed and the lower is the endemic
prevalence achieved. If the capacity is sufficient (in
this case 30 beds), then it can prevent the
establishment of a high endemicity, principally
because it is not full, that is, the ability to control
is limited by the detection rate.

Figure 15 shows the effects of introducing a 30-bed
IW at different stages of an MRSA epidemic. In
Figure 15(a), the detection rate is insufficient to
reduce transmission and endemicity to minimal
levels. However, early introduction of isolation (at
years 0–3) results in a far lower prevalence over a
sustained period than a later introduction. The
lower level is achieved when the IW is no longer
full, and endemicity is determined by the
detection rate. If the IW is opened at year 4, there
is sufficient detected prevalence that it reaches
capacity almost immediately. Once the IW is full,
its ability to control infection is compromised. For
these parameters, however, even if opened after 
4 years, a 30-bed IW is sufficiently large that
prevalence is slowly reduced, and eventually (after
about 30 years) the same endemic level is reached. 

In Figure 15(b), the same effect is occurring, but
the higher detection rate is able to control
infection to a minimal level. Again, the IW has
spare capacity at the lower level. However, the
upper level is unchanged by increasing the
detection rate, since the limitation of the
effectiveness of control is provided by the size of
the IW, and this is always full over the period
shown (although again, eventually prevalence is
low enough so that the IW is no longer full, the
rate at which colonised patients can be isolated
increases, and prevalence then decreases more
rapidly to a minimal level).

With the parameters in Figure 15, the same
endemic equilibria are eventually reached,
irrespective of the timing of the opening of the
IW, although this has a large effect on the rate at
which the final levels are reached. For certain
parameter values, however, different equilibria are
possible. The existence of the two endemic
equilibria is shown in Figure 16. Note that the
upper equilibria are the same regardless of the
detection rate: they are determined by the IW
capacity. Increasing the ability to detect infection
increases the range over which it is possible to
control MRSA at the lower, minimal endemic level.
Which level is reached depends on the timing of
the opening of the ward.

Figure 17 shows that stochastic effects can also be
important in determining the ultimate endemic
level. Three simulation runs from a model where a
five-bed isolation ward is used from the start are
shown. All models used identical parameters; only
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the random seed used in the computer’s random
number generator changed.

In run A, the IW clearly fails to control the
outbreak, and the capacity of the IW is exceeded.
This results in a rapid increase in the number of
cases and the establishment of a stable high
endemic level. This behaviour is not possible for
these parameters in the deterministic model,
where the high endemic level would be attained if
the IW were introduced later, but not if it was
present from the start. In the stochastic system,
random fluctuations mean that the system has
some probability of jumping to the higher stable
level. However, this behaviour only occurs when
the barrier between the low and high endemic
states is small. Runs B and C illustrate outcomes
where successful control is achieved over a 10-year
period. In B, however, the organism is able to
persist at a low level over the entire period owing
to reintroductions and sporadic self-limiting
clusters which generate enough new cases to
maintain the cycle of reintroduction. In such a

situation, there still remains a chance that a large
epidemic as seen in run A will occur. Run C shows
a third type of behaviour: rapid fadeout of the
organism. In this case no new cases are seen in the
hospital after 3 years, although before that time
the hospital experiences a series of small self-
limiting clusters.

Finally, Figure 18 shows the effect of introducing
an IW in a hospital with endemic MRSA. As was
seen in Figure 12, the effect is always to reduce the
endemic level, though the final level may either be
lowered, or eliminated completely if the ward is
large enough. Elimination can occur even after a
sustained period where the IW’s capacity is
exceeded but may take several years.

Isolation model with economics
Economic assessments of the isolation policies
described above were made. The costs of the
resources used for MRSA cases are related to
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infection rather than colonisation. It was therefore
necessary to modify the above model to
distinguish between MRSA-colonised and MRSA-
infected patients. Costs of MRSA to organisations
other than the hospital and costs to patients are
not included; neither are values that individuals
would place on avoidance of MRSA. These 
might have been estimated using ‘willingness 
to pay’ approaches. No health status measures 
are included in this simple model. These 
could be usefully included in subsequent 
studies.

Model assumptions
The revised model is identical with the one
previously described except in the following respects:

� When acquiring MRSA, patients are assumed to
become infected with probability pI, and to
become colonised with probability (1 – pI).

� Patients who are infected are assumed to have
an additional LOS.

� Patients with infections are assumed to undergo
treatment and to be discharged only when
cleared of the organism.

In this model, all costs attributable to MRSA cases
arise due to (i) increased LOS attributable to
MRSA infection and (ii) treatment costs for MRSA
infections. Additional costs resulting from control
programmes are due to (i) cost of provision of
isolation facilities with associated overheads and
staffing costs (assumed to be unaffected by
whether or not isolation beds were occupied) and
(ii) costs of screening patients and processing of
isolates. 

In constructing the model we did not explicitly
consider progression from infection to colonisation,
or from colonisation to infection, nor did we
account for patients who were both colonised and
infected. We assumed no difference in infectivity
between patients who were infected and colonised. 

Data sources 
Data on resources used and costs quoted in the
papers containing economic data found by the
systematic review were from disparate places at
different time periods. In addition, papers ranged
widely in the comprehensiveness of costs quoted
and in the methods used to calculate them. It was
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therefore considered that it would be more useful
to estimate the cost components used in the
model from a common source using up-to-date
costs. Data from the Royal Free Hampstead NHS
Trust for the year 2000–1 were used. To aid other
researchers who might want to adopt the model,
we have reported the cost vectors used in this
study in detail. Table 5 presents the derived costs
used in the model. These could be adapted by
using data from other settings. 

The average cost of a bed day in 2000–1 is quoted
for all cases (general surgery, general medicine,
elderly care and intensive care). The costs are full
costs that include capital, overheads, staff and
other non-staff costs. Full-cost pricing was justified
because the resources were fully used and the cost
of an additional bed day used for an MRSA case
absorbs resources that would otherwise have been
fully employed caring for another patient. Hence
we assumed that beds outside the IW occupied by
MRSA-infected patients would have been used by
other patients for each day of stay over the mean
LOS for other patients. In contrast, we assumed
costs associated with the isolation ward to be
incurred whether or not those beds were occupied.

The costing of an IW is difficult as many different
forms of providing these facilities exist, varying
from building new ‘green field’ extensions to
adaptations within existing hospitals. The Royal
Free Hampstead NHS Trust had recently had a
substantial programme to adapt a ward to full
isolation standards to accommodate infectious
disease services from the infectious disease
hospital at Coppett’s Wood. The unit consists of
18 isolation bed rooms, one high-security room
and an adjacent laboratory and four beds in two
lower grade isolation rooms. This cost £850,000.

These costs were weighted to take into account the
increased cost for the high-dependency unit, the
lower costs of the recovery room and the cost of
the laboratory. For the purposes of this study,
estimates were derived for the costs of a single bed
in an IW. Costs of screening, testing swabs and
treatment of infections were derived from the
testing and screening regimes adopted in the
Royal Free Hampstead NHS Trust. These costs
included materials and staff time (~75% of the
total costs).

Table 5 summarises the costs and additional
parameters used in the model. Costs arising due
to patients acquiring MRSA infections were
divided into two components: the cost of clearance
therapy and the cost associated with the additional
LOS attributable to the infection. The extra LOS
in the absence of isolation was taken as the
difference between the mean LOS of infected and
uninfected patients. When there was an isolation
policy in operation, stays were not costed when
patients were isolated, as these costs had already
been accounted for (in the assumption that the
costs were incurred whether or not the isolation
beds were occupied). For infected unisolated
patients the additional LOS was taken as the
difference between (i) the mean duration of
infected patients in the hospital outside the
isolation areas and (ii) the mean duration that
would have occurred if infected patients had the
same discharge rate as non-infected patients.
There are no reliable data on the additional LOS
attributable to MRSA infection. We therefore
considered a wide range for this parameter, with
default value (11 days) based on expert opinion.
There are no data on the delay from an infection
first occurring to the subsequent detection of
MRSA. However culturing and identification of
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TABLE 5 Costs and additional parameters used in the economic model

Parameter or cost component Default values (and range) Source

Cost per unisolated bed day £332 Royal Free Hampstead
NHS Trust

Additional costs per isolated bed day £9 (range: £4.50–18) Royal Free Hampstead
NHS Trust

Cost per patient screened for MRSA £6 Royal Free Hampstead
NHS Trust

Antibiotic therapy for treating MRSA infection + £483 Royal Free Hampstead 
pathology testing costs NHS Trust

Additional LOS attributable to MRSA infection 11 days (range: 6–20 days) See text

Proportion of patients acquiring MRSA who become 30% (range: 10–50% ) Larger studies in 
infected (pI) systematic review had

values of ~20–40%

Mean time to detection of MRSA infection 3 days See text



the organism using standard methods takes 2–3
days, and under normal circumstances there is
likely to be only a short delay between the time at
which bacteria first multiply at an infection site
and the time at which the first swab is taken.
Consequently, we assumed the total delay to be 3
days on average.

The proportion of patients acquiring MRSA who
become infected may be expected to vary with the
virulence of the MRSA strain and with the
vulnerability of the patient population. Amongst
the studies in the preceding review that were
based in whole hospitals (rather than specific
units) and that distinguished between colonisation
and infection, the proportion of MRSA patients
infected ranged from about 7%103 to 67%.99 More
typically (and in the larger studies) values between
about 20%88 and 40%87,98 were observed. 

All such estimates may underestimate the true
incidence of colonisation as uninfected carriers
will be detected only if screened. Consequently, we
consider a wide range of values for this parameter,
but take as a default a figure of 30%. 

Scenarios
We considered the costs associated with four
different isolation policies:

1. No isolation 
Ten-year costs were evaluated over a range of
additional lengths of stay due to infection 
(~6–20 days), three levels of virulence (10–50% of
MRSA acquisitions resulting in infection) and
three levels of transmissibility (0.0007–0.00011
transmission per susceptible patient day arising
from one source). There was assumed to be one
initial MRSA case in each of the four
compartments (hospitalised colonised, hospitalised
infected, community with high rate of admission,
community with low rate of admission).

2. Isolation of infected patients only
Parameters identical with those in scenario 1 were
used, except that infected patients were assumed
to be isolated in a five-bed isolation ward (capacity
permitting). This was introduced at the same time
as the first MRSA case. Cost savings compared
with scenario 1 were calculated.

3. Isolation of infected and colonised patients,
screening contacts of MRSA patients
To model contact screening, we assumed that for
each infected patient detected 20 additional
patients were screened, at a cost of £6 per screen.
Detected colonised and infected patients were

isolated in the IW (provided that there were beds
free). Costs savings were evaluated for a range of
values for the rate of detection of colonised
patients, 	col (0–0.05), reflecting the large
uncertainty in this parameter. Other parameters
were the same as in scenario 1, under the high
transmissibility, low virulence situation.

4. Isolation measures introduced into a setting
with endemic MRSA
The IW was introduced 15 years after the first
MRSA case, when MRSA levels were close to the
stable endemic level. Otherwise, this was the same
as in scenario 2 under the intermediate
transmissibility and intermediate virulence
assumptions. Cost savings over 10 years resulting
from IWs of between five and 40 beds compared
with the no-isolation scenario were calculated. 

Results
Scenario 1: no isolation
Figure 19(a) shows the equilibrium prevalences
attained in the revised model without any control
measures as a function of the additional LOS
attributable to an MRSA infection. Figure 19(b)
shows the associated total costs over a 10-year
period. Clearly, total costs closely follow the
endemic level, although in this case the slopes
increase slightly with the additional LOS. The
results indicate that costs can be expected to be
very sensitive to the attributable LOS (increasingly
so for higher transmissibilities), and also to the
proportion of patients who become infected (the
virulence/patient vulnerability). 

Scenario 2: isolation of infected cases
Figure 20 indicates the cost savings achieved by
introducing a five-bed isolation ward at the
beginning of the outbreak, which is assumed to be
used for isolating infected patients. In all other
respects, the scenarios are identical with those
shown in Figure 19. 

As a result of this intervention, MRSA is eradicated
(i.e. the prevalence after 10 years is zero) in all
cases except for the high transmissibility scenario.
When such eradication is achieved, costs associated
with MRSA infections are negligible, and are due
only to those few cases that occur before the
MRSA is controlled; almost all the costs can be
attributed to the running of the IW. For the high
transmissibility case, complete eradication is
achieved only for the strain with the highest
virulence. For the medium virulence strain, the
prevalence after 10 years is very low (<1), and the
IW’s capacity is never exceeded. Only for the
lowest virulence strain do higher endemic levels
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become established, with final prevalences of
infected cases ranging from 20 to 53 (and
increasing with increasing attributable LOS).

As Figure 20 shows, although ultimate eradication
is not always achieved, the intervention results in
substantial cost savings in all situations considered
for the high transmissibility strain, ranging from
£2.4 million (low virulence, attributable LOS 
6.2 days) to £350 million. These savings are due to
the large number of cases prevented. For the low
and medium transmissibility strains, positive cost
savings over 10 years are achieved whenever the
IW prevents an endemic level of about 20 infected
patients. When these calculations are repeated
with the additional cost per IW bed day set to 50%
and 200% of the original value (£4.50–18),
minimal differences are obtained in the outcomes;
lines plotted for these values cannot be
distinguished from those in Figure 19, indicating
that results are insensitive to capital costs. 

We also explored the sensitivity of the results to
the size of the IW for the high transmissibility/low
virulence scenario (the one case where a high
endemic level was established despite the five-bed
isolation ward). Table 6 shows cost savings over 
10 years as the number of isolation beds was
varied between five and 20, under the assumption
that an MRSA infection causes an increased LOS
of 11 days. Figure 21 shows the dynamics for these
scenarios.

For these scenarios all the policies ultimately fail
to prevent endemicity: the steady increase in the
number of colonised patients results in an
increasing number of infected patients, until the
IW’s capacity is exceeded. Nonetheless, the use of
5–15-bed isolation wards results in cost savings
over this period. The total cost when the 20-bed
isolation ward is used, however, just exceeds that
when no isolation is attempted, despite the fact

that this policy prevents MRSA from becoming
established at a high endemic level. This large cost
results from the fact the full costs of the ward are
assumed to be incurred even when it is operating
below capacity. As is apparent from Figure 21, over
a longer time period this policy would result in a
cost saving compared with the policy of no
isolation measures. 

Scenario 3: isolation of infected and colonised
cases
Table 7 reports cost savings associated with a
screening policy, again for the high transmissibility,
low virulence parameters. Even the slowest rate of
detection of colonised patients leads to control
(prevention of an endemic level of MRSA
becoming established), and results in substantial
cost savings over the 10-year period. In other
scenarios (results not shown), it was found that
screening policies could increase the prevalence
(and hence the costs), if isolated colonised patients
occupied beds that could have otherwise been
used by infected patients. Since infected patients
are assumed to stay longer, the gains from
isolating these patients are greater as more
secondary cases are prevented. As Table 7 shows,
however, when there is unused IW capacity, a
screening policy can be expected to reduce the
overall prevalence, and is likely to be cost-
effective, as costs associated with screening are
very small compared with those due to increased
LOS resulting from an infection. Also, in contrast
to costs associated with the IW, screening costs do
scale with the prevalence, so if there are few cases
additional screening costs are very low.

Scenario 4: isolation of infected cases when
MRSA is initially endemic
Figure 22 shows the cost savings achieved over 
10 years resulting from the introduction of an IW
for infected patients in a setting with endemic
MRSA. The introduction of the IW can either
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TABLE 6 Costs and cost savings associated with use of an IW for infected MRSA patients over a 10-year period, under the assumption
of high transmissibility and low virulence, additional LOS attributable to MRSA infection set to 11 daysa

IW beds 10-year costs 10-year IW costs Total 10-year costs Cost saving 
excluding IW (compared with 

no isolation)

0 24.4 0 24.4 –
5 8.6 6.2 (6.1, 6.4) 14.8 (14.7,15.0) 9.6 (9.7, 9.4)

10 3.4 12.4 (12.3, 12.8) 15.8 (15.6, 16.1) 8.6 (8.8, 8.3)
15 0.96 18.7 (18.4, 19.2) 19.6 (19.4, 20.1) 4.8 (5.0, 4.3)
20 0.92 24.9 (24.6, 25.6) 25.8 (25.5, 26.5) –1.4 (–1.1, –2.1)

a All costs in £ millions. Figures in parentheses are calculated on the assumption of 50 and 200% capital costs for the IW.
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TABLE 7 Cost savings associated with use of an IW for infected and colonised MRSA patients over a 10-year period, under the
assumption of high transmissibility and low virulencea

IW beds Mean time to Endemic level of 10-year costs Total 10-year Cost saving 
detection of colonised MRSA-infected excluding IW costs including (compared 
patients (days) patients (%) isolation costs with no isolation) 

0 (No screening) 37 24.4 24.4 –
5 (No screening) 30 8.6 14.8 9.6
5 20 0 0.001 6.2 18.2
5 50 0 0.005 6.2 18.2
5 100 0 0.06 6.3 18.1

a All costs in £ millions. Colonised patients were assumed to be detected by screening contacts of MRSA-infected patients
(20 contacts per infected case), and the IW was assumed to be introduced at the same time as the first MRSA case.
Additional LOS attributable to MRSA infection is set to 11 days.



reduce MRSA levels to a lower stable prevalence,
or completely eliminate the organism from the
hospital. When the additional LOSs caused by
infections are shorter, the smaller IWs are
sufficient to eradicate the organism, and these
result in the largest cost savings. When these
attributable LOSs are longer, and consequently the
endemic prevalence without isolation higher (see
Figure 19), smaller wards still reduce the endemic
prevalence, resulting in cost savings, but only
larger IWs are able to reduce prevalence to
minimal levels, resulting in the largest cost
savings. For example, in a setting where
attributable LOS is about 8 days and the
prevalence of infected patients about 40, the
largest cost saving is achieved with a 10-bed IW,
and large costs would be incurred by the use of a
40-bed ward owing to the unused capacity. Cost
savings still result, however, from smaller IWs in
this setting. Figure 23 illustrates the underlying
dynamics, showing how the attributable LOS and

the number of IW beds both determine whether
ultimate eradication of the organism is achieved.

Discussion
Previous work
A number of models of the transmission of
nosocomial pathogens have been presented
elsewhere.51,69,121,123,124 Much of this work has
been concerned with the interactions between
antibiotic-sensitive and antibiotic-resistant strains
and the effects of antibiotic use on these
interactions. Many have also looked at how staff
handwashing patterns may be expected to affect
transmission patterns.

In common with other epidemic models, these
studies have emphasised the importance of
threshold effects in determining the ability of a
pathogen to persist in a population (showing that
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persistence should not occur below a certain level
of antibiotic use, or above a certain handwashing
frequency). Ward-based models including
stochastic components have also demonstrated
that chance fluctuations can be a dominant factor
in the observed incidence. Patterns of inter-
hospital spread have also been modelled (ignoring
the intra-hospital dynamics), with models used to
forecast the course of an outbreak of resistant
organisms in terms of numbers of affected
hospitals at a national level.122

The modelling framework presented here has
ignored factors such as antibiotic use and carer
behaviour. Although likely to be important, these
measures are not directly relevant to the questions
being addressed in this report. Instead, we have
only considered control measures based on patient

isolation. In contrast to other models, we have
investigated the dynamics of the system at the
hospital and community level, explicitly
considering patterns of readmission of discharged
patients. This decision was based on a recognition
that previous models were unable to account for
observed changes in numbers of patients colonised
on admission and the gradually increasing
prevalences reported in studies in the systematic
review. Such increasing prevalences are important
as they may ultimately lead to control failure.
Indeed, recent revisions of national MRSA control
guidelines were prompted by an increasing
prevalence of MRSA within hospitals that had
made the older recommendations impractical.4

In Chapter 2, we used a single-ward model that
did not explicitly consider readmission patterns to
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study bias and statistical validity in the analysis of
observational data. In this chapter, we have used
models that simultaneously track hospital and
community cases to study the impact of detection
and isolation on transmission, and the cost-
effectiveness of such interventions. 

Outcomes
The initial model without isolation measures
showed that observed patterns of patient
readmission and durations of MRSA carriage in
the community were able to account for long-term
trends and changes in numbers colonised on
admission. 

For the lower transmissibility scenario (R0 = 1.1),
this produced a pattern of spread and hospital
and community prevalences similar to those
currently seen in hospitals in the UK. For this
scenario, an equilibrium community prevalence of
about 3000 was established, representing almost
1.7% of the community population (in this model,
the community population size is defined by the
readmission parameters and hospital size;
estimates of these from Royal Free Hospital data
gave a value of ~180,000, which is close to the
known population served by the hospital). This
level was attained assuming no community
transmission. Community prevalence studies in
the UK have found similar values (the most recent
reporting 1.5% of people in the community to be
nasal carriers132). These observations add weight
to the hypothesis that community transmission of
the most prevalent UK strains is not a major cause
of spread.60

The scenarios with the higher R0 values in Figures 9
and 10 show what could plausibly be expected to
happen were more transmissible strains to emerge,
or changing conditions in UK hospitals to result in
increases in the transmissibility of current strains.

Stochastic effects were also shown to be important
even in the relatively large hospital populations
considered here (1000 patients). Large fluctuations
occur purely owing to chance, and illustrate the
difficulties of trying to make inferences from data
over shorter time periods, even using whole-
hospital data. For example, the increasing trend in
Figure 10 would often not be apparent over
periods as long as 1–2 years. Consequently, studies
reporting surveillance of MRSA over time (even at
the level of a whole hospital) are vulnerable to
reporting bias and regression to the mean effects,
even if they cover periods as long as 2 years,
depending on the transmissibility of MRSA in the
setting. The best way to remove this potential bias

is for continuous, routine surveillance and
publication rather than ‘one-off ’ studies,
especially if such studies are triggered by unusual
increases or decreases. Such long time series
would also help us to assess where individual
hospitals are on the epidemic curve and therefore
how much further MRSA levels might be expected
to increase in the absence of additional control
measures.

One further result of some interest is that the ratio
of secondary (newly acquired) to primary
(imported) cases decreases over time as prevalence
increases, eventually reaching a value independent
of the transmission rate. It can be shown
algebraically that this result holds in general, and
is not dependent on the specific details of patient
readmission patterns. Initially, however, the ratio is
highly dependent on the transmission rate and in
the early stages of an epidemic could provide
valuable information about the transmissibility
and therefore the expected course of the
epidemic.

Model with isolation
The use of an IW for detected MRSA patients was
shown to reduce the prevalence and in some cases
to be capable of eradicating the organism
completely. 

Increasing the IW size was shown to decrease the
prevalence provided that the detection rate was
not the limiting factor (i.e. the smaller IW would
have been full). Similarly, provided that the IW is
not full, increasing the detection rate should
reduce prevalence. The ultimate stable level
reached (and whether or not eradication can be
achieved) was shown in many cases to depend
critically on the timing of opening, with IWs
opened early in an outbreak far more likely to
reduce prevalence to a minimal level. Thus IWs
are most effective when used from the beginning
of an outbreak when prevalences are low. However,
if sufficiently sized and with sufficient detection
rates, they should also be capable of leading to the
eradication of an endemic organism by reducing
the number of secondary cases from each primary
case to a sufficiently low level. It was shown,
however, that in many cases such an elimination
would be expected to occur only over periods of
many years. As a result of stochastic fluctuations,
detecting such reductions would require long time
series data (see Chapter 2). Finally, we also found
that for small IWs stochastic fluctuations in MRSA
numbers could sometimes lead to control failure
when local capacity was overwhelmed. Together,
these various considerations provide plausible
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explanations for the conflicting evidence from the
systematic review of the effectiveness of IWs in
controlling MRSA. A more detailed assessment of
the key factors involved in particular studies in the
review would require additional data, not available
in those studies.

Although the model explicitly considered an IW,
the qualitative results could also apply to other
forms of isolation if these are effective at reducing
transmission. Such qualitative aspects will apply
whenever the effectiveness of the isolation
measure is limited as the prevalence increases (i.e.
the control measure does not scale with the size of
the problem). This clearly applies to single-room
isolation, as only a fixed number of single-room
beds will be available. It will also apply to NC if
the ability to carry out this policy is limited by staff
availability, since this policy requires higher staff to
patient ratios. Indeed, a number of reports of NC
have cited staff shortages as the reason why the
policy had to be abandoned.79 Staff shortages may
also be one reason why IWs can be difficult to
operate in practice under current conditions in
the UK.

Economic analysis
Economic analysis showed that isolation policies
can result in cost savings over 10 years both when
they prevent endemic levels from becoming
established, and when they act to reduce the
endemic prevalence to lower levels. Only when
there are extended periods with a large number of
unused isolation beds, or when only low
prevalences of infection would have been reached
without control measures, were the policies found
not to be cost-effective. These results were found
to hold over a wide range of transmissibilities and
virulence levels (or equivalently, patient
vulnerabilities), and to be insensitive to capital
costs.

The analysis showed that by far the largest
contribution to costs associated with MRSA are
likely to be due to the extra LOS caused by
infections. However, very little is known about this
parameter. Although there are numerous studies
which compare LOSs of MRSA-infected
individuals with those of other patients, there are
two important reasons why these data do not allow
assessments of the increase attributable to MRSA
infection. First, those patients who become
infected with MRSA are often the most ill and
likely to have many factors that predispose them
both to longer LOSs and to acquiring MRSA.
Second, the longer patients stay, the more likely
they are to acquire MRSA. Consequently, we can

do little more than consider a range of plausible
values until research using more reliable methods
of attribution has been conducted. Naïve
assessments of increases in LOS caused by MRSA
often simply take the difference between the
lengths of stay of those acquiring and not
acquiring the organism. However, patients with
shorter stays clearly have less chance of acquiring
the organism, simply by virtue of their reduced
exposure. This fact alone is able to account for
surprisingly large differences in reported stays
between the two groups.

Given these large uncertainties in the most
important parameters for economic assessments, it
was felt that a more detailed approach to the
economic modelling could not be justified, and a
number of simplifying assumptions were made.
The costs were not discounted, implying that the
savings that follow from the use of the IW may be
overestimated slightly (although results show
remarkable insensitivity to capital costs). However,
the assumption that full costs are incurred
regardless of how many of the isolation beds are
unoccupied would lead to overestimates of the
costs of running an isolation facility, as lower
staffing levels would be appropriate during
periods with lower bed occupancy in these units.
As a result, an isolation policy that reduces the
staffing level on an IW when there is less than
100% bed occupancy can be expected to be a more
cost-effective solution than the scenarios
considered here. On the other hand, we have not
included opportunity costs of empty beds on IWs,
which might be used for other purposes. There
were no local data or information in the literature
that could help assess these.

Limitations
The principal limitations of these models, just as
any others, is that they are only models, and
reduce complexity to a minimum. The major
reduction has been to ignore heterogeneities
occurring within the hospital. We discuss some of
these assumptions below.

The models presented here assumed
homogeneous patient and carer populations. In
practice, patient heterogeneity may be important:
individuals who are most vulnerable to infection
may also be likely to have LOSs and higher
readmission rates and require more staff contact,
resulting in more transmission to other patients.
Such a group of high-risk patients can act as a
‘core group’ of infection within a hospital.
Similarly, groups of staff that have high rates of
contact with different patients throughout the
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hospital can have a disproportionate effect on
transmission. Large differences between individual
wards are also likely, with ICUs often implicated as
sites of particularly high transmission, and the
ward-based population structure of hospitals can
also be important if there is little inter-ward
transmission. These heterogeneities generally
increase the propensity of MRSA to cause an
epidemic, and make the infection more persistent,
although they may also reduce the overall
prevalence. Targeting of core groups for special
attention should, theoretically, increase the cost-
effectiveness of any control programme. 

We have not addressed any of these issues, partly
because of a lack of specific, reliable data.
However, the results that we present are broadly
compatible with observations, and the importance
of these heterogeneities is debatable and largely
based on theoretical arguments. Although it is
possible to construct ever-more complex models,
there is little reason to expect this approach to
result in ever-more reliable conclusions if such
complexity means that additional uncertainties
have to be incorporated. 

Instead, the priority here has been to gain a
theoretical understanding of the dynamics using
simple models that can be readily understood.
Models such as these allow predictions about
patterns of behaviour and relationships between

outcome measures, but should not be considered
as reliable tools for forecasting. However, wherever
possible, we have used realistic parameters
estimated either from the literature or, when this
was not possible, from our own data.

Future work
As with many infections, there is surprisingly little
good information and few data to allow estimation
of basic parameters. For example, we found only
two studies that provided good data on the
duration of carriage of MRSA, and only one study
in the review allowed an estimate of the
transmission rate from a colonised patient (and
this came from a neonatal unit, which is unlikely
to be representative of other hospital wards).95

Crucially, there are no good data on how long
MRSA infection prolongs stay and influences
hospital costs.

We suggest that future work should concentrate on
the collection of more reliable data and on the
estimation of key parameters, including economic
parameters. Such data should also allow existing
models to be assessed and also compared with
models making different assumptions. The
resulting calibrated models should then serve as
more reliable tools for forecasting, exploring the
likely effects of interventions, performing
economic assessments and designing cost-effective
interventions. 
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Methodological aspects of 
the review
In contrast to previous narrative reviews of MRSA
control policies, this study was based on a
systematic and extensive search of the literature
and a systematic appraisal of the quality of the
evidence. At least two reviewers were used for each
step of the review, working either independently
(data extractions, full-article appraisals and final
accept/reject decisions) or together (abstract
appraisal). Although the duplication of effort
added a substantial amount of time to the review
process, we felt that it was highly valuable. Often it
was not clear what interventions were made or
what outcomes were being reported. In many
cases, such was the complexity or lack of clarity of
study description or design that initial assessments
diverged between reviewers and important details
were missed. In all cases, the differences could be
resolved by discussion and agreements reached. It
was felt that without this process many important
aspects of the research would have been
overlooked or misclassified.

Search strategy
The search strategy was developed by library staff
with training in systematic review methodology
(RL) together with team members with detailed
knowledge of MRSA control (SPS, CK).133 It was
highly inclusive and without language restrictions.
Handsearching confirmed the sensitivity of the
search.

Although our search strategy initially included the
grey literature, we decided early in the review not
to include any unpublished studies or research
described in conference abstracts. While such a
search may reduce the vulnerability of systematic
reviews of experimental research to publication
bias, the potential benefit of such an extensive
search is thought to be limited in observational
studies.73 Considerable additional resources would
also have been required. 

There were five studies based on survey data
reporting isolation measures at different hospitals
and MRSA outcome data.109,134–137 Unfortunately,
none of these papers, except that by Esveld and
colleagues,109 related the two. Because this type of

design should be free of many of the biases
associated with the more common retrospective
ITS, we wrote to authors requesting data that
enabled control measures and outcomes to be
related. It was felt, however, that the information
we received was insufficient for a full assessment,
and that the required reanalysis would have been
beyond the scope of the review.

Inclusion criteria
Our initial abstract selection criteria were very
broad, and included all studies describing
attempts to control MRSA in hospital settings. The
initial full-article acceptance criteria were designed
to accept all articles that described control of
MRSA using any isolation policy, without
restriction on study design, provided that studies
were reported in sufficient detail with relevant
outcomes. However, the very large number of
studies accepted after the initial full-article
appraisal necessitated modifications to these
criteria. 

The revised criteria were designed to select all
studies that included an IW or NC, as these
interventions were considered to have the
strongest theoretical rationale (face validity), were
relevant to current NHS practice and, if shown to
be effective, would have the greatest implications
for resource allocation and organisation of
services. Prospective studies and other studies
where planned comparisons were made were also
given priority, whatever the intervention (provided
that an isolation policy was clearly described), as
these studies may be expected to be less
vulnerable to biases than retrospective outbreak
reports. We kept to a wide definition of
prospective (see Glossary) in order to maximise
the scope of the review. The very large volume of
non-English language papers meant that we were
forced to impose slightly more stringent selection
criteria for these papers.

Even with these modifications, our inclusion
criteria were very broad. Notably, we did not
restrict our attention to comparative studies.
Furthermore, a number of the included studies,
although comparative, lacked a comparator in
terms of populations or periods with different
isolation or screening policies. This enabled us to
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study the interactions of existing isolation policies
with additional measures, such as hand-hygiene
education or antibiotic restriction. 

Article assessments and data
extractions
We chose not to use any formal scoring system for
quality assessments, as results obtained using such
systems have been shown to be highly
inconsistent.138 It was felt that any such formal
scoring systems or classification would lend a
misplaced concreteness to our outcomes. Instead,
we systematically documented component threats
to validity during and after the data-extraction
process, considering each threat to validity
separately.

Summarising the evidence
Summaries of the evidence provided by each study
were descriptive rather than quantitative, as in all
but two studies the authors presented clearly
inappropriate analyses of outcome data. Formal
meta-analysis of results was inappropriate owing to
the very large diversity of settings, interventions
and outcome measures.

We chose not to reanalyse data using more
appropriate statistical methods. In most cases
insufficient data were reported to allow further
analysis. In a few cases data were detailed enough
to permit reanalysis (using, for example, time-to-
event models), but these studies tended to be
short, retrospective, outbreak reports, and it was
felt that other threats to validity in such studies
were so large that little would be gained.

In the report by Duckworth and colleagues,89 data
reanalysis would seem particularly appropriate.
Although this study described an extensive time
series, with adequate time points for the
application of time series methods, the data were
in the form of counts (as in much of the rest of the
literature). Standard time series methods, such as
ARIMA models (recommended by the Cochrane
EPOC group73 for the analysis of long time series
data) are only appropriate for continuous
outcomes, and count data only when the numbers
are large enough that a continuous approximation
is justified. For the data in the study by Duckworth
and colleagues,89 this condition is clearly not met
as the weekly counts are too small and the
assumptions of ARIMA models violated. Although
autoregressive models for count data have been
developed,139 this remains an active research area,
and the most promising methods have not been
implemented in major statistical computer
packages. There is currently a need for a formal

assessment of different approaches to analysing
such time series count data as typically arise from
hospital epidemics. 

Instead of reporting p-values or CIs, we therefore
summarised the most important MRSA-related
outcomes. The strength of evidence from each
study was characterised on a case-by-case basis.
This characterisation of the evidence should not
be considered as a formal scale, but represents a
qualitative assessment of the strength of the
evidence after consideration of study size,
treatment effects and assessments of the
plausibility of major threats to the validity of the
conclusions. Since the plausibility of many of the
threats to validity is itself dependent on other
observational research subject to similar
limitations, such assessments necessarily have a
subjective element. 

Quality of included studies
The quality of the studies did not generally meet
the standards expected of planned research. All
study designs used were vulnerable to a number of
potentially important confounders, yet many of
these were not recorded or, if recorded, were not
adjusted for in any analysis. Furthermore, very few
studies described any measures taken to prevent
bias. In particular, in the majority of studies there
was no evidence to suggest that decisions to report
data were made independently of the outcomes
themselves. Such reports must therefore be
considered to represent unplanned comparisons,
and large reporting bias may be expected. Many
apparently ‘prospective’ studies considered
interventions made in response to high MRSA
levels, and compared subsequent MRSA levels
only with those that prompted the intervention.
Such studies will be vulnerable to regression to the
mean artefacts. Reporting of data was variable, but
few studies presented adequate time series for
assessing interventions, and few authors
distinguished between patients who had been
colonised on admission and newly acquired cases,
thus making interpretation of outcomes difficult.
Point prevalence data were rarely reported, and it
was usually impossible to make any adjustment for
the varying size of a setting’s MRSA reservoir in
different phases of a study. Most statistical analyses
reported by authors used inappropriate methods
that are likely to produce highly misleading
results. There was little comprehensive and
consistent information on economic costs.
Economic data that were presented related to
different interventions at different sites in
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different countries over an extended time period.
This was not suitable for conducting a meta-
analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the
interventions. There was also very little attempt to
consider the opportunity costs attributable to
preventing MRSA. 

Assessment of control measures
Nearly all studies used combinations of measures
in an attempt to reduce MRSA transmission, the
commonest interventions being screening, topical
eradication and an isolation policy (others
included handwashing education, antibiotic
policies and feedback of surveillance data). It was
not possible to assess the relative contribution of
the different elements of such control policies. 

It was impossible to draw any conclusions about
the effect of patient isolation in combination with
other control measures from about one-third of
the accepted studies. Most of the remainder
reported evidence consistent with either control or
reduction of MRSA transmission. In about half of
these we considered the evidence to be very weak,
owing to limitations of study designs employed
and/or limitations of reported data.

Of the 13 studies presenting better evidence we
considered that in six there were clear plausible
alternative explanations (unrelated to
interventions) for changes in MRSA levels
attributed to isolation policies.79,81,82,83,95,109 We
found six studies where we considered that the
quality of data reporting and study designs, the
treatment of potential confounders, and the
magnitude of apparent treatment effects were
together sufficient to rule out the most plausible
alternative explanations for reported changes in
MRSA levels.76,84,89,91,92,118 We therefore
considered these studies to represent the strongest
evidence for assessing the effect of control
measures that include an isolation policy.
Although even the studies providing the stronger
evidence often failed to record data on potentially
important confounders, such studies provide
testable hypotheses that could be assessed in
future planned studies. 

Taking each category of isolation in turn, the
evidence from these 13 studies can be summarised
as follows.

Isolation wards 
The strongest evidence was considered to come from
three studies. One, by Farrington and colleagues,91

showed that MRSA could be controlled for many
years with a control policy based on an IW,
screening, eradication and ward closures. Control
failed when a change in strain and/or an increase
in the number of patients colonised on admission
presented an overwhelming challenge to the
institution. A second study, by Faoagali and
colleagues,76 described the failure of an IW (in
combination with screening, antibiotic restriction
and hand-hygiene education) to prevent a huge
rise in colonisation and infection. The third, by
Duckworth and colleagues,89 reported reduction of
MRSA infection associated with an IW, together
with screening and eradication, although some
important potential confounders were not
documented. Two other studies, by Selkon and
colleagues82 and Murray-Leisure and colleagues,83

were considered to present evidence supporting
reduction of MRSA by an IW, although plausible
alternative explanations existed (changes in
antibiotic use, reduction in numbers colonised on
admission and a generalised regional decline in
MRSA). One other study, by Cox and colleagues,88

was considered to present evidence of failure of an
IW to control MRSA transmission, although
changes in MRSA were smaller and some
important potential confounders were not
recorded. None of the studies of IWs employed
control populations (apart from different study
phases for the same setting). In the cases where
IWs failed to reduce incidence or prevent
endemicity, it is therefore not possible to tell
whether they had any effect in delaying the onset
of high endemic levels, slowing the rate at which
prevalence increased or reducing the ultimate
endemic level. 

Nurse cohorting 
The strongest evidence for the efficacy of NC
came from Coello and colleagues’ study118 that
combined screening and eradication with the use
of designated nurses for MRSA patients isolated in
single rooms or in cohorts. Two studies79,81 were
considered to provide evidence of reduction of
MRSA but with plausible alternative explanations
such as a variation in patient bed days, regression
to mean and changing LOS.

Other isolation policies
The strongest evidence for the efficacy of these
was considered to come from two studies that used
single-room isolation. In one the control policy (as
described in several reports80,92,140 also included
screening, topical eradication therapy, automated
alerts for readmitted MRSA patients, together with
a hand-hygiene programme (including audit,
feedback and education). In the other study, the
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control policy also included patient cohorting,
screening, feedback of surveillance data and hand-
hygiene education.84

Two studies analysed outcomes in terms of the
reduction in transmission per source associated
with isolation. That by Jernigan and colleagues95

was considered to provide evidence that
immediate contact isolation (gowns, gloves and
masks) reduced transmission from infants with
MRSA, although there was potential for large bias
in outcome assessment. The study by Esveld and
colleagues109 was considered to provide evidence
that prompt isolation (which included the use of
single negative-pressure rooms) of index MRSA
cases reduced subsequent transmission in the
general hospital population. However, plausible
alternative explanations and potential biases
existed.

Mathematical modelling and
economic evaluation
The mathematical model of MRSA transmission in
Chapter 5 assumed that all transmission occurred
within the hospital, but also explicitly modelled
the community prevalence. This work
demonstrated the importance of considering long-
term trends in the evaluation of interventions, and
of explicitly considering changes in prevalence
and the proportion of patients colonised on
admission. A stochastic version of the model
showed that random fluctuations can be expected
to be large even in whole-hospital populations.
This suggests that threats to validity that depend
on such variation (i.e. reporting bias and
regression to the mean) can be expected to be
important even for data from whole-hospital
populations over periods as long as 2 years unless
adequate measures are taken to guard against
them. 

The model was used to examine the effect of an
isolation measure, such as an IW, that was assumed
to prevent transmission from isolated patients, but
to be capable of only isolating a fixed number of
patients at one time. It was shown that, depending
on the values of key parameter values (such as
transmissibility of the organism and rate of
detection of colonised patients), such a control
policy was capable of preventing MRSA becoming
endemic, provided that (i) the IW had sufficient
capacity, (ii) the IW was opened sufficiently early
in an outbreak (when isolation capacity was a
limiting factor) and (iii) patients could be detected
and isolated fast enough. The model showed that

such a policy could ultimately fail to control
MRSA, even though control was achieved over a
period of several years. This failure resulted from
a gradual increase in patients admitted with
MRSA, leading to an eventual saturation of
isolation facilities. Nonetheless, even when such
control failure occurred, the policy reduced the
rate at which the prevalence increased, delayed
the period until higher endemic levels were
reached and substantially reduced the ultimate
endemic level. When introduced in a setting with
endemic MRSA, it was shown that the isolation
ward could always be expected to reduce MRSA
levels, and if sufficiently large, and with a
sufficient rate of detection of MRSA patients,
could ultimately lead to eradication, albeit over a
period of several years.

Cost savings associated with the use of an IW were
estimated by combining locally gathered
contemporary costing data with transmission
models. Estimates were hampered by the paucity
of reliable information on key parameter values.
In particular, reliable attribution of additional
LOS caused by MRSA infection was not possible
from either clinical or statistical evidence.
Moreover, assuming the additional stay
attributable to infection to be at least 6 days, such
additional stays made by far the largest
contribution to the total costs, and results were
highly sensitive to this parameter. Nonetheless,
substantial costs savings could be achieved over 
10 years compared with a policy of no isolation,
provided that (i) without the intervention a
sufficiently high endemic level would have been
established (~20 infected patients) and (ii) the
burden of unused IW capacity and concomitant
staff time was not too great. This effect held true
over a wide range of values (number of additional
days’ stay attributable to infection and cost per
bed day).

Conclusions and implications for
healthcare and research
Conclusions
This systematic review has several advantages over
previous narrative reviews. Being systematic, it
should not be vulnerable to authors’ prejudices or
to bias in study selection. The search strategy was
highly comprehensive and data extraction
provided systematic assessment of threats to the
validity of evidence. Most importantly, it has
identified the limitations of existing research and,
together with the modelling, has provided testable
hypotheses for future research. 
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Implications for healthcare
The literature review found evidence that intensive
concerted interventions that include isolation can
substantially reduce MRSA, even in settings with a
high level of endemic MRSA. Little evidence was
found to suggest that current isolation measures
recommended in the UK are ineffective and these
should continue to be applied until further research
establishes otherwise. The commonest isolation
policy in the UK is single-room isolation, with
cohorting in bays if needed, because resources for
IWs or NC are often unavailable. In this context,
the studies by Harbarth and colleagues92 and
Cosseron-Zerbib and colleagues84 are of particular
interest as these used such a policy, in combination
with intensive use of other measures.

The current UK MRSA control guidelines describe
management options dependent on the patient
group, MRSA endemicity and virulence, and the
availability of isolation facilities. The major
constraint in modelling all these options proved to
be lack of reliable data for individual patient
groups in the literature. We therefore gave priority
to modelling a whole hospital population. 

The modelling results suggested that control of
MRSA by detection and isolation is feasible over a
large range of settings. However, the results of the
modelling demonstrate that isolation policies are
vulnerable to failure by becoming overwhelmed.
Isolation policies will fail if not appropriately
managed and resourced, and we recommend that
MRSA management strategies be reviewed by
individual hospitals in the light of these results.

Few authors reported detailed information on
potentially important effect modifiers such as
LOS, occupancy, staffing levels, antibiotic use,
hand-hygiene and numbers colonised on
admission. Consideration should be given to
providing audit resources to ICTs to enable them
systematically to collect and analyse such data.
This could help in the planning of interventions
and interpretation of their effects. Such an audit
system requires careful design, piloting and
validation (see research recommendation below).

Recommendations for future
research 
1. Study design

(a) Future research should concentrate on
designs that take measures to protect against
the many threats to internal validity. In
particular, there is a need for planned

comparisons, with predefined pre- and
postintervention periods, with systematic
assessment and adjustment for confounders.
Most important, the decision to intervene
and report should not be based on outcome
data included in the study, in order to
overcome systematic biases such as
regression to the mean and reporting bias.
Many designs are acceptable. Table 8
summarises strengths and weaknesses
associated with a number of possible
designs. A fuller discussion of ITS designs
is available elsewhere,52 as is comprehensive
treatment of strengths and weaknesses of
other designs.141–145

(b) RCTs are valuable as, if conducted well,
they can eliminate most sources of bias,
although selectivity of populations may
create difficulty in generalising results.141

The communicable nature of MRSA means
that individual patients will not be
independent and cluster randomisation will
usually be required, where the unit of
randomisation is the hospital or unit. 

(c) Consideration should be given to well-
designed prospective ITS studies that
conform to the parameters above [see (a)].
These may be more feasible than RCTs 
and better than poorly conducted or
designed RCTs.141 Consideration should be
given to multi-centre designs for such
studies.

(d) Authors conducting such research should
seek expert statistical advice at the
planning stage.

2. A priority research question that evolves from
both the modelling and the review is an
examination of the effect of adequately sized
IWs in hospitals with endemic MRSA. IWs were
considered to have the strongest theoretical
rationale and, if shown to be effective, would
have the greatest implications for resource
allocation and organisation of services.

3. Other priority research questions include: the
effects of single-room isolation with an
extensive hand-hygiene programme, screening
and eradication, and NC, with screening and
eradication. Study designs that permit the
identification of the effects of both individual
interventions, such as antibiotic or hand-
hygiene policies, and combinations of
interventions should be considered. 

4. Consideration should be given to planned
studies based on survey data, which would
avoid biases associated with reporting and
regression to the mean effects, and base their
conclusions on a comprehensive sample.
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TABLE 8 The strengths and weaknesses of selected study designs for studying MRSA transmission

Study design Strengths Weaknesses

Prospective designs

(a) General considerations 1. Threats to validity due to reporting bias
and regression to the mean can be
reduced or eliminated

2. Greater potential to eliminate threats to
internal validity

3. Standardised protocol and data collection
possible

1. Blinding may be impractical, leading to
threats to construct validity (e.g.
Hawthorne effects) and internal validity
due to detection (information) bias

2. Potential limits to external validity
(generalisability). Participating centres may
be unrepresentative

3. May be impractical for studying effects
over longer timescales

(b) Cluster randomised
controlled trial

1. Selection bias can be eliminated
2. Unmeasured confounding factors should

be balanced between comparison groups
3. Experimental units independent so results

can be analysed using standard statistical
methods

1. Large number of study units may be
required to achieve balance between
comparison groups

2. Expensive

(c) ITS (all phases prospective,
i.e. phase 1 data do not
prompt the intervention)

1. Study populations act as their own
controls, reducing threat of selection bias

2. Case-mix differences unlikely to exist
3. Threats due to regression to the mean can

be eliminated
4. Relatively cheap

1. Many threats to internal validity must be
addressed (including confounders,
seasonality, trends)

2. Effects of intervention phase may
contaminate control phase if insufficient
time for ‘washout’

3. More complex statistical analysis required

(d) Single-phase time series
studies

1. May be valuable for studying trends,
correlations, ecological interactions, costs
etc. Valuable for generating hypotheses

2. Cheap

1. Of no value for assessing interventions
owing to lack of reference group unless
data are collected in enough detail to
create within-phase comparison groups

(b) ITS series (retrospective, 
or hybrid with phase 1
retrospective, phase 2
prospective)

1. Study populations can act as their own
controls, reducing selection bias

2. Cheap

1. Unless decision to report is made
independently of data, large reporting bias
likely

2. May be vulnerable to regression to mean
effects

3. All the weaknesses associated with
prospective interrupted time series
studies

(c) Multicentre retrospective
cohort studies (cohorts
defined by different hospitals
or units)

1. Study populations may be more
representative and results more
generalisable

2. Reporting bias associated with unplanned
retrospective reports less likely

3. Relatively cheap

1. Vulnerable to selection bias
2. Confounding factors may not have been

measured in similar ways

(d) Outbreak reports 1. May be valuable for communicating
experiences, indicating new threats and
generating hypotheses

2. Cheap

1. Large reporting bias likely to be associated
with design. Regression to mean effects
likely. Many threats to internal validity

2. Do not provide a valid basis for making
inferences about interventions

Retrospective designs

(a) General considerations 1. May be easier to select more
representative populations

2. Long time series may be available and
valuable for studying outcomes over
longer timescales

1. Opportunities to control for confounders
may be limited

2. Threats to validity due to reporting bias
and regression to mean



5. An audit system that enables ICTs to collect
and use data on potential effect modifiers (such
as antibiotic use, hand-hygiene and staffing
levels) alongside current MRSA surveillance
systems needs to be designed, piloted and
evaluated. Evaluation should focus on the role
of the system in planning interventions and
interpreting their outcomes.

6. Future outbreak reports and intervention
studies should be written up in a standardised
manner (see proposed guidelines, Appendix 5)
with full recording of interventions, outcomes
and confounders to ensure that specific threats
to validity are addressed. We have produced
guidelines to facilitate this. We emphasise the
need for reports to distinguish between
outcome data which are reported because they

are considered inherently interesting, and
outcomes reported because a decision had been
made to report before examination of the data. 

7. There is a pressing need for more accurate
assessments of the resources used and the costs
associated with MRSA infections and
interventions. The resource use should be
compiled in a comprehensive and consistent
way and the opportunity costs of the use of
these resources should be estimated.

8. Methodological research for the analysis of
data generated by outbreak investigations is
required. Specifically, a formal assessment of
different approaches to analysing time series of
count data as typically arise from hospital
epidemics would be valuable and would aid
interpretation of routine data collection.
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MEDLINE (OVID Version 3.01)
1966–2001

1. exp staphylococcal infections/
2. (staphylococc$ ADJ2 infect$).tw.
3. staphylococcus aureus
4. (staphylococc$ ADJ2 aureus).tw.
5. or/1-4
6. methicillin resistance/
7. (methicillin$ ADJ2 resistan$).tw.
8. penicillin resistance/
9. (pencillin ADJ2 resistan$).tw.

10. (oxacillin ADJ2 resistan$).tw.
11. or/6-10
12. 5 and 11
13. mrsa.tw.
14. emrsa.tw.
15. 13 or 14
16. 12 or 15
17. communicable disease control/
18. (communicable ADJ2 disease$ ADJ2

control$).tw.
19. handwashing/
20. handwash$.tw.
21. (wash$ ADJ2 hand$).tw.
22. infection control/
23. (infect$ ADJ2 control$).tw.
24. patient isolation
25. (patient$ ADJ2 isolation).tw.
26. (patient$ ADJ2 isolated).tw.
27. (isolation ADJ2 unit$).tw.
28. (isolation ADJ2 nurs$).tw.
29. cross infection/
30. (cross ADJ2 infect$).tw.
31. (nosocomial ADJ2 infect$).tw.
32. (hospital$ ADJ2 infect$).tw.
33. (ward ADJ2 closure$).tw.
34. (cohort ADJ2 nurs$).tw.
35. or/17-34
36. incidence/
37. inciden$.tw.
38. prevalence/
39. prevalen$.tw.
40. epidemic$.tw.
41. endemic$.tw.
42. colonis$.tw.
43. coloniz$.tw.
44. screen$.tw.
45. surveillance.tw.
46. or/36-45

47. exp “costs and cost analysis”
48. cost$.tw.
49. economics/
50. economi$.tw.
51. economic value of life/
52. economics, hospital/
53. hospital costs/
54. economics, medical/
55. economics, nursing/
56. economics, pharmaceutical/
57. exp hospitals/
58. inpatients/
59. inpatient$.tw.
60. hospital$.tw.
61. or/47-60
62. 35 or 46 or 61
63. 16 and 62

EMBASE (SilverPlatter Version
3.01) 1980–2000

1. “STAPHYLOCOCCUS-INFECTION”/all
subheadings

2. STAPHYLOCC*
3. INFECT*
4. STAPHYLOCC* near2 INFECT*
5. STAPHYLOCOCC*
6. INFECT*
7. STAPHYLOCOCC* near2 INFECT*
8. “STAPHYLOCOCCUS-AUREUS”/all

subheadings
9. STAPHYLOCOCC*

10. AUREUS
11. STAPHYLOCOCC* near2 AUREUS
12. STAPHYLOCC*
13. AUREUS
14. STAPHYLOCC* near2 AUREUS
15. #1 or #4 or #7 or #8 or #11 or #14
16. “OXACILLIN”/ all subheadings
17. OXACILLIN
18. RESISTAN*
19. OXACILLIN near2 RESISTAN*
20. #17 or #19
21. #15 and #20
22. #15 and #19
23. “INFECTION-CONTROL”/ all subheadings
24. INFECTION
25. CONTROL*
26. INFECTION near2 CONTROL*
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27. COMMUNICABLE
28. DISEASE*
29. CONTROL*
30. COMMUNICABLE near2 DISEASE* near2

CONTROL*
31. “HAND-WASHING”/all subheadings
32. HANDWASH*
33. HAND
34. WASH*
35. HAND near2 WASH*
36. WASH*
37. HAND*
38. WASH* near2 HAND*
39. explode “PATIENT-CARE”/all subheadings
40. PATIENT*
41. ISOLATED
42. PATIENT* near2 ISOLATED
43. PATIENT*
44. ISOLATION
45. PATIENT* near2 ISOLATION
46. PATIENT*
47. ISOLATING
48. PATIENT* near2 ISOLATING
49. ISOLATION
50. UNIT*
51. ISOLATION near2 UNIT*
52. ISOLATION
53. NURS*
54. ISOLATION near2 NURS*
55. “CROSS-INFECTION”/all subheadings
56. CROSS
57. INFECTION*
58. CROSS near2 INFECTION*
59. NOSOCOMIAL
60. INFECT*
61. NOSOCOMIAL near2 INFECT*
62. “HOSPITAL-INFECTION”/all subheadings
63. HOSPITAL
64. INFECT*
65. HOSPITAL near2 INFECT*
66. WARD
67. CLOSURE*
68. WARD near2 CLOSURE*
69. COHORT
70. NURS*
71. COHORT near2 NURS*
72. #23 or #26 or #30 or #31 or #32 or #35

or #38 or #39 or #42 or#45 or #48 or #51
or #54 or #55 or #58 or #61 

73. or #62 or #65 or #68 or #71
74. explode “INCIDENCE”/all subheadings
75. INCIDEN*
76. explode “PREVALENCE”/all subheadings
77. PREVALEN*
78. EPIDEMIC*
79. ENDEMIC*
80. explode “EPIDEMIC”/all subheadings
81. “ENDEMIC-DISEASE”/all subheadings

82. explode “BACTERIAL-COLONIZATION”/
all subheadings

83. COLONIS*
55. COLONIZ*
85. explode “SCREENING”/all subheadings
86. SCREEN*
87. SURVEILLAN*
88. #73 or #74 or #75 or #76 or #77 or #78

or #79 or #80 or #81 or #82 or #83 or
#55 or #85 or #86

89. explode “ECONOMIC-ASPECT”/all
subheadings

90. explode “COST”/all subheadings
91. ECONOMI*
92. explode “HEALTH-ECONOMICS”/all

subheadings
93. explode “HOSPITAL-COST”/ all

subheadings
94. HOSPITAL*
95. explode “HOSPITAL-PATIENT”/all

subheadings
96. INPATIENT*
97. #88 or #89 or #90 or #91 or #92 or #93

or #94 or #95
98. MRSA
99. EMRSA

100. #72 or #87 or #96
101. #16 or #19
102. #99 and #100

SIGLE (SilverPlatter Version 3.01)
1980–May 2000
1. mrsa
2. methicillin resistan* staphyloc* aureus
3. methicillin-resistan* staphyloc* aureus
4. emrsa
5. 1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 4 OR 5
6. nosocomial NEAR infection* hospital NEAR

acquired NEAR infect*
7. hospital NEAR acquired NEAR infect*

CINAHL (WinSpirs/SilverPlatter)
1982–May 2000
1. 606 “Staphylococcal-Infections”/all

topical subheadings/all age
subheadings 

2. 1454 staphyloc* 
3. 30621 infect* 
4. 1071 staphyloc* near infect* 
5. 358 “Staphylococcus-Aureus”/all

topical subheadings/all age
subheadings 

6. 1444 staphylococc* 
7. 961 aureus 
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8. 920 staphylococc* near aureus
9. 1316 #1 or #4 or #5 or #8

10. 368 “Methicillin-Resistance”/all topical
subheadings/all age subheadings

11. 610 methicillin*
12. 7064 resistan*
13. 600 methicillin* near resistan*
14. 37 oxacillin
15. 7064 resistan*
16. 25 oxacillin near resistan*
17. 607 #10 or #13 or #16
18. 562 #9 and #17
19. 299 mrsa
20. 12 emrsa*
21. 300 #19 or #20
22. 617 #18 or #21
23. 5562 explode “Infection-Control”/all

topical subheadings/all age
subheadings

24. 1558 communicable
25. 71063 disease*
26. 82931 control*
27. 561 communicable near disease* near

control*
28. 613 “Handwashing”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
29. 861 handwash*
30. 643 wash
31. 26898 hand*
32. 124 wash near hand*
33. 30621 infect*
34. 82931 control*
35. 11819 infect* near control*
36. 143138 patient*
37. 2746 isolation
38. 873 patient* near isolation
39. 143138 patient*
40. 2340 isolated
41. 579 patient* near isolated
42. 2746 isolation
43. 97290 unit*
44. 144 isolation near unit*
45. 2746 isolation
46. 232467 nurs*
47. 354 isolation near nurs*
48. 4010 explode “Cross-Infection”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
49. 15234 cross
50. 30621 infect*
51. 3785 cross near infect*
52. 2168 nosocomial
53. 30621 infect*
54. 1790 nosocomial near infect*
55. 88638 hospital*
56. 9672 acquired
57. 30621 infect*
58. 567 hospital* near acquired near infect*
59. 6642 ward

60. 1323 closure*
61. 8 ward near closure*
62. 1243 closure
63. 8742 ward*
64. 12 closure near ward*
65. 3314 cohort
66. 232467 nurs*
67. 329 cohort near nurs*
68. 17315 #23 or #27 or #28 or #29 or #32

or #35 or #38 or #41 or #44 or
#47 or #48 or #51 or #54 or #58
or #61 or #64 or #67

69. 48 quarantine
70. 17342 #68 or #69
71. 868 “Incidence”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
72. 10961 incidence
73. 1182 “Prevalence”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
74. 11078 prevalen*
75. 1178 “Disease-Outbreaks”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
76. 2593 epidemic*
77. 454 endemic
78. 165 colonis*
79. 1052 coloniz*
80. 13125 screen*
81. 1309 “Disease-Surveillance”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
82. 4823 surveillan*
83. 36002 #71 or #72 or #73 or #74 or

#75 or #76 or #77 or #78 or
#79 or #80 or #81 or #82

84. 9697 explode “Costs-and-Cost-
Analysis”/all topical subheadings/
all age subheadings

85. 27948 cost*
86. 61557 explode “Economics”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
87. 22585 economi*
88. 8573 explode “Hospitals”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
89. 22193 “Inpatients”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
90. 25529 inpatient*
91. 88638 hospital*
92. 78 “Carrier-State”/all topical

subheadings/all age subheadings
93. 1258 carrier*
94. 78654 state*
95. 208 carrier* near state*
96. 163379 #84 or #85 or #86 or #87 or

#88 or #89 or #90 or #91 or
#92 or #95

97. 186659 #68 or #83 or #96
98. 17 #22 and #92

*99. 586 #22 and #97
100. 569 #99 not #98
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The following papers were excluded after initial or full-article appraisal. Where the reason for
exclusion is given as ‘low priority’, this means that the study was rejected at the initial article

appraisal stage (see Chapter 3).
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Table of excluded studies

Study Details Reason for exclusion

Abramson and Sexton, Prospective pairwise-matched nested case–control study to No isolation policy 
1999146 determine attributable costs for nosocomial MRSA and MSSA mentioned, and no 

primary bloodstream infections relevant MRSA-related 
outcomes

Adeyemi-Doro et al., Retrospective review of MRSA in a university hospital Low priority
1997147

Aihara et al., 1993148 Report of MRSA outbreak in a premature infant ward Low priority

Allen et al., 1994149 Report of MRSA outbreak on a neonatal unit Low priority

Ang and Lee, 1997150 Retrospective study of infections in a burns unit, including MRSA Low priority

Asensio et al., 1996151 Case–control study to identify factors associated with MRSA No relevant MRSA-related 
acquisition. Cohort study to evaluate decolonisation efficacy outcomes that can be used

for assessing isolation
policy

Aubry-Damon et al., Retrospective review of MRSA trends in a teaching hospital Low priority
1997152

Ayliffe et al., 1979116 Report of changing MRSA prevalences in three Birmingham No relevant outcomes for 
hospitals. One hospital had an IW hospital with IW. Low

priority for other two
hospitals

Bacon et al., 1987153 Report of MRSA outbreak at a Veterans Administration Medical Low priority
Center

Bailly et al., 1999154 Retrospective study of MRSA in a university hospital to assess the Low priority
effectiveness of a control programme involving screening and 
eradication therapy

Barrett et al., 1968155 MRSA outbreak report Low priority

Barrett et al., 1988156 Retrospective report of MRSA spread in a general hospital Low priority

Barrett, 1990157 Report of MRSA outbreak on two orthopaedic wards Low priority

Barrett et al., 1993158 Retrospective review of MRSA isolates over 6 years in three health Low priority
districts

Bartzokas 1985159 Report of MRSA outbreak in a vascular surgery unit Low priority

Beaujean et al., Study of persistence of MRSA carriage after discharge Not a report of an MRSA 
1999128 outbreak or endemic

MRSA

Bitar et al., 1987160 Report of MRSA outbreak in a university hospital Low priority

Bock et al., 1982161 Hospital MRSA outbreak report Low priority

Bouchard et al., Retrospective analysis of the use of an isolation unit in a university No relevant outcomes
1999162 hospital

Boyce et al., 1981163 Report of MRSA outbreak at a university hospital Low priority

Boyce et al., 1983164 Report of MRSA experience in a university hospital Low priority

Boyce et al., 1993165 Report of MRSA outbreak in a university-affiliated hospital Low priority

Bradley et al., 1985166 Report of experience of MRSA at a teaching hospital Low priority

continued
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Brun Buisson et al., Prospective before and after study in five ICUs to examine efficacy No isolation policy 
1994167 of mupirocin for the eradication of S. aureus mentioned

Cafferkey et al., 198539 Review of experience with MRSA in 8 Dublin hospitals, 1971–84 Low priority

Campins et al., 1992168 MRSA outbreak report on a neonatal unit Low priority

Cohen et al., 1991169 Report of experience of MRSA at a university hospital (possibly Isolation policy not clearly 
including use of IW) defined

Coovadia et al., 1989170 Report of MRSA outbreak in a newborn nursery, including use of Timing of interventions not 
NC clear

Craven et al., 1981171 Report of MRSA outbreak in a teaching hospital’s surgical Low priority
department

Dacre et al., 1986172 Report of MRSA outbreak on a urology ward Low priority

Dancer and Crawford, A 3-year audit of MRSA in a district general hospital and Low priority
1999173 surrounding community

Danchivijitr et al., 1995174 Report of MRSA outbreak in a burns unit Low priority

Darouiche et al., 1991175 Report of MRSA control within a spinal cord unit Low priority

Davies et al., 1987176 Report of MRSA outbreak in an SCBU Low priority

Dickson and Czurylo, Report of management of an MRSA epidemic in an acute care No relevant outcomes
1988177 facility including use of an IW

Dunkle et al., 1981178 Report of control of MRSA in an intensive care nursery. Control Initial isolation policy not 
measures included NC clearly defined

Dziekan et al., 2000179 Report of MRSA epidemic in a university hospital (including a Low priority
case–control study). Isolation consisted of cohort nursing of 
infected patients

Fang et al., 1993180 Report of MRSA outbreak in a university hospital Low priority

Farrington et al., 1990181 Report of MRSA outbreaks in an SCBU and a burns unit Low priority

Fazal et al., 1996182 Retrospective study of MRSA in an acute care hospital, before and Low priority
after discontinuation of an isolation policy

Finkelstein et al., 1989183 Report of MRSA in tertiary care hospital Low priority

Fitzpatrick et al., 2000131 Report of experience with an MRSA isolation unit No relevant MRSA-related
outcomes

Forward et al., 1997184 Report of MRSA outbreak and cumulative yields from different Low priority
surveillance sites

Fukatsu et al., 1997185 Retrospective review of MRSA at a teaching hospital Low priority

Geldner et al., 1999186 Cost analysis of MRSA infection in an ICU No relevant MRSA-related
outcomes

Gerken, 1983187 Chart review of patients acquiring MRSA during a hospital outbreak Low priority

Gilmore et al., 1986188 Prospective study of a procedure-oriented isolation system for the Results reported as 
control of MRSA in an acute and rehabilitative medical centre combined colonisation and

infection, but no
information on screening

Goetz and Muder, 1992189 Report of 4-years’ experience of MRSA at a Veterans Affairs Low priority
Medical Center

Goetz et al., 1992190 Report of MRSA outbreak at a Veteran’s Administration Medical Low priority
Center

Gonzalez et al., 1996191 MRSA outbreak report Low priority 

Guiguet et al., 1990192 MRSA outbreak report in an ICU Low priority

Haddad et al., 1993193 Report of MRSA outbreak in an NICU Low priority

Haiduven-Griffiths ,1988194 Report of MRSA outbreak on a surgical service Low priority

Haley et al., 1995195 Retrospective report of the control of endemic MRSA in an NICU Low priority

Hansen et al., 2000196 Retrospective report of MRSA prevalence in a group of refugees Low priority

Hartstein et al., 1995197 Retrospective report of MRSA in a university hospital Low priority
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Hiramatsu et al., 2000198 Evaluation of blanket mupirocin use in an ICU. Prospective study No isolation policy 
with historical controls mentioned

Hitomi et al., 2000199 Report of MRSA outbreak in an NICU Low priority

Ibelings and Bruining, Point prevalence survey of MRSA in ICUs in 17 Western European No isolation policy 
1998200 countries mentioned

Irish et al., 1998201 Report on an MRSA outbreak in a district general hospital Low priority

Jernigan et al., 1995126 Retrospective review of MRSA in a university hospital Low priority

Jones et al., 1999202 Retrospective report of an MRSA outbreak report on a urology Low priority
ward over 4 years

Kahla Clemenceau et al., Report of an MRSA outbreak in an ICU Low priority
1999203

King et al., 1982204 Report of MRSA outbreak at a university hospital. Control No outcome data after 
included use of IW opening of IW

Kouda et al., 1992205 Retrospective study of MRSA control measures in a hospital Low priority

Kumari et al., 1998206 Outbreak report in an orthopaedic ward Low priority

Kusachi et al., 1999207 Review of post-operative MRSA infections in digestive tract Low priority
surgery patients before and after a control policy

Lejeune et al., 1986208 Report of MRSA outbreak on an ICU for children Low priority

Lepelletier et al., 1997209 Survey of MRSA trends and control measures in a random Insufficient data to relate 
selection of French hospitals control measures to

changes in MRSA

Lessing et al., 1996210 Retrospective report of MRSA clusters in a teaching hospital Low priority

Lingnau and Allerberger, Retrospective study of an MRSA outbreak in an ICU Low priority
1994211

Linnemann et al., 1991212 Review of MRSA experience at a university hospital Low priority

Liu et al., 1993213 Report of MRSA outbreak in an NICU Low priority

Locksley et al., 1982214 Report of MRSA outbreak in a teaching hospital Low priority

Loulergue et al., 1994215 Review of MRSA experience over 15 years at a university hospital Low priority

Maeder et al., 1993216 Review of 2 years’ experience of a protocol to prevent MRSA Low priority
spread among spinal cord injured patients

Maguire et al., 1996217 Retrospective report of MRSA infections at a tertiary referral Low priority
hospital

Matsumura et al., 1996218 Retrospective study of MRSA in a burns unit Low priority

Meers and Leong, 199013 Report of 4 years’ experience of MRSA at a teaching hospital Low priority

Mehtar et al., 1989219 Description and costing of MRSA outbreak on three surgical wards Low priority
and now ICU

Mehtar, 1994220 Review of MRSA experience at a general hospital Low priority

Mehtar, 1995221 Review of cost-effectiveness of infection control programmes Not a report of an MRSA
outbreak or endemic
MRSA

Melo Cristino et al., Prospective non-comparative study of MRSA in a paediatric No isolation strategy 
1986222 surgical unit mentioned

Meier et al., 1996223 Report of MRSA outbreak in a burns unit Low priority

Michault and Simac, Retrospective report of changing antibiotic resistance patterns Low priority
1999224 (including a reduction in MRSA) in a hospital over a 5-year period. 

No patient isolation throughout

Michel and Priem, 1971225 Report of MRSA outbreak in a children’s hospital Low priority. (Additional
information from author
confirmed lack of IW)

Millar et al., 1987226 MRSA outbreak report on a neonatal unit Low priority

Miller et al., 1996227 Retrospective report of MRSA in a teaching hospital Low priority
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Mochizuki and Sugiyama, Report of MRSA experience in an emergency surgical ward Low priority
1992228

Moore and Williams, Report of MRSA outbreak in a maternity hospital (including use Isolation policy not clearly 
1991229 of NC) defined. No relevant

outcomes (impossible to
relate outcomes to control
measures as timing not
specified)

Morgan and Harte-Barry, Retrospective study of changes in MRSA over 10 years in a hospital Low priority
1989230

Morrison and Stolarek, Retrospective study comparing outcomes among MRSA-positive Low priority and no 
2000231 and -negative patients relevant outcomes

Mulhern and Griffin, Report of MRSA outbreak in a neonatal unit Low priority
1981232

Murphy et al., 1992233 Study of MRSA at a long-term care facility Not a hospital setting

Nettleman et al., 1991234 Evaluation of handwashing education and feedback programme Low priority
for control of MRSA

Netto dos Santos et al., Prospective study of mupirocin resistance in two university No isolation policy 
1996235 hospitals mentioned

Ng et al., 1998236 2-year retrospective evaluation of impact of a nosocomial infection Low priority
control programme in an NICU

Nicolle et al., 1999237 Retrospective report of 6 years of MRSA at a tertiary hospital, Low priority
with secondary outbreaks at other hospitals. Isolation changed from 
unspecified to cohorting

Nørregaard et al., 1998238 Report of MRSA outbreak in a dermatology department Low priority

Okano et al., 2000239 Study of use of topical gentian violet for MRSA eradication No relevant MRSA-related
outcomes

Olona et al., 1996240 Retrospective report of MRSA over four years in a spinal cord Low priority
injury unit

Osono et al., 2000241 Retrospective evaluation of a contact isolation programme to Low priority
prevent MRSA cross-infection on a haemodialysis unit

Park and Pearce, 1989242 Report of MRSA outbreak, including use of IW Isolation policy and timing
of interventions unclear

Peacock and Wenzel, Short outbreak report Low priority
1979243

Pick et al., 1994244 Report of MRSA experience over 4 years in a spinal injury centre Low priority

Prieto and Clark, 1999245 Preliminary finding from observational study to assess No relevant MRSA-related 
implementation of isolation precautions for patients with MRSA outcomes
and Clostridium difficile-associated diarrhoea

Rahman, 1993246 Retrospective report of MRSA outbreaks in three hospitals. No relevant outcomes 
Control measures included an IW (outcomes cannot be

related to interventions)

Rahman et al., 2000247 MRSA outbreak report at a teaching hospital Low priority

Reardon et al., 1998248 Retrospective review of MRSA colonisation over 41 months in a Low priority
burns unit

Reboli et al., 1989249 Report of MRSA outbreak in an NICU, including use of NC Isolation policy not clearly
defined

Reboli et al., 1990250 Report of MRSA experience at a Veterans’ Affairs Medical Center, Isolation policy not clearly 
possibly including use of an isolation unit defined

Ransjö et al., 1989251 Report of MRSA outbreaks on two burns units Low priority

Rhinehart et al., 1987252 Report of MRSA outbreak in a tertiary care centre Low priority

Ribner et al., 1989253 MRSA outbreak report on a PICU Low priority
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Richet et al., 1996134 Survey of MRSA and control measures in 27 hospitals Insufficient data to relate
changes in MRSA to
control measures

Ridley et al., 1970254 Retrospective review of antibiotic-resistant S. aureus and Low priority
antibiotic usage in a teaching hospital. Includes 5 years’ MRSA data

Roberts et al., 1998255 Report of MRSA outbreak in a burn centre. Control measures Isolation policy and 
included NC changes to it unclear

Rodríguez et al., 1997256 Report of MRSA outbreak in a teaching hospital Low priority

Roman et al., 1997257 MRSA outbreak report at three tertiary care centres Low priority

Romance et al., 1991258 MRSA outbreak report in a children’s hospital Low priority

Rosenfeld et al., 1990259 Quasi-randomised trial of the use of triple die for preventing No relevant ward-level 
MRSA colonisation in a special care nursery. No change to patient outcomes
isolation (cohorting throughout)

Rountree and Beard, 4-year retrospective study of antibiotic-resistant staphylococci Low priority
1968260 (including MRSA) in a teaching hospital

Ruchel et al., 1999261 Retrospective report of MRSA outbreak in ICUs of a tertiary Low priority
hospital. Cohorting and side-room isolation used

Rumbak and Cancio, Retrospective chart review to determine effect of an MRSA Low priority
1995262 control programme in a university-affiliated long-term acute care 

ventilator hospital

Sáez-Llorens et al., Retrospective study of impact of an antibiotic-restriction policy on No isolation policy 
2000263 bacterial antibiotic resistance (including MRSA) mentioned

Santos et al., 1998264 Retrospective survey of MRSA in a university hospital Low priority

Saroglou et al., 1980265 Report of MRSA outbreak in a general hospital Low priority

Saravolatz et al., 1982266 Retrospective report of MRSA experience at a university hospital Low priority

Schmitz et al., 1997137 Review of MRSA in 11 Düsseldorf hospitals No relevant outcomes 
(no data relating outcomes
to control measures)

Schmitz et al., 1998267 Retrospective review of changing MRSA prevalence in a university Low priority
hospital

Schwarzkopf and Karch, Report of clinical experience of an isolation system for patients Low priority
1994268 with MRSA

Schweitzer et al., 1997269 Retrospective study of MRSA in an ICU Low priority

Scott et al., 1988270 Report of MRSA outbreak on a geriatric rehabilitation ward Low priority

Scudeller et al., 2000271 Report of patient MRSA carriage on admission to an acute care Low priority
and rehabilitation centre

Seipp and Stroh, 1999272 Retrospective report of impact of an infection control programme Low priority
on MRSA in a tertiary hospital

Sheridan et al., 1994273 Review of MRSA over 7 years in a paediatric burns unit Low priority

Shimada et al., 1993274 Report of 5 years’ experience of MRSA in a surgery department Low priority

Sloot et al., 1997275 Hospital MRSA outbreak report Low priority

Sloot et al., 1999276 MRSA eradication study No relevant outcomes

Smith et al., 1998277 Retrospective case series of an outbreak of MRSA infection on an Low priority
HIV ward. Side-room isolation used for control

Snyder et al., 1993278 Report of MRSA outbreak in a burns centre Low priority

Spicer, 1985279,280 Report of three control strategies for MRSA in a teaching hospital. Isolation policy, screening 
Includes use of IW policy, and timing of phases

not clear

Stover et al., 1992281 MRSA outbreak report in a children’s hospital and a paediatric Low priority
long-term care facility
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Struelens et al., 1996136 Report of control measures and MRSA incidence in Belgian Not possible to relate 
hospitals control measures to

outcomes
Stubbs et al., 1990282 Admission survey of MRSA carriage in a private hospital Not an MRSA outbreak or

endemic MRSA. No
isolation policy described

Suh et al., 1998283 Retrospective review of MRSA in three teaching hospitals Low priority
Suh et al., 1998284 Retrospective study of MRSA infections following middle ear Low priority

surgery. Interventions included handwashing, and topical eradication 
from carers

Swanston, 1999285 Non-comparative retrospective report of 1 years’ experience of Low priority
MRSA in a general hospital

Szromba and Retrospective report of MRSA bacteraemias in patients on Low priority
Bowman-Riney, 1992286 maintenance haemodialysis. Interventions included geographical 

separation of patients
Takesue et al., 1989287 Report of 6 years’ experience of MRSA in a surgical ward and Low priority

operating room
Tambic et al., 1997288 MRSA outbreak report on an ICU Low priority
Tan et al., 1994289 Report of MRSA outbreak in an NICU. Control measures Timing of interventions not 

including NC clearly defined with
respect to outcome data

Thom et al., 1999290 Retrospective chart review of MRSA-positive cases over 5 years Low priority
in a population with spinal cord injury

Thompson et al., 198211 Report of MRSA control in a university hospital Low priority
Trilla et al., 1996135 Survey of MRSA control measures and MRSA prevalences in No relevant outcomes (no 

24 hospitals in and around Barcelona data relating outcomes to
control measures)

Tuffnell et al., 1987291 Report of MRSA outbreak in a general hospital, including use of Isolation policy not clearly 
an IW defined

Turner and Cox, 1967292 Retrospective report of MRSA at a general hospital, including use Isolation policy not clearly 
of an IW defined

Tyzack, 1985293 Report of the effect of a control programme (including use of an Initial isolation policy not 
IW) on MRSA in a general hospital clearly defined

Uehara et al., 200062 Study of eradication of S. aureus (including MRSA) by bacterial No relevant MRSA-related 
interference outcomes

Uetera et al., 1999294 Retrospective evaluation of the effect of an infection control Low priority
practitioner on MRSA infections in a surgical ward

van Rijn et al., 1997295 Retrospective study of effectiveness of a quarantine and isolation No endemic MRSA or 
unit for the control multi-resistant microorganisms MRSA outbreak

Vandenbroucke-Grauls Retrospective report of three MRSA outbreaks in a teaching Isolation and timing of 
et al., 1991296 hospital. Changes to screening and isolation, including use of interventions not clearly 
Frenay et al., 1990297 an IW defined
Valls et al., 1994298 Retrospective evaluation of a control programme in a university Low priority

hospital
Vandenbroucke-Grauls, Review of 6 years of MRSA surveillance in The Netherlands Low priority
1996299

Walsh et al., 1987300 Report of MRSA outbreak in acute care hospital. IW used Initial isolation policy not
clearly defined

Ward et al., 1981100 Report of two MRSA outbreaks in two general hospitals (University Low priority (for UOSC 
of Oregon Health Services Centre and Portland Veterans’ outbreak)
Administration Medical Centre). The latter used an IW and is
included in the review. Only the former was low priority

Webster and Faoagali, Study of effectiveness of three handwash agents for preventing No isolation policy 
1989301 MRSA transmission in an SCBU mentioned

Appendix 2 cont’d Table of excluded studies
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Study Details Reason for exclusion

Webster and Faoagali, Retrospective study of endemic MRSA in an SCBU Low priority
1990302

Webster, 1992303 Cohort study comparing the effectiveness of triclosan and No isolation policy 
chlorhexidine against MRSA mentioned

Webster et al., 1994304 Study of impact of triclosan use on MRSA in an NICU No isolation policy
mentioned

Wilcox et al., 2000305 Retrospective study of a 5-year outbreak of MRSA in a neonatal Low priority
unit

Wilson and Dunn, Report of a scoring system to decide whether MRSA patients Low priority
1996306 should be nursed in isolation

Witte et al., 1994307 Report of MRSA outbreaks in a urological unit and an orthopaedic Low priority
clinic

Zafar et al., 1995308 Report of MRSA outbreak in a neonatal unit Low priority

SCBU, special care baby unit; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit; PICU, paediatric intensive care unit.
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Study: Alvarez et al., 198599 Design: Retrospective outbreak report (uninterrupted time series)

Setting: Teaching hospital Location: Tennessee, USA Dates: September 1983–April 1984

Population characteristics: 570 beds. Mean daily census: 414 patients. Outbreak based in ICU and 2 general surgical
wards only. Mean age: 59.7 (to November 1983). Mean LOS on surgical service: 19.5 days (for 1982). Mean (SD) LOS for
MRSA-positive patients: 85.7 (43.5) days (1983 figure). MRSA not endemic. ICT

Stated aim of study: To report clinical features, epidemiological pattern and bacteriological data for an MRSA outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: None

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 IW HCW and patient Eradication from 1. Tried to identify
8 months contacts of MRSA patients colonised HCWs readmitted MRSA 
(9 Sept. patients
1983–Apr. 2. Handwashing education
1984) 3. CDC guidelines used for

surveillance and
isolation309

Isolation details: IW not purpose-built, but a converted ward with 30–35 beds. No overflow. Wound and skin 
precautions for MRSA patients on IW with colonised/infected cutaneous wounds. Masks and side room on IW if lower
respiratory tract (LRT) infections/colonisation309

Screening details: Screening sites: nose; throat; hands

Eradication details: Topical agents used: bacitracin and Phisohex baths. Clearance defined by repeated negative screens of
previously positive sites

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence: 
Total MRSA: 11 colonised or infected patients during study
Infections: Time series of monthly MRSA infections. 8 MRSA-infected patients. 4 MRSA bacteraemias; 1 pneumonia
Colonisation: Time series of monthly MRSA colonisations reported. 4 colonised in total
MRSA carriage on admission: No data
Attributable death: 1
Definitions: Infections: CDC.309 Attributable mortality: directly related to MRSA with no other obvious cause
2. Point Prevalence: No data
3. Trends: All cases except one occurred in a cluster over a 3-month period (Sept.–Nov.). The last case occurred in Feb.
1985. Monthly MSSA isolates increased each month from June 1983, peaking in Nov. 1983. Subsequently, numbers fell
each month to Apr. 1985
4. Secondary outcomes: (i) monthly MSSA isolates: Increased each month from June 1983, peaked in Nov. 1983 (at
height of MRSA outbreak). Numbers then fell each month to Apr. 1985. MRSA:MSSA available
(ii) HCW carriage: 1 identified, from 198 screened individuals and 594 cultures

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: 10 isolates phage typed: 7 were 29/52/80/95/83A; 3 untypeable. Resistant to cefmandole, cefotaxime
and erythromycin

Analysis in paper: None

Major cofounders and bias: Changes in the number of MSSA isolates suggest large changes in the screening intensity with
time that mirrors the course of the outbreak. Large reporting bias likely with this type of report

What the authors conclude: Despite prompt instigation of isolation procedures and educational efforts, secondary spread
was not prevented. Once all affected patients were isolated there was no further spread

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Conclusions consistent with data but a small outbreak, and stochastic effects likely
to be dominant
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Study: Arnow et al., 198279 Design: Hybrid retrospective (phase 1), prospective (phase 2) ITS

Setting: Burns unit Location: USA Dates: 10 February 1975–30 June 1976

Population characteristics: 8 beds. Mean ages: 29 (colonised patients); 22 (uncolonised); 42 (infected). Endemic MRSA.
147 admissions between 10 Feb. and 30 Sept. 1975. Mean LOS: 6 days (uncolonised patients); 28 days (colonised patients);
33 days (infected patients). ICTa

Stated aim of study: To investigate spread of MRSA on a burns unit and to examine the relationship between nurse staffing
patterns and transmission of MRSA

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation; screening; handwashing education

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Barrier precautions All HCWs screened in Eradication from all staff 
8.5 months only March, May and Sept. and carriers
(10 Feb.– selected HCWs in mid-Oct.
19 Oct. 1975) Patients screened weekly

Phase 2 NC All patients and HCWs As phase 1 Handwashing education.
8.5 months screened twice weekly Only non-colonised staff 
(20 Oct. were assigned to work 
1975–30 June with non-colonised 
1976) patients. Disinfection of

hydrotherapy equipment

Isolation details: From mid-Nov. 1975 (phase 2) for 1.5 months NC was not possible on evening and night shifts owing to
staff shortages

Screening details: Screening sites: nose (staff; patients in phase 2 and briefly in Oct. 1975a); wounds (patients)

Eradication details: Topical agent: bacitracin.a An ointment containing vancomycin was also used in phase 2a

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Time series of weekly incidence reported for whole study. Total number of patients with MRSA: 39 
(phase 1); 6 (phase 2)
Number of patients with heavy MRSA growth (10 Feb.–30 Sept. 1975): 35 from 102 swabbed patients and 147
admissions
Infections and colonisations: Data from 10 Feb.–30 Sept. 1975 only: 28 colonised and 7 infected patients
Definitions: Infections: MRSA sole predominant pathogen with presence of fever and purulence
Carriage on admission: No data, but all strains of common outbreak type assumed to be acquired on unit
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Before NC was instituted new cases had been detected in each of the previous 11 weeks and 22 of the last
37. MRSA appeared endemic. Subsequently there were no new cases for 4 weeks. When NC had to be relaxed in mid-
Nov. new cases occurred in 5 of the next 7 weeks. After reinstituting NC in Jan. no new cases were found for 6 months
until the end of the study
4. Secondary outcomes: HCW carriage: 6 nasal carriers from 38 screened in phase 1 (on 14 Oct.)

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: All MRSA had same phage type (85) and antibiogram (resistant to erythromycin, tetracycline,
streptomycin, sulphathiazole, penicillin, ampicillin, methicillin)

Analysis in paper: No analysis of time series data

Major confounders and bias: Very large changes in weekly patient days during study, and patient days shown to be
correlated with per cent of susceptible patients colonised each week. Study design vulnerable to regression to the mean
effects

What the authors conclude: 1. Establishment of NCs appeared to be essential for control of the outbreak
2. Nurse staffing may have been an important factor in staphylococcal transmission

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Transmission was interrupted and eliminated from the unit. Transmission appeared to be interrupted only during periods
of NC although its necessity was not shown, and other control measures were introduced simultaneously
2. Correlations between incidence and temporary personnel, overtime hours and patient census are appealing but
circumstantial and are consistent with a number of different explanations

Notes: This study also included a case–control study and circumstantial evidence suggesting that spread was primarily by
contact transmission from staff and via equipment. Risk of infection was associated with extent of burns. These additional
pieces of information have not been critically appraised here

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Back et al., 1996113 Design: Retrospective ITS (4 phases)

Setting: NICU Location: Cincinatti, OH, USA Dates: 17 Feb. 1992–31 Dec. 1992

Population characteristics: Unit included a level 3 NICU and an SCBU. 50 beds. MRSA not endemic

Stated aim of study: To describe the MRSA epidemic in the NICU

Major infection control changes during the study: MRSA eradication, screening and ward closure

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 NC on open bays + No IMS (see Notes) Mupirocin for colonised Scrubsuits, gowns + masks
2 months single-room isolation Weekly patient screening HCWs
(17 Feb.– from 1 March. 
18 Apr. 1992) Cohort staff screened when 

working outside cohort area

Phase 2 As above As above + On 3 May one-off As above + wards closed 
~4 months contacts of MRSA patients. mupirocin use: all infants + to new admissions when 
(19 Apr.– All HCWs (once) parents and HCW contacts new MRSA cases
mid-Aug.) IMS (see Notes) of colonised infants

Phase 3 As above Contacts of newly None As phase 1
~2 months identified MRSA patients
(mid-Aug.– No IMS
10 Oct. 1992)

Phase 4 As above Weekly patient screening + None As phase 2
2.5 months contacts of MRSA patients
(11 Oct.– IMS
31 Dec. 1992)

Isolation details: Side-room isolation if only one MRSA patient.a Nurses and respiratory therapists cohorted with MRSA
infants, but sometimes did shifts outside cohort and were then required to wear masks. Cohort staff wore scrubsuits;
gowns only when leaving cohort. Gowns + masks required for non-cohort staff treating MRSA patients. In phase 1
handwashing agent changed to chlorhexidine and handwashing compliance monitored

Screening details: Infant screening sites: nose, rectum (from mid-March 1992). HCWs had nasal screens only. Weekly
screening stopped after all screens were negative for 4 weeks (early–mid-June)

Eradication details: As above.

Reported outcomes: 
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Weekly incidence of colonised or infected infants reported throughout the study. 46 cases in total
Infections: 10 infants with MRSA described as having clinical disease
Denominators: None
MRSA mortality: Two attributable deaths reported
Colonisation: 45 infants described as being colonised with MRSA
Definitions: MRSA carriage on admission: not specified, but can assume that all (or nearly all) are acquisitions as patients
are neonates and isolates were of the same strain type
Infections: unspecified ‘pre-established criteria’
2. Point prevalence: No data, but there was at least one colonised infant on the ward at all times
3. Trends: Continuous presence of MRSA on ward throughout study, with two major clusters of cases: one lasting 
12 weeks and affecting 30 infants (Feb.–May), the second lasting 5 weeks and affecting 14 infants. The first outbreak had
a maximum of 9 new cases in one week (coinciding with the introduction of the screening programme in phase 1).
Between 1 and 5 new cases were detected for the next 7 weeks. After the introduction of IMS and mupirocin therapy
(phase 2) no new cases occurred for 2 months, although several colonised infants were present (and isolated). The
second major outbreak occurred in late-Sept. No more than 4 cases were detected in any one week. New cases
continued for 2 weeks after the introduction of IMS (phase 5) and then stopped

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: One predominant strain found and plasmid analysis suggested it was the same strain throughout. All
isolates were resistant to gentamicin, clindamycin and erythromycin

Analysis in paper: No relevant analysis

Major confounders and bias: Reporting bias. Interpretation of time series severely compromised by changes in screening

continued
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What the authors conclude: 
1. Traditional interventions and weekly swabs were unsuccessful in ending the outbreak 
2. The outbreak was successfully contained when IMS and mupirocin were used, but relative contributions can’t be assessed
3. Immediate isolation and swabbing of contacts diminished transmission

Assessment of authors’ conclusions:
1. Conclusion appears to be justified, as new cases continued to appear over an extended period in phase 1. However
insufficient data are presented to allow an assessment of the chance of a stochastic fadeout
2. Conclusion is justified by the data, and the temporal relationship is consistent with a causality
3. This is not contradicted by the data, and the persistence of colonised and isolated patients without much detectable
transmission lends it plausibility, but without further prevalence data it cannot be assessed

All conclusions are further limited by the retrospective nature of the study and large reporting biases can be expected with
this kind of report

Notes: Authors describe two ‘epidemics’, but since there appears to be a continuous chain of transmission it is considered
to be one here. Phases correspond to periods when the IMS protocol was in operation. IMS corresponds to weekly
swabbing of infants starting whenever one new case is found, immediate reculturing of contacts of positive infants,
continuation of weekly cultures for 4 weeks after the last case is found and closure of affected sections of the ward until no
new cases are found. During the July outbreak IMS was instituted immediately when a new case was found, and the IMS
protocol is therefore assumed to be in operation continuously from its inception (19 April) until this time. IMS was
introduced only 2 weeks after the Sept. outbreak; the protocol is therefore assumed not to be in operation from the time
weekly screening ended after the July outbreak

IMS, intensive microbiological surveillance.
a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Barakate et al., 1999107 Design: Prospective interrupted time series (two phases)

Setting: Colorectal surgical ward Location: New South Wales, Australia Dates: 1 July 1995–31 Dec. 1997

Population characteristics: 28-beda surgical ward. ICT. MRSA initially endemic. LOS not reported

Stated aim of study: To determine the effect of ward renovation (and cleaning) plus electronic flagging and cohorting on
MRSA acquisition rates

Major infection control changes during the study: Ward cleaning and refurbishment. Electronic flagging of readmission
of previous MRSA patients

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms and None None Feedback from ICN when 
6 months cohorting in 2- or MRSA cases. Flagging 
(1 July 1995– 4-bed rooms medical records of MRSA 
31 Dec. (closed bays) cases. Gloves, gowns
1995)

Phase 2 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 +
22 months ward closure, cleaning and 
(1 Mar. 1996– refurbishment 
31 Dec. (Jan.–Feb. 1996)
1997) From July 1996 electronic

flagging of readmitted
MRSA patients to allow
immediate
isolation/cohorting

Isolation details: 4 single rooms, 4 double rooms and 4 four-bed roomsa

Screening details: N/a

Eradication details: Triclosan bathing for MRSA patients only

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Monthly figures for total new MRSA cases detected reported. 
MRSA detections/total patients admissions: 20/928 (phase 1); 64/3134 (phase 2)
Infections: Cases identified as ‘swab positive’. Infection not differentiated from colonisation or defined
Colonisation: See above
MRSA carriage on admission: 20% considered to carry MRSA on admission in phase 1; 34% in phase 2
MRSA acquisitions: Per cent of MRSA cases considered to have been acquired in the ward: 80% (phase 1); 66% (phase 2)
Definitions: Carriage on admission: case-by-case assessment based on typing and patient movements. No formal rule set
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: 0–8 cases detected each month, with no apparent trend. Two months (one in each phase) had no new cases

MRSA strain details: No data. Phage typing and antibiotic sensitivities tested but not reported

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (
2 test used to compare incidence data)

Major confounders and bias: Prevalence of MRSA and contemporaneous changes (e.g. in LOS) not reported

What the authors conclude: Renovation was not associated with a significant change in rate of MRSA detection during the
study. Flagging and isolation/cohorting not associated with any change in MRSA detection

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Conclusions appears to be supported by the data. However, no prevalence data are
presented so it is possible that there was a change in the transmission rate per MRSA patient, but that changes in prevalence
nullified any impact

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Barakate et al., 2000120 Design: Prospective ITS (2 phases)
Setting: 1000-bed teaching hospital Location: New South Wales, Australia Dates: 1 July 1995–31 Dec. 1997
Population characteristics: Age (range; mean; median): 0–98; 62.7; 67.0. 68% of the study population were male. MRSA
initially endemic (>20% of all S. aureus) ICT with one ICN per 1000 beds. Approximately 5000 admissions to hospital per
month. Hospital has 40 wards. 140,000 patients admitted during whole study
Stated aim of study: To determine prospectively MRSA colonisation incidence in hospital clinical units and, using typing
data, ascertain the ward or hospital in which patients became positive
Major infection control changes during the study: Isolation of readmitted MRSA patients

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms and Preadmission screening for None 1. Gloves
12 months cohorting on closed selected patient groups. 2. Records of MRSA patients marked
(1 July 1995– bays for all known ICU patients screened 3. MRSA patients excluded from 
31 Jun 1996) MRSA patients three times per week orthopaedic and haematology wards

4. Linen change and fomite avoidance
emphasised

Phase 2 As above. Previous As above As above As above +
18 months MRSA patients also electronic prompts when previous 
(1 July 1996– isolated when MRSA patients readmitted
31 Dec. readmitted
1997)
Isolation details: ICUs 12 beds include 4 in single rooms. Other wards have 2–4 single rooms.a Closed bays are 2–4-bed
rooms
Screening details: Selected groups for preadmission screens (nosea): cardiac surgery and elective orthopaedic surgery.
Screening sites for ICU patients included CSU, endotracheal aspirates, surgical drain sites and venous access sitesa

Eradication details: none although daily triclosan bathing for colonised patients encouraged
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Infections: Quarterly MRSA bacteraemias reported: 25 in phase 1; 46 in phase 2 (see Trends below)
Colonisation: 995 patients became newly colonised. Incidence highest in ICU and services using that unit. Low incidence
maintained in elective orthopaedic surgery and haematology (respectively <1 and 3 per 1000 admissions)
Carriage on admission: 17% of all new MRSA cases detected were considered to be acquired at referring hospitals
MRSA acquisitions: Most frequent sites of acquisition were considered to be the ICUs (17% of new detections). No
acquisitions considered to have occurred in the haematology ward
Denominators: Data presented per 1000 admissions
Definitions: Infection: Not specified 
Carriage on admission: Case-by-case assessment based on typing and patient movements. No formal set of rules
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Time series of monthly MRSA detections per 1000 admissions shows no evidence of any change between
phases or of a trend. Quarterly MRSA bacteraemias stayed almost constant (15–17 cases) throughout the study, except
during the first quarter (8 cases)

MRSA strain details: One predominant strain (386/964 isolates). Lysed by phage 85 and 88. 33 other phage types. Two
types accounted for 56% of isolates
Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (
2 test used to compare phases)
Major confounders and bias: Different screening effort between units (e.g. ICU and orthopaedics)
What the authors conclude: 1. Single-room isolation and cohorting failed to prevent MRSA spread
2. In tertiary referral hospitals with endemic and frequently imported MRSA, spread to patient groups (i.e. orthopaedic
oncology and haematology) in whom MRSA is detrimental can be prevented by designating appropriate wards as ‘MRSA-free
zones’
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 1. Assertion is consistent with data, but will depend on how many cases resulted
from cross-infection during current patient episodes and how many patients were colonised on admission. The authors’
assessment of this was made on an ad hoc basis and insufficient data are presented to allow conclusions to be evaluated
2. Conclusion is plausible, but no screening in orthopaedic surgery and haematology so true rates of colonisation are not
known. In contrast, ICU had extensive screening. Impact of introducing such a policy into a setting with endemic MRSA
cannot be assessed from the data presented as the exclusion policy for orthopaedics and haematology was maintained
throughout. No data on prevalence or numbers colonised on admission, which makes interpretation difficult
Notes: Subsequently hospital MRSA prevalence increased, although numbers remained low in haematology and orthopaedic
wardsa

ICN, infection control nurse; CSU, catheter specimen urine.
a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Blumberg and Klugman, 199481 Design: 1-year cohort study with non-equivalent concurrent and equivalent
historical (1-year) controls, and 1-year follow-up

Setting: ICU; paediatric oncology; Location: Johannesburg, South Africa Dates: 1990–1992
non-targeted areas of tertiary hospital

Population characteristics: Population A: 20-bed ICU, paediatric and adult patients. Population B: 15-bed paediatric
oncology ward. Population C: other (non-targeted) areas of hospital (~3000 beds). MRSA endemic in hospital. ICT

Stated aim of study: To investigate control of MRSA bacteraemia by a targeted programme

Major infection control changes during the study: patient isolation; eradication therapy; screening

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Populations A and B (targeted areas)

Phase 1 Nonea Nonea Nonea Nonea

12 months
1990a

Phase 2 Single rooms in ICU All patients screened at start of phase and Topical eradication Gloves, gowns
12 months (population A). NC within 48 h of admission. Patients having from patients and 
1991a in paediatric undergone eradication therapy screened staff

oncology (B) weekly for 3 weeks, then monthly. 
HCWs screened at start of phase or when
they started work, and 6 months after 
start of phase

Phase 3 Single rooms Some screening, but no consistent policya Some eradication, 
12 months sometimes used in but no consistent 
1992a ICU, but no policya

consistent policya

No NC

Population C (non-targeted)

Phase 1 Nonea Nonea Nonea Nonea

36 months
1990–1992a

Isolation details: Frequent breakdown of nurse cohorting in population B during phase 2 due to staff shortages

Screening details: Patient screening sites: nose; perineum; axillae; hairline

Eradication details: Mupirocin and chlorhexidine used

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Carriage in patients reported for populations A and B, phase 2 only: 17 carriers identified from 300 ICU
patients; 5 carriers identified from 50 paediatric oncology patients
Infections:

No. of positive blood cultures/no. of cultures 1990 1991 1992
(ignoring repeat cultures from the same patienta) phase 1 phase 2 phase 3 

(for A and B) (for A and B)

Population A (ICU) bacteraemias 14/1391 4/1579 10/1934
Population B (paediatric oncology) bacteraemias 12/924 0/1026 3/815
Population C (non-targeted areas) bacteraemias 62/20,068 82/18,755 112/18,977

Definitions: Bacteraemia defined by a single blood culture yielding MRSA
2. Prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No additional data
4. Secondary outcomes: HCW carriage: carriers/no. screened (phase 2 data): 5/225 (population A); 
5/65 (population B)

Economic evaluation: Cost data for cultures and eradication therapy provided

MRSA strain details: None

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (
2 test used to compare incidence data)

Major cofounders and bias: Regression to the mean effects may be expected

continued
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What the authors conclude: 1. The study demonstrates the efficiency of targeted MRSA control measures in a hospital
with endemic MRSA. 2. An elimination of the carrier state significantly decreased the incidence of MRSA bacteraemia in
both units

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Conclusion seems to be supported by the evidence as the trend for increasing MRSA bacteraemias elsewhere in the
hospital was reversed in the targeted units, and bacteraemias increased in 1992 when control programme had ended. The
comparison of 1990 and 1991 data, however, is compromised by the fact that the 1990 data are only included (and the
control measures taken) because of the high levels of MRSA in those units in that year. The increase in blood cultures in the
ICU may be indicative of an increase in admissions and hence reduced LOS, which would represent an important
confounder
2. It is not possible to assess the relative importance of the control measures taken

Notes: Populations A and B were targeted for control owing to the high rate of MRSA bacteraemias the previous year

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Brady et al., 199077 Design: Retrospective ITS (3 phases). Report also includes a 2-month prospective
observational study

Setting: Cardiothoracic surgical unit Location: New South Wales, Australia Dates: Jan. 1983–June 1988
Population characteristics: 37 beds and 2 wards in unit. 6269 patient operations performed during study. Endemic MRSA.
ICT
Aim of study: To report experience in controlling MRSA
Major infection control changes during the study: Patient screening; ward closure; antibiotic therapy

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 IW None reported Eradication therapy from 
37 months patients carrying MRSA only 
(Jan. 1983– in the nose
Jan. 1986)
Phase 2 As phase 1 All patients screened at As phase 1 1. Unit closed to new 
5 months start of phase, pre- and admissions at start of phase
(Feb.–June postoperatively (between 2. Only MRSA-negative 
1986) March and April) HCWs allowed to work on 

unit
Phase 3 As phase 1 Patients screened days 1, 3 As phase 1 1. Only MRSA-negative 
24 months and 6 postoperatively and HCWs allowed to work on 
(July 1986– preadmission unit
June 1988) 2. Preoperative prophylaxis

with cephalothin reduced
Isolation details: IW used for patients carrying MRSA extra-nasally
Screening details: Screening sites: nose; throat; perineum; wound; scars (preadmission). Additional screens during
March–April 1986 as part of a 2-month prospective study: post-operative screens taken after 1, 2, 3 and 6 days
Eradication details: Topical agent: bacitracin. Triclosan bodywashes for all patients introduced in phase 2
Reported outcomes: 

1. Incidence:
MRSA: Time series of monthly MRSA cases
Infections: Time series of monthly MRSA-infected patients
Colonisation: Time series of monthly MRSA-colonised patients (i.e. those without bacteraemias or wound infections)
MRSA carriage on admission: No data 
Attributable mortality: No data
Denominators: Number of operations per year reported (range: 1278–1367; 709 in first half of 1988)
Definitions: Infection: wound infections and bacteraemias. Wound infection definitions from Ref. 310
2. Point prevalence: No data.
3. Trends: (i) Annual MRSA infected patients increased from 9 in 1983 to peak at 18 in 1985 (phase 1), then fell to 14
and 2 in 1986 (phases 2 and 3) and 1987 (phase 3), increasing to 5 in first half of 1988 (phase 3)
(ii) Annual total MRSA incidence shows similar pattern of increase, peaking in 1986 (particularly high rates coinciding with
additional screening during the prospective study), followed by a decrease, reaching a level slightly below that of 1983 in
1987–88
(iii) Monthly data show initial gradual increase of clustered cases, with substantial reduction in incidence in phase 3

Economic evaluation: No data
MRSA strain details: Considerable diversity in phage types. All resistant to penicillin, erythromycin, tetracycline,
sulphamethoxazole, trimethoprim and clindamycin. 23.7 and 43.5% of strains were resistant to chloramphenicol and
neomycin, respectively; 97.5% of strains were gentamicin and kanamicin resistant
Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis of time series data (
2 test used). 1986 outcomes omitted in 
2 test
Major confounders and bias: Change in screening practice. Regression to the mean effects. Data are vulnerable to
changes in imported cases. Some evidence that seasonal effects may be important
What the authors conclude: 1. There was a highly significant reduction in MRSA
2. Routine postoperative monitoring of perineal colonisation helped in detecting potential increases in MRSA in the unit and
allowed action before levels led to outbreaks
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 1. There was a reduction in infections in later phases, but the interventions were
prompted by increased incidence so regression to the mean may be expected. Also, the total MRSA incidence in phase 2
may be inflated by additional screening
2. Data do not allow the impact of any single measure to be assessed
Notes: Report includes details of a 2-month prospective surveillance (non-interventional) study between March and April
1986. Additional control measures were introduced gradually after evaluation of the results, and were fully in place by the
beginning of phase 3
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Study: Campbell et al., 199885 Design: Prospective ITS (3 phases)

Setting: NICU Location: Texas, USA Dates: May–Dec. 1995

Population characteristics: 48 beds. Mean daily census: 37 infants. Mean gestational age for MRSA-infected infants: 
31 weeks. MRSA endemic. NICU based in a 206-bed women’s and infants’ hospital

Stated aim of study: To describe the epidemiology, interactions and typing during investigations and control of concurrent
outbreaks of S. marcescens and MRSA in an NICU

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient screening; HCW education

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 IW All infants screened weekly None described 1. Gloves, gowns
~2 months 2. Triple dye used for 
(7 May–9 July umbilical care
1995)

Phase 2 As phase 1 All infants screened twice None described 1. As phase 1 +
~1 month weekly 2. Handwashing education 
(10 July– and feedback (from 
14 Aug. 1995) 14 July)

3. Extra sinks (from 31
July)

Phase 3 As phase 1 As phase 2 None described 1. As phase 2 +
~4 months 2. Additional HCW 
(15 Aug.– education on IV insertion 
11 Dec. 1995) and maintenance

Isolation details: 4-bed isolation ward for MRSA patients

Screening details Sites: throat and rectum

Eradication details: no eradication therapy reported

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 15 colonised or infected infants during study
Infections: 5 bacteraemias during study. 4-weekly incidence reported
Colonisation: 10 colonised infants during study. 4-weekly incidence reported
MRSA carriage on admission: No data, but mean interval from admission to infection of 3 weeks, and almost all strains
were of a single PFGE type
Denominators: None
Definitions: Infections: positive blood culture + another site of sepsis (e.g. i.v. site)
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Too few data points to identify clear trends, but no MRSA found after Oct. 30. One bacteraemia in first three
4-week periods, two in the next 4 weeks, then no further infections from phase 3. Before fadeout 1–2 new MRSA cases
in each 4-week period apart from one in phase 2 which had 6 cases

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: 4 out of 5 infecting and 7 out of 9 colonising MRSA strains were identical by PFGE typing. The 5th
infecting strain was closely related. One isolate was not available for typing

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis of time series data: Fisher’s exact test used

Major confounders and bias: Regression to mean likely to be important as interventions made in response to higher than
normal colonisation rate

What the authors conclude: 1. Patient isolation contributed to control, together with strict adherence to NICU policies
and procedures
2. Increased numbers of nursing staff probably contributed to control

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 1. Patient isolation did not change during study, so cannot assess its contribution to
control. Rate of colonisation and infections did not decrease after initial education and feedback (phase 2), suggesting they
may not have been important. However, without prevalence data cannot assess whether transmission rate per source
changed. Cessation of infections after additional HCW education in phase 3 provides some support for their efficacy, but
stochastic fadeout would not have been unlikely and many other factors could have contributed to termination of outbreak
2. Timing of changes in nursing staff numbers not presented, so cannot assess this intervention
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Study: Coello et al., 1994118 Design: Prospective ITS (3 phases) 

Setting: Teaching hospital Location: Madrid, Spain Dates: July 1989–Dec. 1992

Population characteristics: 1500 beds. MRSA not initially endemic. Mean (SD) age of patients with hospital-acquired
MRSA: 68.6 (17.2); range: 3–99

Stated aim of study: To investigate prospectively the distribution of patients with carriage, colonisation and infection in a
large hospital outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation; screening; eradication

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None None Topical eradication with None
8 months neomycin cream for nasal 
(July 1989– carriersa

Feb. 1990)

Phase 2 None None Topical eradication with None
8 months mupirocin + chlorhexidine 
(Mar. 1990– for MRSA carriers
Oct. 1990)

Phase 3 Single-room isolation Contacts of MRSA patients.a As phase 2 1. Aprons, masks, glovesa

26 months + cohorting on Admission screens of 2. Early discharge of MRSA 
(Nov. 1990– closed bays, both patients with previous patientsa

Dec. 1992) with designated MRSA.a

nursing staffa HCWs caring for MRSA Measures were local 
patients screened monthly, modification of 1990 UK 
otherwise HCW contacts guidelines41

screened if >1 case in high-
risk areas, or several cases in 
low-risk areasa

Isolation details: In phase 1 and 2 isolation was recommended for MRSA patients, but recommendations not usually
followed.a 64 1- or 2-bed rooms for isolating MRSA patients in phase 3.a Overflow cohorted in 4–6 bedded roomsa

Screening details:a In phase 2 screening of MRSA contacts was recommended, but recommendations usually not followed.
Screening sites: nose and perineum for contacts of MRSA cases; nose, axillae and lesions for HCWs; nose, perineum, lesions,
throat, axillae and groin for previously positive patients

Eradication details: Clearance defined by three negative screens

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: MRSA isolated from 1074 patients by Oct. 1992
Infections: Monthly incidence per 1000 admissions of infected patients reported. 476 infected patients throughout study
Bacteraemias: 91 MRSA bacteraemias throughout study
Colonisation: Monthly incidence per 1000 admissions reported
MRSA carriage on admission: 55 cases were previously identified positive patients. Of the 990 newly identified cases, 928
acquired the organism after admission. Time of acquisition indeterminate for 51 patients with previous hospitalisations
Attributable mortality: MRSA was thought to be the cause of death in 62 of the 476 infected patients
Definitions: Hospital-acquired MRSA: isolation of MRSA at least 48 h after admission from patients without previous
hospitalisation. Infections: CDC311

2. Hospital point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: MRSA infections very low and slowly increasing in phase 1. Rapid increase in first half of phase 2 with levels
apparently plateauing in last 3 months. Numbers peaked in Nov. 1990, then declined slowly throughout phase 3,
eventually approaching the low levels found in phase 1. Colonisations very low in phases 1 and 2 (when there was
minimal screening), increased sharply in phase 3 (with onset of screening programme) and declined slowly throughout
this phase
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA isolated from nose in 72 staff on 55 occasions, from 2303 screening swabs, the highest
prevalence coinciding with the peak of the outbreak

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: 25 of 29 strains tested were lysed by experimental phages 29/77/55/932. Most isolates sensitive only
to vancomycin, trimethoprim, chloramphenicol, fosfomycin, fusidic acid and mupirocin

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Many potential confounders about which there is little or no information

continued
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What the authors conclude: 1. Screening found an extra 403 asymptomatic carriers (43% of total outbreak) (data to
October 1992)
2. Identification and treatment of carriers coincided with reduction in newly infected patients and outbreak control,
confirming the importance of asymptomatic carriage for sustaining the outbreak

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 1. Clearly many additional cases were detected by screening
2. Reduction in incidence of infections does coincide with additional measures in phase 3, and data support assertion that
asymptomatic carriers were important for continued spread

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Cosseron-Zerbib et al., 199884 Design: Hybrid retrospective (phase 1) and prospective (phase 2) ITS

Setting: PICU Location: Paris, France Dates: Apr. 1992–Dec. 1995

Population characteristics: MRSA initially endemic. 20-bed PICU. Age range: 0–15 years. Mean LOS: 7.3 days. 
~600 admissions to the unit per year. ICT

Stated aim of study: To assess the efficacy of an MRSA control programme

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation, screening, staff education and feedback

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None None before Feb. 1993. None None
21 months After Feb. 1993 all patients 
(Apr. 1992– screened weekly
Dec. 1993)

Phase 2 Single-room isolation All patients screened on None. Only infected 1. Feedback to staff of 
24 months or cohorting on admission and at weekly patients received surveillance data
(Jan. 1994– closed bays (during intervals. antibiotics 2. Handwashing education
Dec. 1995) outbreaks) Reservoir looked for 3. Chlorhexidine soap used 

when MRSA cases found for contacts with MRSA
patients
4. Supervised application of
IC measures by the
identified members of
PICU staff with IC
responsibilities
5. Nursing staff began care
with non-MRSA patientsa

Isolation details: Four single-bed rooms availablea. MRSA-positive patients remained in isolation until presumed eradication
Screening details: Screening sites: nose and perineum. No enrichment
Eradication details: Criteria for presumed eradication: two negative cultures 1 week apart
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Infections: Time series of 6-monthly MRSA infection incidence density (infections per 1000 patient days) presented.
Infections and patient days within 48 h of admission ignored in incidence density calculation
Aggregated results: Phase 1 Phase 2
MRSA infections 50 6
MRSA infection incidence per 1000 patient days 5.9 0.8
MRSA bacteraemias per 1000 patient days 0.64 0.097
MRSA LRT infections per 1000 patient days 0.0 0.12
Definitions: Infections: CDC.311 Carriage on admission: positive swabs within 48 h of admission considered to indicate
patients positive on admission
2. Prevalence: Time series of 6-monthly MRSA carriage prevalence (per cent of cultured patients carrying MRSA
ignoring identical strains from repeat swabs within a 30-day period)
3. Trends: Incidence density consistently higher in phase 1 (4–7) than phase 2 (<1.5). Reduction coincides with
introduction of control measures. No evidence of a trend for declining incidence in phase 1, some suggestion of
decreasing incidence density in phase 2. MRSA carriage prevalence time series from phase 1 starts in Feb. 1993 and has
two data points which show a fall from almost 35% to about 19%, but time series is too short to assess whether there
is a decreasing trend or not. In phase two prevalence fell to, and remained below, 5%
4. Secondary outcomes: Ratio of MRSA to total S. aureus also presented as a time series and follows a very similar
pattern to the incidence density of MRSA infections
MSSA infections (phases 1 and 2): 4, 10. MSSA infection incidence/1000 patient days (phases 1 and 2): 0.5, 1.3

Economic evaluation: Authors argue that expenditure on admission screening is justified as there is a constant
reintroduction of MRSA due to patient transfers. No quantitative justification is presented

MRSA strain details: None given

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (
2 used to compare incidence data)

Major confounders and bias: Retrospective nature of data in phase 1 suggests that regression to the mean effects could
be important, for example if the intervention was made in response to a higher than usual level of MRSA

What the authors conclude: 1. The programme was effective in controlling high MRSA infection rates in the PICU 
2. Lack of molecular epidemiology did not impede the programme

continued
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Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 1. The evidence supports this, though there are a number of potentially important
sources of bias. In particular, the hybrid retrospective–prospective design means that regression to the mean and
Hawthorne effects may be important. Although the time series is too short to allow a formal analysis, it does lend
considerable additional weight to the authors’ conclusion, above that from the aggregated data alone

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Cox et al., 199588 Design: Retrospective ITS from three hospitals

Setting: District general hospital (hospital A) and Location: Kettering, UK Dates: Apr. 1991–Dec. 1992
two long-stay/rehabilitation hospitals (B and C)

Population characteristics: MRSA described as epidemic (not initially endemic). 750 beds (in total)a. Median age for all
three hospitals: 78. Age range: 17–99. ICT covered all sitesa

Stated aim of study: To describe the epidemiology, laboratory characterisation and control methods used to contain an
EMRSA16 outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation (including IWs) and screening. Authors followed
1990 UK working party guidelines40

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Hospital A
Phase 1 Single rooms and Extensive screening: Topical eradication from Staff with throat MRSA 
5 months cohorting on closed patients on affected wards patients and staff (mupirocin carriage excluded from 
(Apr.–16 bays with designated screened weekly until no and chlorhexidine). Systemic work
Sept. 1991) nursing staffa for cases for 3 weeks; eradication of throat carriage 

cases and those admission screens for intra- (rifampicin and fusidic acid)
awaiting screening and inter-hospital transfers; 
results weekly screens for patients 

having had MRSA eradication 
therapy; follow-up screens 
for discharged MRSA-positive 
patients until negative. Staff 
screening in most affected 
areas

Phase 2 Overflow As above (with additional As above + postdischarge 1. As above + 
4 months accommodated in screening sites) + eradication 2. Ward closure +
(17 Sept. single rooms, then preadmission swabs for 3. Ward cleaning
1991–3 Feb. main ward baysa recently exposed elective 
1992) surgery patients and 

emergency admissions

Phase 3 Isolation ward As above, except no As above As above
11 months (12 beds) admission screening for 
(4 Feb.–Dec. No overflow emergency admission
1992

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Hospital B
Phase 1 As hospital A, As hospital A, phase 1 As hospital A, phase 1 As hospital A, phase 1
5 months phase 1a

Apr.–Sept. 
1991
Phase 2 IW in hospitals C As hospital A, phase 2 As above 1. As above + 
15 months and A 2. Ward cleaning
(Sept. 1991– Some cohorting, 
Dec. 1992) sometimes no isolation

Hospital C
Phase 1 As hospital A, As hospital A, phase 1a As hospital A, phase 1 1. Staff with throat 
5 months phase 1a MRSA carriage 
(Apr.–Sept. excluded from work
1991) 2. Ward cleaning
Phase 2 NC on a closed bay As hospital A, phase 2 As above As above
10 months (6 beds), then 
(Sept. 1991– separate IW (7 beds). 
Aug. 1992) No overflow
Phase 3 IW in hospital A or As above As above As above
5 months single-room isolationa

(Aug.–Dec. 
1992)

continued
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Isolation details: Hospital A: 36 single rooms (excluding paediatrics and maternity).a Phase 2 isolation ward had 4 beds, but
capacity was exceeded in Jan. 1992. Larger ward in phase 3 closed on 9 Dec. 1992.
Hospital B: 1 single room.a MRSA patients moved to IW in hospital C (Sept. 1991–July 1992), or hospital A (July–Dec. 1992)a

Hospital C: 11 single rooms.a 7-bed IW used between 30 Oct. 1991 and 7 July 1992a

Screening details: Sites screened included nose, wounds, lesions and CSU (all); throat and perineum (staff, previously
positive patients); axillae, groin and hairline (newly diagnosed cases). Throat swabs for transferred and previously positive
patients started in Feb. 1992 and perineal swabs introduced for transfers, contacts and previously positive patients in Sept.
1991. No enrichment, except after Nov. 1991 for swabs from previously positive patients
Eradication details: Also included povidone iodine for eradication from some bedsores, ulcers and broken skin. Clearance
defined by 3 successive weekly sets of negative swabs
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Infections: monthly incidence of infected patients recorded for each hospital. Total MRSA septicaemia: 5. Total MRSA
pneumonias: 22. Total MRSA direct deaths: 7
Colonisation: Monthly incidence of colonised patients recorded for each hospital
MRSA carriage on admission: No data
MRSA acquisitions: No data
Attributable deaths: 7 throughout study
Denominators: None except total swabs taken per month for all three sites were reported. These steadily increased after
phase 1, then peaked in July 1992, at about 5 times the phase 1 level
Definitions: Infection: not specified
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: 
Hospital A (district general): Total MRSA cases detected per month increased from 2 (Apr.–June 1991) and peaked at 36
in Jan. 1992. Monthly numbers remained fairly stable between Feb. and Nov. 1992 (range: 8–26) before falling suddenly
to 2 cases in Dec. 1992. Most of the variation is accounted for by changes in numbers of colonised patients detected.
Monthly incidence of MRSA infections changed little throughout study period (range: 1–4).
Hospital B (rehabilitation/long stay): No readily apparent trends in total MRSA cases detected (0–6 cases/month
throughout study). Four infections occurred, all in the first 4 months
Hospital C (rehabilitation/long stay): Total monthly MRSA cases started at 1 in Apr.–May 1991, peaked at 12 in March
1992, then declined to a low level (1–3 cases/month) between May and Oct. 1992. No further cases after Oct. 1992.
Never more than 2 infections per month. No infections after Apr. 1992

Secondary outcomes: HCW carriage: 27 of 5125 (0.5%) staff screened were positive
Economic evaluation: Total cost estimated to be at least £403,600, representing additional cost of containing the outbreak
(excluding staff time implementing control plan). IW estimated to have cost £303,600 and microbiology £43,000

MRSA strain details: All but five isolates were EMRSA-16. All resistant to penicillin, erythromycin and ciprofloxacin. Most
isolates also resistant to gentamicin and trimethoprim

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Colonisation data will be affected by very large changes in screening effort. Many other
potentially important confounders with no recorded data

What the authors conclude: 
1. Single-room isolation and cohorting failed to control the outbreak
2. IWs, eradication of carriage and screening of patients discharged from wards having had MRSA were key parts of the
strategy that eventually contained the outbreak

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Chain of transmission apparently persisted at hospital A , suggesting the outbreak was not controlled. Unclear how many
of the cases at hospitals B and C were colonised on admission, as many patients would have been transferred from hospital
A. It is therefore possible that control was achieved at B and C but not at A
2. Not clear that containment was achieved as only 1 month with greatly reduced colonisation incidence, after which IW at
hospital A closed and study terminated. No clear temporal relationship between reductions in incidence and control
measures. In hospital A establishment of IW and other interventions was not followed by noticeable changes in incidence of
MRSA infections. Incidence of colonisation in all three hospitals difficult to interpret owing to large changes in patient
screening, and all results difficult to interpret owing to lack of prevalence data and denominators

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Duckworth et al., 198889 Design: Retrospective ITS (6 phases)
Setting: 645-bed teaching hospital Location: London, UK Dates: June 1982–Nov. 1986
Population characteristics: Approximately 60 new admissions/day. MRSA initially epidemic
Stated aim of study: Outbreak report
Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation, topical eradication, screening, ward closures

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms Nonea Nonea

4 months
(June–Sept. 
1982)
Phase 2 Cohorting in open Neurosurgery HCWs and Topical eradication with 1. Gloves and gowns
3 months bay in neurosurgery.a patients (once). chlorhexidine attempted in 2. Staff carriers taken off 
(Oct.–Dec. Single rooms ICU HCWs and patients patients and HCWs duty
1982) elsewhere (twice). 3. Ward closure

MRSA + HCWs
Phase 3 Single rooms Nonea (probably chlorhexidine)a Gloves and gowns
13.5 months
(Jan. 1983–
mid-Feb. 
1985)
Phase 4 IW Patients admitted to Topical eradication with 1. Gloves, gowns and 
4 months previously screened wards. chlorhexidine and aprons
(mid-Feb.– Contacts of MRSA patients mupirocin attempted in 2. Staff extra-nasal carriers 
late June (patients and HCWs) on all patients and HCWs taken off duty
1985) wards in turn. 3. Interhospital transfer of 

HCWs some MRSA patients
4. Records of MRSA
patients marked

Phase 5 Cohorting on a HCWs and patients on As abovea Gloves and gowns
7 weeks single bay and single cohort ward screened 
(June–Aug. roomsa weekly.
1985) Patients admitted to 

previously screened wards.
Contacts of MRSA patients 
(patients and HCWs)

Phase 6 IW As above, except only As abovea Gloves and gowns
26 months high-risk patients screened 
(Aug. 1985– on admissiona

Nov. 1986)

Isolation details: ~3 single rooms on each 26-bed ward. Different IWs were used in phases 4 and 6, but neither was
purpose-built or had controlled ventilation. Both had 14 beds

Screening details: Screening sites included nose and lesions. From phase 4 additional sites included CSU, sputum,
abnormal skin, peritoneal and haemodialysis sites, and initially perineum, wrists and axillae (but discontinued owing to low
detection rates). High-risk patients were defined as: hospital transfers; inpatients in previous year; previous MRSA-positive
patients. No enrichment

Eradication details: MRSA clearance defined as three negative weekly screensa

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Infections: Cumulative sums of weekly incidence of MRSA infections reported (assuming two new cases per week). ~408
MRSA infections during whole study
Denominators: None
Definitions: Infection: not specified
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: There were fewer than 2 new infections per week in phase 1, phase 2 and the first half of phase 3. In the

second half of phase 3 incidence increased and was sustained at a higher level throughout the phase. In phase 4 the
incidence declined from 3–4 infections per week and remained stable at a reduced level (1–2 infections per week)
throughout the rest of the study. Total eradication was not achieved
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Economic evaluation: No data

MRSA strain details: EMRSA-1. Initially phage type 55, then 55/85, and by mid-55 non-typeable with standard phage

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Potential for large performance bias, as no recording of potential confounders

What the authors conclude: The outbreak was not controlled by single rooms, and containment was only achieved with
a combination of screening, mupirocin and an IW. The IW contributed much to containment of outbreak

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Highest rate of new infections occurred in phase 3. The decrease after subsequent
interventions (IW, eradication and screening) provides suggestive evidence for their effectiveness. Impossible to assess effect
of any one measure. Lack of MRSA prevalence and colonised-on-admission data makes interpretation of outcomes difficult

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: El Hagrasy, 199787 Design: Retrospective ITS (2 phases)
Setting: General hospital (550 beds) Location: Abu Dhabi, UAE Dates: Late June 1994–Dec. 1994
Population characteristics: No previous MRSA. Mean age of MRSA patients: 36 (range 1–77). ICT, with one ICN. 
Mean length of stay: 6.7 days. Mean length of stay for MRSA patients: 55 days. Mean daily admissions: 50.5 in 1994
Stated aim of study: To report the first major outbreak of MRSA in the hospital
Major infection control changes during the study: Changes to patient isolation, screening, eradication and early
discharge

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Cohorting on closed All patients screened on Topical eradication in Handwashing education.
1.5 months bays admission, 3 days patients with mupirocin Barrier nursing. Cleaned 
(late June– postadmission, and weekly. and povidone iodinea after rest of ward with 
12 Aug. Patient contacts of MRSA separate equipment
1994)a patients.

HCW contacts of MRSA 
patients (screened twice)

Phase 2 IW Patients in high-risk areas Topical eradication in Handwashing education.
4.5 months 3 days postadmission. patients and staff with Handwashing with 
(13 Auga– Patient contacts of MRSA mupirocin and chlorhexidine. Gloves, 
Dec. 1994) patients. chlorhexidine washing masks, aprons for IW staff. 

Cleared MRSA patients Early discharge, even if still 
screened every 3 daysa carrying MRSA. Staff told

to minimise patient
contact. No visitors
allowed

Isolation details: In phase 1 MRSA patients isolated in 2-bed rooms at the end of each ward which held 1 or 2 patients. No
overflow. Barrier nursing abandoned during phase 1 owing to staff shortage. IW had 16 beds (8 × 2-bed rooms), and was
able to accommodate all MRSA patients
Screening details:a Screening sites: nose (admission and weekly screens); nose and hands (HCWs); nose, perineum, axillae
and rectum (patient contacts); nose, perineum, lesions, axillae, groin and wound (cleared MRSA patients)
Eradication details:a Systemic eradication (with vancomycin, minocycline, or ciprofloxacin + rifampicin) when topical
eradication failed. Eradication defined by 3 negative swabs at 3-day intervals. Chlorhexidine body washes and cream for
MRSA + neonates. Nurses taken off duty during eradication
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Monthly incidence reported. 45 infected or colonised patients over whole study.
Incidence per 100 admissions reported for 2 months only: 0.13 (Aug.); 0.02 (Dec.)
Infections: 19 patients had MRSA infections, including 2 bacteraemias
Colonisation: 26 patients were colonised only
MRSA carriage on admission: No data, but first reported MRSA outbreak in hospital so most cases assumed to be acquired
MRSA direct deaths: 0 (9 affected patients died)
Definitions: Infections: signs + symptoms of clinical infection.
Carriage on admission: positive swabs within 72 h of admission
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Monthly incidence increased each month from 5 (June), peaked at 13 (Aug.), then fell each month to reach 
2 in Dec.
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA in HCWs Cases/number screened: 3/120

Economic evaluation: No data
MRSA strain details: All isolates resistant to cephaloporins,ciprofloxacin, erythromycin and aminoglycosides (except for 3
of the 45 strains which were sensitive to amikacin)
Analysis in paper: None
Major confounders and bias: No recording of any potential confounders; potential for reporting bias is high
What the authors conclude: 1. Barrier nursing did not stop the outbreak, which came to end in Jan. 1995 only after the
establishment of an IW
2. Study shows that isolation of patients is the single most effective tool in combating MRSA
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Evidence supports statement: transmission persisted during phase 1
2. Not shown. Cannot estimate contributions of different measures (early discharge, for example, could have been
important)

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Esveld et al., 1999109 Design: Retrospective cohort study based on systematically collected survey data

Setting: Dutch hospitals Location: The Netherlands Dates: July 1994–June 1996

Population characteristics: Results based on questionnaire-based survey of all reported index cases of MRSA in Dutch
hospitals over the study period. 296 index cases occurred over period, and there were 231 (78%) returned questionnaires.
10 index cases caused secondary cases only in staff and were excluded from analysis

Stated aim of study: To study the spread of MRSA in hospitalised patients, considering secondary MRSA infections in
relation to strain origin and isolation measures

Major infection control changes during the study: No temporal changes, but the occurrence of secondary cases was
compared between two groups defined by whether or not isolation occurred immediately on intake of index MRSA cases
according to national guidelines

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Group A: isolated 

Phase 1 Single rooms for Screening of patient Topical eradication in all ‘Strict’ patient isolation on 
2 years MRSA cases and contacts of MRSA cases MRSA carriers with admission according to 
(July 1994– contacts. when cases detected and mupirocin + national WIP guidelines.312

June 1996) Cohorting with prior to transfer of chlorhexidine/povidone Includes: gowns, gloves, 
designated nursing contacts. HCW contacts iodine washing masks, cap
staff when several screened twice weekly
MRSA cases

Group B: not isolated 

Phase 1 No immediate No standard policy No standard policy Patients isolated too late 
2 years isolation on reported reported (i.e. not on admission) or 
(July 1994– admission, or other not according to national 
June 1996) isolation policy guidelines

Isolation details: Dutch national WIP guidelines specify single rooms with negative pressure. Patients transferred from
hospitals overseas or known to have MRSA also isolated until shown to be free of MRSA312

Screening details: National guidelines specify screening sites: nose, perineum, throat, faeces, sputum, urine (if
catheterised), skin lesions and wounds

Eradication details: National guidelines also specify systemic eradication as recommended locally

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 483 MRSA isolates returned by Dutch hospitals to reference laboratory over study period
Infections: No data 
MRSA carriage on admission: 296 of the 483 isolates were index cases
MRSA acquisitions: 187 secondary MRSA cases in patients and staff, which occurred in 34 clusters (i.e. short epidemics).
10 of these clusters of secondary cases occurred amongst HCWs only, and were excluded from subsequent analysis.
The remaining 30 clusters affected 159 people. Most clusters (24) affected 2–5 people, four affected 6–10, one affected
11 and one affected 42

Group A: isolated Group B: not isolated
Index cases leading to secondary cases 4 19
Sporadic cases (no secondary spread) 69 76

Definitions: Criteria used to define MRSA carriage on admission: not considered explicitly, but index cases can be
assumed to have carried MRSA on admission. Index cases were defined as the first cases with an MRSA isolate of a new
type unrelated to previous MRSA isolates. Secondary cases were defined as infected or colonised patients or staff with
the same strain type as the index case, at the same hospital, within 5 months of the index case. Sporadic cases were
defined as index cases not leading to secondary cases
2. Prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No data

MRSA strain details: Phage typing conducted by reference laboratory, but no information reported

Analysis in paper: Odds ratio (and 95% CI) for transmission occurring without and with immediate isolation according to
guidelines reported: 4.3 (1.3 to 18.2) (CI not as reported in paper but recalculated using exact confidence intervals). 
p = 0.007 from 2-sided Fisher’s exact test
Possible risk factors analysed using Mantel–Hansel procedure

continued
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Major confounders and bias: Some recording of potential confounders, suggesting that MRSA strain sources and patient
risk factors are potential confounders. Selection of study population has potential for bias, due to differential response rates
to questionnaire

What the authors conclude: Strict isolation according to the Dutch national guidelines appeared to prevent secondary
infections in most cases. However, even strict isolation could not prevent all spread

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Study provides evidence that isolation helps to control spread of MRSA. However,
other plausible explanations cannot be ruled out

WIP, Werkgroep Infectiepreventie.
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Study: Faoagali et al., 199276 Design: Retrospective ITS (2 phases)

Setting: Tertiary hospital Location: Brisbane, Australia Dates: 1975–89

Population characteristics: 1200 beds. Local patient drainage area: 300,000. MRSA not initially endemic. 449,779 patients
admitted between 1979 and 1989. ICT; one ICN/1200 beds

Stated aim of study: To describe experience of managing MRSA

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation; MRSA eradication; handwashing education; patient
screening; antibiotic policy

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Isolation warda ICU, burns and No consistent policya Gloves, gowns, masksa

7 years Minimal overflowa neurosurgery patients 
(1975–81) screened on admission

Phase 2 IW Segregated patients No consistent policya Handwashing education, 
8 years Overflow isolated in screened once or extra handbasins and 
(1982–9) single rooms twice/week. antiseptic handwash. 

Segregation of All transfers or admissions Restriction of antibiotics
high-risk MRSA-free to segregated areas 
patients prescreened

Isolation details: 30-bed isolation ward for all MRSA patients at a site separated from the main hospital.a Negligible
overflow in phase 1.a 20 single rooms for the considerable overflow in phase 2.a Phase 2 segregation achieved by only
admitting prescreened patients to segregated areas. High-risk patients considered to be burns, oncology, orthopaedic and
neurosurgery, etc.

Screening details: Screening sites:a nose, perineum, lesions and groin

Eradication details: Occasional topical eradication with mupirocin and chlorhexidine in phase 1.a Eradication initially
attempted in phase 2 (unsuccessfully)

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Yearly figures reported throughout study. 5343 cases throughout whole study
Infections: MRSA bacteraemias reported annually from 1979. 205 bacteraemias in total between 1979 and 1989
Colonisation: No data 
MRSA carriage on admission: No data
Denominators: Yearly total admissions reported from 1979
Definitions: Infection: Not specified
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: (i) Total new MRSA cases remained between 0 and 2 cases/year between 1975 and 1978. Subsequently
numbers more than doubled each year in phase 1 between 1979 and 1981 (from 11 to 61 cases). Numbers rose rapidly
at start of phase 2 in 1982 and 1983 to 447 and 754 then stabilised near 600/year in 1985–6 before reaching 811, 711
and 720 in the final 3 years.
(ii) MRSA bacteraemias rose from 0–6 in 1979–81 (phase 1) to 14 and 32 at start of phase 2 in 1982 and 1983,
subsequently falling in the next 3 years to reach 12 in 1986, then rising again each year to peak at 39 in 1989

2. Secondary outcomes: 
MRSA/MSSA ratio: Numbers of MSSA bacteraemias and per cent of S. aureus bacteraemias due to MRSA reported
annually for 1979–89.
Per cent of S. aureus bacteraemias due to MRSA increased every year from 1979 to 1981 (0 to 10%) (phase 1), then
rose to 18, 34 and 37% in the next 3 years (phase 2), fluctuating between 24 and 30% in 1985–9, except for a sharp fall
to 14% in 1986. MSSA bacteraemias increased from 40 in 1979 to 99 in 1989, most of the increase occurring in the last
4 years

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: All isolates were resistant to penicillin, erythromycin and trimethoprim. ~90% were resistant to
gentamicin, throughout study. Between 1982 and 1989 resistance to rifampicin and fusidic acid appeared in 20% of isolates
tested

Analysis in paper: None

Potential cofounders and bias: Increasingly resistant MRSA isolates between 1982 and 1989 reported. Large increase in
number of admissions in 1989, may explain slight downturn in MRSA expressed as a percentage of number of admissions
and suggests concomitant changes in LOS, bed occupancy, and staff workload are possible but no data available. Change in
screening effort in phase 2 may affect total MRSA numbers, but not MRSA bacteraemias

continued
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What the authors conclude: 1. Interventions initiated early appear to have had no effect on course of epidemic
2. The later downturn in detection of new cases was not due to changes in infection control practice

Assessment of authors’ conclusions:
1. Clearly the control measures failed to prevent spread or endemicity from being established. However, there is no basis
for statement that interventions had no effect, as they could have delayed onset of epidemic, reduced the rate of increase
or lowered the ultimate endemic level
2. It is possible that the stabilisation seen in phase 2 was related to infection control changes despite the fact that it did not
immediately follow the intervention as some of the interventions (such as staff education and antibiotic policy) may only
have an effect over longer periods of time. Furthermore, without additional control measures levels could have continued to
rise even further

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Farrington et al., 199891 Design: Retrospective ITS (2 phases)

Setting: Tertiary hospital Location: East Anglia, UK Dates: 1985–97

Population characteristics: 1000 beds. ICT with one ICN. MRSA not endemic initially. About 1000 patients transferred
from other hospitals per year (1996–7 dataa). Mean LOS: 7.82 (1994–5); 5.75 (1995–6); 5.38 (1997–8)a

Stated aim of study: To describe 12 years of full surveillance and 1 year of very limited surveillance of MRSA

Major infection control changes during the study: Thresholds for ward closures and for reopening closed wards
relaxed. Trigger for staff screening changed from 1 to 2 or 3 secondary cases on wards

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 IW for MRSA Contacts of new MRSA Topical eradication 1. Ward transfers stopped 
10.5 years patients and cases screened 3 times in (mupirocin and triclosan) when MRSA cases found
(1985–June admissions with a 10 days. 2. Gowns, gloves, masks
1995) history of or exposed Screening of patients at 3. Ward closures

to MRSA or recent high risk of carriage on 
significant exposure. admission.
Minimal overflow. ICU patients screened on 
Single rooms for admission and weeklya

patients awaiting Staff at risk of carriage 
screening results screened when recruited

Phase 2 As for phase 1 As phase 1 except As phase 1 As phase 1 except: ward 
1.5 years except overflow screening of contacts of closure threshold higher; 
(July 1995– from isolation ward MRSA cases reduced to wards reopened after 
1997) cohorted and isolated twice in 7 days. Staff 2 instead of 3 negative 

in single rooms screening delayed until 2–3 screens in 7 days
secondary cases

Isolation details: 12-bed purpose-built ventilated IW with single-room beds. 151 side rooms available for patients awaiting
screening results. Some MRSA patients temporarily cohorted with designated staff on three occasions in phase 1

Screening details: Patients at high risk of carriage defined as those with previous MRSA and (from 1993) previous
inpatients outside the region in the last 3 months or previous inpatients in hospitals outside the UK. Staff at risk of carriage
defined as those having worked in London or outside the UK in last 2 years or having worked in a hospital with MRSA.
When specified, screening sites were nose and lesions only, with additional sites for patient contacts of MRSA cases (throat
and high-risk carriage sites) and ICU patients and high-risk admissions (throat, perineum and manipulated sites)a

Eradication details: Topical eradication included: chlorhexidine hairwash and dental gel, hexachlorophane dusting powder
and vancomycin gargles (replaced by oral rifampicin and fusidic acid in phase 2). Clearance defined by three consecutive
negative swabs in 3 weeks

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 6-monthly figures reported throughout study (1985–96)
Infections: From 1989 to 1996 yearly MRSA bacteraemias, pneumonias and other infections reported
MRSA carriage on admission: 6-monthly figures reported except for 1996 
MRSA acquisitions: 6-monthly figures reported except for 1996
Other denominators: From 1993 daily patient census and yearly number of blood cultures reported
Definitions: Infection: CDC 1988 definitions311 (up to1993); HIS definitions313 (from mid-1993).
Carriage on admission: cases with no plausible external source and a plausible local source considered to be new
acquisitions. No distinction after 1996 due to predominance of a single clone
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Time series shows that numbers with MRSA on admission and numbers of acquisitions were stable and 
low between 1985 and mid-1994 (ranges: 2–10 and 0–15 cases per 6 months, respectively). Both then increased each 
6 months, from 20 and 43 in the second half of 1994, reaching 33 and 50 in the first half 1995 (end of phase 1).
Numbers continued to rise to 53 and 80 in the second half of 1995 (phase 2). Total MRSA continued to increase in both
halves of 1996.
MRSA bacteraemias showed a similar pattern: numbers stable between 1989 and 1994 (£2 cases per year), then
increased to 12, 18 and 74 in the next 3 years.
No MRSA chest infections between 1989 and 1993, although 1, 7 and 5 such infections occurred in the next 3 years.
Between 1993 and 1997 total S. aureus bacteraemias increased each year (from 83 in 1993 to 182 in 1997) and the per
cent due to MRSA increased from 2.4 to 40.7. Over this period the per cent of blood cultures yielding MRSA increased
from 0.021 to 0.56, while the per cent yielding MSSA remained between 0.78 and 0.88 throughout
4. Secondary outcomes: See Trends above
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Economic evaluation: Revised MRSA management reduced rate of ward closure from one ward per 30 days (first half of
1995) to one per 98 days (second half of 1995) and one per 72 days (1996)

MRSA strain details: Many MRSA strains before the second half of 1994 including six EMRSA admissions reported from
Jan. 1992 to autumn 1994. From 1994 EMRSA-15 and EMRSA-16 accounted for about 60 and 30% of all MRSA

Analysis in paper: No statistical analysis of time series data

Major confounders and bias: Change in MRSA strains with which the hospital was challenged. Staffing and workload
assessed in another paper86

What the authors conclude: 
1. The control policy eradicated multiple introductions and small outbreaks of MRSA over a 10-year period
2. Rising numbers of patients colonised on admission made control policy impossible to maintain and was followed by more
transmission
3. Relaxing the control policy was associated with an uncontainable rise in MRSA

Assessment of authors conclusions: 
1. Conclusion is supported by data
2. Association is supported by data. Equally, increasing transmission was followed by increasing MRSA admissions
3. It is not clear from the data what, if any, effect the relaxation in the control policy had on MRSA spread. The increases in
the numbers carrying MRSA on admission and in secondary cases were evident 1 year before the change in control
measures. No change in the ratio of secondary cases to MRSA admissions was seen after the changes

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Girou et al., 199894 Design: Prospective time series (one phase)

Setting: Medical ICU in university hospital Location: Paris, France Dates: 1993–6

Population characteristics: 26 beds in MICU, in 2 contiguous wards. 1032 beds in hospital. 3686 patients in unit during
study (~900 admissions/year). Mean patient days per year in unit: 7000. Mean age (SD): 50.7 (19). About half the
admissions came from the emergency department, the rest from other wards. MRSA initially endemic (MRSA reached 40%
of all S. aureus isolates by early 1990s). ICTa

Stated aim of study: To evaluate a control programme including screening for MRSA carriage and patient isolation

Major infection control changes during the study: No major changes. Minor changes to culturing and screening

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms or Weekly screens for patients Topical eradication from 1. Handwashing education 
4 years cohorting on closed with prolonged stays. patients (mupirocin and 2. Barrier nursing (gloves, 
(1993–6) bays with designated Patients at high risk of chlorhexidine) gowns, masks)

staff carrying MRSA screened on 
admission

Isolation details: Two contiguous wards. Ward 1: acute care unit with 4 2-bed subunits and 1 5-bed isolation room. Ward
2: intermediate care unit with 5 2-bed rooms and 3 single-bed rooms. All rooms with controlled ventilation

Screening details: Patients at high risk included: those with previous MRSA; transfers from wards with high levels of
MRSA; patients with major surgery in last 5 years. Screening sites included nose and, before mid-1995, perineum and axillae

Eradication details: Clearance defined by two negative swabs 1 week aparta

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:

1993 1994 1995 1996
Total new cases of MRSA identified (% of new admissions) 82 (10.1) 71 (8.1) 65 (7.2) 75 (6.9)
Number carrying MRSA on admission (% of new admission) 35 (4.3) 33 (3.8) 35 (3.9) 47 (4.3)
Total numbers acquiring MRSA on ICU (% of new admission) 47 (5.8) 38 (4.3) 30 (3.3) 28 (2.6)
Numbers with MRSA infections on admission 17 25 17 15
Number of MRSA positives on admissions acquiring MRSA infections 5 1 1 1
Number of MRSA negatives on admission acquiring MRSA infection 28 20 14 9
Denominator: no. of admissions/year 811 875 908 1092
Definitions: Infections: MRSA isolated from clinical diagnostic samples
MRSA carriage on admission: Positive isolates taken within 72 h of admission considered to indicate patient was positive on
admission
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No further data

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: None given

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (rates over time were compared with the 
2 test for trend) 

Major confounders and bias: Annual admissions increased by 35% during study, suggesting either a decrease in LOS or
increase in bed occupancy. Both could be important confounders, and the former could plausibly reduce the chance of
detecting infections during patient stays. Impossible to assess whether there was a decreasing trend before the intervention.
Control programme was introduced in response to increase in MRSA numbers in early 1990s so regression to mean effects
are possible

What the authors conclude: 
1. The MRSA acquisition rate decreased despite high exposure to imported cases
2. Admission screening in high-risk areas allows early detection of a large proportion of cases when MRSA is endemic.
Without screening >1/3 carriers would not have been found and 1/3 ignored for several days

Assessment of authors’ conclusions:
1. Detection rate of ICU-acquired MRSA cases decreased, but increasing annual admissions suggest a decreasing LOS, and
this would represent a major confounder
2. For this setting, the data support this conclusion

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Girou et al., 200093 Design: Prospective before- and after-study

Setting: Dermatology ward Location: Paris, France Dates: 2 Sept. 1996–31 Dec. 1997 

Population characteristics: 16 beds (14 standard + 2 intensive care side rooms). 729 patients during study. MRSA
endemic. ICT

Stated aim of study: To evaluate the sensitivity of a targeted screening programme. To compare two strategies for
screening for MRSA carriers in a high-risk dermatology ward (systematic screening of all versus targeted screening of
patients at risk)

Major infection control changes during the study: Admission screening policy changed

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single room isolation Patients at high risk of None Gloves and gowns
8.5 months and cohorting in carrying MRSA screened at 
(2 Sept. 3-bed rooms for admission
1996–19 overflow
May 1997) Patients staying ≥ 7 days 

screened weekly

Phase 2 As phase 1 All patients screened on As above As above
7.5 months admission
(20 May 
1997–31 Patients staying ≥ 7 days 
Dec. 1997) screened weekly

Isolation details: Single-room isolation also for patients at high risk of importing or acquiring MRSA. Isolation ended for
high-risk importers after negative screens. 10 single-bed rooms

Screening details: High-risk MRSA importers comprised: previous inpatients in last 3 years; transfers from other ward;
patients with chronic skin lesions. Admission screens within 48 h. Sites screened: nose, perineum lesions

Eradication details: No eradication, though chlorhexidine baths used for all MRSA carriersa

Reported outcomes: 
1. Incidence: 
Infections: No data 
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission:

Phase 1 Phase 2
Number of admitted patients 370 359
Number of admitted high-risk MRSA importers 120 158
Number with admission screens 111 325
Number of high-risk MRSA importers with admission screens 92 147
Number with imported MRSA detected by admission screens 24 26
Number with imported MRSA detected by clinical samples 1 1
Number of high risk MRSA importers with imported MRSA 25 27

MRSA acquisitions: 10 in phase1; 8 in phase 2
Definitions: MRSA carriage on admission: positive swabs taken within 72 h of admission
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No data

Economic evaluation: No costing, but MRSA yield per admission screen in two phases compared: 21.6% (phase 1), 8.0%
(phase 2), p = 0.0001

MRSA strain details: None

Analysis in paper: 
2 test used to compare total imported MRSA cases in the two phases (p = 0.69). No analysis of
acquisitions

Major confounders and bias: For evaluating sensitivity of screening programme design is vulnerable to trends and
seasonal effects. For evaluating effects of intervention on MRSA control, screening is itself a confounder owing to lack of
infection data

What the authors conclude: In areas with high-level endemic MRSA, targeting screening for MRSA carriage to patients
with risk factors is an effective strategy

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Study suggests that yield of admission screening is substantially increased by
screening only high-risk patients. A slightly higher acquisition rate was observed during phase 1 (selective screening), but the
data presented do not allow formal analysis of the significance of the change. The power to detect a change in transmission
rate is likely to be low. Potentially important confounders also exist

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Harbarth et al., 2000,92 Design: Hybrid retrospective (before 1994) and prospective (after 1994) 
Pittet et al., 200080 ITS

Setting: 1300–1600-bed teaching hospital Location: Geneva, Switzerland Dates: 1989–97

Population characteristics: Number of beds: 1600 in early 1990s; 1400 in mid-1990s; 1300 in late 1990sa. MRSA initially
epidemic, later became endemic. ICT with 5 full-time ICNs from Oct. 1992. Number of patients during study: 50,6012.
Mean age of MRSA patients (SD): 68 (23) years

Stated aim of study: 1. To evaluate consequences of delayed outbreak containment during a 4-year absence of control. 
2. To describe the effect of a hand-hygiene programme on compliance and HAI

Major infection control changes during the study: Carer hand-hygiene education and feedback; patient isolation;
screening; MRSA eradication; antibiotic use; automatic readmission alerts, disinfection, sterilisation, air control and building
construction

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None None None No MRSA control 
48 months measures
(Jan. 1989–
Dec. 1992)

Phase 2 1. Single room 1. Admission screens for Mupirocin and 1. CDC guidelines 1983314

24 months 2. Cohorting on previous MRSA patients chlorhexidine 2. Computer alerts for 
(Jan. 1993– closed and open 2. Contacts screened Mupirocin used for almost readmitted MRSA patients 
Dec. 1994) bays in special 3. Treated MRSA patients: all patients, irrespective of (July 1994 on)

circumstance weekly for 4 weeks, then MRSA carriagea

(e.g. unit-specific monthly
outbreaks)

Phase 3 As phase 2 As phase 2 As phase 2 until As phase 2 +
36 months Sept. 1997 staff hand-hygiene 
(Jan. 1995– education and feedback 
Dec. 1997) programme

Isolation details: From 1993 single rooms may not have been used when there was nasal carriage only and lack of available
rooms. Contact for overflow with nasal carriage only. 60 single rooms available for acute services patients (without negative
pressure)

Screening details: Screening sites: nose, lesion, groin, infected sites. Patients in ‘septic’ orthopaedic ward screened on
admission from July 1994

Eradication details: From phase 2 most patients received ≥ 1 nasal mupirocin courses, irrespective of MRSA carriagea.
After Sept. 1997 mupirocin was limited to those with known nasal carriage and without chronic skin lesions and indwelling
devices
Criteria for eradication: 2 negative sets of cultures ≥ 24 h apart

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 1771 new MRSA cases from 506,012 admitted patients over whole study. Annual number of newly identified
MRSA patients per 100 admissions reported over whole study (‘attack rate’). Annual number of MRSA patients per 100
admission (i.e. including previously identified patients) reported over whole study (‘prevalence’). Monthly data reported
for 1989–95.140 New cases per 1000 patient days reported
Infections: Annual incidence of bacteraemias reported over whole study (1989–97). Total MRSA infections per 10,000
patient days: 2.16 in 1994; 0.93 in 1998
Colonisation: No data
Carriage on admission: Initial colonisation status of readmitted known MRSA-positive patients recorded July 1994–June
1995. 114 of 347 (32.9%) were MRSA positive
Attributable deaths: No data
Denominators (in addition to those above): Number of screening cultures. 
Note: only one isolate per patient per year was included in all the laboratory-based surveillance results
Definitions: Infection : CDC criteria.311 MRSA in urine cultures considered infections only if antibiotics given. 
Carriage on admission: reported positive swabs ≤ 72 h post-admission, unless indications to the contrary
2. Point prevalence: No data on point prevalence among hospital population, although ‘prevalence data’ reported for
population of patients admitted to the hospital over yearly intervals. See above
3. Trends: 
1. Newly identified MRSA patients per 100 admissions initially very low (0.05 in 1989), increasing yearly to 0.57 in 1992
(end of phase 1), 0.49 in 1993 and 0.6 in 1994. Subsequently fell each year to reach 0.24 in 1997
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2. Cases per 1000 patient days showed a similar pattern, as did MRSA bacteraemias (1 in 1989, peaking at 34 in 1992,
then falling each year after 1994 to reach 10 in 1997)
3. Total number of MRSA patients per 100 admissions (including previously identified patients) followed a similar pattern
of rise and fall (from 0.07 in 1989, peaking at 1.42 in 1994, and falling to 0.59 in 1997), but the eventual fall occurred
somewhat later than that of the other measures. Percentage of MRSA among laboratory isolates also exhibited this lag
4. Secondary outcomes:
1. Hand-hygiene compliance: 6-monthly surveys of compliance rates (Dec. 1994–Dec. 1997). Compliance rose from
47.6% (Dec. 1994) to 53.4 (Dec. 1995) to 61.8% (Dec. 1996) to 66.2 (Dec. 1997). Volumes of alcohol handrub used
also increased
2. MRSA:MSSA: Annual figures for MRSA as a per cent of total laboratory S. aureus isolates reported for whole study
(1989–97). MSSA bacteraemias also reported. There was no apparent trend in annual MSSA bacteraemias (range:
78–102)

Economic evaluation: Cost estimates for microbiology, surveillance, contact isolation. Total infection control programme
estimated to have cost almost SF 3–4 million to the institution

MRSA strain details: Not reported in papers considered here but PFGE typing.140 Spread due to several epidemic strains

Analysis in paper: Poisson regression used to analyse changes of incidence. Details of regression model not presented

Major confounders and bias: Changes in length of patient stays and bed occupancies. Some account is taken of these by
appropriate choice of denominators, but shorter length of stay may reduce detection of infections
For outcomes that include patient colonisation, changes in screening practice and effort represent major confounders, but
MRSA bacteraemia data should not be affected by this

What the authors conclude: 
1. Infection control measures had a big impact on the MRSA reservoir and bacteraemia attack rate
2. Findings confirm reports of the value of hand-hygiene for MRSA transmission control (although study design precludes
ascertainment of the proportion of the reduction in the infection rate attributable to the hand-hygiene campaign)
3. Hand-hygiene programme produced a sustained increase in compliance, coinciding with a reduction of MRSA
transmission

Assessment of authors’ conclusions:
1. The data provide clear evidence that the number of patients with MRSA and MRSA bacteraemias first stabilised and then
fell after control measures were implemented. The assertion that the control measures caused the change is highly
plausible, although there are some potentially important confounding factors
2. It is not possible to tell what effect any single measure had, although the fall in new cases after 1995 is consistent with the
assertion that reported improved hand-hygiene compliance played an important role
3. Plausible evidence that hand-hygiene programme improved hand-hygiene compliance in a sustained manner

HAI, hospital-acquired infection; SF, Swiss Francs; PFGE, pulsed field gel electrophoresis.
a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Hartstein et al., 1997108 Design: Non-comparative prospective observational study in two hospitals

Setting: Two teaching hospitals Location: Indiana, USA Dates: June 1993–Nov. 1994

Population characteristics: Hospital A: endemic MRSA. Mean daily patient census ~280 (1993), ~250 (1994). 
Hospital B: endemic MRSA. Mean daily patient census ~230 (1993), ~250 (1994). Hospitals share physicians and house staff

Stated aim of study: To describe control of endemic and outbreak related MRSA at two affiliated hospitals

Major infection control changes during the study: None. Policy was for ‘progressive interventions’ until control was
established in an outbreak situation. Policy itself did not change

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Hospital A

Phase 1 Single rooms None Topical eradication with Gloves. Handwashing 
18 months mupirocin for selected education.
(June 1993– patients only (<5% of PFGE typing of isolates to 
Nov. 1994) MRSA patients) allow reinforcement of

policies

Hospital B

Phase 1 Single rooms None As above As above
18 months
(June 1993–
Nov. 1994)

Isolation details: Isolation continued until eradication achieved. Discontinued for <5% of MRSA patients before discharge

Screening details: No screening (apart from to determine eradication)

Eradication details: Unspecified oral antimicrobials also sometimes used for eradication of MRSA colonisation. 
Eradication criteria: patient off potentially suppressive antimicrobials and culture negative in nose and previously positive
sites

Reported outcomes: 
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Monthly incidence of total hospital-acquired MRSA cases reported
Infections: Infection details reported only for outbreaks and pseudo-outbreaks
Denominators: None reported
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: Hospital A, 60; Hospital B, 36
MRSA acquisitions: Hospital A, 48; Hospital B, 22
Definitions: Infections: CDC guidelines 1988.311

MRSA carriage on admission: positive swabs within 48 h of admission.
Clusters of cases characterised as outbreaks (≥ 3 hospital-acquired cases of isolates amongst patients cared for by same
clinical service, where strains’ PFGE profiles differed by 3 bands or fewer). Pseudo-outbreaks were similar clusters
where strains had different PFGE types
2. Point prevalence: No data
3 Trends: No time series for numbers carrying MRSA on admission at either hospital. 
At hospital A, numbers of hospital-acquired cases showed some evidence of a reduction with time, although monthly
numbers of cases were small (0–7). Only two outbreaks (as defined above) occurred, affecting 4 and 3 patients
At hospital B, monthly hospital-acquired cases remained in the range 0–3 throughout the study, with only one outbreak,
affecting 5 patients

Economic evaluation: Costings for PFGE typing reported (labour and materials)

MRSA strain details: 39 PFGE types at hospital A, 31 at hospital B (12 types common to both hospitals). At hospital A one
type caused 14 ‘community acquired’ cases, and 13 nosocomial. Otherwise no isolate caused >5 nosocomial cases

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Without screening the importance of MRSA transmission may be underestimated
What the authors conclude: MRSA in hospitals can be controlled by minimal precautions and interventions despite
continuous admission of patients carrying MRSA

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: The data provide some support for the conclusion that some MRSA strains can be
controlled in some hospitals with minimal precautions as there are no large clusters of strains with the same PFGE types.
However, lack of screening means the full extent of transmission and therefore control cannot be assessed, and it is not
clear if control in the longer term would be achieved (for example, it is possible that there is sufficient transmission to allow
the total MRSA reservoir to increase, resulting in increased numbers carrying MRSA on admission). Impossible to tell from
this study whether control measures contributed to prevention of spread
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Study: Jernigan et al., 199695 Design: Hybrid prospective and retrospective ITS (2 phases). Phase 1 retrospective,
phase 2 prospective

Setting: NICU Location: Virginia, USA Dates: 18 July 1991–11 May 1992
Population characteristics: 33 beds, MRSA not endemic. ICT with 4 ICNs for 700 hospital beds. 
331 patients admitted during the first 7 months of study. NICU admits ~700 patients/year
Stated aim of study: To compare the rate of transmission from unisolated patients with the rate from MRSA-positive
patients in contact isolation

Major infection control changes during the study: Changes to handwashing, MRSA eradication and screening

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Contact isolation Contacts of MRSA cases None Contact isolation included: 
12 days (CDC Guidelines gloves, gowns, mask
(18 July–29 1983)314

July 1991)
Phase 2 As phase 1 As phase 1 + Attempted for colonised As above +
~9 months All patients screened weekly staff and selected patients Handwashing education
30 July 1991– HCW contacts screened 
11 May. 1992 once
Isolation details: One 2-bed isolation area used for the isolation of some MRSA patients, although often unable to
accommodate all MRSA patients
Screening details: Screening sites: nose, axillae, groin, wounds, percutaneous devices. ‘Contacts of MRSA patients’ were
taken to be room-mates and nearby patients considered to be at risk. Nose and wound screens only for staff
Eradication details: Attempted in 10/16 patients, succeeded in 7. Topical mupirocin used predominantly. Also used:
chlorhexidine baths and systemic eradication with vancomycin, TMP/SMX, rifampicin. Eradication regimen selected by
primary physician
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 16 patients colonised or infected. 5 cases in phase 1; 11 in phase 2. Estimated acquisition times reported
Infections: 3 infections including one bacteraemia
Colonisation: 13 colonised patients
MRSA carriage on admission: Index case presumed to have been colonised on admission
MRSA acquisitions: 15 cases acquired on ward. 0.17 transmissions per colonised patient week
Denominators: 331 neonates admitted during the first 7 months of the study (when all the transmission occurred)
Definitions: Infection criteria: not specified. 
MRSA carriage on admission: all strains of common outbreak type assumed to be true acquisitions (except index case)
2. Point prevalence: Weekly prevalence reported throughout study
3 Trends: Incidence of new cases was very high in phase 1 (4 acquisitions in 12 days), and fell sharply in phase 2 (despite
a cluster of 3 cases in late Nov./early Dec.). Prevalence rose rapidly after initial cluster of cases in phase 1, reaching 7 in
early Aug. It then declined to reach 1 in Nov. Prevalence increased briefly to 4 with the Dec. cluster, but then fell back to
1 until the last case was discharged
4 Secondary outcomes: HCW MRSA carriage: 0/144 HCW cultures taken during the outbreak were positive for MRSA

Economic evaluation: None
MRSA strain details: All 16 isolates belonged to the same strain (based on plasmid analysis and RFLPs of whole-cell DNA)
Analysis in paper: Sources of transmission assessed by two independent observers based on temporal and spatial data, and
information about shared HCWs (with 100% concordance), and transmission rates compared using the large-sample test
for comparison of incidence rates. Rate of transmission for isolated source: 0.0090 transmissions per colonised patient day.
For unisolated source: 0.14 transmissions per colonised patient day. Relative risk (95% CI): 15.6 (5.3 to 45.6), p < 0.0001
Major confounders and bias: No blinding of assessors of sources of transmission to the isolation status of patients means
that there is a large potential for bias in these assessments. Intervention made because of the high numbers of transmissions
in phase 1, so regression to mean may be important
What the authors conclude: 
1. Patients rather than HCWs appear to be the main reservoir
2. The transmission rate from isolated sources is significantly greater than that from unisolated sources. Even if 5
transmissions were misclassified and were really from isolated patients the effect would have been significant
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Evidence supports conclusion
2. Conclusion depends on accuracy of assumptions regarding the sources of transmissions. Since no blinding as to the
isolation status of patients is reported, the results may be subject to large bias. Had such blinding been conducted the
strength of the evidence would have been substantially greater. However, any change could still not be attributed solely to
isolation; there were also changes in eradication therapy, and there are many potentially important confounders

TMP/SMX, trimethoprim/sulphamethoxazole; RFLP, restriction fragment length polymorphism.
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Study: Jones and Martin, 1987103 Design: Outbreak report. Retrospective ITS (3 phases)

Setting: Tertiary hospital Location: Wellington, New Zealand Dates: Mar. 1985–Dec. 1986

Population characteristics: ~750 beds.a Mean age of patients with MRSA, 51.7; range, 7–94. MRSA not endemic

Stated aim of study: To describe the first significant MRSA outbreak known in New Zealand

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms and All HCW and patient Eradication attempted MRSA patients moved 
~10 months cohorting contacts screened when whenever colonisation from high- to low-risk 
(late Mar. clinical MRSA cases on found in patients and wards when possible
1985–Jan. high-risk wards HCWs Handwashing education
1986)

Phase 2 IW As phase 1 As phase 1 Handwashing education
5 months
(Feb.–June 
1986)

Phase 3 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 1. Previous MRSA patients 
6 months isolated on readmissiona

(July–Dec. 2. Handwashing education
1986)

Isolation details: Sufficient single rooms available (≥ 12) to isolate all MRSA patients.a Some cohorting on 2–4-bed cubicles
in phase 1.a Designated carers for MRSA patients in ICU and renal unit, but otherwise NC found to be difficult when low
MRSA numbers.a IW in phase 2 had only 3 beds, but was able to accommodate all MRSA patients.a IW staff not permanent,
but remained there during each shift

Screening details: Screening sites: nose, perineum

Eradication details: Topical agents: chlorhexidine, hexachlorophene cream. Systemic eradication with rifampicin and fusidic
acid for one carer. MRSA-positive staff taken off work until cleared, and screened weekly for 1 month on return

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 29 inpatients colonised or infected during study: 21 cases in phase 1; 6 in phase 2; 2 in phase 3
Infections: 2 bacteraemias in phase 1
Colonisation: 27 patients with colonisation only
MRSA carriage on admission: 3 patients assumed to have been colonised on admission (2 in phase 1; 1 in phase 2)
MRSA acquisitions: 26 acquisitions assumed in study hospital
Attributable mortality: 2 deaths where MRSA septicaemia was a contributory factor
Definitions: Infection: authors considered it impossible to distinguish colonisation and infection precisely
MRSA carriage on admission: strains of common outbreak type assumed to be hospital-acquired
2. Point prevalence: Full data, as hospital stays of MRSA patients are reported: 0–3 cases
3. Trends: Incidence fairly constant for first months (0–2 cases/month), increasing in second half of phase 1, peaking at 5
cases in Jan. 1986. Only 2 new cases in phase 3 (in July 1986), with no more appearing for the rest of the period
4. Secondary outcomes: HCW carriage: 4 HCW carriers found during whole study. 0/140 screened rotating nurses
colonised

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: One predominant strain: resistant to cotrimoxazole, clindamycin, erythromycin, tetracycline, 
all cephalosporins. Variable (plasmid-mediated) resistance to gentamicin and kanamycin. 
Phage type 29,81,6,42E,47,53,54,75,83A, 55 (after heat shock)

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Large reporting bias may be expected with this type of study

What the authors conclude: Control methods appeared to have been effective in bringing the outbreak to an end

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Role of combined control measures in ending outbreak is plausible, but the time
series is short, the number of cases is small and stochastic fadeout may not have been unlikely

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Kac et al., 200097 Design: Prospective ITS (2 phases)

Setting: Wound care centre/vascular Location: Paris, France Dates: Sept. 1993–Dec. 1996. 
rehabilitation ward No data for 1995

Population characteristics: 51 beds. 817 patients during study. MRSA endemic. Mean LOS (for 1994 and 1996): 35 days.
350–400 admissions to unit per year. Unit dedicated to chronic ulcer care and vascular surgery wounds

Stated aim of study: To assess nosocomial MRSA acquisition and the effect of an intervention to control it

Major infection control changes during the study: Feedback of infection rates, staff handwashing, barrier nursing

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None All patients’ skin wounds None No special infection 
3 months screened on admission. control measures
(Sept.–Nov. Wounds screened only if 
1993) clinical worsening occurred

Phase 2 Gowns and gloves As above As above 1. Handwashing education
36 months only 2. Feedback of MRSA 
(Jan. 1994– infection rates
Dec. 1996) 3. MRSA patients’ wound

dressings changed last
4. Notes of MRSA patients
marked
5. Systematic use of
disposable devices
6. Dressing change
procedure modified

Isolation details: Gowns and gloves for staff with direct wound contact in phase 2

Screening details: No enrichment

Eradication details: No eradication

Reported outcomes:
Time series with three data points: Sept.–Nov. 1993, 1994 and 1996. No data collected for 1995

1. Incidence:
Phase 1 Phase 2a (1994) Phase 2b (1996)

MRSA carriage on admission/number swabbed: 18/88 65/334 81/395
MRSA acquisitions (wound infection)/number negative on admission 6/70 6/269 3/314
MRSA acquisitions (wound colonisation)/number negative on admission No data 6/269 8/314
MRSA acquisitions (wound colonisation) per 1000 resident care days No data 0.39 0.61
MRSA acquisitions (wound infection) per 1000 resident care days No data 0.39 0.23

Definitions: Infection: CDC criteria 1988311 (clinical signs and pure MRSA cultures). Carriage on admission: detection
within 48 h of admission
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: 3 data points only

Economic evaluation: None 

MRSA strain details: No typing

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (
2 and Fisher’s exact test used to compare incidence data)

Major confounders and bias: Very short phase 1 baseline, and comparison between phases 1 and 2 vulnerable to seasonal
effects. Lack of typing reduces certainty that acquisitions were from cross-infection. Those colonised on admission were
excluded from the study, so unknown whether intervention reduced infection in these patients too

What the authors conclude: 
1. There was a significant decrease in the wound infection rate between phase 1 and the postintervention years
2. Simple infection control measures seemed to reduce infection rates in patients with chronic skin breaks

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. There was a decrease in the MRSA wound infection rate, but insufficient data to assess its significance
2. Statement is plausible, although number in phase 1 is small, and it is possible that there was already a trend of reduced
cross-infection prior to the interventions in phase 2. Data presented do not allow this to be assessed

Notes: There was no typing, and only wounds were screened on admission, therefore it is not possible to tell what
proportion of new acquisitions resulted from cross-infection and what proportion from autoinfection, or how these were
changed by the intervention. Intervention carried through in 1995 but no data collected or presented from that year

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Landman et al., 199956 Design: Retrospective ITS (two phases). Comparison not suggested by data

Setting: Teaching hospital Location: New York, USA Dates: Jan. 1993–Apr. 1997

Population characteristics: MRSA initially endemic (39% of S.aureus isolates between 1993 and 1995)

Stated aim of study: To examine the effect of a change in the antibiotic formulary on nosocomial pathogens, including
MRSA

Major infection control changes during the study: Antibiotic formulary changed

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None None None No specific precautions
29 months 
(Jan. 1993–
May 1995)

Phase 2 None None None No specific precautions.
23 months Cephalosporins, clindamycin and vancomycin use 
(May 1995– restricted with cephalosporins replaced by 
Apr. 1997) ampicillin/sulbactam and piperacillin/tazobactam

Isolation details: No isolation

Screening details: No screening

Eradication details: No eradication

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Infections: Monthly incidence of MRSA infections reported
Mean monthly incidence of new patients culture positive for MRSA per 1000 discharges (SD): 21.9 (8.9) for phase 1; 
17.2 (7.2) for phase 2
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: No data 
MRSA acquisitions: No data
Attributable mortality: No data
Denominators: per 1000 discharges
Definitions: Infection: all positive cultures of blood, other sterile body fluids, wounds, respiratory or urinary tracts
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Time series of monthly incidences of MRSA infections shows wide variability (between 10 and 45
cases/month in phase 1, and about 10–40 cases/month in phase 2). Immediately after the intervention there was a big
increase in the number of cases, followed by a bigger fall and a period of sustained lower level of infections, before later
increases
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA:MSSA: MRSA as a percentage of all S. aureus isolates: 39% for 1993–5 (2447 isolates);

35% for 1996 (678 isolates). Monthly use of 3 targeted antibiotics fell significantly and that of their alternative replacements
rose significantly. Use of 4 untargeted antibiotics (imepenem, gentamicin, cefazolin and ceftazidime) fell significantly

Economic evaluation: Antibiotic costs per month US$29,457 (phase 1), $28,085 (phase 2)

MRSA strain details: No typing

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis. (Student’s t and 
2 tests used to compare pre- and postintervention data, and
linear regression to examine correlations between MRSA incidence and number of discharges, LOS and antibiotic usage)

Major confounders and bias: Reduction in length of stay and monthly discharges are both important confounders,
producing an estimated reduction in patient days between the two phases of over 20%

What the authors conclude: Following the formulary change there was a significant reduction in the monthly number of
patients with MRSA. Altering the formulary may help contain the spread of resistant pathogens

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: MRSA remained endemic after the intervention, although at a slightly lower level
No valid assessment of statistical significance of this decrease was presented. Length of stays and monthly discharges are
important confounders. Altering formulary may control spread, but there was no attempt to determine numbers carrying
MRSA on admission and no typing
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Study: Law et al., 1988115 Design: Retrospective ITS (3 phases)

Setting: General hospital Location: London, UK Dates: July 1985–Dec. 1987

Population characteristics: ~400 beds, 14 acute wards. MRSA not initially endemic. ICTa (1 ICN)

Stated aim of study: To report the success of rigorous control measures in an extensive MRSA outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation, eradication therapy, screening

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None Patients on acute wards None 2 weeks before end of phase 
12 months screened prior to transfer admissions curtailed. At end of 
(July 1985– to new building at end of phase acute beds moved to new 
June 1986) phase building

Phase 2 2 IWs. HCWs and patients on Topical 1. Control based on 1986 UK 
3 months Single rooms used unemptiable MRSA- eradication guidelines40

(July 6– for ICU MRSA contaminated wards for patients and 2. Contaminated wards 
Sept. 1986) patients screened every 3 days staff amalgamated when possible, and 

until 2 consecutive negatives closed wards cleaned
for whole ward, and after 3. Staff movement between 
ward cleaning. wards restricted
HCWs on MRSA-contaminated 
wards screened when wards 
closed for cleaning

Phase 3 Single rooms (during Contacts of MRSA patients As phase 2 Control measures reinstated 
15 months minor outbreaks and (patients and HCWs) during ‘minor outbreaks’
(Oct. 1986– for patients having 
Dec. 1987) been in hospitals Patients having stayed in 

with MRSA in last hospitals with MRSA in last 
3 months). NC 3 months screened on 
when possible, but admission
incompletea

Isolation details: Phase 2 IWs were converted normal wards, with sufficient beds to accommodate all MRSA cases.a MRSA
patients identified by screening in phase1 transferred straight to isolation ward in phase 2. Exposed patients screening
negative in phase 1 were moved to wards designated as ‘contaminated’. New patients in phase 2 admitted to a
contaminated ward only if it had been declared ‘cleared’ (i.e. MRSA free) as a result of 2 sets of negative whole-ward swabs

Screening details: Screening sites (phase 1): nose, lesions, groin, CSU, wound, hairline, i.v. sites

Eradication details: Agents used: Naseptin (neomycin and chlorhexidine). Mupirocin and povidone iodine used for skin
lesions. Clearance defined by three negative screens

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Phase 1: Isolates of epidemic strain from 77 patients (other strains from 5 patients)
Infections: 40 infections in 37 patients, including 7 bacteraemias, presented as a time series of quarterly totals
Colonisation: See Point prevalence
Attributable mortality: 3 (all in phase 1)
Definitions: Infection: detailed criteria specified
2. Point prevalence: Presence of MRSA colonisation in patients on acute wards plotted against duration of admission
for end of phase 1, and 7 months after the intervention (end of phase 3). In phase 1 prevalence increases steeply with
stay (49 of 95 patients in acute wards for >10 days were colonised). At the end of phase 3 there is little evidence of any
such increase (only 4 of 124 patients with stays >10 days were colonised)
3. Trends: Number of patients with MRSA infections increased in phase 1 (from 5 in first quarter to 15 in the last), and
fell sharply following the intervention to 1–4 per quarter in phase 3. No attributable deaths followed the intervention
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA:MSSA: Phase 1: 24% of all S. aureus strains were MRSA 
HCW MRSA carriage: No. positive/no. screened: 20/100

Economic evaluation: No costs data, but ward closure to waiting list and emergency admissions for 5 weeks as no ‘clean
wards’

MRSA strain details: Almost all South-East England ‘epidemic’ strains: untypeable with international phages, but lysed by
experimental phages 88A and 932

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis of incidence data (
2 test used)

continued
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Major cofounders and bias: Change to new building for acute beds in phase 2 associated with a number of confounding
factors unrelated to control measures, e.g. less crowding, better handwashing facilities, environmental cleanliness

What the authors conclude: 
1. Rigorous measures controlled the outbreak despite its extent 
2. Local outbreaks were controlled by reinstating control measures

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Conclusion is plausible, as there is sharp drop in the number of infections immediately following the intervention.
However, there are many possible confounders
2. This is plausible, but it has not been shown that outbreaks would have been uncontrolled without the measures in the
new building

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Linnemann et al., 198296 Design: Retrospective ITS (4 phases)

Setting: University hospital Location: Cincinnati, OH, USA Dates: Mar. 1977–Mar. 1981

Population characteristics: 600 beds with all major medical and surgical specialities except paediatrics. Burns unit on
surgical unit with shared nursing staff. MRSA became endemic. ICT with 2 ICNs

Stated aim of study: To report the epidemiology and control measures taken for an MRSA outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation 

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Cohorting in 2-bed HCWs screened when Eradication from persistent Staff education
15 months rooms or single clusters of cases staff carriers
(Mar. 1977– rooms
May 1978)

Phase 2 IW As phase 1 As phase 1 1. National CDC 
6 months guidelines 315

(June 1978– 2. Chronic staff carrier 
Nov. 1978) removed at end of July

Phase 3 Cohorting on closed As phase 1 As phase 1 Masks
6 months bays or single rooms
(Dec. 1978–
May 1979)

Phase 4 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 1. Category-specific 
23 months precautions315

(June 1979– 2. Sept. 1979: trauma 
Mar. 1981) service disbanded and

patients admitted
throughout surgical wards
3. Feb. 1980: burn service
moved from surgical unit
to a new self-contained
unit

Isolation details: Phase 1: no overflowa. In phase 2 IW had 33 beds; bed occupancy in IW was low (66% in June 1978,
42% in Nov. 1978), but occasionally overflow cohorted in open bay on ICU. During the study all 5-bed rooms (accounting
for ~70% of beds) were converted to 2-bed rooms

Screening details: Sites screened: nose only for HCWs

Eradication details: Topical agent: bacitracin

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence: 
Infections: Monthly time series of numbers of patients infected with MRSA strains also resistant to gentamicin. Quarterly
number of infections per 1000 discharges. Annual MRSA bacteraemias
Colonisation: Attack rate (% of patients colonised) reported for different groups for whole study: burns (19%); trauma
(2%); general surgery (1%); medical patients (0.2%)
MRSA carriage on admission: No data 
Attributable mortality: No data
Definitions: Infection: CDC criteria 1971.316 Carriage on admission: positive swab ≤ 48 h after admission
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Infection incidence ≤ 1 case/month before Sept. 1977, then increased sharply, peaking at 13 cases/month in
Mar. and May 1978. Incidence decreased slightly at start of phase 2 (mean, 7.5; range, 2–11); was stable during phase 3
(mean, 6.2; range, 5–7); then exhibited large fluctuations in phase 4 (range, 0–15), eventually decreasing to single cases in
the last 2 months. MRSA bacteraemias increased in each of the first 3 years (from 0 to 1.2 per 1000 patients), and fell to
0.6 in the last
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA:MSSA: MSSA bacteraemias reported annually. Numbers of MSSA bacteraemias were
stable for the first 2 years (4.5/1000 patients), fell slightly over the next 2 years (to 3.8 and 3.5) and increased slightly in
1980 (to 4.0). Total number of S. aureus bacteraemias remained almost constant
HCW carriage: 9/432 (2%) of staff were carriers over whole study

Economic evaluation: Unoccupied IW beds estimated to cost US$460,585 for 6 months. Unfilled beds in phase 3 cost
$199,600 for 6 months. Costs represent reimbursement that would have been received had these beds been occupied

continued
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MRSA strain details: One predominant strain: uniformly resistant to cephalothin, gentamicin, tobramycin. No change in
phage type over 4 years: 51% of isolates were D11/83A, 33% D11/83A/85

Analysis in paper: No analysis of time series data

Major confounders and bias: Physical changes to hospital design from 5- to 2-bedded rooms. Burns Unit (which had
highest rate MRSA) moved to self-contained unit. Lack of screening means that changes in numbers positive on admission
would not have been detected, and their contribution to changes in incidence of infection, unknown

What the authors conclude: 
1. The organism could be contained by an IW and then side-room isolation but not eliminated
2. The burns unit appeared to be a significant factor in the control of the epidemic as was conversion from 5- to 2-bed
rooms
3. MRSA tended to replace MSSA as a cause of infections rather than add to the burden of infections

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Conclusion is supported by MRSA infection but not bacteraemia data. Lack of prevalence and carriage on admission data
makes interpretation difficult
2. Decline in numbers following relocation of burns unit is consistent with a causal relationship. No data on timing of rooms
conversions
3. Conclusion is supported by the bacteraemia data

Notes: There is some ambiguity as to whether the opening of the burns unit and change in number beds per room are
interventions or confounders. They are considered as confounders here based on the reporting of the study

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Lugeon et al., 1995104 Design: Prospective observational study (uninterrupted time series) 

Setting: University hospital Location: Lausanne, Switzerland Dates: Jan. 1989–Dec. 1992

Population characteristics: 1000-bed hospital, with ~30,000 admissions/year

Stated aim of study: To use ribotyping to investigate the epidemiology of MRSA over 4 years

Major infection control changes during the study: No major changes. Minor changes in topical eradication. Policies for
screening and isolation stayed the same throughout the study, though the policy was for both to change when clusters were
found

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms for Patients with previous Eradication attempted Gloves, gowns, masks
4 years known and MRSA on readmission. whenever MRSA detected (strict isolation for staff 
(Jan. 1989– readmitted MRSA Patient contacts of MRSA in patients or HCWs and visitors)
Dec. 1992) patients awaiting patients, and staff contacts 

screening results. when clusters found (≥ 2 
Cohorting when ≥ 3 cases of same type in same 
cases on unit.a Nurse unit)
cohorting only when 
≥ 4 cases on unita

Isolation details: 4 single rooms per unita (6% of MRSA patients had no isolation measures). Control measures
implemented for ≥ 7 days and isolation stopped when MRSA cleared

Screening details: Sites screened: nose, axillae, groin, wounds

Eradication details: Topical agents: chlorhexidine + bacitracin (1989 only); mupirocin (since 1990). Systemic agents:
cotrimoxazole + rifampicin. Treatment repeated if failed first time, and maintained if it still failed. Clearance defined by 
2 negative screens, the first being ≥ 2 days post-treatment

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 125 patients were colonised or infected with MRSA over the study (including 18 outpatients). Time series
reports monthly incidence of MRSA cases and clusters of ≥ 3 cases caused by the same strain
Infections: 25 patients with MRSA infection, including 3 bacteraemias and 5 pneumonias
Colonisation: 100 patients with MRSA colonisation only over whole study
Carriage on admission: 10 of 19 screened readmitted patients previously identified as MRSA carriers were positive on
readmission. 25 patient MRSA cases considered ‘community acquired’
MRSA acquisitions: Epidemiological links (patients with same strain type on same unit at same time) reported to have
been found for 80 of 122 MRSA cases assessed. 13 ‘breakthrough cases’ (initially MRSA-negative patients who became
positives despite implementation of control measures for known cases on unit)
Denominators: None given
Definitions: Infection: None given, but only deep infections requiring vancomycin treatment included in above figures
Carriage on admission: Positive swabs within 48 hours of admission, and no other sources on ward
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Pattern of spread characterised by 14 clusters of related cases of limited duration (the longest being 
9 months) and 42 sporadic cases not leading to secondary spread. No clear trends, although there is perhaps a tendency
for smaller and more infrequent clusters towards the end of the study
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA:MSSA: Percentage of MRSA amongst S. aureus isolates fell from 4.2% in 1989 and 1990
to 2.2% in 1992
HCW carriage: 4 cases of MRSA carriage amongst 489 staff from whom 701 specimens were taken

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: 122 isolates recovered from 122 patients were distributed into 26 ribotypes. 9 types were
recovered from more than one patient. 7% of strains were resistant to cotrimoxazole, 33% to rifampicin. None were
mupirocin resistant

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Estimates of proportions of cases that are imported and newly acquired will be vulnerable
to lack of discriminatory power or reproducibility of typing (although both were reported to be high)

What the authors conclude: 
1. New strains were introduced regularly from outside sources, and community MRSA may be a significant source. Staff
carriage was not the main source

continued
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2. Ribotyping helped to spot clusters and to focus infection control efforts
3. Spread was limited at least in part by the infection control programme, although attempted eradication was often
ineffective

Assessment of authors’ conclusions:
1. Typing data support this conclusion, and the conclusion that staff carriage was low (although data do not allow an
assessment of the relative importance of different sources)
2. Ribotyping appears to have helped identify clusters, but no comparison was made with alternative typing methods. Lack
of stability of ribotypes within single lineages and lack of discriminatory power are both threats to the validity of the
conclusions, but authors report high reproducibility and discriminatory power although ribotyping generally has poor
discrimination compared to PFGE. Not possible to assess how important ribotyping was for control
3. Not possible to assess role of control measures in preventing spread from supplied data

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Mayall et al., 1996119 Design: Prospective ITS (4 phases)

Setting: Thoracic medical and surgical ward Location: Melbourne, Australia Dates: 14 Dec. 1992–17 June 1994

Population characteristics: 35 beds in ward. Ward based in a 500-bed teaching hospital. MRSA initially endemic in ward.
Mean age of MRSA patients: 72.2 years (range: 47.3–85.0). ICT

Stated aim of study: To describe experience of controlling an outbreak of MRSA with intranasal mupirocin in a thoracic
ward with endemic MRSA

Major infection control changes during the study: Screening, patient isolation, topical eradication, handwashing
education

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 NC All patients screened on Mupirocin for all patients Handwashing education
49 days admission and twice weekly. regardless of MRSA status
(14 Dec. HCWs screened once (3 times/day for 3 days, 
1992–31 Jan. then 3 times/week)
1993)

Phase 2 None All patients screened on Mupirocin for all patients As phase 1
45 days admission and twice weekly regardless of MRSA status
(1 Feb.–17 (on admission, then 
Mar. 1993) 3 times/week)

Phase 3 None All patients screened on Mupirocin for all patients As phase 1
92 days admission and weekly regardless of MRSA status
(18 Mar.–17 (on admission, then weekly)
June 1993)

Phase 4 None All patients screened on As phase 2 As phase 1
365 days admission until end of 1993 
(18 June onlya

1993–17 
June 1994)

Isolation details: Current and previous MRSA patients cohorted on 4-bed bays (from 17 Dec. 1992) regardless of swab
results. 3 single rooms, one of which was occupied by an MRSA patient at the start of phase 1

Screening details: Screening site: nose

Eradication details: In phase 1 systemic MRSA eradication for one HCW

Reported outcomes: 
1. Incidence:

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
MRSA acquisitions 1 0 2 3
MRSA carriage on admission/number of admissions 7/131 7/113 13/264 20/1260a

Infections 1 0 2 0
Denominators: number of patients swabbed 125 109 130 398
Definitions: Infections: not specified. Carriage on admission: positive swabs taken prior to or within 48 h of admission
2. Point prevalence: During phase 1 numbers of positive patients declined steadily and no MRSA patients were on the
ward by the end of Jan.
3. Trends: No data

Economic evaluation: Costings for staff time, mupirocin and screening given for each phase. Total costs estimated to be
A$41,205, of which A$32,695 (79%) was attributed to screening

MRSA strain details: 8 strain types identified by PFGE. No one predominant strain, but 2 types comprised ~50% of
strains. No high-level mupirocin resistance

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis of transmission data (Fisher’s exact test used)

Major confounders and bias: Changes in screening effort and practice make interpretation of colonisation data difficult.
Comparison with pre-study data (see Notes below) vulnerable to regression to the mean effects

What the authors conclude: 
1. Outbreak was controlled after introduction of patient and NC, hand-hygiene emphasis and blanket mupirocin. Blanket
mupirocin may be effective as an adjunct to patient and nurse cohorting for outbreak control
2. Blanket mupirocin used 3 times/week is effective at decreasing the incidence of MRSA infections if <10% admissions
carry MRSA

continued
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Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Conclusion implies there was reduced transmission after the intervention which occurred in phase 1. However, there is
nothing to suggest what proportion of cases in the cluster that provoked the intervention (prior to phase 1) was associated
with imported cases. There is therefore no clear evidence that transmission was reduced
2. Not shown. Data provide little evidence for differences in transmission between phases, but failure to report detailed
prevalence data prevents meaningful comparisons between phases of study

Notes: Authors also compare outcome data from the study period with historical data (1987–92). Mean number of newly
detected colonised patients per quarter was 6.95 over this period. However, minimal information is supplied regarding
control measures in this period and the 10 MRSA cases detected between 3 and 9 Dec. 1992 provoked the series of
interventions. Any such comparison is therefore of limited interest

a Based on incomplete surveillance as admission screens stopped at end of 1993.
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Study: Murray-Leisure et al., 199083 Design: Retrospective ITS (2 phases)

Setting: General hospital Location: Philadelphia, PA, USA Dates: Mar. 1986–Oct. 1989

Population characteristics: 855 beds, but ~600 inpatients including many psychiatric and chronic care residents and 
120 nursing home beds. MRSA not endemic. ICT

Stated aim of study: To describe the control of an MRSA epidemic

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation, screening

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single roomsa Contacts of MRSA patients Topical and systemic 1. Gowns, gloves (masks if 
32 months screened from Aug. 1988 eradication for patients respiratory)
(Mar. 1986– 2. Handwashing education
23 Oct. 1988) 3. Patient movement

restrictions (Jan. 1988) 
4. Standard antibiotic
treatment (Jan. 1988) 
5. 2nd infection control
practitioner (Aug. 1988)

Phase 2 IW 1. Contacts of MRSA As phase 1 As phase 1 + 
12 months patients 1. central vascular lines and 
(24 Oct. 2. Admission screens for vascular surgery avoided 
1988–Oct. transfers from nursing until MRSA eradication
1989) homes and other hospitals 2. Body substance isolation 

3. Former MRSA patients (from Jan. 1989)317

screened monthly

Isolation details: 25–30-bed IW; no overflow.a Patients discharged from isolation ward if MRSA-negative 1 and 2 weeks
after end of eradication regimen

Screening details: Sites for contact and admission screens: nose, lesions, sputum, wound, ulcer.a Former MRSA patients
screened at high risk and previously positive sites

Eradication details: Topical agents: chlorhexidine or hexachlorophene, bacitracin. Systemic agents: TMP/SMX + rifampicin
or ciprofloxacin + rifampicin. More aggressive antibiotic eradication reported after Oct. 1988

Reported outcomes: 
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Monthly incidence reported
Infections: MRSA bacteraemias: 8 in phase 1; 0 in phase 2
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: Monthly figures from Oct. 1988, including number screened, and number of admissions
Attributable mortality: No data
Definitions: Infection: not specified. Carriage on admission: positive admission screens
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Low incidence of total MRSA carriage from Mar. 1986 to Oct. 1987 (0–3 cases/month). Monthly incidence
increased (although not smoothly) to peak between Aug. and Oct. 1988 (12–16 cases). Incidence declined in phase 2 to
0–4 cases per month by May 1989. Numbers positive on admission (measured in phase 2 only) fell each month after
Oct. 88, and were zero from January 1989 (although numbers screened were also very low)

Economic evaluation: Cost of vancomycin usage reported

MRSA strain details: No strain typing

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Large changes in screening and culturing. Changes in numbers positive on admission
(unknown in phase 1, fall in phase 2) may be related to control at health facilities from where patients were transferred

What the authors conclude:
1. Efforts to control the outbreak without intensive surveillance and without the isolation ward were unsuccessful 
2. It may be possible to control EMRSA in a large institution with limited resources and without typing

Assessment of authors’ conclusions:
1. Data support conclusion, although, as the authors acknowledge, it is not possible to determine relative contributions of
new acquisitions and imported cases. Therefore, it is possible, if unlikely, that initial control measures were effective at
preventing spread
2. Evidence may support this but reduction in phase 2 may be related to reduction in imported cases

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Onesko and Wienke, 198757 Design: Hybrid retrospective (phase 1) and prospective (phase 2) ITS

Setting: ICU and general medical ward Location: St Louis, MO, USA Dates: Aug. 1983–July 1985

Population characteristics: 40-bed general medical ward and 10-bed ICU based in 500-bed teaching hospital. 3633
patients during study. Endemic MRSA. ICT, with 1–1.5 ICNs for the 500 beds

Stated aim of study: To determine impact of low-iodine soap on nosocomial infections, in particular those due to MRSA

Major infection control changes during the study: Handwashing agent; patient isolation

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single room None Eradication for selected 1. Strict/contact isolation 
12 months patients only CDC guidelines 1975315

(Aug. 1983– 2. Non-medicated soap 
July 1984) used

3. Povidone iodine for
isolated patients
4. Handwashing education

Phase 2 Single room None As phase 1 1. Low-iodine soap 
12 months replaced all other soaps
(Aug. 1984– 2. Handwashing education
July 1985) 3. Contact isolation CDC

guidelines 1983314

Isolation details: Single rooms assumed as contact and strict isolation. In phase 1 strict isolation before Jan. 1985 

Screening details: No screening

Eradication details: No organised policy, but determined on an individual basis by patients’ physicians

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Infections: Nosocomial MRSA infections/no. discharged: 25/1833 (phase 1); 5/1800 (phase 2). Time series of number of
nosocomial MRSA infections per month reported for whole study. Phase 2 apparently excludes community-acquired
cases. Unclear whether the same exclusions were made for phase 1, or whether same (unspecified) criteria were applied
Carriage on admission: 9 ‘occult community-acquired cases of MRSA’ in phase 2
Denominators: Total number admissions each phase. No monthly denominators
Definitions: Infection: CDC criteria 1971.316 Carriage on admission: not specified 
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Assuming patient discharges for each phase to be distributed equally over the months, number of infections
per month ranged from 0 to 5 in phase 1 and 0 to 3 in phase 2. No obvious trend in phase 1, although cases declined in
each of the last 3 months (from 5 to 1). After 1 case in the first month of phase 2, no further cases occurred for 8
months. There were then 4 cases in the last 3 months. Some evidence of a decline in the number of MSSA infections in
phase 2
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA:MSSA: 25 MSSA infections in phase 1; 5 in phase 2. Time series of nosocomial MSSA
infections presented

Economic evaluation: Reduction in all nosocomial infections (including MRSA) estimated to have saved US$109,500:
$78,000 attributed to an assumed 4-day increase in LOS of infected patients, the remainder due to delays in placing MRSA
patients in nursing homes

MRSA strain details: No details given

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (t-test used to compare MRSA incidence)

Major confounders and bias: Regression to mean

What the authors conclude: Nosocomial MRSA infection rate decreased by 80% after the change of soap, and this was
assumed to be due to the greater use of soap

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Decline predated the introduction of soap by 3 months, and may therefore have
been unrelated to the intervention. ICU and medical divisions selected for intervention as they had highest MRSA levels, so
regression to mean likely to be important. Further interpretation difficult without prevalence data. In particular, much of
phase 2 data are consistent with a prevalence of 0. Unclear why the 9 ‘community-acquired cases’ in phase 2 were excluded
if they caused infections, or how they were detected if they did not. No mention is made of exclusions of such cases in
phase 1

Notes: Soap chosen for less skin irritation and for effect on S. aureus
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Study: Oto et al., 1992101 Design: Retrospective before- and after-study (2 phases)

Setting: Neonatal unit Location: Santiago, Chile Dates: 1 Dec. 1987–31 July 1988

Population characteristics: 42 beds in unit in a general hospital. All patients in neonatal unit included (487 patients).
Neonates were born in maternity unit and transferred to other care rooms. Unit includes: 1 intensive care room, 4
intermediate care rooms, 1 intensive/intermediate care room, 1 minimum care room. Endemic MRSA. ICTa

Stated aim of study: To report results of a programme to reduce levels of MRSA infection

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation, eradication therapy, screening, handwashing
education

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None Patients screened only in None None
4 months last 11 days of the phase
(1 Dec. 
1987–Mar. 
31 1988)

Phase 2 Cohorting on closed Patients screened within Topical + systemic 1. Handwashing education
4 months bays with designated 72 h of admission. eradication for patients + 2. Gloves, masks, aprons
(1 Apr.–31 nursing staff (NC) Transfers from intensive staff 3. Room cleaning
July 1988) care room screened.

HCWs (Apr.–May and 
July–Aug.a)

Isolation details: Intermediate care rooms (bays) used in phase 2.a No overflow neededa

Screening details: Sites screened: nose only for patients; nose and hands for HCWs

Eradication details: Topical agents: bacitracin and neomycin. Systemic agents: TMP/SMX

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:

Phase 1 Phase 2
Total infections 30 17
Septicaemias 2 2
Pneumonias 8 2
Nasally colonised patients 16 (swabs in last 11 days of phase only) 6
Carriage on admission No data No data
Attributable deaths 1 1
Denominators:
Number of patients 237 250
Number of nasal swabs 52 299
Definitions: Infection: positive cultures from tissues/fluids and adverse clinical manifestations
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No data
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA:MSSA In 1988 MRSA represented ~50% of S. aureus isolates

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: None

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis of incidence data (
2 test used)

Major confounders and bias: Design of study likely to be associated with large reporting bias. Seasonal effects possible

What the authors conclude: There was a significant reduction in MRSA disease incidence after introduction of control
measures

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: There was a reduction in MRSA infection, but the significance cannot be assessed
with supplied data. Many potential confounders and lack of time series data prevent identification of any underlying trends

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Papia et al., 1999106 Design: Prospective non-comparative study
Setting: 1100-bed teaching hospital. Location: Toronto, Canada Dates: June 1996–May 1997
Population characteristics: MRSA initially described as endemic in hospital (4% of S. aureus isolates). ICT. Study
population consisted of acute care patients (470 beds). Number of patients: 1742 patients screened, out of 16,646
admissions. Mean ages: 72.6 for patients MRSA-positive on admission; 63.7 MRSA-negative. Mean LOS for MRSA-positive:
24 days
Stated aim of study: To determine cost-effectiveness of screening high-risk patients for MRSA colonisation on admission
Major changes during the study: None

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms Admission screening Attempted for patients Handwashing emphasised.
12 months (within 72 h) for high-risk Gloves and gowns
June 1996– patients
May1997
Isolation details: All infected or colonised patients placed in private rooms
Screening details: High-risk patients defined as previously MRSA-positive; transfers from nursing homes and hospitals; and
patients in nursing homes in last 3 months. Sites screened: nose, lesions, wounds, perineum, catheter exit sites. No enrichment
Eradication details: Topical mupirocin and chlorhexidine baths for all MRSA patients. Follow-up cultures taken weekly for
3 weeks, then monthly for 3 months. Clearance defined by three negative cultures 1 week apart
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 64 cases detected amongst patients during study
MRSA carriage on admission: 1742a high-risk patients had admission screens (~85% of those meeting criteria for
admission screens). 23 were MRSA-positive
MRSA acquisitions: Hospital rate of nosocomial transmission of MRSA (calculated as the ratio of the number of
nosocomially acquired cases to the total number of patient days for patients known to carry MRSA on admission): 0.048
transmissions/day
Definitions: MRSA carriage on admission: patients with positive swabs within 72 h of admission were considered positive
on admission
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No data

Economic evaluation: The study attempted to provide an estimate of the cost-effectiveness of a screening policy. It
includes a detailed costing of the resources used to take swabs, undertake swabs and infection control measures for
colonised patients. The cost of a private room is used to represent the opportunity costs of isolation. They estimated the
avoided infections resulting from the introduction of the policy to be 22 assuming 0.048 transmissions per colonised patient
day. The breakeven reduction required if the policy was to pay for itself was 6. Costs of contact tracing and treating an
MRSA case are not included
MRSA strain details: One predominant strain found (phage type 95)
Analysis in paper: Comparison of MRSA carriage on admission between high-risk patients and others. p-Values reported
but no methods specified so basis of calculations is not clear and cannot be assessed
Major confounders and bias: Comparison of rates of MRSA carriage on admission between high-risk patients and others
likely to be subject to large detection bias due to major differences in screening practices for the two groups. Estimate of
rate of nosocomial acquisition assumes all cases found ≥ 72 h after admission were newly acquired, but only 10% of patients
had such admission screens. Consequently, patients positive on admission may have been misclassified as new acquisitions.
Only 85% of high-risk patients screened, and this may represent a biased sample of all high-risk patients
What the authors conclude: If early identification of MRSA prevents transmission to 6 or more patients, the screening
programme would save money. Prevention of a smaller number may still be cost-effective
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Authors’ conclusion is not justified by the data. Conclusions are based on the tacit
assumption that estimated costs for an MRSA-colonised patient were attributable only to MRSA. In fact, they include costs
that other patients would also incur, such as nursing costs. Costs estimates will also be sensitive to LOS, and it is not known
how much longer patients stay as a result of MRSA. Much of the estimated cost is also attributable to lost revenue due to
use of private rooms that could be occupied by patients with supplemental private insurance coverage (assumed to be 40%
of patients using private rooms), so external validity of conclusions may be very limited. Costs of implementing infection
control procedures for MRSA patients appear to be based on arbitrary assumptions. Estimates of the costs of the screening
programme, however, appear to be sound
Notes: Results of case–control study not considered here. Paper also reports numbers of cases (new acquisitions and
otherwise) for 1 year prior to and 1 year after this study, but no details of isolation and screening are for these periods and
these results are therefore not considered here. Cost estimates likely to be very sensitive to local conditions

a For this figure, and for some others, values reported in the text disagree with those from the abstract. Except for the
dates of the study, the values in the main text have been assumed to be correct.
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Study: Pearman et al., 198598 Design: Retrospective ITS (3 phases)
Setting: Teaching hospital Location: Perth, Australia Dates: Jan. 1982–June 1984
Population characteristics: 955 beds. Mean age of MRSA patients: 54 (range 16–91). MRSA not endemic. ICT, with 2 
half-time ICNs
Stated aim of study: To describe an outbreak and control measures taken to terminate it and to prevent further outbreaks
Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation and screening

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single roomsa Contacts of MRSA patients Attempted for staff carriers Staff MRSA carriers kept 
5 months (HCWs and patients). and patients undergoing off work until treated
(1 Jan.–31 Weekly screens for HCWs long treatment in selected 
May 1982) treating MRSA patients units
Phase 2 Single roomsa for As phase 1 + As phase 1 As phase 1 +
1 month MRSA patients and admission/starting screens New HCWs allowed to 
(1–30 June patients from outside for patients/HCWs having start work only if shown 
1982) Western Australia been in hospitals outside not to carry MRSA

awaiting screening Western Australia in 
results preceding 12 months

Phase 3 IWa for known As phase 2 As phase 1 As phase 2
24 month MRSA patients. (+ additional screenings 
(1 July 1982– Single rooms for sites)
June 1984) overflow patients 

from outside Western 
Australia awaiting 
screening resultsa

Isolation details: Phases 1 and 2: no overflow. Phase 3: IW contained 5 beds, all in single rooms
Screening details: Screening sites: nose, perineum, wound, lesions. Additional sites from July 1982: hands, wrists (patients
and HCWs), throat, mouth, CSU (patients)
Eradication details: Eradication also for patients carrying MRSA on transfer to other hospitals or nursing homes. Systemic
treatment used if topical treatment failed. Topical agents: chlorhexidine or hexachlorophane. Systemic agents: rifampicin +
fusidic acid. Clearance defined by 3 negative swabs ≥ 24 hours, the first ≥ 3 days post-treatment
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Monthly incidence of patients colonised or infected with MRSA (including cases detected postdischarge). 
59 patients colonised or infected with MRSA during study
Infections: 24 patients with MRSA infections during study
Colonisation: 35 patients with MRSA colonisation during study
MRSA carriage on admission: Monthly incidence reported. Total patient carriers detected on admission: 33 (28 had been in
hospitals outside W. Australia in previous 12 months; 4 had MRSA detected in other Perth hospitals and were
transferred)
Attributable deaths: No data
Denominators: None
Definitions: Infection: local state criteria.318 Carriage on admission: figures based on admission or preadmission swabs
performed on selected patients. For patients with no such swabs, no distinction between imported and newly acquired
cases
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Total monthly MRSA incidence in patients showed a cluster in May–July 1982 (5, 9 and 5 cases); otherwise
only sporadic cases were seen (≤ 2 cases/month). Detected patients carrying MRSA on admission increased with time
4. Secondary outcomes: HCW carriage: 9 cases detected, including 1 detected at application for employment

Economic evaluation: A$920 per annum for selective medium (~330 plates per month) reported as the only major expense
MRSA strain details: Outbreak strain resistant to tetracycline, erythromycin, gentamicin, clindamycin. Lysed by phage 88
Analysis in paper: None
Major confounders and bias: Large reporting bias expected with this type of small outbreak report with successful outcome
What the authors conclude: An MRSA outbreak can be terminated by nursing MRSA patients on a separate isolation unit
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: There is some support for the conclusion, in that the number of new cases
decreased and the outbreak ended only after the IW was opened. However, this was a small outbreak and stochastic fadeout
provides a plausible explanation. Changes in numbers detected carrying MRSA may reflect changes in screening policy
Notes: Isolation unit commissioned in 1981 but first used for MRSA patients in July 1982a

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Pfaller et al., 1991112 Design: Phase 1: prospective non-comparative study. Phase 2: outbreak report
(reported only because there was a cluster of cases)

Setting: General hospital Location: Iowa, USA. Dates: 18 June 1985–30 Aug. 1985
Population characteristics: 327 beds. Mean LOS: 9.0 days. ~10,000 admissions/year
Stated aim of study: To estimate the point prevalence, source and nosocomial acquisition of MRSA. To describe the
association between MRSA subtypes found during the study and in a subsequent cluster
Major infection control changes during the study: Changes to patient isolation and screening

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single-room isolation All patients in medical and surgical No details Handwashing education, 
1 month services screened (nose only) at start gowns, gloves and masks 
(18 June–17 of phase and on admission and discharge. for all patient care activity
July 1985) Admission screening for patients with 

previous MRSA, and transfers from 
chronic care centres with MRSA

Phase 2 Cohorting and Contacts (patients and carers) of No details As phase 1 +
1.5 months single-room isolation MRSA patients. Admissions redirected to 
(18 July– Admission screening for patients a specific unit
30 Aug. with previous MRSA, and transfers 
1985) from chronic care centres with MRSA
Isolation details: No details
Screening details: Screening sites: nose, perineum, axillae, wounds
Eradication details: No information
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 13 cases in phase 1; 11 cases in phase 2
Infections: 1 infection in phase 1; 8 infections in phase 2
Colonisation: 12 colonised patients in phase 1; 3 in phase 2
MRSA carriage on admission: 7 of 473 screened patients (~1.5%) colonised on admission in phase 1. In phase 2, 3 of the
cases were known to be colonised or infected on admission
MRSA acquisitions: 4 of 473 screened patients in phase 1 acquired MRSA strains. In phase 2, 7 of the MRSA cases had had
negative admission screens in phase 1, so can be considered to be new acquisitions
Denominators: 473 paired (admission and discharge) cultures in phase 1
Definitions: Infection criteria: modified CDC 1971316

MRSA carriage on admission: positive admission swabs in phase 1
2. Point prevalence: Point prevalence of MRSA carriage at start of phase 2 (medical and surgical services): 2 out of 166
patients (1.2%). Prevalence of the phase 2 outbreak strain is reported for both phases
3. Trends: Time series too short for trends to be apparent, but there were comparable numbers of transmission events
in each phase, the main difference being that in contrast to phase 1, those in phase 2 appeared to be mostly due to the
same strain
4. Secondary outcomes: HCW carriage: No staff carriers of MRSA were found from among the 70 screened

Economic evaluation: Extra cost due to one MRSA infection estimated to be US$7480 per patient. 55% of this was due to
extra LOS. REAP typing estimated to cost $10–30 per isolate (depending on number of isolates)
MRSA strain details: In prospective part of study (phase 1), 8 types from 11 MRSA strains were found by REAP, although
antibiograms were similar. 2 isolates had no plasmids. In August outbreak (phase 2) 7 patients had the same strain (A2), two
others shared another type and one other type was carried by a single patient
Analysis in paper: None
Major confounders and bias: If conceived as a comparative study, comparison with phase 1 is problematic as phase 2 was
reported only because there was an outbreak. As a non-comparative study, phase 1 contributes valid information, although
the estimate of the amount of transmission may be biased by selection of patients for screening
What the authors conclude: 
1. The outbreak was controlled by strict enforcement of handwashing and patient cohorting
2. Observations emphasise value of molecular epidemiology typing as an aid to controlling nosocomial infection
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Phase 1 data are consistent with a low transmission rate, suggesting that stochastic fadeout of any clusters would not be
unlikely. Therefore, unclear whether phase 2 outbreak would have ended without additional control measures
2. Typing clearly provided information that could not be obtained from antibiograms alone, although it is not clear how
much transmission was missed owing to plasmid loss. Not clear that additional information contributed to increased control

REAP, restriction endonuclease analysis of plasmid DNA.
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Study: Ribner et al., 1986110 Design: Prospective cross-over cohort study (with predefined protocol)
Setting: SICU and SIMU Location: Texas, USA Dates: Not specified
Population characteristics: Both units based in a 720-bed tertiary hospital with endemic MRSA and ICT. SICU: 32 beds,
3181 patient days during study. SIMU: 20 beds, 2205 patient days
Stated aim of study: To assess whether using modified infection control precautions appropriate to patients’ sites of
colonisation or infection with MRSA results in the same degree of transmission as placing all patients, colonised or infected,
in strict isolation
Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

SICU
Phase 1 Modified precautions All patients screened None described
2 months Masks and gloves unless: weekly and after 

• Colonised or infected wounds: masks, discharge
gloves, gowns and single rooms preferred

• Colonisation or infection of LRT or 
burns: strict isolation

Phase 2 Strict isolation As phase 1 None described
2 months (Masks, gloves, gowns, single rooms 
(starting preferred)
straight after 
phase 1)
SIMU
Phase 3 Strict isolation All patients screened None described
2 months weekly and after 
(at same time discharge
as phase 1 
in SICU)
Phase 4 Modified precautions As phase 1 None described
2 months
(starting straight 
after phase 1)
Isolation details: 8 (25%) SICU beds in single rooms. All 20 SIMU beds as single rooms
Screening details: Screening sites: nose, wounds, lesions, tracheostomy sites, sputum, abnormal skin
Eradication details: No eradication described
Reported outcomes:

1. Incidence:
Modified isolation Strict isolation 
(phases 1 and 4) (phases 2 and 3)

Total MRSA acquisitions in SIMU 2 7
Total MRSA acquisitions in SICU 7 4
MRSA colonisations acquired (SICU + SIMU) 4 5
MRSA bacteraemias (SICU and SIMU) 1 2
Patient days in SICU 1535 1646
Patient days in SIMU 1145 1060
Definitions: Infection criteria: none specified
MRSA carriage on admission: positive swabs taken within 72 h of admission
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No data

Economic evaluation: Estimated cost per patient day: strict isolation US$40–50; modified precautions: $5. Estimated
annual savings: $43,800. Details of calculations not supplied
MRSA strain details: None given
Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis (
2 and Fisher’s exact test used)
Major confounders and bias: Effects of earlier phases may have contaminated later phases. Study is also vulnerable to the
existence of underlying trends (since settings were chosen in part for the high MRSA levels, a decreasing trend due to
regression to the mean effects is plausible over the short time intervals considered). Together these have the potential to
mask effects due to the control policy
What the authors conclude: Modified precautions can be as effective as strict isolation in preventing MRSA transmission
in hospitals
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: The study does not provide any evidence that modified precautions are less
effective than strict isolation, although the power to detect a difference is not reported and is likely to be very low. Between
phase ‘contamination’ could be important, and conclusions are vulnerable to the existence of underlying trends
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Study: Schlünzen et al., 1997105 Design: Retrospective outbreak report (ITS, 2 phases)

Setting: General hospital Location: Copenhagen, Denmark Dates: 5 Aug.–15 Nov. 1994

Population characteristics: 330-bed hospital. MRSA not endemic. ICT with one infection control nursea

Stated aim of study: To describe an outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation changed from single rooms to cohorting on a closed
bay with designated nursing staff (NC)

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Side rooms (1–2 Contacts of MRSA patients Topical eradication from Masks, gloves, aprons
1.5 months patients per room, patients with mupirocin and 
(5 Aug.– no designated staff)a chlorhexidine
22 Sept.)

Phase 2 NC on closed bay Contacts of MRSA patients, As above As above
~2 months HCWs
(22 Sept.–
mid-Nov. 
1994)

Isolation details: No overflow required for either phasea

Screening details: MRSA patients screened weekly at multiple sites. Patient screening sites: nose, throat, perineum, axillae,
inguinal area, tracheal secretions, wounds. Staff screening site: nose

Eradication details: Clearance criteria: three consecutive negative swabs within 1 week ≥ 48 h after end of treatment

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:

Phase 1 Phase 2
Total MRSA (number of patients) 8 0
Infections No data No data
Colonisation: 8 0
MRSA carriage on admission 2 0
MRSA acquisitions 6 0
Attributable mortality 1 0
2. Point prevalence: Full prevalence data reported
3. Trends: Full timing of acquisitions reported, but number of cases too small to describe a trend

Economic evaluation: Total cost to hospital estimated to be DKK 600,000. Staff costs associated with patient isolation:
DKK 500,000. Medicine and disposables costs: DKK 90,000

MRSA strain details: Three strain types defined by PFGE : A and B from one patient each, type C from six patients. Type
C resistant to penicillin, gentamicin, cefuroxime, sulphonamide, ciprofloxacin, erythromycin, clindamycin

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Large reporting bias may be expected for short successfully controlled outbreak reports

What the authors conclude: 
1. The outbreak was only brought to an end after NC isolation measures were introduced 
2. Screening multiple sites was important for control

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that NC contributed to control, although numbers are very small, stochastic
fadeout would not have been unlikely and reporting bias may be expected with this type of report
2. Study does not allow an assessment of the importance for control of screening multiple sites, but it is clear that many
carriage sites would have been missed had these not been screened

DKK, Danish Kroner.
a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Selkon et al., 198082 Design: Retrospective ITS (2 phases)

Setting: 1000 bed teaching hospital Location: Newcastle, UK Dates: 1968–78

Population characteristics: ~26,500 patients admitted to hospital each year. ICT. MRSA initially epidemic

Stated aim of study: To describe the epidemic

Major changes during the study: Patient isolation, screening, and antibiotic use

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single roomsa. NC Contacts of MRSA patients Attempted for patients 1. Ward closures
5.5 years attempted but not and HCWs 2. Barrier nursing
(1968–mid- possible owing to 
1973) staff shortagesa

Phase 2 IW (for MRSA Contacts of MRSA patients. As phase 1 1. Barrier nursing
5.5 years patients and Transfers to cleared areas 2. Patient quarantine for 
(mid-1973– contacts) from non-cleared areas transfers to cleared areas 
1978) from non-cleared areas

Isolation details: Most side rooms exhaust ventilateda. IW (purpose-built, 12 beds, including 8 single rooms) used for
isolating patients from each department sequentially until MRSA cleared from that area

Screening details: Nasal screens cultured without enrichment

Eradication details: Topical nasal eradication with aminoglycoside, bacitracin and unspecified agenta. HCWs also used
hexachlorophane soap and bath solutiona

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Infections: Annual incidence of infections due to MRSA strains also resistant to tetracycline and/or streptomycin reported
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: No data 
MRSA acquisitions: No data
Attributable deaths: No data
Denominators: Total deaths and discharges reported from 1972 only
Definitions: Infections: MRSA isolated from a wound suspected to be infected on clinical groundsa

2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: MRSA infections increased steadily from 37 in 1968 to peak at 177 in 1972. They subsequently declined to 14
in 1978 (despite an increase in 1976)

Secondary outcomes: Annual incidence of infections due to MSSA strains resistant to penicillin, tetracycline and
streptomycin showed large fluctuations and declined each year, falling from 196 to 102/year in phase 1, but remained
between 100 and 200/year throughout

Economic evaluation: No formal evaluation, but IW reported to have been considered an economical solution which
avoided ward closures and allowed an uninterrupted continuation of patient servicesa

MRSA strain details: Increase and later decrease in MRSA accounted for by changing prevalence of one phage type
(75/85). After 1972 tetracycline resistance was no longer invariably associated with streptomycin resistance, which declined
rapidly in the early 1970s, resulting in a re-definition of ‘hospital staphylococci’ in 1972a

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis for time series data: linear regression relating MRSA incidence to time reported

Major confounders and bias: Reported though unquantified decline in tetracycline use from 1972 is an important
confounder

What the authors conclude: Attempts to control MRSA failed until isolation ward opened. Subsequently there was a
marked reduction in MRSA infections. The IW was effective at preventing the spread of S. aureus from individual patients

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Phase 1 attempts to control MRSA clearly failed, and decline in phase 2 is consistent
with the assertion that the IW was effective in preventing spread. However, potentially important confounders exist, in
particular changes in antibiotic use

Notes: The decrease in MRSA strains was not paralleled by a decrease in other ‘hospital staphylococci’, carriers of which
were not isolated in the IW until near the end of the study when some evidence of decrease in these strains was seen

a Additional information obtained from authors. 
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Study: Shanson et al., 197628 Design: Retrospective outbreak report, ITS (2 phases)

Setting: Tertiary teaching hospital Location: London, UK Dates: January 1976–May 1976

Population characteristics: ~350-bed hospitala. Outbreak restricted to two general medical and two general surgical
wards. MRSA not endemic. Mean LOS: ~10 days

Stated aim of study: To report the first S. aureus strain resistant to gentamicin and methicillin

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation and screening and educational interventions

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 MRSA patients Patient contacts of MRSA Eradication therapy for 1. Handwashing education
~3 months initially transferred to cases. colonised patientsa 2. Ward closure
(Jan.–late- an infectious diseases Weekly screens for 3. Gloves
Mar. 1976)a unit at another sitea patients and HCWs in 4. Non-touch dressing

Single rooms after affected areas 5. Ward cleaning
Feb./early Marcha

Phase 2 IW As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1
~1.5 months
(last week in 
Mar.–12 May 
1976)

Isolation details: In phase 1, infectious diseases unit refused to take further cases during Feb./early Mar. IW (phase 2) had
20 beds, no single rooms.a IW eventually closed and remaining patients transferred to medical wards with NC in separate
rooms

Screening details: Site screened: nose

Eradication details: Topical agent: chlorhexidine cream. Systemic agent (used for a few patients): erythromycina

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Phase 1: 14 cases detected in hospital (detection dates reported). Phase 2: 2 cases. (Also 2 cases detected
elsewhere in phase 1 suspected to have been acquired in hospital during outbreak)
Infections: No data 
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: None 
Attributable mortality: No data
Definitions: Infection: None. Carriage on admission: all strains of common outbreak type assumed to be nosocomial
except index case
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Acquisition rate decreased substantially in phase 2. Last case occurred on 12 May. No further cases in the 
6 months since all closed wards were reopened

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: One predominant strain: resistant to gentamicin, tetracycline, streptomycin, kanamycin and
tobramycin. All lysed by phage 77, and most also by 29 and 55

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: Large reporting bias expected for short reports of successfully controlled outbreaks such as
this

What the authors conclude: Since the use of the infection control measures the epidemic has not returned for over 
6 months

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Authors make no conclusions about effectiveness of isolation measures, but there is
some support for the hypothesis that the IW contributed to control. However, observed course of outbreak would not be
inconsistent with stochastic fadeout

Notes: Isolated cases were also detected at two other hospitals and a convalescent home

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Shanson et al., 1985111 Design: Retrospective observational study (1 phase)

Setting: University hospital Location: London, UK Dates: June–Sept. 1985

Population characteristics: 450-bed hospital.a Mean LOS ~8 days.a ICT, with 1 ICNa

Stated aim of study: To describe an outbreak due to an epidemic strain

Major infection control changes during the study: No major changes, but a number of minor changes

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 IW Patient and staff contacts of Eradication from staff 1. Handwashing education, 
1 June–30 MRSA cases screened when carriers gloves and gowns after 
Sept. 1985 cases found on surgical ward mid-July

and ICU, and weekly.a 2. Ward closures
Patients and staff in reopened 3. Patient contacts of 
wards screened weekly for MRSA patients screening 
3 weeksa negative allowed to return

to reopened cleaned wards

Isolation details: Purpose-built ventilated IW contained 18 beds (all in single rooms) and accommodated MRSA patients
and burns patients for protection.a MRSA patients in the unit were cared for by designated nursing staff only after more
nurses were provided when a case of cross-infection occurred there (mid-July). Single rooms used for overflow MRSA
patients when discharge was not possiblea

Screening details: Screening sites: nose, lesions (also throat, perineum, wrists, hairline for nasal MRSA cases)

Eradication details: Topical agents: pseudomonic acid. Naseptin (once). Systemic agents (once): rifampicin + fusidic acid

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: 15 patients
Infections: 13 infections, 0 bacteraemias
Colonisation: 2 patients with MRSA colonisation only
MRSA carriage on admission: 2 of the 15 cases were detected on readmission
Attributable mortality: No data
Denominators: 420 swabs taken from 324 patients and HCWs
Definitions: infection: not specified. Carriage on admission: all strains of common outbreak type considered true
acquisitions
2. Point prevalence: Almost complete prevalence data reported
3. Trends: N/a as outbreak too short
4. Secondary outcomes: HCW MRSA: 5 colonised HCWs

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: Resistant to penicillin, tetracycline, gentamicin, erythromycin. Not typeable with routine phage

Analysis in paper: None

Major confounders and bias: stochastic fadeout would not be unlikely for such a small outbreak, and reporting bias likely
to be associated with this type of report

What the authors conclude: Extensive use of the isolation unit was important for the complete control of the outbreak
and early control would have been impossible without it

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Isolation unit was in continual operation throughout, and there were many other
changes including ward closures and the assignment of staff to patients in the unit. Consequently, value of the unit in the
control of the outbreak is not readily assessed. Furthermore, there is evidence that there was spread within the isolation
unit, and from patients in the unit to those outside it

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Souweine et al., 200078 Design: Retrospective before- and after-study, where comparison was not suggested
by data

Setting: ICU Location: Clermont-Ferrand, France Dates: 1 May 1994–30 Apr. 1996
Population characteristics: 10 beds in ICU. 555 patients during study. Mean age: 65 (phase 1); 62 (phase 2). Mean LOS:
12.1 days (phase 1), 8.2 days (phase 2)
Stated aim of study: To determine the impact of infection control measures on colonisation and infection due to MRSA
(and other nosocomial pathogens)
Major infection control changes during the study: Screening, barrier precautions (gloves, gowns), ICN visits, prompt
patient discharges, handwashing education, changes in antibiotic prescribing

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None None None No recommendations for 
(1 May 1994– handwashing or gloves 
30 Apr. 1995) except for aseptic

procedures
Phase 2 Barrier precautions All patients screened on Mupirocin used for patients 1. Imipenem use 
(1 May 1995– (gloves and gowns) admission, discharge and with nasal MRSA carriage discouraged
30 Apr. 1996) at weekly intervals 2. Handwashing education

(twice weekly ICN visits)
3. Prompt patient
discharge
4. Daily chlorhexidine
washes 

Isolation details: No single rooms on warda

Screening details: Screening sites: nose, rectum
Eradication details: Clearance defined by two weekly negative surveillance cultures
Reported outcomes: Results based on clinical isolates only, and not screening swabs

1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Phase 1 Phase 2
MRSA infected or colonised patients 18 9
MRSA infections/colonisations per 1000 patient days 6.0 3.3
Infections:
MRSA bacteraemias 4 2
MRSA pneumonias 4 1
Total MRSA-infected patients 12 6
Colonisation: 7 3
Carriage on admission: No data No data
Attributable deaths: No data No data
Denominators:
Number of patients 233 351

Definitions: Infection: CDC criteria 1988.311 Carriage on admission: positive swabs within 48 h of admission or other
evidence of prior carriage. Clinical isolates for infections considered to be acquired outside the ICU were excluded in
above outcome data
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No data

Economic evaluation: Total antibiotic cost per patient: £98.7 (phase 1); £62.7 (phase 2), with costing for individual
antibiotics
MRSA strain details: None
Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis: 
2 and Fisher’s exact test used for comparisons between phases
Major confounders and bias: Reduced LOS in phase 2 could reduce the proportion of HAI detected during ICU stays. 
No patient follow-up after discharge
What the authors conclude: Infection control measures led to a significant decrease in the percentage of patients infected
with MRSA
Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Evidence supports conclusion, but the single data point per phase is insufficient for a
proper evaluation of intervention and its significance. Total number of cases is small and changes may be consistent with
stochastic fluctuations. Falling LOS, although part of the intervention, may reduce the chance of detecting infections
Notes: Infection control measures were not implemented in response to high MRSA levels

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Stone et al., 199875 Design: Retrospective ITS with non-equivalent control group. 3 phases

Setting: Acute elderly care unit (3 wards) and Location: London, UK Dates: Oct. 1994–Mar. 1996
general medical unit (4 wardsa)

Population characteristics: Units in a teaching hospital with endemic MRSA. Acute elderly: 66 beds over 3 wards, wards
have 4-bed bays and single rooms (10 across the 3 wards). Age: ≥ 75 years. Mean LOS: 11.4 days. General medical unit: 
101 bedsa. Age of MRSA patients: ~50% ≥ 65 years. LOS: 8–9 daysa

Stated aim of study: To evaluate the effect of enhanced infection control policies following IW control of an outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: Patient isolation, antibiotic policy, staff education

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Acute elderly

Phase 1 Single rooms and Patient contacts of MRSA Whenever MRSA detected Ward closures: 18-bed 
5 months cohorting for all cases. in patients and HCWsa ward closed to new 
(Oct. 1994– MRSA cases Admission screens for admissions for 47 days; 
Feb. 1995) contacts of MRSA cases; 24-bed ward closed for 

patients transferred from 24 daysa

nursing homes, other Gloves, apronsa UK 
hospitals and other guidelines 199041

countries; those with 
previous MRSA. HCWs 
screened when MRSA cases 
with no clear sourcea

Phase 2 IW As phase 1 As phase 1 One ward closed to 
4 months non-MRSA patients 
(Mar.–June (as used as IW).
1995) Gloves, apronsa

UK Guidelines 199041

Phase 3 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 Low cephalosporin 
9 months antibiotic policy.
(July 1995– Handwashing education 
Mar. 1996) and feedback of MRSA and

Clostridium difficile rates to
HCWs. Handwashing with
chlorhexidine scrub (for
prolonged contact) or
alcoholic chlorhexidine.
Gloves, apronsa UK
guidelines 199041

General medical

Phase 1 Single rooms and As for acute elderlya As for acute elderlya Ward closures: 32-bed 
5 months cohortinga ward closed to new 
(Oct. 1994– admissions for 23 days.a

Feb. 1995) UK guidelines 199041

Phase 2 IW (for patients As phase 1 As phase 1 UK guidelines 199041

4 months ≥ 65 years old). As 
(Mar.–June phase 1 for others
1995)

Phase 3 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 UK guidelines 199041

9 months
(July 1995–
Mar. 1996)

Isolation details: Acute elderly: single rooms (and cohorting for overflow) used for known MRSA patients (phases 1 and 3
only), MRSA contacts, nursing home transfers and patients awaiting screening results.a IW was converted 18-bed acute
elderly ward, used for non-surgical MRSA patients ≥ 65 years old (except special cases) from whole hospital, and was able
to accommodate all targeted MRSA patientsa

Screening details: Patient sites: nose, perineum, lesions, wounds, skin and indwelling devices.a HCW sites: nose, throat,
lesionsa

continued
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Eradication details: Topical agents: mupirocin and chlorhexidine.a Systemic agents: rifampicin and fusidic acida

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Quarterly or 2 monthly incidence data for both settings. No data for phase 2
Acute elderly Phase 1 (Oct. 1994–Feb. 1995) Phase 3 (July 1995–Mar. 1996)
MRSA incidence/number of admissions 25/633 27/1392
Incidence per 100 admissions 3.95 1.94
General medical Phase 1 (Oct. 1994–Feb. 1995) Phase 3 (July 1995–Mar. 1996)
MRSA incidence/number of admissions 33/1916 69/3314
Incidence per 100 admissions 1.72 2.08
Infections: No data 
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: No attempt to distinguish between newly-acquired and imported cases
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: On acute elderly unit incidence per 100 admissions increased during phase 1 from 2.00 (9 cases) in
Oct.–Dec. 1994, to 8.79 (16 cases) for Jan.–Feb. 1995. In phase 3 (July 1995–Mar. 1996) incidence fell back to initial
levels, with 2.14 (10 cases), 2.20 (11 cases) and 1.41(6 cases) cases/100 admissions in each successive 3-month period.
On the general medical unit there was a similar increase in incidence during phase 1: 1.04 per 100 admissions (13 cases)
in the first 2 months; 3.13 (20 cases) in the last 2 months. During phase 3 (July 1995–Mar. 1996) there was again some
increase in the new year with 2.02 (19), 1.35 (17) and 2.95 (33 cases) in each successive 3-month period
4. Secondary outcomes: Antibiotic use recorded on acute elderly unit, showing ~57% reduction in cephalosporins, 
~76% increase aminopenicillins and 160% increase in trimethoprim following antibiotic policy in phase 3

Economic evaluation: Acute elderly bed days lost: 1164 before intervention (Oct. 1994–Feb. 1995); 513 after intervention
(Oct. 1995–Feb. 1996)

MRSA strain details: One predominant strain: more than 90% of MRSA isolates were EMRSA-16

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis of time series data (
2 test used)

Major confounders and bias: Regression to mean. Seasonal effects (for evaluation of initial IW effect)

What the authors conclude: 
1. Much of the initial fall is attributable to the isolation ward preventing cross-infection
2. Lower incidence was maintained on the elderly unit after the IW reverted to an elderly care ward. This did not happen in
the general medical unit, which again had a rise in winter. The control policy helped maintain lower MRSA incidence

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
2. There were initial falls in total MRSA detected on both units (comparing the 2 months before phase 2 with the 3 months
after), but it is impossible to determine how much is attributable to changes in new acquisitions and imported cases,
respectively. Seasonal effects are also likely, and ward closures may have contributed. Also, numbers of cases are small and
stochastic effects may be important
3. On the acute elderly unit, comparing only the same times of year, incidence in Oct.–Dec. in phase 3 was almost identical
with that in phase 1, providing no evidence of any effect of the control policy. Only in the last 3 months of phase 3 was a
reduction seen compared with phase 1 levels. Such a delayed effect could be consistent with cumulative effects of
educational interventions, and the fact that no similar changes in MRSA incidence were seen in the general medical unit
provides some support for the conclusion. However, the total number of cases is small, regression to mean is likely to be
important and overall evidence for effect of control policy is weak

Notes: Outcomes also reported from the rest of the hospital, but general medical unit patients are described by the
authors as being the most similar to those in the elderly unit, so we have considered these to be the control group

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Talon et al., 1995102 Design: Prospective ITS (2 phases)

Setting: SICU Location: Besançon, France Dates: 6-month study. No year given

Population characteristics: 15 beds. 157 patients during study. Endemic MRSA

Stated aim of study: To assess incidence and routes of exogenous colonisation and infections caused by S. aureus and to
evaluate mupirocin efficacy for reducing cross-colonisation

Major infection control changes during the study: Topical eradication

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 None All patients on admission. None None
4 months All patients weekly
(Feb.–May)

Phase 2 None As phase 1 Topical mupirocin for all None
2 months patients, irrespective of 
(June–July) MRSA status

Isolation details: No isolation

Screening details: Screening sites: nose, wounds, tracheal secretions

Eradication details: Mupirocin applied twice daily

Reported outcomes: 
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Total nasal isolates during study: 35 in phase 1; 6 in phase 2
Infections: No data. Infections reported for all S. aureus, not for MRSA alone
Colonisation: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: 16 MRSA carriers detected from 157 admissions. Predominant strain (4A), introduced by 3
patients in phase 1 and 1 in phase 2
MRSA acquisitions: 21. For strain 4A, 12 acquisitions in phase 1, only 1 in phase 2
Attributable deaths: No data
Definitions: Carriage on admission: positive admission swabs
2. Point prevalence: Data for one strain (4a) only
3. Trends: Monthly data reported for strain 4a only, although time series is very short (6 points). In phase 1, prevalence
and incidence highly variable (1–8 and 1–7), the prevalence falling from 8 to 2 in the month prior to the intervention.
Prevalence was 2 throughout phase 2
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA/MSSA nasal isolates: 35/18 (phase 1); 6/16 (phase 2)

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: 7 strains that were seen to spread were identified by PFGE. One (type 4A) predominated

Analysis in paper: No analysis of MRSA data

Major confounders and bias: 1. Mupirocin use may reduce the chance of detecting MRSA even if attempts are made to
neutralise it. 2. Numbers colonised on admission in each phase are not reported (except for one strain). 3. Possible seasonal
effects. 4. Acquisition data in both phases available for only one strain, so reporting bias is possible

What the authors conclude: 
1. Mupirocin use reduced the MRSA infection and colonisation rates
2. Major spread of MRSA was due to cross-colonisation and not spread of resistant mutants

Assessment of authors’ conclusions:
1. Unclear for infection-specific rate as these data are not reported. Some evidence that intervention reduced total MRSA
transmission, although important confounders exist, and the time series is short and presents only a subset of the data
2. Conclusion is supported by the typing data

Notes: No patient isolation. Study included as this was a clearly defined prospective study with known isolation policy
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Study: Tambic et al., 199990 Design: Prospective non-interventional study

Setting: 220-bed teaching hospital Location: Zagreb, Croatia Dates: 16 Apr.–15 May 1996

Population characteristics: 7 wards studied: burns unit (13 beds); ITU (14 beds); 5 general surgical wards. MRSA initially
endemic. Mean LOS: 8.1 days for study population. Minimum mean LOS was in ITU (3.4 days), maximum in burns unit 
(14.6 days)

Stated aim of study: To determine the extent of MRSA colonisation in HCWs and patients and evaluate importance of risk
factors

Major infection control changes during the study: No changes

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Cohorting on closed All patients screened on None 1990 UK working party 
1 month baysa first and last days of study. guidelines.41

(16 Apr.–15 All patients screened on Handwashing education
May 1996) discharge.

HCWs screened once

Isolation details: Open bays used for cohorting when MRSA patients could not all be accommodated on closed baysa

Screening details: HCW sites screened: nose and hands. Patients screening sites: nose; wounds and central venous
catheter sites (on first and last study days). No enrichment

Eradication details: Eradication for one MRSA + nurse onlya

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Number of MRSA-positive patients per 1000 admissions: 66.3. Number of MRSA-positive patients per 
1000 patient days: 8.2
Infections: Total number of patients with MRSA infections during study: 20
Colonisation: Total MRSA-colonised patients (without infections): 22
MRSA carriage on admission: No data 
MRSA acquisitions: No data
Denominators: 633 patients admitted during study 
Infection criteria: CDC 1988311

2. Point prevalence: Point prevalence of MRSA carriage among patients in whole study population on first and last
study days: 10.3 and 11.2%
Secondary outcomes: Prevalences (as a percentage of all S. aureus, cases per 1000 admissions, and cases per 1000
patient days) reported for whole hospital and individual wards. 22% of all S. aureus isolates were MRSA
3. Trends: No data

MRSA strain details: 3 distinct phenotypes (from antibiotic sensitivity profiles) and 4 distinct genotypes (based on RAPD)
found. No clustering of types on wards except for burns where all three were the same type

Analysis in paper: None 

Bias and confounders: No reporting of what proportion of patients were screened, so sampling biases are possible

What the authors conclude: A substantial proportion of MRSA carriers escape infection control measures if active
screening is not performed

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: Conclusion is supported by the evidence. Lack of clustering suggests that many
patients may have carried MRSA on admission

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Ward et al., 1981100 Design: Retrospective outbreak report, ITS (2 phases)

Setting: General hospital (see Notes below) Location: Oregon, USA Dates: Feb. 1979–May 1979

Population characteristics: 463 beds. Outbreak restricted to two general surgical wards of 30 beds each. Mean LOS for
MRSA patients: 97 days. MRSA not endemic. ICT with 1 ICN

Stated aim of study: To describe outbreak

Major infection control changes during the study: Changes to patient isolation, screening and eradication therapy

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Strict isolation with Contacts of MRSA patients None 1. Removal of colonised 
~1.5 months single roomsa (patients on same ward and HCWs
(11 Feb.– HCWs with direct contact) 2. Handwashing education 
31 Mar. 1979) (from last week of phase)

Phase 2 IW As phase 1 None before May. 1. Removal of colonised 
~1.5 months Subsequently eradication HCWs
(1 Apr.–19 for patients and staff 2. Handwashing education
May 1979a)

Isolation details: 6 single rooms available for patient isolation in phase 1. IW (~25 beds,a converted ward) opened (phase
2) when these were full. No overflow in phase 2a

Screening details: Screening sites: nose only for HCWs; nose, rectum and potentially colonised sites for patients

Eradication details: Topical agent: bacitracin. Systemic agents: rifampicin, TMP/SMX (if extranasal sites)

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Monthly and weekly incidence reported throughout study
Infections: No bacteraemias 
Colonisations: No data
MRSA carriage on admission: No data 
Attributable deaths: None
Definitions: Infection: local criteria
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: Sudden onset of new MRSA cases in mid-Feb. (5 cases); similar incidence next 2 months (8 and 11 cases);
decline in May (4 cases) with no new cases after introduction of eradication therapy. During outbreak 1–4 new
cases/week. No new cases reported for the 7.5 months after the last case in May
4. Secondary outcomes: HCW carriage: 5/307 (1.6%) of screened HCWs

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: One predominant strain. All isolates lysed by phage 47,54,75. Resistant to neomycin, clindamycin,
nafcillin, erythromycin, ampicillin, cefoxitin

Analysis in paper: No analysis of time series data

Major confounders and bias: Reporting and seasonal bias; regression to mean

What the authors conclude: 
1. Graduated introduction of routine control measures appeared ineffective in preventing spread 
2. Eradication therapy for colonised HCWs and patients appeared to help control the outbreak and data suggest that HCW
nasal carriage may have been important

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. New cases continued to appear following all control measures except the last, suggesting measures were unable to
prevent all spread, although they may have reduced the amount of spread there would have been without them. No
attempt to assess numbers colonised on admission, so impossible to tell how much spread really did continue
2. Termination of outbreak following eradication therapy, and fact that contact with colonised HCWs was documented in 26
of 28 patients who acquired MRSA infections provides limited suggestive evidence of causality. It is not reported how many
comparable patients not acquiring MRSA on the same wards also had contacts with colonised HCWs. Numbers are low
enough to suggest that stochastic fadeout would not have been unlikely

Notes: The paper reported two related outbreaks at two general hospitals (UOSC and PVAMC). UOSC did not use an IW
and was therefore a low priority study and management of its outbreak has not been evaluated. PVAMC used an IW, so met
the inclusion criteria. Management of this outbreak is described above. We did not consider this to be a controlled study of
2 interventions (and it was not described as such by the authors), as hospital population characteristics were very different

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Yano et al., 2000114 Design: Prospective cohort study with historical controls

Setting: Surgical department Location: Osaka, Japan Dates: Intervention group: 1 Mar. 1997–28 Feb. 1998
Control group: 1 Jan. 1996–31 Dec. 1996

Population characteristics: Only gastrointestinal surgery patients included in study. ~80 gastrointestinal surgery beds,
located on two floors.a Intervention group: 141 patients; mean (SD) age: 60.1 (10.9). Control group: 128 patients; mean
(SD) age: 59.8 (11.5). ICT. Endemic MRSA

Stated aim of study: To examine whether preoperative intranasal application of mupirocin ointment reduces
postoperative infection with S. aureus and MRSA in upper gastrointestinal surgery patients

Major infection control changes during the study: Mupirocin use in treatment group

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms and Preadmission screening for Attempted when MRSA 1. Handwashing education
12 months cohorting all study patients detected in potential study 2. Contact isolation
(1 Jan.–31 patients for phase 2
Dec. 1996)

Phase 2 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 + mupirocin As phase 1
12 months used for all study patients 
(1 Mar. 97– postoperatively regardless of 
28 Feb. 1998) MRSA status

Isolation details: ~20 single roomsa

Screening details: Nasal screening only

Eradication details: Topical eradication (phase 1): povidone iodine gargle and ofloxacin aerosol. Systemic eradication
(phase 1): rifampicin + baktar or minomycin. In phase 2, all patients treated nasally with mupirocin 3 times per day for 3
consecutive days from the 3rd postoperative day. Eradication defined by 3 consecutive negative swabs post-treatment

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Infections:

Phase 1 Phase 2
Postoperative MRSA infections 9 0
Postoperative MSSA infections 6 1
Number of patients 128 141

No data for colonisations, total MRSA, carriage on admission or attributable deaths
Definitions: Infection: CDC 1988 criteria.311 Infections within 30 days of surgery defined as postoperative.
MRSA acquisitions: assumed true acquisitions only if previous negative swabs during stay
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: No data

Economic evaluation: None

MRSA strain details: No details

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis; Fisher’s exact test used to compare intervention and control group incidence

Major confounders and bias: Hawthorne effects. Lack of time series data makes study vulnerable to existence of trends.
Case mix: in phase 2 significantly more patients had preoperative complications

What the authors conclude: 
1. Preoperative nasal mupirocin use was found to be an effective measure to prevent postoperative infections in patients
undergoing upper gastrointestinal surgery 
2. There was a significant reduction in postoperative S. aureus and MRSA infection rates

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: 
1. Some evidence for effect although potential confounders exist 
2. Assessments of significance assumes independence of patient outcomes, which is implausible for an infectious disease

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Study: Yoshida et al., 199555 Design: Prospective ITS (2 phases with predefined protocol)

Setting: 2 general surgical wards Location: Fukuoka, Japan Dates: Sept. 1992–Aug. 1994

Population characteristics: Only patients with gastrointestinal diseases were included in the study (994 patients). 
Endemic MRSA. 75 beds in the two wards. Mean age (SD) for all patients positive for any one of 4 organisms screened for:
61.8 (13.7)

Stated aim of study: To test the hypothesis that ward round order influences incidence of nosocomial infection in
gastroenterological surgery patients

Major infection control changes during the study: Order of ward round changed

Isolation Screening Eradication Other measures

Phase 1 Single rooms None Preoperative nasal Ward round starts in 
12 months disinfection for all patients postoperative rooms and 
(Sept. 1992– with povidone iodinea proceeds to other rooms 
Aug. 1993) without fixed order

Phase 2 As phase 1 As phase 1 As phase 1 Ward round moves from 
12 months postoperative rooms to 
(Sept. 1993– rooms with stable patients, 
Aug. 1994) and ends in MRSA isolation

rooms

Isolation details: 4 single roomsa for MRSA patients. Postoperative patients cohorted separately, with HCWs. Masks used

Screening details: No screening

Eradication details: All elective patients received preoperative nasal + throat disinfection with povidone iodine

Reported outcomes:
1. Incidence:
Total MRSA: Number of MRSA positive patients detected in each 2-week period reported
Infections: 150 infections (MRSA isolates) in phase 1; 50 in phase 2. 1 bacteraemia in phase 1; 0 in phase 2. 
37 pneumonias in phase 1; 12 in phase 2
Colonisation: No data
Definitions: Infections: material submitted for culture only when an infection suspected, and all positive isolates were
considered to be from infections. MRSA carriage on admission: no attempt to distinguish new cases from those colonised
on admission 
2. Point prevalence: No data
3. Trends: MRSA incidence was stable during the first 44 weeks, with 1–4 cases in each 2-week period (apart from
weeks 11–12, which had 7 cases). No new cases in the last 8 weeks of phase 1. In phase 2, 0–2 new cases each
fortnight; no clear evidence of a trend, although incidence appeared to be lower than in the first 44 weeks of phase 1
4. Secondary outcomes: MRSA isolates/MSSA isolates: 150/31 (phase1); 50/40 (phase 2)

Economic evaluation: Changing ward round order reported to have virtually no cost

MRSA strain details: Patients acquiring MRSA soon after admission tended to have minocycline- and ofloxacin-resistant
strains

Analysis in paper: No appropriate analysis. Piecewise linear regression used to model incidence data

Major confounders and bias: Changing prevalence is the major potential confounder for the interpretation of incidence
data

What the authors conclude: Reordering ward round appears to help prevent nosocomial infection. Ward rounds for
patients who have had gastroenterological surgery should go from compromised hosts to stable patients, then isolated
patients

Assessment of authors’ conclusions: There is some evidence of a sustained reduced incidence in phase 2, but it is
difficult to interpret outcomes without prevalence data. Reduced incidence in phase 2 may be due to reduced prevalence
resulting from prolonged period with no new cases near the end of phase 1

Notes: Study excluded patients with extraperitoneal metastases originating from gastrointestinal organs. No reasons given

a Additional information obtained from authors.
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Model used for assessing threats to validity
The model presented in Chapter 2 for assessing threats to validity associated with reporting bias and
regression to the mean is based on a simplified version of a previously described model which removes
the explicit assumptions about transmission routes.51 There are two compartments: colonised patients
(represented by the random variable X) and uncolonised patients (Y). Full bed occupancy in an n-bed
ward is assumed, so X = n – Y. Other parameters are: transmission rate, �; patient discharge rate, �; and
the chance of a patient being colonised on admission, �. 

Transition probabilities in the model are then:

Pr{Y(t + ∆ t) = i + 1|Y(t) = i} = �(n – i)i∆ t + ��(n – i)∆ t + o(∆ t)
Pr{Y(t + ∆ t) = i – 1|Y(t) = i} = �i(1 – �)∆ t + o(∆ t)

All other transitions have probability o(∆ t). Parameters used for simulations in Chapter 2 are 
� = 0.1 day–1, � = 0.01 and � varied between 0.05 and 0.2 day–1.

Models used for assessing impact of an isolation policy
Base model without isolation

Variables used in the base model (without patient isolation) in Chapter 5 are as follows:

y infected or colonised patients in the hospital
x uninfected and uncolonised patients in hospital
xc uninfected and uncolonised patients in community with high admission rate
yc infected or colonised patients in community with high admission rate
x�c uninfected and uncolonised patients in community with low admission rate
y�c infected or colonised patients in community with low admission rate.

The total populations are given by n (number of patients in hospital), nc recently hospitalised individuals
with high readmission rate) and n�c (recently hospitalised individuals with a lower admission rate). Other
parameters are given in Table 4 in Chapter 5.

The deterministic version of the model can be described by the set of three differential equations:

dy
—– = �y(n – y) – dy + �Hyc + �Ly�c – �y (1)
dt

dyc—– = �y – (�H + d + �)yc (2)
dt

dy�c—– = �yc – (�L + d)y�c (3)
dt

The hospital population size is assumed to be fixed, so x = n – y.

It is assumed that the population of recently hospitalised individuals with high readmission rate, 
nc = xc + yc, is also of constant size, as is the population with a lower admission rate, n�c = x�c + y�c. This
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requirement determines the values of xc and x�c and leads to the expression of the total community
population size, Nc = nc + n�c:

(�L + �)�n
Nc = —————— (4)

(�H + �)�L

This model does not explicitly consider birth and death. Since each death can be considered to be
replaced by a birth, and infants will initially be free of MRSA, mortality can be absorbed into the
parameter d, the rate at which colonisation is cleared. For all practical situations the contribution of
mortality to d is likely to be very small compared with that due to loss of colonisation and can be
neglected. 

The basic reproduction number (see Glossary), R0, is given by

�n(�H + d + �)(�L + d)
R0 = ——————————————————————————— (5)

(� + d)(�H + d + �)(�L + d) – ��H(�L + d) – ���L

This is the product of the number of secondary cases in a single stay, r0, and the mean number of stays
per patient while still colonised. The reproduction number for a single stay is given by: r0 = �n/(� + d).
The mean number of stays while still colonised is given by 1/(1 – P), where P is the probability that a
hospitalised colonised patient is discharged and readmitted at least once while still colonised. Thus, even
though r0 < 1, and there is insufficient transmission to sustain the epidemic over a short timescale, the
patterns of patient readmission and the persistence of colonisation may be sufficient to allow R0 to be >1,
leading to an epidemic over a longer timescale.

Setting equations (1)–(3) to zero and solving gives the stable endemic prevalence, y*:

�(d + � + �H)(d + �L)(d + �) – ��H(d + �L) – ��L�
y* = n – ———————————————————————————— (6)

�(d + � + �H)(d + �L)

provided that R0 > 1. If R0 < 1, then y* = 0.

The instantaneous ratio of the rate of new hospital acquisitions to imported cases, �, is given by

�y(n – y)
� = ——————– (7)

�Hyc + �Ly�c

When R0 > 1, evaluating this at the stable equilibrium values, y*, yc* and yc*, gives

(d + �)(d + � + �H)(d + �L)
�* = ——————————————— – 1 (8)

��H(d + �L) + ���L

which is independent of the transmission parameter, �.

Model with isolation policy
To consider the effect of the isolation policy, the above model was modified by introducing a new
compartment representing hospitalised and isolated patients, z. Since patients in isolation are assumed to
leave the hospital at a different (generally lower) rate, the relative proportions of individuals in the
community with high and low readmission rates will now change over time, and the full set of differential
equations is needed to model the system:

dy
—– = �xy – dy + �Hyc + �Ly�c – �y – (y, z) (9)
dt
dx
—– = –�xy + dy + �Hxc + �Lx�c (10)
dt
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dz
—– = (y, z) – �iz (11)
dt

dyc—– = �y + �i(1 – �)z – (�H + d + �)yc (12)
dt
dxc—– = �x + dyc + �i�z – (�H + �)xc (13)
dt

dy�c—– = �yc – (�L + d)y�c (14)
dt

dx�c—– = �xc + dy�c – (�L + d)x�c (15)
dt

Here the patient isolation rate, (y, z), is a function of the number of isolated patients and the number of
colonised patients; if all the isolation facilities are in use, patients can only be isolated at the rate at which
patients leave the isolation beds. Thus:

�y if z < ni(y, z) = {min(�y, �ini) if z = ni

This model reduces to the previous model if the number of isolation beds, ni, or the isolation rate, �, are
set to zero.

Economic model
The model used for the economic evaluation is identical with that above, except that the compartment of
hospitalised MRSA patients (y) is split into two: infected and colonised patients. Since infected patients
are assumed to have longer stays, the total rate of patient discharge varies over time. To maintain a
constant hospital population size requires that the admission rates �L and �H are now functions of the
number of infected patients. These functions are chosen so that the rate of patient admission matches
that of patient discharge. For the scenarios where colonised and infected patients are both isolated, when
the isolation rate is limited (owing to lack of available beds), the relative rates of isolation of infected and
colonised patients are the same as those pertaining when isolation rate was not limited by bed availability. 

Cost vectors used in the economic model are given in Chapter 5.

Parameter estimation
Maximum likelihood estimates for parameters �L and �H (low and high readmission rates) and � (rate of
progression from high to low readmission rate) were obtained from the hospital data described in
Chapter 5. The likelihood expression was derived by dividing all patient discharges into two classes: those
without patient readmission in the time span covered by the data (censored observations); and those
ending in a readmission. If t is the time in days between hospital discharge and either censoring or
readmission, the contribution to the total likelihood function from each such observation is found by
considering two possibilities: (i) that the patient is in a high readmission rate compartment up to time t;
(ii) that the patient moved from a high to low readmission rate compartment at some time t� < t. In the
latter case the contribution to the likelihood is found by integrating over possible values for t�.
Combined, these considerations give contributions to the likelihood function, L, of:

�
[e–(�+�H)t – e–�Lt](——————) + e–(�+�H)t (16)

�L – � – �H

if censored and

��L[e–(�+�H)t – e–�Lt](——————) + �He–(�+�H)t (17)
�L – � – �H

if readmitted.
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This likelihood function was maximised using the nlm function in R.66 Standard errors were estimated
from the inverse Hessian matrix. 

Simulation details
Deterministic models were solved numerically using the Runge–Kutta 4 method (Berkeley Madonna
version 8.0.1; G Oster, R Macey, University of California at Berkeley, 2001).

Stochastic analogues of deterministic models were modelled by assuming all transitions (movements of
patients between model compartments) occur as Poisson processes with hazard rates corresponding to
rates in the deterministic model. For example, in the basic model without isolation the probability of one
patient becoming colonised in a short interval of time, �t, approaches �(n – y)y�t as �t approaches zero.
Patient admissions are an exception to this. When a single patient is discharged, he or she is replaced by
another patient from the community selected randomly in accordance with relative population sizes and
admission rates. 

Stochastic models were implemented in a C++ program using standard simulation techniques.319
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Guidelines
1. Specification of the type of report
The aim of the paper should be clearly described
in the Introduction. The authors should state
whether it is an outbreak report or an intervention
study. The start and finish dates should be clear
and the MRSA described as epidemic, endemic or
epidemic becoming endemic, with definitions or
evidence supporting the use of those terms given.
If an outbreak report, the number of outbreaks
should be stated clearly.

2. Study design 
For intervention studies, protocol and power
calculations should be reported. Any intervention
study should be described as prospective or
retrospective. If prospective it should be clearly
stated whether it was a formally implemented
study with a predefined protocol and end-point.
Study design should be specified, whether a
standard design (for example, an RCT, cohort
study, case–control study, an interrupted time
series) or non-standard or hybrid design. Reports
of retrospective and prospective studies should
make it clear whether any part of the study data
either prompted the decision to report outcomes
or to intervene, or whether the decision to report
and comparisons to be made were decided on
before looking at the data. For interrupted time
series, the phases should have clearly stated start
and stop dates and be explicitly defined in terms
of a change in each intervention. For randomised
studies, standard reporting guidelines should be
adhered to. 

3. Study population or setting
The setting should be described as, for example, a
general hospital, tertiary or teaching hospital,
ICU, medical or surgical or other ward or unit, or
long-stay or rehabilitation hospital. If a general or
tertiary hospital, the units involved should be
listed. The number of beds in the setting should
be given, together with the number of patients
admitted during the study (denominator), and
their age (mean or median with some measure of
dispersion, such as standard deviation or inter-
quartile range). LOS (mean or median with some

measure of dispersion) should be given for all
patients and for all MRSA-positive patients. If
available, the percentage of patients transferred
from other hospitals (or wards), from abroad or
admitted from nursing homes or with a previous
history of MRSA should be given. The presence of
an ICT and the number of ICNs available for the
hospital or unit should be given.

4. Interventions in each phase
The isolation policy, screening policy, eradication
policy and other interventions (for example,
antibiotic restriction, hand-hygiene education or
feedback, ward closures, feedback of surveillance
or outcome data) should all be specified and
clearly described in each phase. If possible, nurse
staffing levels or work-loads should be given.

We have found a summary table of what changed
in each phase useful. 

Isolation policy
The main policy should be described according to
intensity of isolation, that is, as ‘isolation ward or
unit’, ‘cohorting with designated nursing staff ’ or
‘cohorting without designated nursing staff ’, ‘side-
room isolation’, or ‘none’. The use or non-use of
gowns or aprons, gloves or masks should be
specified, as this may be the only isolation policy
in some settings.

� Isolation policy for overflow: it should be stated
whether the capacity of the main isolation
policy was sufficient to isolate all patients
requiring isolation, and if not the overflow
policy should be described as above.

� Patients isolated: it should be clearly stated
which patient group was isolated, for example,
all MRSA-positive patients, infected patients
only, other selected MRSA-positive patients (e.g.
those with uncontainable secretions), contacts of
MRSA-positive patients, patients awaiting
screening results, inter-hospital transfers and
admissions from nursing homes.

� Isolation unit or ward details: it should be
specified whether the unit was used only for
MRSA or for other infectious disease also, and
whether or not it was purpose-built with
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negative-pressure ventilation. The number of
beds should be stated together with the number
of single rooms in the unit.

� Cohorting details: it should be stated whether
cohorting was on open wards (i.e. in a
geographically defined but not physically
separated section of a general non-MRSA ward),
or in open or closed bays.

� Side-room details: the number of side rooms
potentially available to the study population
should be stated and whether these had
negative pressure or not.

Screening policy
This should specify who was screened (e.g. all
patients, contacts, HCWs, elective admissions,
inter-hospital or other transfers, patients with a
history of MRSA, admission from nursing homes),
when (e.g. on admission, on discharge, weekly,
once per phase, once per admission) and what
sites (e.g. nose, perineum, throat; wounds, sores,
ulcers or skin breaks; mid-stream urine or catheter
specimen of urine) were screened. This may need
to be tabulated for clarity. 

Eradication policy
This should specify whether eradication was
attempted or not, whether it was topical or
systemic or both, and which agents were used. The
target group should be clearly described (e.g. ‘all
positive patients’, ‘all positive staff ’) and whether
or not it was continued after discharge. Clearance
of MRSA should be clearly defined (e.g. negative
swabs for three consecutive weekly tests). 

Other interventions
The presence or absence of antibiotic restrictions,
hand-hygiene education, surveillance and
feedback of infection or colonisation rates and use
of ward closures should be stated, even if these are
not the main interventions. Where an antibiotic or
hand-hygiene policy has been introduced, data on
compliance should be presented, or the absence of
such data at least acknowledged. Where education
or feedback has been used, the frequency and
format should be described. 

5. Typing
There should be details of culture media,
including the addition of any selective
antimicrobials. Local or reference typing data
(bacteriophage, antibiogram or DNA
methodology) should be given. We recommend
that an appropriate selection of isolates be typed
by a reference laboratory to confirm strain
clonality, explore hypotheses of introduction and
spread and allow comparison with known

epidemic or important strains. The Health
Protection Agency have criteria for referral of
strains to the reference laboratory.320

6. Outcomes
MRSA-related outcomes (infection, colonisation,
crude or directly attributable mortality,
bacteraemia, specific infections, etc.) should be
expressed at a regular time interval (e.g. weekly,
monthly or yearly) rather than as totals for each
phase of a study. For shorter studies or outbreak
reports charts indicating durations of individual
patient stays and dates of MRSA detection provide
more complete summaries of outcome data,
although attention should be given to reporting
data for both exposed patients who did not
acquire MRSA in addition to data for MRSA-
positive patients. Denominators such as the total
number of admissions/discharges and patient days
should be reported. All aggregation of data loses
information, and we recommend reporting
disaggregated data as far as possible. Graphical
methods are particularly suitable for this.

If there is no screening policy or if there are major
changes in the screening policy over the course of
the study, incidence of MRSA infections should be
reported as the primary outcome, as colonisation
data will be incomplete owing to failure to detect
asymptomatic MRSA-colonised patients. Where
there is a consistent screening policy, the incidence
of MRSA colonisations may be an appropriate
outcome. 

Prevalence of MRSA should be reported, ideally at
the same time intervals as the incidence rates. If
possible, the incidence of cases found to be
colonised on admission should be reported at each
time interval as this allows an estimate of the
challenge to an institution from the community
and of the amount of cross-infection in the study
population. 

Criteria used to define infection, directly
attributable mortality and colonisation on
admission should be explicitly stated.

We recommend that if an intervention has been
stopped after a study, for example because of its
perceived failure, or continued because of its
apparent success, then follow-up data should be
presented. However, if this is done for planned
studies authors need to make it clear if it had not
originally been the intention to report these data
when the study was planned. In such cases these
data should, therefore, not be used in the primary
outcome assessment.
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7. Economic outcomes
Ideally, an intervention study should include an
economic assessment of the intervention. If this is
not feasible, then some effort should be made to
describe the resources used to carry out the
intervention policy (e.g. bed days used, staff time,
costs of investigations and treatments). Any
important assumptions made should be described
and the data presented in a way that would enable
others to replicate the cost assessments in their
own settings. 

8. Bias and confounders
Measures taken to prevent bias should be
considered in the study design, and reported in
detail. Chapter 2 discusses such threats to validity
and measures that can be taken to prevent them.

Potential bias in studies with comparison groups
should be sought in the usual way with attention
paid to method of allocation and possible selection
bias. The possible presence of seasonal effects or
changes to LOS, case mix, bed occupancy, staffing
levels or workloads, MRSA strains or laboratory
processing of isolates should each be formally
acknowledged and preferably be recorded and
adjusted for in the analysis as necessary. The same
applies to antibiotic use, hand-hygiene and ward
closures, unless these particular interventions are
amongst those under investigation. 

9. Type of analysis
Statistical advice should be sought from a
statistician with epidemiological expertise (and
ideally, knowledge of special issues relating to
infectious diseases) prior to conducting the study.
The type of analysis should be clearly described,
and might include survival analysis or time series
methods for interrupted time series. Procedures
assuming independence of study units (chi-
squared, Fisher’s exact test, chi-squared tests for
trend, linear regression, etc.) are likely to be
inappropriate when the study units are taken as the
patients. Since MRSA is infectious, outcomes in
different patients will not usually be independent.
However full and accurate the assessment of any
intervention, accurate recording, archiving and
reporting of the data are more important than a
comprehensive statistical analysis. For outbreak
reports, formal statistical analysis is not required,
and may sometimes be inappropriate. 

Checklist for referees
1. Type of report

Is it an outbreak report or an intervention study?

How many outbreaks are there?
Are the start and finish dates clear?
Is MRSA described as endemic or epidemic?
Is a definition of epidemicity or endemicity 

given?
Is the aim of the paper clear?
If an intervention study: what is the hypothesis?

2. Study design
Is it retrospective or prospective?
Is there a protocol with fixed start and finish 

dates?
Is it an RCT, CT, cohort, case control and/or 

ITS or other design?

3. Study population or setting
Is the hospital or ward setting described?
If the setting is a hospital are the units involved 

listed?
How many beds were in the hospital or unit?
How many admissions were there? (denominator)?
What were the ages of the patients?
What was the LOS (mean or median, 

plus dispersion) of all patients?
What was LOS of MRSA patients?
What percentage of admissions were inter-

hospital transfers or NH admissions ?
Was there an ICT?
How many ICNs were there? What was the 

extent of their other responsibilities? E.g.
Community Trust or other hospitals?

4. Interventions
(a) Isolation:

Was the main policy
isolation unit? 
cohort with designated staff?
cohort without designated staff?
side room?
gowns or aprons, and gloves only?
none? 

What was the policy for the overflow?
Who was isolated?
How many beds in the isolation ward or 

unit?
Was cohorting on open or closed bays?
How many side rooms were available?

(b) Screening: 
Who was screened?
How often?
What sites?

(c) Eradication:
Was it carried out?
Which agents?
Which patients?
How was clearance defined?
Was it effective?
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(d) Other interventions:
Were antibiotics restricted?
Was antibiotic use recorded?
Were there a hand-hygiene initiative? 
Was hand-hygiene compliance 

measured?
Were ward closures used and how many?

5. Typing
Culture details?
Local typing?
Reference laboratory typing?

6. Outcome
Incidence of infection?
Incidence of colonisation? (in presence of 

consistent screening)
Prevalence?
Colonised on admission?
Denominator given?
Appropriate time interval?
Criteria for infection given?
Criteria for distinguishing patients colonised 

on admission given?

7. Economic outcomes
Is it a formal economic study?
Costs broken down to basic units?
Assumptions explicit?
Was the intervention cost-effective?

8. Confounders
Are any of the following recorded and adjusted 

for as potential confounders?
Changes to length of stay?
Changes to case mix?
Changes to bed occupancy?
Changes in staffing levels?
Changes in staffing workloads?
Changes in hand-hygiene?
Changes in antibiotic use?
Changes in strain type?
Changes in processing of isolates?
Changes in screening practice or frequency?
Seasonal effects?

In studies with comparison groups:
Is the allocation method clear, unbiased and 

concealed?
Is there any selection bias?

9. Type of analysis
Statistical advice sought in planning a 

prospective study?
What analysis was used?
Is it appropriate?
Power calculations reported?

Notes
Although these guidelines might seem too
detailed, they are the result of a consensus reached
by a very experienced multi-disciplinary project
group, after systematic review of the literature.
They enable readers of papers to relate the
findings and interventions to their own situation,
and to understand exactly what interventions were
carried out and when. They encourage the
collection of adequate outcome data to facilitate
comprehensive (multi-study) research, including
better statistical analysis and modelling and allow
fuller assessments of threats to validity. 

We have avoided the use of terms such as contact
or strict isolation, barrier nursing, enteric or skin
precautions to describe isolation interventions, as
these may not be universally understood to have
the same meaning. Even when accompanied by a
reference to, for example, CDC guidelines,314 these
may not be easily accessible to readers, especially
outside the USA. We therefore recommend the use
of more descriptive terms such as isolation ward,
cohort (on a general ward) with designated staff,
cohort without designated staff, single room, or
use of aprons or gowns and gloves only, or none.

Similarly, we recommend avoiding description of
interventions as ‘according to National Working
Party Guidelines’. This provides insufficient detail
and the most recent UK guidelines4 have in-built
flexibility that requires further detail to be given in
reporting an outbreak or intervention study.
Terms such as ‘search and destroy’ or
‘Scutari’,40,279 similarly lack clarity, although they
remain useful concepts in general discussion. A
glossary may be helpful to avoid confusion. 

The EPOC guidelines have proved particularly
helpful73 in providing suggestions for improving
the quality of reports and studies. EPOC studies
essentially cover changes in the organisation and
delivery of care, and cover a variety of designs of
controlled clinical trials, RCTs and ITSs. Most
MRSA intervention studies describe a change in
the delivery of care in an organisation or unit, and
could be assessed using the EPOC criteria. Adequate
characterisation of interventions, specification of
their exact timing, and consideration of more
appropriate statistical analysis, especially for ITS
studies, have, therefore, informed our approach.
Most outbreak reports or intervention studies 
are ITSs. 

Other recommendations concerning the setting
and population characteristics are aimed at
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enabling readers of papers to relate what is written
to their own experience. Data such as LOS,
occupancy, numbers colonised on admission and
prevalence help achieve this, but have an
additional role in explaining intervention
consisting of a package of measures. 

It is intended that these recommendations should
help standardise the reporting of intervention
studies and outbreak reports and facilitate
synthesis of results. The distinction between

planned studies (whether prospective or
retrospective) and outbreak reports has often 
been blurred in the hospital infection literature.
We hope that these guidelines will help to 
make the distinction clearer in future reports.
Although outbreak reports are of limited value 
for assessing interventions, they can be important
for generating hypotheses. We believe these
recommendations will help readers to assess 
what was done and what was found in such 
studies. 
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Feedback
The HTA Programme and the authors would like to know 

your views about this report.

The Correspondence Page on the HTA website
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your comments. If you prefer, you can send your comments 
to the address below, telling us whether you would like 

us to transfer them to the website.

We look forward to hearing from you.
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